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Abstract

Natural gas is one of the most employed fuels in the world and especially in Pakistan, where is it
consumed in residential, commercial and power sector. Power sector contribution in natural gas usage is
rising because of lower carbon footprints and also economical as compared to other conventional
sources. It accounts for more than 42% in thermal energy mix, as per National Electric Power Regulatory
Authority (NEPRA) state of industry report 2015. The increased consumption is causing the gas reserves
to deplete, so it becomes indispensable to optimize natural gas in order to save its reserves for future use
in diverse areas. This paper addresses technique based on neural network to optimize the natural gas
usage in power plants by handling plant parameters correctly. Neural Network is an effective pattern
recognition tool used to predict the output with the help of input parameters.
Process variables from various regions in power plant were taken as inputs and fuel flow as output. To
improve generalization of the network, variable reduction techniques are applied after preprocessing the
data. To find the degree of importance on the set of reduced variables, sensitivity analysis is done. By
bringing variation in critical parameters isolated from sensitivity within the operational constraints on the
trained neural network, change in output i.e. fuel flow was noted. It was observed that significant amount
of fuel can be saved if the parameters are manipulated in the right dimension.
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1.

Introduction

Sustainable development and economic stature of any nation depends on the indigenous energy reserves
and its utilization. Owing to the ample resource and reliable supply, the consumption of natural gas is
increasing worldwide at the most rapid rate amongst conventional sources. Natural gas not only occupy
an enormous percentage of usage in domestic users but it also accounts for significant utilization in
power plants and industries. Newly commissioned power plants eye natural gas as primary source of fuel
for the tag of being more environmental friendly than its competitors, leading to lower carbon foot prints
globally [1].
Among the developing countries like Pakistan, the economic balance immensely depends on the health of
energy sector. It also affects the social development and future planning for the utilization of available
domestic resources. Since the energy crisis is still unresolved, the gap between current energy demand
and indigenous supplies is widening. Consequently, the dependency on the foreign oil market is
increasing thus weakening the economic back bone of the country [2]. So natural gas utilization in
Pakistan is increasing in all the different sectors which includes commercial, domestic and especially
power, which is acting as an affordable and eco-friendly alternative to oil. The power sector is heavily
dependent on natural gas, it accounts for more than 42% in thermal energy mix since 2009, as per
NEPRA industry report 2015 statistics, shown in Fig. 1 [3].
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Fig. 1- Thermal Energy Mix [3]

The increasing energy consumption in various sectors in affecting our gas network by widening the
demand and supply gap as shown in Fig. 2 [4].

Fig. 2-Natural Gas Shortfall Data [4]

Perpetual usage is thereby affecting the reserves, so it becomes indispensable to address this issue and
concrete steps are required for its optimization. Since power sector is utilizing natural gas more, so
researchers are keen to work on its optimization in power plants. The trend is shifting towards artificial
intelligence in order to solve highly complex issues like the one involved in power plant regarding its
thermodynamics. Hence Artificial Neural Network (ANN) of the thermodynamics of a power plant can
be used to determine the influence of changes in different process variables (inputs) upon the fuel flow
(output). This information can be used to provide guidance to the plant operators and engineers as to
where they should expand their efforts in order to regulate the fuel flow. The ANN is a technique with a
flexible mathematical structure that can identify obscure patterns between input and output parameters,
especially in case like power plant thermodynamics [5]. This paper presents step by step organized
approach to optimize plant parameters using neural network. To capture important elements, variable
reduction techniques like principal component analysis (PCA) and classification and regression trees
(CRT) are used. To rank the inputs, sensitivity analysis is done. Raw data can harm the model and
training process so appropriate preprocessing methods have been utilized.
2.

Process Variables

Process or control variables are integral part of analyzing any power plant’s performance. Their
measurements are very important in controlling plant’s performance indicators such as fuel flow. Real
time analysis of process variables and maintaining them near to design constraints can improve fuel flow.
The power plant’s performance analysis is dependent upon innumerous complex process variables which
are non-linearly related to each other and to performance indicators. Thus conventional methods fail to
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propose a universal relationship amongst them [6]. Process variable mainly comprise of temperature,
pressure, level and flow variables. Temperature is one of the widely measured variables and holds
immense importance from operation and maintenance aspect as its instability and non-linearity can harm
equipment. Pressure measurement is needed for instance to ensure the safe operation of the boiler. For
efficient quantity and quality of fuel burned, air flow measurement becomes necessary. While incorrect
level measurement in vessels whether high or low than their optimum values can cause vessels to harm
equipment or overflow leading to hazardous conditions [7].
3.

Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

Owing to the complex non-linearity between the process variables and fuel flow ANN is used. ANN
creates a predictive model which can formulate values of output (fuel flow) for different values of input
(process variables). ANN is designed to model the organization and operation capabilities of the human
brain thus ANN as compared to different predictive modeling techniques, is more adaptive towards
highly varying scenarios posed while training for various nonlinear systems [8]. ANN comprises of many
small units for processing called nodes or neurons, these nodes are arranged in layers named input,
hidden and output layers also nodes are interconnected via links known as weights. Along with
functionality of hidden layer and the activation function assigned to each node, input is mapped upon
output [9]. Remarkable privilege that ANN provides lies in the fact that ANN generates a predictive
model while being curtained to fundamental function equation between input and output, overshadowing
the logistic regression and numerical methods which require vivid correspondence between input and
output [10].
4.

Methodology

The methodology is composed of four stages, each having its unique significance,
4.1 Power Plant Data Acquisition

This is the basic step which involves data preparation from power plant. The data was extracted by
instrumentation and control (I&C) department and was provided to us for our analysis. Data is hourly
averaged and is comprised of six months i.e. February, June, July, August, October and November which
makes the tally of the sample size to 4320. The total number of variables are 30, includes process
variables from various sections of power plant i.e. Gas Turbine (G.T), Steam Turbine (S.T) and Heat
recovery steam generator (H.R.S.G). Refer table 1 for complete list of variables provided to us.
Table 1 - Plant Parameters

Active Power G.T (MW)
PF
LP Shaft Speed (RPM)
Compressor Inlet Air Temperature(F)
Compressor Inlet Pressure (mbar)
Inlet Duct Pressure Loss (inch WC)
Fuel Lower Heating Value (BTU/SCF)
Water Injection Flow (lbs/hr)
Exhaust Duct Loss (inch WC)
Fuel Flow (lb/hr)

Plant Parameters(Unit)
Compressor Discharge Pressure (PSIA)
Compressor Pressure Ratio
STG Speed (RPM)
Active Power S.T (MW)
HP Steam Pressure (barg)
HP Steam Temperature (C)
HP Steam Flow (tons/hr)
LP Steam Pressure (barg)
LP Steam Temperature (C)
LP Steam Flow (tons/hr)

Vacuum (bar)
Condenser Cooling Water Flow (tons/hr)
Sea Water Temperature (C)
HRSG Outlet Temperature (C)
GT -03 Exhaust (C)
GT -04 Exhaust (C)
HRSG Exhaust (C)
HP DRUM CBD (T/HR)
LP DRUM CBD (T/HR)
Condensate Flow (T/HR)

4.2 Data Preprocessing
Data preprocessing plays a vital role in data mining, eliminating redundancy and noisy information
thereby improving an analysis at the cost of time consumption. Data at first is prepared, cleaned,
normalized, and transformed with appropriate data reduction techniques [11].
4.2.1 Data Cleaning
It includes operations that correct bad data, filter some incorrect data out of the data set and reduce the
unnecessary detail of data [11]. The variables having constant data were removed because it can reduce
neural network performance and increase training times. Inlet Duct Pressure Loss, Exhaust Duct Loss,
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HP Drum CB, power factor (approximated to be constant), Fuel Lower Heating Value, LP Steam
Pressure and LP Drum CBD were removed as their values were constant throughout. The variables were
reduced to 23 by data cleaning.
4.2.2 Data Transformation
In this preprocessing step, the data is converted or consolidated so that the mining process result could be
applied or may be more efficient [11]. Compressor inlet pressure and discharge pressure can be
transformed to compressor ratio, so instead using all the three mentioned, only compressor ratio can be
selected, which makes our variables down to 21.
These were just inspection methods and based on their apparent condition, the variables were reduced.
Now to further reduce the variables, proper reduction techniques based on certain principles will be
applied after pre-processing the data.
4.2.3 Data Normalization
Data normalization is usually performed to achieve uniformity by assigning all parameters equal weights.
New parameters named as modeling variables or analytic variables are obtained by varying original data
parameters [11]. Decimal normalization technique is applied, which simply transformed the data into one
significant Fig. before decimal point.
4.3 Variable Reduction
Variable reduction aims to augment the generalization of the network on datasets provided to it resulting
in fast learning of the algorithm used for training. [11]. To achieve this, we’ve used two methods, one
based on dimensionality reduction called Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and the other relies on
regression and classification principle called Classification and Regression Trees (CRT).
4.3.1 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a dimensionality reduction approach which tries to reduce the
dimension of input correlated variables, by transforming them into new set of variables known as
principal components and which are not interrelated. PCA methods accomplishes this by keeping
maximum variability from the data set [12]. This method is performed on MATLAB®. The first step is
to find the minimum number of components which are able to explain maximum variability in the
dataset. The first component generated always have highest variability, which tends to fall in the next
components. We can see in table 2 that if we select starting five components, they explain approximately
96% of variability, which is obviously better.
Table 2 -Variability Explained

Components
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16
C17
C18
C19
C20
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Variability Explained (%)
71.7
10.95
7.25
3.79
2.23
1.74
1.14
0.28
0.27
0.25
0.12
0.11
0.09
0.04
0.02
0.01
0.01
0
0
0
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This method is basically used for feature transformation, but in this paper we’ve used it as feature
selection by analysing the coefficients of principal components. PCA assumes that the components are
the linear combination of the variables present in the actual dataset, thus if coefficient of any variable has
significant value, it will contribute more to the component and component itself explains greatly
variability. Table 3 elucidates the coefficients of principal components.
Table 3-Coefficients of Principal Components
Variables
Active Power G.T
LP Shaft Speed
Compressor Inlet Air Temperature
Water Injection Flow (lbs. /hr.)
Compressor Ratio
STG Speed
Active Power S.T
HP Steam Pressure
HP Steam Temperature
HP Steam Flow
LP Steam Temperature
LP Steam Flow
Vacuum (abs)
Condenser Cooling Water Flow
Sea Water Temperature
HRSG Outlet Temperature
GT -03 Exhaust
GT -04 Exhaust
HRSG Exhaust
Condensate Flow

C1
0.00028
0.000905
0.13688
0.034251
0.005207
0.052569
0.26056
0.034187
0.010284
0.9132
0.00589
0.234712
0.020507
0.072479
0.015521
0.014378
0.014152
0.064126
0.014723
0.091785

C2
0.160805
0.004677
0.955645
0.04525
0.077501
0.077514
0.0446
0.046999
0.013975
0.114939
0.011579
0.056132
0.107088
0.10179
0.062237
0.006518
0.005152
0.008127
0.005162
0.006884

Components
C3
C4
0.040841 0.035915
0.002265 0.005167
0.083182 0.145961
0.037904 0.076094
0.012181 0.010055
0.410187 0.113369
0.017495 0.023694
0.317633 0.028388
0.08677
0.042839
0.081309 0.03224
0.067171 0.037132
0.028633 0.026723
0.736739 0.240499
0.354393 0.882053
0.152835 0.308146
0.005934 0.000871
0.092124 0.109233
0.024346 0.095769
0.006702 0.004913
0.002018 0.018972

C5
0.008074
0.000146
0.044292
0.042038
0.000704
0.070926
0.026219
0.029368
0.015121
0.07294
0.013392
0.028348
0.088846
0.104901
0.003684
0.024826
0.515703
0.787566
0.075068
0.267807

Now to select the variables, we have simply ranked the coefficients of each component and established a
shortlisting criteria that if a coefficient in first three components ranks less than six, the corresponding
variable of that component is selected which is shown in table 4. The highlighted cells explains this
criteria. The top three components also explains almost 90% variability. The approach is adopted from
[13].
Table 4-Ranking of Coefficients
Variables
Ranking of Coefficients
Active Power G.T
20
2 11 11 17
LP Shaft Speed
19 20 19 18 20
Compressor Inlet Air Temperature
4
1
8
4
9
Water Injection Flow (lbs. /hr.)
9 11 12
8 10
Compressor Ratio
18
7 16 17 19
STG Speed
8
6
2
5
8
Active Power S.T
2 12 15 15 13
HP Steam Pressure
10 10
4 13 11
HP Steam Temperature
16 13
7
9 15
HP Steam Flow
1
3
9 12
7
LP Steam Temperature
17 14 10 10 16
LP Steam Flow
3
9 13 14 12
Vacuum (abs)
11
4
1
3
5
Condenser Cooling Water Flow
6
5
3
1
4
Sea Water Temperature
12
8
5
2 18
HRSG Outlet Temperature
14 17 18 20 14
GT -03 Exhaust
15 19
6
6
2
GT -04 Exhaust
7 15 14
7
1
HRSG Exhaust
13 18 17 19
6
Condensate Flow
5 16 20 16
3

4.3.2 Classification and Regression Trees

This regression based method is extensively being used by the researchers for feature identification. This
task is accomplished by using IBM SPSS Statistics software. This method helps to identify groups and
the relations present among them, further information is explained in [14]. Though classification is not a
priority in our case, but we can use results from IBM SPSS generated report which will help us to
identify crucial variables which makes up the decision tree. A very useful information that the software
provides is the normalized importance of each variable, as shown in table 5
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Table 5- CRT Inputs
Independent Variable Importance
Independent Variable
Importance
Normalized Importance
Active Power G.T
.002
100.0%
Compressor Inlet Air Temperature
.001
54.3%
Compressor Ratio
.001
50.3%
Water Injection Flow (lbs. /hr.)
.001
49.7%
HP Steam Flow
.001
25.7%
Active Power S.T
.001
22.4%
LP Steam Flow
.001
22.2%
GT -03 Exhaust
.001
21.4%
Sea Water Temperature
.000
14.2%
Condenser Cooling Water Flow
.000
13.9%
Condensate Flow
.000
7.7%
Vacuum (abs)
.000
7.0%
HRSG Exhaust
.000
6.7%
HP Steam Pressure
.000
5.9%
HP Steam Temperature
.000
5.8%
LP Steam Temperature
.000
5.3%
HRSG Outlet Temperature
.000
4.0%
GT -04 Exhaust
8.503E-5
3.5%
LP Shaft Speed
5.153E-5
2.1%
STG Speed
4.718E-5
1.9%
Growing Method: CRT
Dependent Variable: Fuel Flow

From the table it is clear that the starting variables defines more about the target variable (fuel flow) as
compared with the others. Thus, we selected top 10 variables for further analysis. Since this method
works on regression principle, it takes into account the output variable i.e. fuel flow as well unlike PCA
method.
4.4 Neural Network Implementation

After having preprocessed data and reduction in variables, we will test the performance of both the
models used in variable reduction i.e. PCA and CRT. Levenberg–Marquardt training algorithm was
chosen and data was divided as 70% training and remaining 30% was split equally among testing and
validation. The table compares the results of both the models with the one having all the variables
present. The model having overall performance closest or having least mean squared error (mse) to that
when all the inputs are used, will be selected. Table 6 provides all the information about performance of
models used.
Mean Squared Error
Training
Testing
Validation
Average
Correlation

Table 6- ANN results
All Inputs PCA Inputs
4.51E-04
7.79E-04
5.51E-04
8.16E-04
4.63E-04
7.41E-04
4.68E-04
7.79E-04
94.14%
90.64%

CRT Inputs
5.87E-04
6.22E-04
6.29E-04
5.99E-04
92.44%

CRT models provides better result as compared to PCA. Ten inputs almost providing the same results as
if all were selected, thus a better model is achieved in which output is dependent on lesser inputs though
providing same accuracy. If we observe closely, the variable ‘Vacuum’ was in PCA, and also ranks just
below 10 in CRT model. If this parameter is added in our existing model, it becomes more accurate. Let
this model be called ‘SUB model’ which contains CRT inputs plus one extra added variable. Table 7
explains final results and Fig. 3-5 shows their respective regression models.
Mean Squared Error
Training
Testing
Validation
Average
Correlation
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Table 7- ANN Final Results
All Inputs PCA Inputs CRT Inputs
4.51E-04
7.79E-04
5.87E-04
5.51E-04
8.16E-04
6.22E-04
4.63E-04
7.41E-04
6.29E-04
4.68E-04
7.79E-04
5.99E-04
94.14%
90.034%
92.44%

SUB Inputs
4.70E-04
5.29E-04
5.27E-04
4.88E-04
93.88%
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Fig. 3-SUB Model

Fig. 4-CRT Model

Fig. 5-PCA Model

This SUB model is achieving nearly the same performance when all variables are selected. Thus we’ve
managed to reduce the variables from 20 to 11 after apply rigorous reduction techniques. The mse of
neural network changes every time whenever the training is restarted, because of different initial
conditions. In order to create homogeneity in all the models, we’ve assigned an initial value of ‘1’ so that
its performance doesn’t vary.
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4.5 Sensitivity Analysis

We’ve gathered all the inputs which have greater importance, now they must be ranked under sensitivity
analysis. The method used is called Change of mean square method (COM)
According to the COM method, firstly all the input parameter were used for neural network training and
mse is noted then in order to identify the importance of each parameter neural network is retrained by
removing one parameter at a time, the alteration in mse indicates the relative importance of that
parameter. If mse increased drastically the parameter removed holds critical importance, whereas slight
variations in mse undermine the importance of respective parameter [15]. Table 8 shows most sensitive
top 5 variables that have profound impact on fuel flow.
Table 8- Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitive Parameters
M.S.E Change
Vacuum (abs)
0.000409273
Active power G.T
0.00029079
Compressor Inlet Air Temperature 0.000270867
Sea Water Temperature
0.000269752
Water Injection Flow (lbs/hr)
0.000263957
Compressor Ratio
0.000229618

Here apart from active power, all the other variables can be manipulated (directly or indirectly) and the
corresponding change in fuel flow can be observed. Active power neglected because it is itself a
dependent variable, and its inclusion was only helpful for neural network to learn the relation between
input and output.
5. Results

Among the variables isolated from sensitivity, vacuum and water injection flow can be easily varied
within the limits in power plant. Parameters like Inlet air temperature or sea water temperature, needs to
be separately addressed. Now we take a sample from our data and test the change in fuel requirement,
It is seen from data that at 07/08/2015 15:00,
Actual Fuel Flow = 18728.55 lb./hr.
Predicted using ANN = 18778.23589 lb. /hr.
Now by using our two crucial variables obtained which are Vacuum and Water injection Flow on ANN,
the following results were observed.
By lowering Condenser Vacuum from 0.1 bar to 0.09 bar
Fuel Flow = 18706.02469 lb/hr
By increasing Water Injection Flow from 13.33 lb/hr to 13.46 lb/hr
Fuel Flow = 18677.07918 lb/hr
Deviation in fuel flow ‘β’= 18728-18677
= 51 lb/hr.
The net saving for whole month would be,
Β=51 × 24 × 30
= 36720 lb
Here it is evident that by manipulating parameters in right dimension and within operational constraints,
significant fuel can be conserved.

6. Conclusion

A simple approach is addressed in this paper on how to manage and reduce excessive fuel usage in power
plants by manipulating the parameters correctly. Plant data is first prepared and after applying variable
reduction techniques, the final model was created for testing. Variables most dependent on fuel flow
were isolated using sensitivity study and were varied. It is seen that up-to 37000 lb. of fuel can be saved
if the crucial variables are operated on values provided by neural network. This analysis also provides
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operators influential parameters where they can maximize their efforts to work on, resulting in fuel
(natural gas in our case) conservation. This approach can be used in other plants such as coal or oil fired
to optimize their fuel sources as well.
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Abstract
This paper estimates the heat gain due to compression of thermal insulation at corner, bracing and the tip
of air distribution system of HVAC duct. The design and operating parameter data of a renowned
pharmaceutical company i.e., Novartis Pharma Pvt. Ltd. Jamshoro, Pakistan is used. The mathematical
model is developed and simulation is carried out in Engineering Equation Solver (EES) for energy
analysis. The energy analysis yields that the compression of insulation causes around 7.5 % loss of
cooling. It is analyzed that the total heat gain from the surrounding can be reduced from 75 W/m 2 to 42
W/m2 with optimum thickness of insulation at selected points of the duct. It is determined that with an
optimum thickness of around 3.8cm quantity of thermal insulation can be increased by 12%. It is noted
that electricity consumption can be reduced by around 15% and exit temperature of air from the duct is
reduced by around 0.4oC.
© 2016 “Dileep Kumar, Riwan Ahmed Memon and Abdul Ghafoor Memon” Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of
Energy and Environmental Engineering Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro,
Pakistan.
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Notations
A

=

Area (m2)

B

=

Width of the Duct (m)

D

=

Diameter (m)

Ė

=

Rate of Energy Transfer (W)

f

=

Friction Factor (-)

H

=

Height of the duct (m)

L

=

Length of the Duct (m)

R

=

Thermal Resistance (oC W-1)

U

= Overall Heat Transfer Co-efficient (W m-2 oC-1)

V

=

Velocity (m/s)

ṁ

=

Mass Flow Rate (kg/s)

r

=

oC)

K

= Conductive Heat Transfer Co-efficient (W/m

Q̇

=

Rate of Rate of heat gain or Loss (W)

T

=

Temperature

V̇

=

Volume Flow Rate (m3/s)

h

=

Convective Heat transfer Co-efficient (W/m2 oC)

p

=

Pressure (kPa)

x

=

Height of Vertical Drop (m)

Lgw

=

Thickness of thermal insulation (m)

Lgwc

=Thickness of thermal insulation at compression (m) Nu

=

Nusselt Number (-)

Pr

=

Prandtl Number (-)

Re

=

Reynolds Number (-)

bt

=

Thickness of bracing of the duct (m)

b#

=

Thickness of tip of the duct (m)

n#

=

Number of Bracing ( No.)

t,1

=

Length of tip region of the duct (m)

x#

=

Thickness of Galvanized Iron Sheet (mm)
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(oC)

z

Radius (m)

=Enthalpy of conditioned air (kJ/kg)
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1.

Introduction

1.1. Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning System (HVAC)
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning System (HVAC) is designed to maintain and control the
conditioned space parameters to an acceptable and healthy indoor environment condition of conditioned
space for occupant and product processing requirement [1].Rapid development in technology and
intensification of the world’s population enhance the energy consumption throughout the world [2].
Conservation of energy is one of the major issues of the recent research [3]. It is estimated that about
40% of total energy consumption (EC) of the world is consumed in building sector (commercial and
residential) and about 60% of that consumed by HVAC system [5, 8, 13, 25]. However, conservation of
energy in HVAC system can be achieved by the optimum design of HVAC system [6].The energy
consumption of HVAC system could approximately be reduced by 12% by decreasing average air flow
around 57.6m3/h [7].
In this research work energy consumption in HVAC system of Novartis Pharma (Pakistan) Ltd. Jamshoro
is studied and energy losses associated with its HVAC system are investigated. Heat gain due to
compression of thermal insulation at the points of compression of the duct is estimated. The effect of
compression of thermal insulation on electricity consumption and duct exits temperature is analyzed.

1.2 Analysis of heat transfer [1, 18, 20]
The air distribution system of HVAC system considered in this research work is divided into five
portions. The first portion connects the air distribution system to the air-handling unit having length L1,
the second portion connects the main duct to the three different branches, and they transport the
conditioned air to three different zones. However, the cooling load of these three zones is considered
same but their distribution ducts are of different lengths i.e. L3, L4, and L5. The schematic layout of air
distribution system of air-handling unit 9 is shown in Fig. 1. The air-handling unit capacity is 30.66kW
which is equally distributed among the given different zones.
Following assumption are made in heat transfer analysis of HVAC duct work:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

Steady-state and ideal conditioned are considered.
Dynamic losses and Stack effect are neglected.
Inlet and exist temperature of duct is considered constant Tin =20oC & Te =23.6oC.
Ambient temperature of the ductwork is assumed as indoor temperature of building because
ductwork installed inside the building Ta=34 oC
Convective heat transfer co-efficient of ambient air is assumed as h o=10 W/m2K. [27]
Effect of duct fittings is assumed negligible.
Design pressure of duct is considered medium pressure i.e. (1kPag)
Volume flow rate of system is considered as 3200CFM.
Leakage losses are neglected.

Fig. 1: Schematic layout of simple air-distribution system.
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The thermo-physical properties of air are calculated using EES (Engineering Equation Software). The
design parameters of HVAC duct system are given in Table 1 and the operation parameters are given in
Table 2.
Table 1: Design parameters of HVAC duct

W
cm
122
112
40
40
40

Duct Size
H
L
cm
m
30
1.4
30
0.31
30
11.1
30
11.7
30
12.9

x#
mm
8.5
8.5
7.0
7.0
7.0

Thickness
Lgw Lgwc
mm mm
38
19
38
19
38
19
38
19
38
19

bt
mm
3
3
3
3
3

Shedule
b#
mm
4
4
2.5
2.5
2.5

Table 2: Thermo-physical properties of air, galvanized iron sheet, mild steal angle and fiber-glass wool insulation.
Average
Specific
Kinematic
Prandlt
Thermal Conductivity
Pressure
Density
Temp.
Heat
Viscosity
Number
Pa
Ta
ρair
cpair
ʋair
Prair
kair
kgw
kgi
kms
W/m
W/m
W/m
kPa g
K
m3/kg
kJ/kg.K
cm2/sec
(-)
W/m K
K
K
K
1
293
1.652
1.004
0.1105
0.7293
0.02513 0.0376
18.18
54
1
293
1.65
1.004
0.1106
0.7293
0.02514 0.0376
18.18
54
1
294
1.649
1.004
0.1107
0.7292
0.02516 0.0377
18.18
54
1
294
1.644
1.004
0.1114
0.7290
0.02523 0.0379
18.18
54
1
294
1.644
1.004
0.1114
0.7290
0.02523 0.0379
18.18
54

1.3 Continuity Equation
The continuity equation reveals that during steady flow process the total mass flow rate of conditioned air
at inlet of HVAC duct is equal to mass flow rate of conditioned air at exit of the duct. Thus, mass flow
rate will be constant throughout the HVAC duct and will be calculated from Eq. 1
ṁ = ρ V̇

(1)

Mass flow rate of air through duct of portion L1 is ṁ1, L2 is ṁ2, L3 is ṁ3, L4 is ṁ4 and L5 is ṁ5.
ṁ1= ṁair= ṁ3+ ṁ4+ ṁ5

(2)

ṁ2 = ṁ1 - ṁ3
(3)
The psychometric properties of air at inlet and exist of HVAC duct are given i.e. dry bulb temperature
Tdb,in = 293 K and relative humidity R.Hin = 45 % these are obtained from company with portable digital
hygrometer and the enthalpy is calculated by using psychrometric chart hin & he.
Table 3 system operation parameters corresponding to thermodynamic parameters.
Portion
Unit
1
2
3
4
5

2.

Dry bulb Temperature
o
C
Tdb,in
Tdb,ext
20
20.1
20.1
20.15
20.1
22
20.2
22.6
22.2
23

Relative Humidity
%
R.Hin
R.Hext
45
44.7
44.7
44
44
42
44
43
44
41

Enthalpy
kJ/kg
hin
hext
35.3
35.7
35.7 35.81
35.7 37.29
35.8 38.97
35.8 39.15

Energy Balance Equation

The energy balance equation reveals that during steady flow of conditioned air inside the duct the total
energy of the conditioned air at the inlet ant exit of the duct remains same. It is mathematically can be
written as
Ėin = Ėe
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Where, Ė represents the total energy transfer through HVAC duct. It is sum of the energy transfer due
heat transfer mechanism and energy contained by conditioned air at the inlet of the duct. the energy
transfer due to work transfer and leakage loss is neglected. Therefore, energy balance equation can be
written as
Q̇ + (ṁ z)in = (ṁ z)e

(5)

Where, Q̇ represents the energy wasted due to heat gain into the duct from surrounding and z represents
the enthalpy of conditioned air.
The optimum thickness of thermal insulation at selected points of HVAC duct is calculated by
considering uniform heat gain into the duct from surroundings. Thermal conductivity of thermal
insulation, G.I sheet and M.S angle is chosen and their corresponding values of thermal conductivity are
given in Table 2.
The heat gain into the duct due to conduction is given as
Q̇ = U A (Tamb – Tavg )

(6)

Where U is the overall heat transfer coefficient of different layers of HVAC duct and is calculated by
Eq.7, ƩA is the total surface area of the duct, Ta=30oC is the surrounding temperature of duct inside the
building and Tavg is average temperature of conditioned air inside the duct which is given in Table 2
respectively.
U=

1

(7)

ƩRA

Where ƩR is total thermal resistances, which are calculated by Eq. 12
Thermal resistance of side of duct is calculated by Eq.8
1
x# Lgw
1
+ +
+ )
hi kgi kgw ho

(

Rs =

As1

(8)

Thermal Resistance at the corner of duct is calculated by Eq. 9
(

Rc =

1
hi

x# Lgwc
1
+
+ )
kgi
kgw ho

+

Ac

(9)

Thermal resistance at bracing of duct is calculated by Eq. 10

(

Rb =

1
hi

+

Lgwc
b
x#
1
+ t +
+ )
kgi kms kgw ho

Ab

Thermal resistance at the tip of M.S angle of duct is calculated by Eq. 11
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Lgwc
1
x#
b#
1
+ +
+
+ )
hi kgi kms kgw ho

(

Rt =

At

ƩR = R s + R b + R t + R c

(11)

(12)

The convective heat transfer inside HVAC duct is calculated as

hi =

K air Nu

(13)

Dh

Where, kair is thermal conductivity of conditioned air inside duct, Dh is hydraulic diameter of duct which
is calculated by Eq. 14 and Nu is Nussetl number which is calculated by Eq. 16 or 17 according to flow
conditions.

Dh =

4Ac

(14)

p

Where Ac is cross section area of duct and P is perimeter of duct i.e. P = 2 (L+W)
Reynolds Number of air flowing inside the duct is calculated by Eq.15

Re =

V Dh

(15)

ϑ

Where V is velocity of air and ʋ is kinematic viscosity of air inside duct.
If Re ≤2300 and Pr ≤ 0.7then flow through duct will be laminar then
`

Nu = 4.31

(16)

If Re ≥ 5x105 and Pr ≤ 200 then flow through duct will be turbulent then
Nu =

f
(Re−1000) Pr
8
f
(1+12.7 (Pr2/3 −1) ( )1/2
8

(17)

Where f is the friction factor of inside duct surface it is calculated by Eq. 18 and Pr is Prandlt number of
air inside duct.

1
√𝑓

= −2.0 log (

𝜖
𝐷ℎ

3.7

+

1
𝑅𝑒 √𝑓

)

Where ɛ is relative roughness of duct surface and is calculated by Eq. 19
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ɛ =(

1.5𝑥10−4
𝐷ℎ

)

(19)

The enthalpy of air at exit of duct if optimum thickness of thermal insulation at selected points of duct is
achieved and it is calculated by Eq. 20 and Effect of thickness of thermal insulation on exit temperature
of the duct is calculated by Eq. 21.
h e = Q̇ opt + h in

Te =

Q̇
ṁ cp

+ Tin

(20)

(21)

3. Result and discussion
Table 4 and Fig. 2, shows that compression of thermal insulation increases heat gain into the duct from
surrounding. The simulation results of mathematical model of HVAC duct result yields that around 75
W/m2 of total heat gain in the duct from the surrounding with having the compression of thermal
insulation at selected points of HVAC duct. Thus, it is about 15% of total cooling capacity of selected air
distribution system of the HVAC system. This heat gain can be reduced to 42 W/m 2 if the optimum
thickness of thermal insulation at the point of the compression of thermal insulation is obtained with a
critical thickness of 3.8 cm. The optimum thermal insulation decreases the heat gain by the duct to
around 42 W/m2 which is about 10.4% of total cooling capacity of the given HVAC system. The
optimum thickness of thermal insulation can be obtained by increasing the amount of thermal insulation
by 12%of existing thermal insulation.
Table 4, shows the effect of compression of insulation on the total heat gain into the HVAC duct and percentage of total
cooling lost from HVAC duct.
Lgwc
𝑄̇𝑐𝑎𝑝
Percentage
𝑄̇
m
W
kW
(𝑄̇ / 𝑄̇𝑐𝑎𝑝 ) 100
0.01 5.586 30.66
18.22
0.02 4.195 30.66
13.68
0.03 3.564 30.66
11.62
0.04 3.204 30.66
10.45
0.05 2.972 30.66
9.69
0.06 2.809 30.66
9.16
0.07 2.690 30.66
8.77
0.08 2.598 30.66
8.47
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Heat Gain (kW)

6
5.5
Heat Gain V/S Thickness of Thermal
Insulation

5
4.5
4

3.5
3
2.5
2
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

0.12

Thickness of Thermal Insulation (m)
Fig. 2 Effect of thickness of insulation on the heat gain into the HVAC duct from ambient environment.

The HVAC system in this research work has cooling load of around 8.8 ton consuming 5.67 kW of
electricity. However, decrease in the cooling load of HVAC system with optimum thickness of the
insulation decreases the electricity consumption of the HVAC system from 7.32 kW to 6.2 kW, which is
about 15% of the total consumption of HVAC system.

Temperature oC

Table 5: Effects of thickness of thermal insulation on the exit temperature.
Lgwc Text,na Text,nb Text,nc Text,nd Text,ne
o
o
o
o
o
cm
C
C
C
C
C
1.00
20.1
20.1
21.9
22.3
22.3
1.31
20.1
20.1
21.9
22.2
22.2
1.62
20.1
20.1
21.8
22.1
22.1
2.24
20.1
20.1
21.7
22
22
2.87
20
20.1
21.7
21.93
21.9
3.80
20
20.1
21.7
21.85
21.8

23
22
22
22
21
21
21
21
20
20
20
0.50

22.3
21.9

22.2
21.9

22.1
21.8

T_na VS. Thickness of Insulation
T_nc VS. Thickness of Insulation
T_ne VS. Thickness of Insulation
20.1
20.1

1.00

20.1
20.1

1.50

20.1
20.1

22
21.7

21.9
21.7

21.8
21.7

T_nb VS.Thickness of Insulation
T_nd VS. Thickness of Insulation
20.1
20.1

20.1
20

2.00
2.50
3.00
Thickness of Insulation (cm)

20.1
20

3.50

Fig. 3: Effects of thickness of insulation on the exits temperature.

From Table 5 and Fig. 3, it is clearly shown that thickness of insulation has an inverse effect on the exit
temperature of HVAC duct. For first two portions of the HVAC system the decrease in temperature with
the increase in thickness of thermal insulation is smaller than the remaining three because both first
portions of HVAC duct have smaller surface area. Thus, result in lesser heat gain as compared to the
remaining three branches along with that these two portions of the duct from the design point of view are
of greater size than the remaining three because of that it has lower compression area. Therefore, the
effect of compression on heat gain in this point of HVAC duct is negligible. Thus, in this portion of
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HVAC duct there is only 0.1oC of temperature reduction and in the second portion observes no effect on
the exit temperature of air. The preceding three branches of air distribution system are of small size and
there is a considerable proportion of compression area of thermal insulation exists. However, the duct has
higher surface area due to a longer length. Therefore, compression area of this point of the duct is also
high. Thus, it results in higher heat gain from the surrounding into the HVAC duct. Therefore, the
thickness of insulation has a significant impact on the exit temperature of these HVAC ducts. Thus, the
exit temperature is reduced by around 0.5, 0.4 and 0.2 oC in 5, 4, and 3 branches. The branch 3 has
intermediate temperature because it is of smaller length than the remaining two branches. The exits
temperature of three branches 3, 4 and 5 is different from one another because heat gain into them from
surrounding is different due different surface area.
The decrease in exit temperature of the duct air causes decrease in the inlet temperature of the duct
without changing the conditioned space conditions of the HVAC system. This decrease in temperature
conditioned air has a significant effect on the performance of whole HVAC system because it reduces the
chilled water temperature considerably because the effectiveness of cooling coil unit is low due to heat
transfer form water to air. Therefore, cooling load of absorption chiller will be reduced significantly by
increasing the thickness of thermal insulation at the point of compression.

4.

Conclusion

The optimum thickness of thermal insulation at the different point of compression of thermal insulation
yields following results.
Total heat gain from the surrounding to HVAC duct can be reduced to 10.4% of total cooling capacity of
the system.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The tone of cooling load could be reduced to 15% of the total cooling capacity of the system.
The electricity consumption of the HVAC system could be reduced from 7.32 kW to 6.2 kW.
The exit temperature of HVAC duct can be averagely reduced to 0.37 oC in the three different
branches.
In order to achieve optimum thickness, thermal insulation should be increased by 12%.
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Abstract
The core of this paper describes an advanced three phase inverter topology known as the Z-Source
Inverter to convert single phase power supply to a three phase power supply. Inverter is controlled
through microcontroller 89C52 and use it to drive 3-phase induction Motor. Unique buck-boost feature
are obtained through Z-Root inverter as it employs second order filter network at front final stage .ZSource inverter can be controlled by an outmoded Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) method. For ZSource inverter control, the improved and extreme constant boost pulse width modulation method is
developed. The pulse width modulation pulses generation and control of Z-Source inverter is processed
through microcontroller 89C52. The complete hardware is projected to drive the three phase induction
motor. Hardware design of advance variable frequency drive includes power supply, Z-Source network,
driver circuit, main inverter bridge, the design of control circuit etc. Advance variable frequency drive is
implemented and tested to verify the Z-Source inverter concept.
© 2016 “Engr. Saad Ullah, Engr. Afsa Iteba, Engr. Mehr Gul, “. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Energy and
Environmental Engineering Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.

Keywords: driver; maximum constant boost; microcontroller; PWM; voltage boost; Z-Source Inverter.
1. Introduction
In most of the industries old-style voltage and current source inverters are used to drive three phase
induction motor systems. For effective power operation various new pulse width modulation methods are
industrialized and still developing. Impedance-source inverter also referred as Z-Source Inverter is an
advanced pulse width modulation inverter topology used in advance variable frequency drive. Z-Source
Inverter is more advantageous over old-fashioned inverters with high efficiency, improved power factor
and THD, EMI immunity [1] and so on. Nowadays, in power converter applications pulse width
modulation control method is commonly used. Analog as well as digital circuit both can be used to
generate pulse width modulation signals. Analog circuit for pulse width modulation generation involves
large number of isolated circuits such as triangular, carrier and sine wave generator circuit; adder circuits
,comparator, and phase shifters etc. Each of these circuit is designed by joining many isolated
components together such as transistors, diodes, resistors, gate drivers, inductors, capacitors, and so on.
In addition, accurately designed phase shifter and other circuits are involved in analog method of three
phase pulse width modulation generation. Likewise, the output of analog circuit may get affected by
environmental conditions, noise, changes in the voltages and current in the circuit and so on.
Thus analog method is critical and escalates difficulty and cost of the circuit. [2] Only microcontroller
with minimum configuration is required for Digital method of pulse width modulation generation. With
the dawn in the technology now many microcontrollers has in built feature of pulse width modulation
generation. Pulse width modulation generation digitally necessitate only knowledge of internal
architecture of controller and good programming skill [2]. In this research microcontroller 89C52 is used
because of three phase pulse width generation
•

Inverter control.
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•

It reduces the cost of system

2. Block Diagram and Working

Fig.1.1.Block Diagram [8]

DC voltage source may be a fuel-cell stack, diode rectifier, battery, or capacitor. An impedance network
termed as Z-Source is coupled with an inverter main circuit and input power source. In impedance
network circuit two inductors and two capacitors are connected in such a way to smoothen dc link
voltage and current and forms second order filter. Three phase inverter circuit consists of six switching
devices (MOSFET's/ IGBTs) linked in three legs, converts input dc voltage in to consistent three phase
AC voltage. Microcontroller 89C52 and gate driver circuit, control switching time of IGBTs/MOSFETs
in a proper sequence in a particular time used in the main inverter circuit. Pulse width modulation signals
are applied to the gate terminals of MOSFET's/ IGBTs through gate driver circuit. User can easily
interface with the system by interfacing LCD and Key-pad with microcontroller. The key-pad is
interfaced to microcontroller port pins to set input voltage, shoot-through time control, and to interrupt
microcontroller to start and stop sending pulse width modulation signal at port pins.
3. Hardware Overview
The complete hardware circuits (as shown in fig.1) and description is presented in this section. The
complete hardware is aimed to drive three phase induction motor from a single phase supply. It involves
Z-Source network [2], gate driver circuit, low and high power DC supply, the design of control circuit,
and the inverter circuit, selection of switches etc.

Fig.3 Hardware circuit

4. DC Power Supply
DC power supply is designed to control the DC output at 5V and 12V through regulator ICs 7805 and
7812 respectively. To drive MOSFET/IGBT gate driver circuit we used 12 V power supply while 5V
power supply is used for the operation of the microcontroller board.
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Fig.4 (a) DC Supply Simulation Diagram

Fig. 4 (b) Simulation Output

5.1 Microcontroller Control Circuit
For pulse width modulation era microcontroller 89C52 is utilized. The control circuit outline is appeared
in the accompanying fig.5.1 (a) drawn utilizing Proteus programming. This circuit incorporates LCD
interface at port0 of microcontroller, five push catch switches and one drove interfaced to port3 pins, gate
way driver circuit not indicated interfaced to PWM yield port2 pins and microcontroller least circuit.
LCD showcase is utilized to show readings of RPM and gives UI. It additionally shows hypothetical
estimations of yield voltage for given info voltage. Four catches are accommodated uncommon purposes,
to hinder microcontroller, increase, decrement shoot-through time and information voltage values and to
change the method of operation. Four sorts of edge adjusted PWM waveforms are created utilizing
microcontroller. For this four methods of operation are given. One is customary method of operation
when engine velocity will be 25%, at second mode Motor rate will be half at third mode it will be 75 %
and at help mode it would be approx. 100 %. In conventional method of operation customary PWM is
produced, while in help method of operation some a player in conventional zero state is changed over
into shoot-through state. The six PWM signs are send at port P2 pins P2.0 through P2.5. The simulations
of control circuit are performed utilizing Proteus programming..

Fig.5.1 (a) Microcontroller interface Simulation diagrams
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5.2 Gate Drive Circuit and Simulations
Gate drive circuit for MOSFETs / IGBTs usually covers input opto-isolation, input buffer amplifier and
totem pole arrangement of gate driving transistor with high current sink and source capability [1].

Fig. 5.2 (a) Gate Driver Circuit [1]

There are number of gate driver ICs accessible in the business sector that are intended to drive power
transistors, for example, MOSFETs, IGBT. In this venture the door driver IC PC923 is chosen from
SHARP Company. It has taking after remarkable elements, for example,
•
•
•
•
•

Worked in direct drive circuit for MOS-FET/IGBT drive (IO1P, IO2P:0.4A).
Opto-confinement, High separation voltage VISO = 5000 Vrms amongst info and yield.
Rapid reaction (tPLH, tPHL: max 0.5us).
Wide operating supply voltage range (Vcc: 15 to 30V, Ta= -10 to 60°C).
High noise reduction type (CML = MIN 1500V/ µs) (CML=MIN. 1500V/µs).

Fig. 5.2 (b) Gate Driver Simulation

Fig. 5.2 (b) Gate Driver Simulation Fig. 5.1 (a) and Fig. 5.2 show typical gate drive circuit using PC923.
+5V supply is connected to pivot no.2 (anode) and pin no.3 (cathode) is connected to port 2 pin through
a current qualifying resistance 1 .2k.

6.1 DC Source, Z-Source Inverter Circuit and Simulations
The three phase inverter circuit diagram is shown in the fig.6.1 (a) .The comment DC supply is obtained
from AC main through using single phase rectifier and dc capacitor of 1000uf.The DC emf is then linked
to the Z-Source meshing through reverse blocking ultra-fasting diode MUR460. The turnout dc link
voltage across capacitor is then fed Reserve to the three phase inverter. The three phase inverter circuit
contains six MOSFETs IRF840 with inbuilt anti-parallel diode. The three phase inverter circuit produces
the three phase output ac voltage that is then applied to three phase ac load. The output ac load is a three
phase induction motor.
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Fig. 6.1 (a) Inverter Simulation

Fig.6.1 (b) Z-source Simulation

Fig. 6.1(c) Z-Source Simulation Output
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6.2 PWM Pattern, generation and Simulation
Table 1.1 PWM Pattern
State

C’

B’

A’

C

B

A

PWM Code (hexa)

State 1
State 2
State 3
State 4
State 5
State 6
ZERO 1
ZERO 2
ST

1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0

1
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0

1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0

0X2A
0X23
0X0E
0X1C
0X15
0X31
0X38
0X07
0X00

The three phase waveform are accessed by using three different pointers at PWM pulse width data values
corresponding to table. These pointers’ in timers are adjusted so as to point to pulse breadth values that
are unity 200 degree form shift apart in time from other. Fc describes number of pulse width inflection
heartbeat per cycle. Where fc is known as carrier relative frequency and fm is modulating signal
frequency [1]. In rescript to obtain synchronous three phase pulse width intonation waveforms Resultant
of fc/fm must be divisible by three.
For example if fc = 3750Hz and fm = 50Hz then number of pulses per cycle is equal to 75. This number
is divisible by three 75/3 = 25. So while accessing the pulse width values first pointer points to zeroth
location, second pointer should be at 25th location of array and at the same time third pointer should
point to 50th location of array.
The following steps demonstrate the algorithm to obtain the three phase pulse width modulation
waveforms using microcontroller 89C52. ·
Use look up table to access the three phase synchronous PWM pulse width data values by using three
different pointers. ·
• Send the desired PWM code pattern at microcontroller's pins.
• Initially set the timer value with lowest pulse width value Start the timer and wait until timer
flag set.
• Send the next desired pulse width modulation code pattern at microcontroller pins.
• Move the next higher pulse width value at timer value. ·
• Start the timer and wait for timer flag to set. Move the next desired pulse width modulation
code pattern at microcontroller pins.
• Set again the timer value with next higher pulse width value. Start the timer and wait for timer
flag to set.
Increment in pointer by one and loop back step 1.
The dead time can be given through system at essential time while sending PWM code design. The beat
width qualities are gotten to amid zero state time just with the goal that dynamic state timing would not
be bothered.
For acquiring PWM pulse width information for single cycle physically requires huge number of
figuring's and a ton of time. To dodge this computation part totally and to get beat width values
straightforwardly for any given tweak list and transporter recurrence a C code is composed and utilized.
Three stage pulse width modulation waveforms are appeared in the figer. 6.2 (b) This is Edge adjusted
three stage PWM to regard to the third harmonics infused three stage major parts with fc 2400Hz and fm
= 50Hz. The simulation is performed utilizing Proteus programming.
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Fig. 6.2 (a) Third harmonic injected sinusoidal signal [1]

Fig.6.2 (b) Three Phase PWM Waveforms

Three Phase PWM Waveforms waveforms A,B , and C are gate activating pulses for upper three
switches while A', B' and C' These pulse width modulation waveforms can be stated as third harmonic
injected shoot-through PWM waveforms. The shoot-through state is applied during the traditional zero
states only

Fig.6.2 (c) Simulation Diagram

7. Hardware Results
Advance Variable frequency drive is executed as per design. The detailed hardware structure and its
performance is analyzed in this sections. Test is carried out for motor load linked across the output ac
lines. The control circuit, low power dc supply and driver circuit is embedded on separate cards. The ZSource impedance network and high voltage DC supply for inverter circuit are implanted on the same
board as shown. The main inverter bridge circuit and lamp load are implemented on separate boards
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7.1.Οutput Readings of Rectifier:
Input supply 220v RMS
V-peak 282.8 v, V-dc 311 v
7.2. Dc link voltage of capacitor
Approx. voltage 371 v, V-ac 87.1 v (ac component of dc output)
FF = 1.11, Ripple factor = 48%
7.3. In-put Readings of Inverter
Vin = V-dc = 311 V
Load Current = 1.03 A

V phase-phase = 207 v

V line-line = 358v

7.4. Output Readings of Inverter
V= 308-415 V

R.P.M= 1725

I= 2 A Power = .37 KW

8. Conclusion
Advance Variable frequency drive can produce any output voltage greater than the dc input voltage by
controlling the shoot-through duty ratio, which is not possible for the old-style ASD systems. In this
work, defined the hardware implementation, analyzed the circuit, and validated its concept and
dominance practically. Maximum constant boost with third harmonic injection pulse width modulation
control method increases output voltage boost while lessening voltage strains across MOSFETs/IGBTs.
It allows over-modulation where modulation index can be varied from 0.57 to 1.154. It involves only two
reference lines for generating shoot-through pulse times. So it can be easily executed using
microcontroller 89C52 using in built timer.
Hardware results are compared with traditional PWM inverter and are consistent with theoretical results.
89C52 is a broadly useful microcontroller. It doesn't have in constructed pulse width modulation
generator but pulse width modulation signals can be produced just through programming and utilizing its
clock highlight. Microcontroller 89C52 is utilized to produce synchronized three stage PWM flag and
speed control of acceptance engine (induction motor).
Additionally, it offers required adaptability in control circuit operation through programming. It offers
minimal effort answer for 3 ? induction motor control. For closed loop control ADC can be interfaced to
the microcontroller. Other than these favorable circumstances there are a few restrictions that must be
considered. Timing overhead due to calculations, function calls, conditional execution, jumps and
Interrupt inactivity and so on wastes much of the microcontroller time.
These time overheads puts limits on maximum pulse width modulation frequency generated by
microcontroller. Practically it is found that even with 20MHz crystal, maximum three phase PWM
frequency is limited to 5 KHz. These time outflows spread in all pulse width modulation pulses evenly.
Thus synchronous pulse width modulation can be attained but covers the pulse width modulation period
evenly by some extent of time. These margins can be reduced by using PIC, DSP or advanced
microcontrollers which have in built Features of analog to digital converter and PWM generation.
Advance Variable frequency drive can produce any output voltage greater than the dc input voltage by
controlling the shoot-through duty ratio, which is not possible for the old-style ASD systems. In this
work, defined the hardware implementation, analyzed the circuit, and validated its concept and
dominance practically.
Maximum constant boost with third harmonic injection pulse width modulation control method increases
output voltage boost while lessening voltage strains across MOSFETs/IGBTs. It allows over-modulation
where modulation index can be varied from 0.57 to 1.154. It involves only two reference lines for
generating shoot-through pulse times. So it can be easily executed using microcontroller 89C52 using in
built timer. Hardware results are compared with traditional PWM inverter and are consistent with
theoretical results. 89C52 is a broadly useful microcontroller. It doesn't have in constructed pulse width
modulation generator but pulse width modulation signals can be produced just through programming and
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utilizing its clock highlight. Microcontroller 89C52 is utilized to produce synchronized three stage PWM
flag and speed control of acceptance engine (induction motor).
Additionally, it offers required adaptability in control circuit operation through programming. It offers
minimal effort answer for 3 phase induction motor control. For closed loop control ADC can be
interfaced to the microcontroller. Other than these favorable circumstances there are a few restrictions
that must be considered. Timing overhead due to calculations, function calls, conditional execution,
jumps and Interrupt inactivity and so on wastes much of the microcontroller time. These time overheads
puts limits on maximum pulse width modulation frequency generated by microcontroller. Practically it is
found that even with 20MHz crystal, maximum three phase PWM frequency is limited to 5 KHz. These
time outflows spread in all pulse width modulation pulses evenly. Thus synchronous pulse width
modulation can be attained but covers the pulse width modulation period evenly by some extent of time.
These margins can be reduced by using PIC, DSP or advanced microcontrollers which have in built
Features of analog to digital converter and PWM generation.
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ABSTRACT
Gas condensate (GC) transportation is very challenging task in the oil and gas industry due to
presence of wax and paraffin at the low temperature areas or winter season in the Pakistan. GC
settle down or freezes on the pipe line walls and resists transportation of GC. Without addition
of additives in the GC, it may not be transported economically through pipeline from well head
to refinery or storage tanks. There are many techniques to improve GC flow properties, such
as addition of kerosene, lighter gas condensate and different types of alcohols, used by the
number of researchers.
The current work is focused on the use of kerosene as an additive in the GC transportation at
low temperature environment of district Dera Bugti, Baluchistan. Viscosity, cloud and pour
point and density were the parameters of GC and kerosene that were analyzed. Kerosene
concentrations were used from 0% to 2% with 0.5% interval in the GC at the temperature of
15ºC. From the experimental work, the viscosity of GC1 without addition of kerosene
concentration was 19.88cSt. While with addition of 2% kerosene in the GC1, the viscosity
decreased and measured as 19.44cSt. Similarly, GC2 samples were analyzed, without kerosene
concentration in GC2 and the viscosity was found as 16.74cSt. With addition of 2% kerosene
in GC2, its viscosity was reduced and measured as 16.40cSt. Kerosene found strong and
powerful additive because only 2% of kerosene improve flow of GC at low temperature
environment, without changes in GC composition. The transmission cost of kerosene is much
lowers then other additives.

1
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1. INTRODUCTION
Gas condensate (GC) comes from oil and gas wells and it convert gas to into liquid at
ambient temperature, where temperature and pressure of GC become down1-4. From the
long term ago GC transmission through pipeline are very complicated task for the industry59

. Transportation of GC need chemical treatment for transmission through pipelines at low

temperature environment. Many methods are available for the transmission of GC, such
like addition of paraffin oil, thinner, light gas condensate and mixture of alcohols10-17.
In the current research author used kerosene oil concentrations (0-2.0%) for the
transportation of GC through pipeline. Kerosene found effective solvent for the decreasing
viscosity of the GC of district Dera Bugti, Baluchistan.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
Two different oil and gas fields samples of GC were collected from district Dera Bugti,
Baluchistan and assign names figure 2.1 GC1 and figure 2.2 GC2. Kerosene was distilled
first before using in GC for the viscosity reduction. Density, viscosity and pour and cloud
point also find out for the more accuracy in research work. Figure 2.3 Pycnometer and
figure 2.4 electronic weight balance was used for density measurement. Cloud and pour
point of samples were analyzed by cloud and pour point apparatus which shown in figure
2.5. For the viscosity checking of all samples at different temperatures cannon Fenske
routine viscosity meter was used, as shown in figure 2.6.

2
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Figure 2.1 GC1 sample

Figure 2.2 GC2 sample

Figure 2.3 Pycnometer

Figure 2.4 Balance

Figure 2.5 Apparatus for Cloud & Pour Point

3
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Basic Properties of GC and Kerosene Samples
The first step of research was knowing basic physio-chemical properties of GC and
kerosene samples for the further research convenience.
Table No: 3.1 Basic properties of GC & kerosene
Elements

Density g/ml

Cloud point

Pour point

ºC

ºC

Viscosity cSt

GC1

0.773

7

-8

13.12

GC2

0.741

-3

-20

12.68

Kerosene

0.745

--

--

11.02

3.2 Rheological Behavior GC1 at 15ºC
The GC1 samples were measured here for the viscosity reduction with help of kerosene
concentration from 0 to 2.0% with 0.5% interval at the temperature of 15ºC as shown in
figure 3.1.
GC1 AT 1 5 ° C

VISCOSITY

Kerosene %
25
20

Viscosity Centistokes

19.88

19.75

19.69

19.58

19.44

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

GC1-A

GC1-B

GC1-C

GC1-D

GC1-E

15
10
5
0

KEROSENE %

Figure No: 3.1 Viscosity Reduction of GC1
From the figure 3.1 describing the viscosity reduction strategy of GC1 samples at 15ºC. At
the first experiment of GC1(a) kerosene was 0% and viscosity measured as 19.88cSt. In the
second experiment kerosene addition was 0.5% into GC1(b) and viscosity was decreased
from 19.88cSt to 19.75cSt. It is cleared from first experiment that only 0.5% of kerosene
worked and reduced viscosity of GC1.
Third experiment of GC1(c) was at same temperature and kerosene addition was 1.0% and
viscosity decreased from 19.75cSt to 19.69cSt. Fourth experiment of GC1(d), the addition
4
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of kerosene was 1.5% and viscosity was reduced from 19.69cSt to 19.58cSt. At the last
experiment of GC1(e) kerosene was 2.0% addition and viscosity reduction from 19.58cSt
to 19.44cSt. Total 2.0% of kerosene reduced the viscosity of GC1 from 19.88cSt to
19.44cSt. So it proved that the kerosene as an additive has a potential to reduce the viscosity
of GC1 at low temperature environmental. As shown in figure 3.1.

3.3 Rheological Behavior GC2 at 15ºC
The GC2 samples were measured here for the viscosity reduction with help of kerosene
concentration from 0 to 2.0% with 0.5% interval at the temperature of 15ºC as shown in
figure 3.2.
GC2 AT 1 5 ° C
Kerosene %

VISCOSITY

20

Viscosity Centistokes

16.74

16.61

16.59

16.53

16.4

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

GC2-A

GC2-B

GC2-C

GC2-D

GC2-E

15
10
5
0
KEROSENE %

Figure No: 3.2 Viscosity Reduction of GC2
From the figure 3.2 describing the viscosity reduction strategy of GC2 samples at 15ºC. At
the first experiment of GC2(a) kerosene was 0% and viscosity measured as 16.74cSt. In the
second experiment kerosene addition was 0.5% into GC2(b) and viscosity was decreased
from 16.74cSt to 16.16cSt. It is cleared from first experiment that only 0.5% of kerosene
worked and reduced viscosity of GC2 at 15ºC.
Third experiment of GC2(c) was at same temperature and kerosene addition was 1.0% and
viscosity decreased from 16.16cSt to 16.59cSt. Fourth experiment of GC2(d), the addition
of kerosene was 1.5% and viscosity was reduced from 16.59cSt to 16.53cSt. At the last
experiment of GC2(e) kerosene was 2.0% addition and viscosity reduction from 16.53cSt
to 16.40cSt. Total 2.0% of kerosene reduced the viscosity of GC2 from 16.74cSt to
16.40cSt. So it proved that the kerosene as an additive has a potential to reduce the viscosity
of GC2 at low temperature environmental. As shown in figure 3.2.

5
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4. ECONOMICAL ANALYSIS FOR ADDITIVE SELECTION
Every industry demand for the economical additive for the GC transportation through
pipelines. In the figure 4.1 showed the prices of different additive, which is used for the
viscosity reduction.
Price per Liter (Pak/Rup)

Price

1500

1200
800

1000

720

600

500

500

480
68

0
Paraffin Propanol Toluene Butanol Methanol Ethanol Kerosene
Oil
Additives

Figure No: 4.1 Price od Additives
From the figure 4.1, paraffin oil has highiest price Rs.1200.00/liter. Propanol is low price
than paraffin Rs.800.00/liter, toulene is cheaper than propanol Rs.720.00/liter. Butanol is
Rs.600.00/liter, Methanol Rs.500.00/liter, Ethanol Rs.480.00/liter and kerosene
Rs.68.00/liter. So the kerosene has proved low cost additive from the figure.

4.1 Production of GC Cost With Different Additives
One of the largest Balochistani oil and gas industry production rate of year 2014-2015 is
54187/barrels. This production of GC is transported through different additives price in
figure 4.2.

Investment

Annual GC Production in Barrels & Additives Cost in Millions
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

620.482
517.068
344.712
258.534

215.445 206.828
11.718

Paraffin Propanol Toluene Butanol Methanol Ethanol Kerosene
5% Cost 5% Cost 10% 5% Cost 5% Cost 5% Cost 2% Cost
Cost
Additives
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Figure No: 4.2 GC Transportation Cost of Additives
In the figure 4.2, the production rate and transportation charges of different additives are
cleare mentioned. Paraffin 5% cost has highiest charges for the production of GC
517.068/millions. Tolune 10% cost is 620.482, low cost alcohol Ethanol 5% cost for the
transportation of GC is 206.828/millions and kerosene 2% cost is 11.718/millions. From
the figure 4.2 kerosene showed a best additive for the transportaion of GC, first it used only
2%, second low cost additive and last its transportation cost is very low.

5. CONCUSIONS
In the present research, author investigate the how to increase transportation rate of Dera
Bugti, Baluchistan GC with help of low cost additive. So kerosene found high potential
candidate for the increasing transmission of GC. Concentration of kerosene was from 0 to
2.0% with 0.5% interval in every experiment at the 15ºC. kerosene concentration was also
low (2%) as compare with other researchers (5-10%) used in literature.
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Abstract
The perception of “energy efficient” buildings has an immediate implication on regulations, economics,
energy demand and the environment. The greater rank of efficiency in the results, aids in conserving or
improving the quality of services being provided in the building. Amid, the other benefits likely to arise
from energy efficiency investments in building are reduced maintenance requirements, better comfort
and enhanced property value. Subsequent; the ASHRAE Codes and standards, moving onwards for
making the structure- LEED certified in Pakistan- in fact intensifying a trendsetting perception of
certifying the already standing building(s) with stated modifications, meeting the benchmarks of attaining
vital credit points. Thereby, hopes for crossing the LEED certification and USGBC registration figure far
more than 20 (twenty) in the region- aiming the Pakistan builds green all around. Implementing NFRC
standards for glass and fenestrations in the building to eradicate the major losses of any ordinary
building. The load calculation for the model building envelop is critically scrutinized graphically as well
as quantitatively. The zones with concentrated load are observed and alterations are performed keeping in
view of the availability of the products locally to empower the national economy along with the energy
reduction- justifying their use with proper simulations and statistical data collection, holding the trade-off
between initial cost and durability, collectively. The plan pointedly cites 44% energy savings, use of 10%
recycling content and reducing CO2 footprints up to 40% majorly while focusing on achieving 26 points
(min.) for LEED certified level. Some other prominent areas of concern such as fire protection, noise
insulation, structural strength and infiltration are also noticed rationally.
Keywords: “Green building; LEED certification; Energy efficiency; Energy saving; Model building; Fire protection; Structural
strength”

1.

Introduction

“Burden your wallets or burden your electricity bills”; perhaps nobody wishes to stand by with an
uneconomical idea of using larger number of metering units. The mounting demands call for the energy
efficiencies in building design and manufacturing rapidly since past few decades. In this context we
approach towards the leading idea of making the buildings LEED certified by making them eligible to
gain the desired credits [1]. The goal is to elaborate the features enhancing the energy efficiency of the
building. Based on the ASHRAE standards and codes and LEED Certification criteria, it has been
considered that modifying the vital elements (collectively “the Building envelop”) in building
developments turn out to be beneficial. Primarily, the focus concerns are to establish the concept and
benefits of energy efficiency in building, to give an outline of the methodology used to determine the
energy efficiency of building, to present the different opportunities and measures for reducing energy use
in building without sacrificing comfort levels, to categorize and research energy efficient building
features, to evaluate the applicability of sustainable features to the building and to conduct an overall
energy saving analysis associated with the implementation of each sustainable.
Some of the standards and databases used for implicating the stated conditions, for the numerical and
analytical analysis of the model building design include different ASHRAE Standards [2] and LEED
standards v3.0 [3].
Implementing the energy efficiency measures for buildings means adopting the ways through which the
energy consumption of a building can be reduced and by which the level of comfort in the building can
be maintained or improved. They can typically be achieved by the reduction in heating demand,
reduction in cooling demand, reduction in energy requirement for ventilation, reduction in energy used
for heating water, reduction in consumption of equipment and appliances, reduction in lighting loads and
instalment of effective lighting controls.
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Some of the techniques that can be used to lessen the energy consumption rates can be obtained by
satisfactory insulation in the roof and walls to keep the inside temperature warm in winter or cool in
summer, by implementing suitable roof overhangs to allow the lower winter sun but shade from the hot
summer sun, sensible fenestrations (windows) – allow in the light and catch the winter sun, satisfactory
ventilation for fresh air, natural lighting, install efficient heating, ventilating and air conditioning
(HVAC) systems. The proper insulation, using double pane windows is another best design practice.
Another example is installing fluorescent lights or skylights, to attain alike level of illumination as with
incandescent lights.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 (a) Isometric view (b) Top of the conventional building
Source: These images have been drawn using Google sketch up.

2.

Conventional Design

The building model has been chosen for performing the load calculation analysis with the modifications
to meet the required criteria. The isometric view of the single story building has been shown in Figure 1a.
The basic dimensions of the building envelop defining the approximate area coverage has been illustrated
in Figure 1b.
3.

Methodology

Cooling or the heating load is majorly classified as external or internal. Heat gains from the external
sources includes, conductive heat gains coming through the exposed surfaces, fenestration, roof etc.
Unless return air duct systems are extensive and subjected to rigorous conditions, only the heat gained or
lost by supply duct system is significant. Other sources include solar heat gained transmitted through the
fenestrations and infiltration of outdoor air into the conditioned space. While the heat gains from internal
sources include people, electric lights, equipment and appliances. All these loads can be calculated using
different methods listed as Total Equivalent Temperature Difference/ Time Average (TETD/TA) [4],
Transfer Function Method (TFM) [5], Cooing Load Temperature Difference/ Cooling Load Factor
(CLTD/CLF) [6]; Later on revised as Cooing Load Temperature Difference/ Solar Cooling Load/
Cooling Load Factor (CLTD/SCL/CLF) in 1993 and last is Radiant Time Series Method (RTSM) and
Heat Balance (HB), introduced by Pederson (1977) [7].
Method chosen for conventional building load calculation is Cooing Load Temperature Difference/ Solar
Cooling Load/ Cooling Load Factor (CLTD/SCL/CLF) method [13].
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Fig. 2 Components of Building Cooling Load
Source: http://me.hku.hk/bse/MECH3423/MECH3423_151604.htm

3.1.

CLTD/SCL/CLF Method

CLTD is the theoretical temperature difference that considers the collective contribution of inside and
outside air temperature difference, daily temperature range, solar radiation and heat storage in the
construction assembly/ building mass. It is the function of orientation, tilt, month, day, hour, and latitude
etc. Conductive heat gains from walls, roof, floor and glass are being adjusted using CLTD factors.
CLF defines that all the radiant energy that enters the conditioned space at a specific time does not
contribute to the cooling load instantly. The CLF values for various surfaces have been calculated as
functions of solar time and orientation. Heat gained from internal loads such as lights, occupancy, power
appliances etc. are being adjusted using CLF factors.
Moreover; transmission heat gains from glass are being adjusted using SCL factors.
3.2.

Conventional Bulding Specifications

The specifications for the building have been obtained from multiple sources and are broadly classified
into structural, geological and thermal data. The assembled data has been listed below.
3.2.1. Structural Specifications
The structural details available include, External Wall= 6inches block + 0.5iches plaster on both sides,
Internal Wall= 4inces block + 0.5iches plaster on both sides, Roof= 8inches RCC + 0.5iches plaster on
both sides, Lighting wattage= 8.52 Btu/hr sqft. Equipment= 3.41 Btu/hr sqft. Windows= High reflecting
glass with venetian blinds inside.
For evenly distributed mass, E125mm plaster), C4 (100mm common brick)-Table SB gives Wall no. 3.
Similarly using Table SE; Zones for Glass, Lighting, Occupancy and Equipment are C, D and D
respectively. Also for office space, Table SF yields ventilation rate as 17 cfm/person.
Note: The values are taken in IP units using standard conversions.
Table 1: Conventional Cooling/Heating Load for the building
Source: tabulated values has been generated using MS Excel Worksheet v13
Building
Component

Shading
coefficient

R-Value
(BTU/hr ft. 0F)1

Exposed walls
Glass
Occupancy
Lighting
Equipment
Partition Wall
Roof
Basement
Ventilation

0.330
-
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1.610
1.428
2.358
10.000
2.358
-

U-Value
BTU/hr ft.
0
F

Latent
Gain
(BTU/hr)

0.700
0.424
0.100
0.424
-

187.670
-

Heat

Sensible
Heat
Gain
(BTU/hr)
255.910
TOTAL:

Average
Heat Load
(BTU/hr)
21439.133
116827.667
36674.163
56943.115
13052.978
8865.840
92608.700
64370.620
408552.595
819334.811
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3.2.2. Geological Specifications
The building is located in the state of Pakistan, Karachi. The geological information about the region that
has been taken from FAP ATLAS Map shows latitude 24.900 north, longitude 77.130 East and an
elevation of 26.25 ft.
Moreover; the Soil Conductivity (See Sec. D15) and Ground reflectance (See Sec. D16) are found to be
as 0.55 Btu/hr ft. 0F (From Table SG-1) and 0.22 (From Table SG-2) respectively.
3.2.3. Thermal Specifications
The thermal data for the summer season used for design conditions and load calculation is founds as
DBT=98.96 0F, WBT=73.58 0F and Daily range = 43.16 0F. However; the data obtained for the winter
season in accordance with the geological specifications is found as DBT=71.60 0F, WBT=55.04 0F and
DPT = 21.92 0F. These enlisted specifications has been taken from, 2001 ASHRAE Handbook,
Fundamentals (IP) [8]. The corresponding values for the wet bulb temperature is evaluated using 1/3 rd
rule (See Sec. D14)
3.3.

Conventional Load Estimation

The external load, internal load and ventilation rates for the divided zones of the conventional building design have
been calculated using CLTD/SCL/CLF method. The average values of the load in (BTUs/hr) for 8:00 hours shift are
listed in the Table 1 below.

Total Load = 819334.8104 BTU/hr = 68.395 TR
Accounting for 10% piping losses and 5% aging losses [16], the total cooling load can be approximated
as 80TR for a given conventional building design.
The formulae used in calculating these values are listed below; where the undefined variables have their
usual meanings and ‘.’ defines common multiplication operation [15].
Conduction through roof, Walls, Basement and Fenestrations is found using equation 1;
𝑄̇ = 𝑈. 𝐴. 𝐶𝐿𝑇𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑅𝑅
Transmission through fenestrations is found using equation 2;
𝑄̇ = 𝑈. 𝐴. (𝑆𝐶). (𝑆𝐶𝐿)
Sensible Heat Gain by people is found using equation 3.
𝑄𝑆̇ = 𝑁. (𝑆𝐻𝐺). (𝐿𝐻𝐺)
Sensible Heat Gain by people is found using equation 4.
𝑄𝐿̇ = 𝑁. (𝐿𝐻𝐺)
Heat Gain due to lighting is found using equation 5.
𝑄̇ = 𝑊. 𝐹𝑈𝐿 . 𝐹𝑆𝐴 . (𝐶𝐿𝐹)
Heat Gain due to electrical appliances is found using equation 6.
̇ . 𝐹𝐿 . (𝐶𝐿𝐹)
𝑄𝑆̇ = 𝑄𝑖𝑛𝑝
Heat gain by partition walls is found using equation 7.
𝑄̇ = 𝑈. 𝐴. ∆𝑇
Ventilation rates are found using equation 8a, 8b.
𝑄𝑆̇ = 𝑎𝑉̇ . (𝑡𝑜 −𝑡𝑖 )
𝑄𝐿̇ = 𝑏𝑉̇ . (𝑊𝑜 −𝑊𝑖 )
Where;
𝐶𝐿𝑇𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑅𝑅 = 𝐶𝐿𝑇𝐷 + (78 − 𝑡𝑖 ) + (𝑡𝑂 − 85)
ti and to are the inside and outside temperatures in 0F.
Wo and Wi are the outside and inside air humidity ratio in kg of water/ kg of dry-air, obtained from psychometric chart.
U is the overall heat transfer coefficient in Btu/hr sqft. 0F.
A is the area perpendicular to the direction of heat transfer in sqft.
N is the number of people in the desired zone of space, from best available source.
SC is the shading coefficient, obtained from Supplementary tables.
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Table 2: Statistics of the conventional building data
Source: The tabulated values have been generated
using IBM SPSS Statistics 20

Fig. 3 Relationship between Heat transfer through various
element during working hours.
Source: The graph has been plotted from MS Excel
Worksheet Ver. 2013

SCL is the solar cooling load with no interior shade or with shade, obtained from Table SA.
CLF is the cooling load factor, by hour of occupancy, obtained from Table SA.
CLTD is the cooling load temperature difference factor corresponds to the number of wall, roof or glass,
obtained from Table SA.
∆𝑇 is the temperature difference between the adjacent space temperature and the actual indoor design
temperature.
W is the Btu/hr input from electrical plans or lighting fixture data.
FUL is the lighting use factor, as appropriate.
FSA is the special allowance factor, as appropriate.
FL is the load factor, obtained from Table SF.
‘a’ and ‘b’ are the constants having values of 4.182 and 10234 respectively.
𝑉̇ is the ventilation from Table SF.
4.

Observations And Results

These mathematical calculations interpret the analytical results that have been modelled graphically for
observing the critical regions with overdesign or under design loading conditions within the building
envelop. In regards to the basic overview of the examination, the quantity estimating the heat loss ability
of a material i.e. U-value also plays a vital role in controlling the energy performance of the building.
The U-value approach explains the effectiveness of an element to conduct heat across the area of certain
thickness with relative ranking of the heat content being allowed to pass through. They are fixed
standards defining the threshold energy efficiency values for windows, doors, walls and other exterior
building components. U-values are the indicator for the energy efficiency of the combined materials
within a building section or component with a low U-value indicating excellent energy efficiency [14].
Windows, walls, doors and skylights can gain or lose heat, thereby escalating the energy required for
cooling or heating. For this reason most building codes have set minimum standards for the energy
efficiency of these elements. The statistics has been classified into two groups for the ease of
understanding the factors affecting the heat transfer rates. The contribution of these factors are analyzed
and bargained for they have a direct impact on the heating/cooling load for the given building design.

Fig. 4 Relationship between Heat transfers through exposed
walls of each zone.
Source: The graph has been plotted from MS Excel Worksheet
Ver. 2013
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Fig. 5 Relationship between Heat transfers through Glass
(window) of each zone.

Fig. 6 Relationship between Heat transfers through
lighting load of each zone.

Source: The graph has been plotted from MS Excel Worksheet Ver. 2013

Source: The graph has been plotted from MS Excel
Worksheet Ver. 2013

Fig. 7 Relationship between Heat transfers through occupancy
load of each zone.
Source: The graph has been plotted from MS Excel Worksheet Ver. 2013

Fig. 9 Relationship between Heat transfers through
partition wall of each zone.
Source: The graph has been plotted from MS Excel
Worksheet Ver. 2013

Fig. 8 Relationship between Heat transfers through equipment
of each zone.
Source: The graph has been plotted from MS Excel Worksheet
Ver. 2013

4.1. Proportional Factors
The relationship of the factors having a direct influence on the rate of heat transfer has been observed
graphically. The plot for the heat transfer rates (BTU/hr) for various elements of the building envelope
and the time of the day (hours) as referred to figure 3 gives knowledge about peak load (design) hour,
maximum element through which the heat is being transferred and the characteristics of ventilation rates.
The statistics of the heat transfer analysis has been elaborated in table 2 below. Moreover; it is to be
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noticed that ventilation rates cannot be further sacrificed despite of being in such higher magnitude [9].
Ventilation rates do not openly affect the people health or insight outcomes, they will however; affect
indoor air quality including air pollutant concentrations. This elaborates the fact that increment in outside
air ventilation will actually improve the health and perceived air conditions. However; the current data
and associated study have yet been subjected to many significant restrictions. Relatively fewer cases of
communicable respiratory disorders have been reported in most of the studies performed for office
buildings in hot, humid climatic zones of Europe and thus their results can be used to project the
predictions for Karachi.
The benefits are more likely stems from increasing the ventilation rates up to 20 cfm (~9 L/s) per person
than the ability to increase the ventilation rates above 20 cfm (~9 L/s) per person. Although the
researched data has not shown any valid proof that outside air supply per person or per unit area is
proportional to health and perceived IAQ. Studies are now made on determining the benefits of
increasing ventilation rates above 20 cfm per person, for the envelope of schools and retail buildings and
within hot, humid climates as similar to “Karachi”.
4.1.1. Zonal Distribution
The graphical plots for heat transfer from various elements of each zone interpret the appreciated
conclusions.
Referred to fig. 4, the maximum heat transfer takes place by Wall no.1 in Zone A2 while the wall
specifications can be modified to reduce the load. Referred to fig. 5, the maximum heat transfer takes
place by transmission trough Glass 1 in Zone A2. Although the conduction and transmission through
Glass 1 in Zones A2, A3 and M2 shows similar behaviour. Referred to fig. 6, the maximum lighting load
occurs in Zone A3. Modified light emitting diodes series can be used to reduce the load. Referred to fig.
7, sensible load is greater in magnitude than the corresponding latent load for each zone with the
maximum heat transfer rates in Zone M2. Occupancy schedule can be reorder (if possible) to reduce the

Fig. 10 Linear Regression Analysis between Wall area
and Wall heat transfer

Fig. 11 Linear Regression Analysis between Time and
Light CLF Values

Source: Graph has been plotted from Minitab 16, Statistical
Software

Source: Graph has been plotted from Minitab 16, Statistical
Software

Fig. 12 Linear Regression Analysis between People and
Ventilation Rates

Fig. 13 Linear Regression Analysis between Floor area
and Heat Transfer

Source: Graph has been plotted from Minitab 16, Statistical
Software

Source: Graph has been plotted from Minitab 16, Statistical
Software
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load. Referred to fig. 8, Zones M1 and M2 have similar loading conditions, having a maximum load of
about 19% of the overall heat generation. Referred too fig. 9, partition wall in Zone A11 conducts far
greater heat transfer (~20%) than any other zone.
4.2.

Miscellenous Factor

In order to obtain the effect of one factor on the other in regards of the heating/cooling load regression
analysis has been performed. This strategy best explains a statistical model for identifying the extent of
dependency of one variable of concern on the other variable. More explicitly, regression analysis is the
key in defining the effect showing the typical variations in the values of the dependent variable (y)presented on the vertical axis of coordinates, due to independent variables (x)- presented on the
horizontal axis of coordinates, provided all the other independent variables are kept constant. Commonly,
the descriptive statistics are based on quantile, or other local factors of the conditional distribution of the
dependent variable (y) provided the independent variables (x). Moreover; the results estimate the mean
value of the dependent variable (y) when the independent variables are fixed. The coefficient of
determination (R2) is evaluated which expresses the percentage of explained variation from model ‘say
(y)’- 0 ≤ 𝑅2 ≤ 1 .
The curve fitting [17] defining the relationship among different factors for the conventional load
calculation data has been showed below. In all the below cases, the evaluation objective is a function of
the independent variables (y) called the regression function.
The equations of curve fitting for the respective statistical modelling are as follows:
Ref. Fig. 10, it is observed that the equations for fits are as Linear: y=23.36x-344.94 (R2=71.2%) Quadratic: y=
-70+18.32x+0.01798x2 (R2=71.3%) Cubic: y= -161+21.7x-0.0119x2+0.000074x3 (R2=71.3%) with Pearson correlation [18] of
WALL_AREA (sqft.) and Q (Btu/hr) = 0.844

Hence approximately the linear fit model can be best chosen since such small difference in the coefficient
of determination for different models can be sacrificed for the sake of simplicity. This shows that the
total explained variation in Heat transfer due to the wall area is about 71.2% while 28.8% variation is
unexplained or regarded as error.
Ref. Fig 11, it is observed that the equations for fits are as Linear: y=1.08152-0.0372x (R2=24.3%)
Quadratic: y= -1.822+0.3544x-0.01224x2 (R2= 63%)
Cubic: y= -10.84+2.214x-0.1377x2+0.002531x3 (R2=86%) with Pearson correlation of LIGHT_CLF and TIME = -0.493
Hence approximately the cubic fit model can be
best chosen since such large difference in the coefficient of determination for different models cannot be
sacrificed for the sake of simplicity. This shows that the total explained variation in Light CLF Values
due to the timings of the day (shift) is about 86% while 14% variation is unexplained or regarded as
error.
Ref. Fig. 12, it is observed that the equations for fits are as Linear: y=0.00+2061.73x (R2=100%)
Quadratic: y=0.00+2061.73x+0.00x2 (R2=100%)
Cubic: y=0.00+2061.73x+0.00x2+0.00x3 (R2=100%) with Pearson correlation of PEOPLE and VENTILATION_RATES = 1.000
Hence definitely the linear fit model can be best chosen since no difference in the coefficient of
determination for different models can be well observed due the unit slope for each case. This shows that
the total explained variation in Ventilation rates due to the number of occupancy is about 100% with no
unexplained variations or error.
Ref. Fig. 13, it is observed that the equations for fits are as Linear: y=0.00+7.310x (R2=100%)
Quadratic: y=0.00+7.310x+0.00x2 (R2=100%)
Cubic: y=0.00+7.310x+0.00x2+0.00x3 (R2=100%) with Pearson correlation of FLOOR AREA (sqft.) and HEAT TRANSFER
(BTU/hr) = 1.000

Hence definitely the linear fit model can be best chosen since no difference in the coefficient of
determination for different models can be well observed due the unit slope for each case. This shows that
the total explained variation in heat transfer due to the floor area is about 100% with no unexplained
variations or error.These results help in estimating the values at any local point on vertical axis of
coordinates corresponds to the horizontal axis of coordinates. The implications of these best fit curves
offer a great ease in solving the manual calculations using these relevant mathematical equations for this
conventional building design. Moreover; the relationship amongst these miscellaneous variables has been
clearly showed from the above graphs.
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5.

Proposed Case Study

Nowadays not only the design communities are focussing on energy efficiency for the buildings rather
several federal legislations are demanding sustainability in infrastructures. Our primary objective in
accomplishing these tasks is to make the building LEED certified. LEED is the most widely used green
building rating system in the U.S. LEED is nothing but a consensus based national standard and a
recognized rating system introduced by USGBC for ensuring the environmental performance of the
standing buildings [10]. LEED serves as a frame of reference for determining the environmental
performance of the building and provides guidance for achieving the required sustainability through five
major credits: sustainable site development, water savings, energy efficiency, materials selection, and
indoor environmental quality. However; gaining the LEED points do not depend on the use of particular
material or a product but by making their use eligible for meeting ranking specifications. Hence in most
cases LEED criterion provides credits for achieving a level of sustainability, regardless of the
methodology adopted or the material being used. The levels of certification are characterized as:
Certified, Silver, Gold, and Platinum. Minimum of 26. 33, 39 and 52 credit scores are required to achieve
the Certified level, Silver level, Gold level, and coveted Platinum level respectively.
5.1.

Contribution Of Concrete

Concrete is central material in achieving all LEED categories including Sustainable Sites, Indoor
Environmental Quality, Materials and Resources, Water Efficiency, Energy and Atmosphere, and
Innovation in Design. It has impacted directly in various ways. According to research conducted by Cole
and Kernan, for estimating the embodied energy of a typical 50,000 square foot office building with
underground parking [11]. The study considered three construction material types: wood, concrete, and
steel, it is found that the embodied energy of concrete in its basic form is sandwiched between steel and
timber. Concrete is infact a crucial building material for commercial and residential infrastructures,
bearing properties of low thermal conductivity, high density, and high specific heat. The ICF walls
provide greater thermal mass values when compared to a typical wood framed house. The evidence to
this assertion is concluded by the ORNL report describing a house constructed of ICF construction. Also,
the hollow concrete brick structure allows greater fracture strength and lesser heat transfer than the solid
ones [12]. Another appreciable approach introduced, by the U.S. Concrete industry, to supplement the
amount of cement used in concrete
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Table 3: Concrete contribution in Green Building Rating System
Source: Article; Earning points CONCRETE THE CHOICE FOR SUSTAINABLE DESIGN, September 2008 by Jenni Prokopy.

is the noteworthy use of industrial by products such as by ash, blast furnace slag, and silica fume. This
idea of using SCMs in combination with Portland cement helps in improving strength and durability of
the structure along with reducing the CO2 embodied in concrete about ~70%, with typical values ranging
between 15% and 40%. Fortunately all these SCMs [19] are widely available as by-products of various
industries in Pakistan.
Storm water management can also be uniquely controlled using pervious concrete that is chemically the
mixture contains little or no sand, with substantial percentage of void content. Urban heat island
reduction is further verified by the Cool Communities program sponsored by the Department of Energy
(Department of Energy, 2008), suggesting that by substituting dark and less reflective pavements with
lighter and heat reflective concrete based material in addition with the proper planting of trees, can
reduced the mean summer afternoon temperature by as much as 5 0 in urban location with alleviating the
cooling demand by ~18% with substantial reduction in air contamination. Concrete is also locally
produced material in Karachi (Pakistan) serving beneficial to economy.
Concrete helps in reducing the amount of air infiltration and hence decreasing the probability of airborne
moisture entering the infrastructure, when being used on external envelope. Moreover; it does not rot,
rust or burn (safety to fire protection). Therefore it seems to be a feasible solution for environmentally
dependable design demanding lesser attention during its entire life span due to its greater survivability.
5.2.

Effective Lighting Technology

Lighting consumes a significant portion of a standard commercial building. There is a great potential to
reduce energy use in these sectors and provide an improved visual environment by including a
combination of best-practice design strategies and efficient sources. The goal is to reduce energy
consumption at least by 75%.
5.2.1.

Daylight Harvesting

The provision of effective day-light can be attained by using average day-light factors, depending upon:
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the size and area of the windows in relation to the room, the light transmission of the glass, brightness of
the internal surfaces and finishes, and the presence of external obstructions that restrict the amount of
day-light. The use of high ceilings, clerestory windows, sun pipes etc. can be effective in providing good
daylight. The day light harvesting, if properly attained, can save the energy requirements up to 75%.
5.2.2.

Fluorescent Lamps

The usage of new T8 fluorescent bulbs, with high efficiency electronic ballasts, can reduce total system
wattage by 45%, compared to T12 bulbs with magnetic ballasts and by as much as 20% to 30%, relative
to the use of older T8 lamps and electronic ballasts.
5.2.3.

T5 Lamps

Although T5 lamps do not contribute in saving a greater deal of energy, yet their instalment aids to the
need of fewer fixtures, reduction in cost savings; resulting in lower installation and energy costs.
5.2.4.

Compact Fluorescent Lamps

CFLs are more energy efficient than incandescent lamps, typically using 75% less energy and generating
less heat. Compared to general service incandescent lamps producing the same amount of visible light,
CFLs generally use less power and have a longer rated life.
5.2.5.

Clerstories

A clerestory [20] is a row of windows above eye level to allow light into a space. The walls are placed to
reflect indirect light to interior areas where it is needed. By redirecting the light, the light can be softer
and more diffuse, reducing shadows that is accomplished by the light tube, also called a solar tube/
tubular skylight, can be placed into a roof and admit light to a focused area within the interior of a
building.
5.2.6.

Light Emmitting Diodes (Leds)

They are the class of solid state lighting i.e. series of semiconductors that illuminate by the conversion of
electricity. LEDs are infact one of the landmark in the rapid developing technologies with the most
energy efficient characteristics. The statistical analysis shows that LEDs consume only 20%-25% of the
electricity and have a life span up to 25 times longer than the conventional incandescent lightings.

Fig. 14 Efficiency comparison for different lighting technologies
Source: The graph has been plotted from MS Excel Worksheet Ver. 2013

5.3. Fenestration Selection
In advance green building designs, there are several schemes of fenestrations employed to reduce the heat
transfer related losses and improvise the day lighting characteristic of windows. The two main kinds of
fenestrations are; Horizontal (straight) and vertical (fin type slightly North oriented). For the buildings
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and structures in south Asian region having glasses and windows on the South facing can be more easily
protected from heat than the west and east facing. Horizontal fenestration should be used for south facing
and vertical fenestrations for west and east facing windows would result in less heat addition to the
system. Therefore, this type of orientation strategy would practically result in less energy consumption.
5.3.1.

Window Selection And Codes

Regardless of orientation of windows and fenestration, Other characteristics required for glass of
windows and transparent surfaces are; Low Heat gain coefficient, High visible transmittance, Low Uvalue, High light to solar heat gain coefficient. For this purpose, a type of coating is used commonly in
advance energy efficient structures frequently named as Low e-coatings. For suitable selection of
transparent surfaces, an International organization named as NFRC provides basic standards that can be
used for this sake [21]. NFRC codes on glass surfaces provided by different organization across the globe
provides basic information about all of these above stated characteristics. An example of NFRC code is
shown in fig 15.

Fig. 15 Image defining about how to read NFRC
code
Source: http://www.nfrc.org/Energy-codes.aspx

6.

Summary

In this paper we have calculated the conventional cooling load of the model building using
CLTD/SCL/CLF Method. Moreover; the results are critically analyzed to observe for the greatest loading
elements/zones in accordance with the applied conditions. The proposed methods are introduced that can
be adopted to make the building energy efficient and eligible in gaining LEED certifications with the
implementation of NFRC codes and ASHRAE standards.
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Acronyms
DBT: Dry bulb temperature
WBT: Wet bulb temperature
DPT: Dew point temperature
SCM: Supplementary Cementitious Materials
IAQ: Indoor Air Quality
ICF: Insulated Concrete Form
ASHRAE: American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers
NFRC: National fenestration Rating Council
LEED: Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
USGBC: United States Green Building Council
ORNL: Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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TABLE SA-1
Cooling and Heating Load Calculation Manual
Faye C. McQuiston
Jeffrey D. Spitler
ASHRAE American Society of Heating, Refrigeration & Air-Conditioning Engineers
Cooling Load Temperature Difference (CLTD) for Roofs
CLTD for roofs:

24 degrees North Latitude - July

Roof-Types 1-14

Hours 1-24

No. 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

1

0

4

5

6

6

3

9

26

44

62

76

87

92

92

86

74

58

39

23

14

8

4

2

5

2

2

0

4

5

6

1

14

30

48

64

77

86

90

89

82

70

53

36

23

14

8

5

3

12

8

5

2

0

—2—23

11

22

35

47

59

68

74

77

74

68

58

47

37

29

22

16

4

16

11

6

3

0

—2—3—4—15

15

27

41

55

67

75

80

80

76

67

55

43

32

23

5

21

16

12

8

5

3

1

1

4

10

19

30

42

52

61

68

71

70

66

59

50

41

33

27

8

28

24

20

17

14

11

9

9

10

14

20

27

35

43

49

54

58

58

56

52

47

42

37

32

9

31

25

20

16

12

9

6

4

3

5

10

17

26

36

46

54

61

65

66

63

58

51

44

37

10

36

31

27

22

19

15

12

9

8

8

11

16

22

30

37

45

52

56

59

59

56

52

47

41

13

34

31

28

25

22

20

17

16

15

16

19

23

28

33

38

43

47

49

50

49

46

43

40

37

14

34

32

30

27

25

23

21

19

19

19

21

24

27

32

36

40

43

45

46

45

44

42

39

37

CLTD For Roofs

No.
1
2
3
4
5
8
9
10
13
14

1
0
2
12
17
21
29
32
37
34
35

2
2
0
8
11
16
25
26
32
31
32

3 4 5 6 7 8
4 5 6 6 0 12
— 2— 4— 5— 6— 44
5 2 0 — 2— 14
7 3 1 — 1 —3 —3
12 8 5 3 1 2
21 17 14 12 10 9
21 16 13 9 6 4
27 23 19 15 12 10
28 25 23 20 18 16
30 28 25 23 21 20

CLTD For Roofs

No.
1
2
3
4
5
8
9
10
13
14

1
0
2
12
17
21
28
31
36
33
34

2
2
0
8
12
16
24
26
31
30
32

36 degrees North Latitude - July

9
28
16
13
0
5
11
4
9
16
19

10
45
32
24
7
12
15
7
9
17
20

Roof-Types 1-14

Hours 1-24

11
61
48
35
17
21
21
12
12
20
22

12
75
63
47
29
31
28
19
17
24
25

13
84
76
58
42
42
35
27
23
28
28

14
90
84
67
55
52
42
37
30
33
32

15
90
88
73
66
61
49
46
38
38
36

16
84
87
75
74
67
54
54
45
43
40

17
74
81
74
78
70
57
60
51
47
43

18
60
70
68
79
70
58
64
56
49
45

19
42
55
59
75
66
56
65
58
50
46

20
26
39
48
67
59
53
63
58
49
46

21
15
25
38
56
51
48
59
56
47
44

22
9
15
30
45
42
43
52
52
44
42

23
5
9
23
34
34
38
45
47
41
40

24
2
5
17
24
27
33
38
42
37
37

11
58
47
35
18
21
21
12
13
20
22

12
69
60
45
29
31
27
19
17
24
24

13
78
70
55
40
40
34
27
23
28
27

14
83
78
63
52
49
40
35
29
32
31

15
83
82
68
62
57
46
43
36
37
35

16
79
81
71
69
63
51
51
43
41
38

17
71
76
70
73
66
54
57
48
44
41

18
59
68
65
74
66
55
60
53
47
43

19
44
55
58
71
63
54
62
55
48
44

20
29
41
48
65
58
51
61
56
47
44

21
17
27
38
55
50
47
57
54
45
43

22
9
16
30
45
42
42
51
51
43
41

23
5
10
23
34
34
37
44
46
40
39

24
2
5
17
25
27
32
38
41
37
36

48 degrees North Latitude - July

3 4 5 6 7 8 9
4 5 6 5 3 15 29
— 2 — 4 — 5 — 5 — 2 6 19
5 2 0 — 1 1 6 14
7 3 1 — 1— 3— 22
12 8 5 3 2 3 7
20 17 14 11 10 10 12
21 16 12 9 6 5 5
27 22 19 15 12 10 9
27 25 22 20 17 16 16
29 27 25 23 21 20 19
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10
44
32
24
8
13
16
8
10
18
20
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TABLE SA-2
Latitude

Wall CLTD:
Wall Facing
1

2

24

Types 1 to 4

Wall No. 1
3

4

5

6

7

Solar Time, h
8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

N

I

0

—1

-2

-3

-2

5

13

17

18

19

22

26

28

30

32

34

34

27

17

11

7

5

3

NE

1

0

—1

-2

—3

0

17

39

51

53

48

39

32

30

30

30

28

24

18

13

10

7

5

3

E

1

0

-I

-2

-3

0

18

44

59

63

59

48

36

32

31

30

28

24

19

13

10

7

5

3

SE

1

0

-1

-2

—3

-2

8

25

38

44

45

42

35

32

31

30

27

24

18

13

10

7

5

3

S

1

0

3

8

12

18

24

29

31

31

30

27

23

18

13

9

7

4

3

SW

1

0

3

8

13

17

22

29

40

51

58

59

52

36

20

12

8

5

3

W

2

NW

2

0

—1 —2 —3 —3 —1
1

2

3

3

1

0

2

2

3

1

3

8

13

17

22

27

42

59

73

80

75

52

27

14

9

5

3

1

2

2

3

1

3

8

13

17

22

27

37

50

62

69

67

48

25

13

8

5

3

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Wall Facing

Wall No. 2

1

2

3

4

Solar Time, h

N

5

3

2

0

-1

-2

—1

2

7

12

15

18

20

23

25

28

30

32

32

29

23

17

12

8

NE

5

3

2

0

—1

-2

0

9

23

36

44

46

43

38

34

32

31

29

26

22

18

14

10

7

E

5

3

2

0

—1

-2

0

10

26

42

52

55

52

44

38

35

32

30

27

23

18

14

10

8

SE

5

3

2

0

—1

-2

-1

4

14

26

35

40

41

38

35

33

31

29

26

22

18

14

10

7

S

5

3

1

0

-1

-2

-2

-1

1

4

8

13

19

24

27

29

29

28

26

22

17

13

10

7

SW

6

4

2

1

-1

-2

-2

-1

1

5

9

13

18

24

32

42

50

54

52

44

33

22

15

10

W

8

5

2

1

0

-1

-2

-1

1

5

9

13

17

23

33

46

59

69

71

61

45

30

19

12

NW

7

4

2

1

-2

—1

1

5

9

13

17

22

30

40

51

60

62

55

41

28

18

12

—1 —1

Wall Facing

Wall No. 3

Solar Time, h

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

N

8

5

4

2

1

0

1

5

8

11

14

16

19

21

24

26

29

30

30

26

21

17

13

10

NE

7

5

3

2

1

0

4

14

25

34

38

38

36

35

33

32

31

29

26

22

19

15

12

9

E

7

5

3

2

I

0

5

16

29

39

45

46

43

40

37

35

33

30

27

23

19

16

12

10

SE

7

5

3

2

0

0

2

8

17

25

31

34

35

34

33

32

31

29

26

22

18

15

12

9

S

7

5

3

I

0

-1

-1

0

2

5

9

13

18

22

25

26

26

26

23

20

17

14

11

9

SW 10

7

5

3

1

0

0

1

3

6

9

13

17

24

32

40

46

48

45

37

30

23

18

14

W

13

9

6

4

2

1

0

1

3

6

9

13

17

24

34

46

56

62

59

50

39

30

23

17

NW 12

8

6

4

2

1

0

I

3

6

9

13

17

22

30

39

48

54

53

45

35

27

21

16

Wall Facing

Wall No. 4

Solar Time, h

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

N

12

8

6

4

2

1

0

0

3

6

10

13

15

18

21

23

26

28

30

30

28

24

20

15

NE

10

7

5

3

2

0

0

3

10

20

29

36

39

39

37

35

34

32

30

27

24

20

16

13

E

10

8

5

3

2

1

0

3

11

22

34

43

47

46

43

40

37

34

32

28

25

21

17

13

SE

10

7

5

3

2

0

0

1

5

13

21

28

33

35

35

35

33

32

30

27

24

20

16

13

S

10

7

5

3

2

0

-I

-1

-1

1

4

7

11

16

20

24

26

27

27

25

22

19

16

12

SW 15

11

7

5

3

1

0

-1

0

1

4

7

11

15

21

29

37

43

47

47

42

35

27

21

W

20

14

9

6

4

2

0

0

0

2

4

7

11

15

21

30

41

52

60

61

56

46

36

27

NW 18

13

9

6

3

1

0

0

0

2

4

7

11

15

20

27

36

45

52

54

50

42

33

25
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TABLE SA-3
Solar Cooling Load (SCL)
Glass

Latitude =

48

Zone type A

Solar Time, h

Facing
N
NE
E
SE
S0

1
0
0
0
0

2
0
0
0
0
0

3
0
0
0
0
0

4
0
0
0
0
0

5
6
7
8
9
14 28 24 27 31
32 101 130 126 95
31 112 165 188 182
11 58 106 143 164
3 11 18 30 58

10
34
61
153
168
90

11
37
49
104
152
116

12
38
44
65
119
130

13
38
41
51
77
130

14
37
38
43
54
116

15
35
35
38
43
88

16
31
31
32
35
56

17
27
26
27
28
37

18
34
19
19
20
24

19
25
10
10
10
12

20
9
4
4
4
5

21
4
2
2
2
3

22
2
1
1
1
1

23
1
0
0
1
1

24
1
0
0
0
0

SW
W
NW
hor

1
1
1
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

3
3
3
5

11
11
11
32

34
34
34
200

46
36
36
226

82
38
38
241

122
64
38
242

152
112
40
230

168
156
67
205

166
186
106
170

146
193
134
125

106
167
134
76

50
89
76
35

22
36
30
16

11
17
14
8

5
9
7
4

3
4
3
2

1
2
2
1

Glass
Facing
N
NE
E
SE
S3

1
2
2
2
3

2
2
1
2
2
2

3
1
1
1
2
2

4
1
1
1
1
1

5
13
28
27
10
3

Zone type B
6
7
8
9 10
25 21 24 28 32
86 111 110 88 62
95 141 163 163 143
50 91 123 144 151
10 16 26 50 78

11
34
53
105
141
101

12
36
49
74
116
115

13
36
45
62
83
118

14
36
42
54
64
109

15
34
39
47
53
88

16
31
35
41
45
62

17
28
30
34
37
45

18
34
23
27
29
34

19
26
15
17
19
22

20
12
9
11
12
15

Solar Time, 11
21 22 23 24
8
6
4
3
6
5
3
3
8
6
4
3
9
6
5
4
11 8
6
4

SW 7 6
W 10 7
NW 7 5
hor 8 6

4
5
4
5

3
4
3
4

5
5
4
7

11
11
11
29

31
31
30
176

41
34
33
202

72
35
35
219

107
58
36
224

134
99
38
218

150
137
61
201

152
164
95
173

138
174
119
136

107
156
121
94

61
93
75
57

37
51
38
38

26
34
25
27

18 24
18 24
18 24
73 120

17 22
17 22
17 22
64 104

30
30
30
163

27
27
27
142

18 13 10
24 '17 13
18 13 9
20 15 11

Glass
Facing
N
NE
E
SE
S 10

1
5
7
10
10

2
5
6
9
9
9

3
4
6
8
8
8

4
4
5
7
7
7

5
15
31
32
16
9

Zone type C
6
7
8
9 10
26 21 24 27 30
86 106 100 76 51
97 136 151 146 124
54 90 118 133 136
14 20 29 51 75

11
32
46
89
125
95

12
33
44
62
101
106

13
34
43
56
71
106

14
33
41
51
56
96

15
31
39
47
50
76

16
29
35
43
45
53

17
26
31
38
39
40

18
33
25
31
33
32

19
25
18
23
24
23

20
12
13
18
19
18

21
9
11
16
16
16

Solar
22
8
10
14
14
14

SW
W
NW
hor

16
18
12
23

14
16
11
21

13
14
10
19

11
13
9
17

13
14
10
19

18
19
16
40

30
31
28
139

33
33
31
167

42
35
33
187

71
36
34
200

103
58
35
202

126
96
36
196

138
130
59
179

137
152
90
154

122
158
111
122

92
138
110
86

51
77
63
57

33
41
30
44

27
31
22
37

23
26
18
33

Glass
Facing
N
NE
E
SE
S 15

1
8
11
15
16

2
7
10
14
14
14

3
7
9
12
13
12

4
6
8
11
12
11

5
15
28
30
18
12

Zone type D
6
7
8
9
23 20 22 24
71 88 85 68
81 112 126 126
47 76 99 113
16 20 27 44

10
27
50
111
117
64

11
29
47
85
111
80

12
30
45
66
94
90

13
31
44
61
72
93

14
31
43
57
61
86

15
30
41
53
56
72

16
28
38
49
51
55

17
26
34
44
46
45

18
31
29
38
40
39

19
25
23
31
32
31

20
15
19
26
27
26

21
13
17
23
24
23

Solar
22
11
15
21
22
21

SW
W
NW
hor

24
27
19
36

22
24
17
32

20
22
15
29

18
20
14
26

18
20
14
27

21
23
18
42

32
33
29
144

39
34
31
162

63
35
32
175

88
52
33
180

107
83
34
178

119
110
53
167

120
130
78
150

111
136
95
126

89
123
96
98

57
78
60
74

43
50
36
62

38
43
30
55

33
38
26
49
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23 27
24 28
21 25
72 106

24
26
21
66

27 30
29 31
24 27
94 120

Time, h
23 24
7
6
9
8
12 11
13 11
12 11
20
23
16
29

18
20
14
26

Time, h
23 24
10 9
13 12
19 17
20 18
19 17
30
33
23
44

27
30
21
40
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TABLE SA-4
Material description:
AO

Outside surface resistance

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.33

0.0

Al

1 in. Stucco

0.0833

0.4

116.0

0.20

0.21

9.7

A2

4 in. Face brick

0.333

0.77

125.0

0.22

0.43

41.7

A3

Steel siding

0.005

26.0

480.0

0.10

0.00

2.4

A4

1/2 in. Slag

0.0417

0.11

70.0

0.40

0.38

2.2

A5

Outside surface resistance

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.33

0.0

A6

Finish

0.0417

0.24

78.0

0.26

0.17

3.3

A7

4 in. Face brick

0.333

0.77

125.0

0.22

0.43

41.7

B1

Airspace resistance

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.91

0.0

B2

1 in. Insulation

0.083

0.025

2.0

0.2

3.33

0.2

B3

2 in. Insulation

0.167

0.025

2.0

0.2

6.67

0.3

B4

3 in. Insulation

0.25

0.025

2.0

0.2

10.00

0.5

B5

1 in. Insulation

0.0833

0.025

5.7

0.2

3.33

0.5

B6

2 in. Insulation

0.167

0.025

5.7

0.2

6.67

1.0

B7

1 in. Wood

0.0833

0.07

37.0

0.6

10.00

3.1

B8

2.5 in. Wood

0.2083

0.07

37.0

0.6

2.98

7.7

B9

4 in. Wood

0.333

0.07

37.0

0.6

4.76

12.3

1310

2 in. Wood

0.167

0.07

37.0

0.6

2.39

6.2

B11

3 in. Wood

0.25

0.07

37.0

0.6

3.57

9.3

B12

3 in. Insulation

0.25

0.025

5.7

0.2

10.00

1.4

B13

4 in. Insulation

0.333

0.025

5.7

0.2

13.33

1.9

B14

5 in. Insulation

0.417

0.025

5.7

0.2

16.67

2.4

B15

6 in. Insulation

0.500

0.025

5.7

0.2

20.00

2.9

1316

0.15 in. Insulation

0.0126

0.025

5.7

0.2

0.50

0.1

B17

0.3 in. Insulation

0.0252

0.025

5.7

0.2

1.00

0.1

B18

0.45 in. Insulation

0.0379

0.025

5.7

0.2

1.50

0.2

1319

0.61 in. Insulation

0.0505

0.025

5.7

0.2

2.00

0.3

B20

0.76 in. Insulation

0.0631

0.025

5.7

0.2

2.50

0.4

B21

1.36 in. Insulation

0.1136

0.025

5.7

0.2

4.50

0.6

B22

1.67 in. Insulation

0.1388

0.025

5.7

0.2

5.50

0.8

B23

2.42 in. Insulation

0.2019

0.025

5.7

0.2

8.00

1.2

B24

2.73 in. Insulation

0.2272

0.025

5.7

0.2

9.00

1.3

1325

3.33 in. Insulation

0.2777

0.025

5.7

0.2

11.00

1.6

B26

3.64 in. Insulation

0.3029

0.025

5.7

0.2

12.00

1.7

B27

4.54 in. Insulation

0.3786

0.025

5.7

0.2

15.00

2.2
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CI

4 in. Clay tile

0.333

0.33

70.0

0.2

1.01

23.3

C2

4 in. Lightweight concrete

0.333

0.22

38.0

0.2

1.51

12.7

C3

4 in. Heavyweight concrete

0.333

0.47

61.0

0.2

0.71

20.3

C4

4 in. Common brick

0.333

0.42

120.0

0.2

0.79

40.0

C5

4 in. Heavyweight concrete

0.333

1.0

140.0

0.2

0.33

46.7

C6

8 in. Clay tile

0.667

0.33

70.0

0.2

2.00

46.7

C7

8 in. Lightweight concrete

0.667

0.33

38.0

0.2

2.00

25.3

C8

8 in. Heavyweight concrete

0.667

0.6

61.0

0.2

1.11

40.7

C9

8 in. Common brick

0.667

0.42

120.0

0.2

1.59

80.0

CIO

8 in. Heavyweight concrete

0.667

1.0

140.0

0.2

0.67

93.4

C11

12 in. Heavyweight

1.0

1.0

140.0

0.2

1.00

140.0

C12

2 in. Heavyweight concrete

0.167

1.0

140.0

0.2

0.17

23.3

C13

6 in. Heavyweight concrete

0.5

1.0

140.0

0.2

0.50

70.0

C14

4 in. Lightweight concrete

0.333

0.1

40.0

0.2

3.33

13.3

C15

6 in. Lightweight concrete

0.5

0.1

40.0

0.2

5.00

20.0

C16

8 in. Lightweight concrete

0.667

0.1

40.0

0.2

6.67

26.7

C17

8 in. Lightweight conc.

0.667

0.08

18.0

0.2

8.34

12.0

C18

8 in. Heavyweight conc.

0.667

0.34

53.0

0.2

1.96

35.4

C19

12 in. Lightweight conc.

1.000

0.08

19.0

0.2

12.50

19.0

C20

12 in. Heavyweight conc.

1.000

0.39

56.0

0.2

2.56

56.0

E0

Inside surface resistance

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.69

0.0

El

3/4 in. Plaster or gypsum

0.0625

0.42

100.0

0.2

0.15

6.3

E2

1/2 in. Slag or stone

0.0417

0.83

55.0

0.40

0.05

2.3

E3

3/8 in. Felt and membrane

0.0313

0.11

70.0

0.40

0.29

2.2

E4

Ceiling air space

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.00

0.0

E5

Acoustic tile

0.0625

0.035

30.0

0.2

1.79

1.9
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TABLE SB
R-Values for Wall Types, Mass Evenly Distributed
Principal Wall Material**
Secondary
Material

Stucco
and/or
plaster

R-Value
m2 · K/W A1
0 to 0.35 1

A2
3

B7
*

B10
*

B9
*

C1
*

C2
*

C3
1

C4
3

C5
3

C6
*

C7
*

C8
*

C17
*

C18
*

0.35 to 0.44
0.44 to 0.53

1
1

3
4

1
1

*
*

*
*

2
2

*
2

2
2

4
4

4
4

*
*

*
*

5
5

*
*

*
*

0.53 to 0.62
0.62 to 0.70

1
1

*
*

1
1

*
2

*
*

2
*

2
4

*
*

*
*

*
*

10
10

4
4

5
*

*
*

4
4

0.70 to 0.84
0.84 to 0.97
0.97 to 1.14

1
1
1

*
*
*

1
1
2

2
2
4

*
*
10

*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

10
*
*

4
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

4
*
*

1.14 to 1.36

1

*

2

4

11

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

1.36 to 1.59
1.59 to 1.89

1
1

*
*

2
2

4
4

16
16

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
4

*
*

1.89 to 2.24
2.24 to 2.64
2.64 to 3.08
3.08 to 3.52

1
2
2
2

*
*
*
*

2
2
2
2

5
5
5
9

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

4
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

3.52 to 4.05
4.05 to 4.76

2
*

*
*

4
*

9
9

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

0 to 0.35
0.35 to 0.44

1
1

3
3

*
1

*
*

*
*

*
2

*
*

1
1

3
3

2
2

*
*

*
*

*
3

*
*

*
*

0.44 to 0.53
0.53 to 0.62

1
1

4
*

1
1

*
*

*
*

2
4

1
1

2
*

4
*

4
*

*
5

*
2

3
4

*
*

*
4

0.62 to 0.70
0.70 to 0.84

1
1

*
*

1
1

2
2

*
*

*
*

2
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

5
10

2
4

*
*

*
*

4
4

0.84 to 0.97

1

*

1

2

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

0.97 to 1.14

1

*

1

2

10

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

1.14 to 1.36

1

*

1

4

11

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

1.36 to 1.59

1

*

2

4

16

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

1.59 to 1.89
1.89 to 2.24

1
1

*
*

2
2

4
4

16
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

2
4

*
*

2.24 to 2.64
2.64 to 3.08

1
1

*
*

2
2

5
5

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

3.08 to 3.52

1

*

2

5

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

3.52 to 4.05
4.05 to 4.76

2
*

*
*

4
*

9
9

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

Steel
or other
lightweight
siding

0 to 0.35

3

6

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

6

*

*

*

*

*

0.35 to 0.44
0.44 to 0.53

3
4

10
10

*
5

*
*

*
*

*
5

*
*

5
5

10
10

10
11

*
*

*
*

*
10

*
*

*
*

0.53 to 0.62
0.62 to 0.70

*
*

11
11

5
5

*
10

*
*

10
10

5
5

5
5

11
11

11
11

15
16

10
10

10
16

*
*

10
10

0.70 to 0.84
0.84 to 0.97

*
*

11
11

*
*

11
11

*
*

10
10

5
5

5
10

16
16

11
16

*
*

10
10

16
16

*
*

16
16
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0.97 to 1.14

*

16

*

*

*

10

9

10

16

11

*

11

16

*

16

1.14 to 1.36

*

16

*

*

*

11

9

10

16

16

*

16

16

*

*

1.36 to 1.59

*

16

*

*

*

15

9

10

16

*

*

15

16

*

*

1.59 to 1.89

*

16

*

*

*

15

10

10

*

16

*

16

*

10

*

1.89 to 2.24
2.24 to 2.64

*
*

16
16

*
*

*
*

*
*

16
16

10
10

10
10

*
*

*
16

*
*

16
*

*
*

15
15

*
*

2.64 to 3.08
3.08 to 3.52

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

16
16

10
15

15
15

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

16
16

*
*

3.52 to 4.05
4.05 to 4.76

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

15
15

16
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

Face
brick

*Denotes a wall that is not possible with the chosen set of parameters.
**See Table SA-4 for definition of Code letters
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TABLE SC
Thermal Properties and Code Numbers of Layers Used in Wall and Roof Descriptions
Thickness and Thermal Properties

Code
Number
A0
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
B10
B11
B12
B13
B14
B15
B16
B17
B18
B19
B20
B21
B22
B23
B24
B25
B26
B27
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16
C17
C18
C19
C20

Description
L
Outside surface resistance
0
25 mm Stucco
25
100 mm Face brick
100
Steel siding
2
12 mm Slag
13
Outside surface resistance
0
Finish
13
100 mm Face brick
100
Air space resistance
0
25 mm Insulation
25
50 mm Insulation
51
75 mm Insulation
76
25 mm Insulation
25
50 mm Insulation
51
25 mm Wood
25
65 mm Wood
63
100 mm Wood
100
50 mm Wood
51
75 mm Wood
76
75 mm Insulation
76
100 mm Insulation
100
125 mm Insulation
125
150 mm Insulation
150
4 mm Insulation
4
8 mm Insulation
8
12 mm Insulation
12
15 mm Insulation
15
20 mm Insulation
20
35 mm Insulation
35
42 mm Insulation
42
60 mm Insulation
62
70 mm Insulation
70
85 mm Insulation
85
92 mm Insulation
92
115 mm Insulation
115
100 mm Clay tile
100
100 mm low density concrete block
100
100 mm high density concrete block
100
100 mm Common brick
100
100 mm high density concrete
100
200 mm Clay tile
200
200 mm low density concrete block
200
200 mm high density concrete block
200
200 mm Common brick
200
200 mm high density concrete
200
300 mm high density concrete
300
50 mm high density concrete
50
150 mm high density concrete
150
100 mm low density concrete
100
150 mm low density concrete
150
200 mm low density concrete
200
200 mm low density concrete block (filled) 200
200 mm high density concrete block (filled) 200
300 mm low density concrete block (filled) 300
300 mm high density concrete block (filled) 300
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k
0.000
0.692
1.333
44.998
0.190
0.000
0.415
1.333
0.000
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.121
0.121
0.121
0.121
0.121
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.571
0.381
0.813
0.727
1.731
0.571
0.571
1.038
0.727
1.731
1.731
1.731
1.731
0.173
0.173
0.173
0.138
0.588
0.138
0.675


0
1858
2002
7689
1121
0
1249
2002
0
32
32
32
91
91
593
593
593
593
593
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
1121
609
977
1922
2243
1121
609
977
1922
2243
2243
2243
2243
641
641
641
288
849
304
897

c

p

0.00
0.84
0.92
0.42
1.67
0.00
1.09
0.92
0.00
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
2.51
2.51
2.51
2.51
2.51
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84

R
0.059
0.037
0.076
0.000
0.067
0.059
0.031
0.076
0.160
0.587
1.173
1.760
0.587
1.173
0.207
0.524
0.837
0.420
0.628
1.760
2.347
2.933
3.520
0.088
0.176
0.264
0.352
0.440
0.792
0.968
1.408
1.584
1.936
2.112
2.640
0.178
0.266
0.125
0.140
0.059
0.352
0.352
0.196
0.279
0.117
0.176
0.029
0.088
0.587
0.880
1.173
1.467
0.345
2.200
0.451

Mass
0.00
47.34
203.50
11.71
10.74
0.00
16.10
203.50
0.00
0.98
1.46
2.44
2.44
4.88
15.13
37.58
60.02
30.26
45.38
6.83
9.27
11.71
14.15
0.49
0.49
0.98
1.46
1.95
2.93
3.90
5.86
6.34
7.81
8.30
10.74
113.70
61.98
99.06
195.20
227.90
227.90
123.46
198.62
390.40
455.79
683.20
113.70
341.60
64.90
97.60
130.30
58.56
172.75
92.72
273.28
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E0
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5

Inside surface resistance
20 mm Plaster or gypsum
12 mm Slag or stone
10 mm Felt and membrane
Ceiling air space
Acoustic tile

0
20
12
10
0
19

0.000
0.727
1.436
0.190
0.000
0.061
3

 = density, kg/m
cp = specific heat, kJ/(kg·K)

L = thickness, mm
k = thermal conductivity, W/(m·K)

0
1602
881
1121
0
481

0.00
0.84
1.67
1.67
0.00
0.84

2

Description

Outside surface resistance, 25 mm stucco, 25 mm insulation, 19 mm plaster or gypsum, inside surface resistance (A0, A1, B1, E1,
Outside surface resistance, 25 mm stucco, 200 mm HW concrete, 19mm plaster or gypsum, inside surface resistance (A0, A1, C10, E1,

E0)

3
4

Outside surface resistance, steel siding, 75 mm insulation, steel siding, inside surface (A0, A3, B12, A3, E0)*
Outside surface resistance, 100 mm face brick, 75 mm insulation. 300mm HW concrete, 19 mm plaster or gypsum, inside surface

resistance
(A0, A2, B3, C11, E1, E0)*
Note: Code letters are defined in Table SA-4.

TABLE SE
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2

Mass = mass per unit area, kg/m

Exterior Wall Construction Types

1
E0)*
2

0.00
30.74
11.22
10.74
0.00
9.27

R = thermal resistance, (m ·K)/W

TABLE SD

Type

0.121
0.026
0.009
0.050
0.176
0.314
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TABLE SF
Heat Gain Factors of Typical Electric Appliances
Under Hood

Appliance
Griddle
Fryer
Convection oven
Charbroiler
Open-top range
without oven
Hot-top range
without oven
with oven
Steam cooker

Usage
Factor
FU

Radiation
Factor
F
R

Load Factor
FL = FUFR
Elec/Steam

0.16
0.06
0.42
0.83

0.45
0.43
0.17
0.29

0.07
0.03
0.07
0.24

0.34

0.46

0.16

0.79
0.59
0.13

0.47
0.48
0.30

0.37
0.28
0.04

Source: youkous.com; CARRIER Psychometric chart by Viranda Amela published on 22-08-2016 (DD-MM-YYYY).
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TABLE SG1
Apparent Thermal Conductivity Values for Soils (BTU/hr-ft-F)

TABLE SG2

Surface Type
New Concrete
Old Concrete
Bright Green Grass
Crushed Rock
Bitumen and Gravel Roof
Bituminous Parking Lot

Reflectance
0.31 to 0.34
0.22 to 0.25
0.21 to 0.31
0.20
0.14
0.09 to 0.12

Note: The appendices correspond to the relevant tables used in the research and has been taken
from 1977 and 2001 ASHRAE Handbook, Fundamentals. The variation in the units for certain
values, requiring latter conversion (if anywhere specifically) are due to the restriction in the
availability of their licensed version.
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GLOSSARY
BIBLIOGRAPHY
(Source: Wikipedia)

1. TL. Bergman, A.S.Lavine, P. Incropera, Fundamentals of Heat and Mass Transfer 7 th edition,
D1 Space:
a volume
or a siteJ.W.
without
partition
or a partitioned
or group2nd
ofEdition.
rooms.
2. Either
William
F. Stoecker,
Jones,
Refrigeration
and Air room
conditioning
3. California Energy Commission, 2005, Options for Energy Efficiency in Existing Buildings.
D2 Room:
enclosed
or partitioned
space that
is usuallyImplementation
treated as a single
load. Group, Explanation of the General Relationship
4. AnEU
Energyspace
Performance
in Buildings
- Directive
Advisory
between various standards from the European Committee for Standardization and the Energy Performance of Buildings
D3 Zone: A space,
or several
rooms, or units of space having some sort of coincident loads or similar operating characteristics.
Directive
(EPBD).
5. EU Energy Performance in Buildings - Directive Implementation Advisory Group: Methodologies in support of the Energy
D4 Building Envelope:
Performance of Buildings Directive: The UK approach to implementation for buildings other than dwellings.
The building
that enclose
conditioned
spaces.
Building
used for
air conditioned
space in
buildingGood
consists
of mainly
6. components
Building Research
Energy
Conservation
Support
Unitenvelope
for the Energy
Efficiency
Best Practice
program,
Practice
Guidewalls,
roofs, windows,
ceilings
and floors.
290
Ventilation
and cooling option appraisal
 7. Exterior
Building
wallEnvelope.
is a solid exterior
ASHRAE
partition
Standard
which
90.1-2010:
separates
Energy
conditioned
Standard
space
for from
Buildings
the outdoors.
except Low-Rise Residential Buildings.
Atlanta,
Georgia:
American
Heating,
Refrigerating
and Air-Conditioning
Engineers, Inc, 2010.

Partition
wall
is an interior
solidSociety
barrier of
which
separates
a conditioned
space from others.
Department
of is
Energy.
Fact
Sheet:level
Slabwhich
Insulation.
Washington:
Government
Printing
2000.
 8. Wall
below grade
a solidTechnology
barrier below
ground
often separates
a basement
or crawl
spaceOffice,
from soil.
Excelitas.com.
Emission
and
Detection Solutions.
Excelitas
Technologies.
Apr 2011.
 9. Roof
is an exteriorLight
partition
that has
a conditioned
space below
directly
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Abstract
In principle, smart grid is an advanced version of 20th century power grid and it is much optimal, advanced as well as
more responsive as per demand. The purpose of this paper is to explain the importance’s of smart gird. This paper will
throw light on the various problem which are faced by the electricity grid and the solution of these problems by
implementing the vision of a smart grid. Smart grid is the intellectual electricity distribution system in which energy
providers and the customers are interconnected with each other through a network. This paper will also provide the
outline on the key components of smart grid system which includes Advanced Metering Infrastructure, Personal
Energy Management and Distribution Automation and will also throw light on the Environmental Benefits of Smart
Grid.

© 2016. Iqra panhwar, Saba Rao , Abdul Razaque Sahito . Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Energy and Environmental
Engineering Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The concept and an awareness is developing of alternate energy resources instead of conventional resources is gaining
ground that will eventually result in smarter and advanced grid system. This system will based on automation and
smart data network [1].
This combination of smart data network linked to the power grid will be auto responder which will help to avoid any
major failure from falling out of control [2]. An improved and efficient low voltage power grid is the need of the
future power generation [3]. It is supposed to appliance the Smart Grid from the ground up, preliminary with LV
substations, smart meters and streetlights. It can identify the leakages, deliver streetlight dimming, maintain smart
households and achieve load balancing with a number of smart Grid structures. It will only happen when there is full
control on these components in the Grid [4].
A smart grid system based on network of transmission and distribution lines works efficiently from generation to
consumption and fulfil the power demands in a cost effective way [5]. In fact a smart grid is based on initiators,
transmission lines, distribution lines and sometimes small grids even [6]. For installation of smart grids we have to
understand the components which are;
Computerized sub-station, smart meter reading system, smart metering sub-structure, demand responsive system,
mechanized distribution and energy regulating system [7].
E-mail address: iqra.panhwar02@gmail.com

2.

COMPARSION AMONG EXISTING GRID AND SMART GRID
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EXISTING GRID
Electromechanical

SMART GRID
Digital

One-way Communication

Two-way Communication

Centralized Generation

Distributed Generation

Few Sensors

Sensor Monitoring

Manual Restoration

Self – Healing

Failures & Blackout

Adaptive & Islanding

Limited Control

General Control

Limited Consumer Choice

Several Consumer Choice

3.

COMPONENT OF SMART GRID

Smart Grid is System for Advanced Metering Infrastructure, Distribution Automation and Personal Energy
Management [8]. It is a protected, ascendable, intelligent and supported system with the path to future, allowing
submissions for Smart Grid today. In a Smart Grid system, customer’s data is received by the electric power company
in order to deliver the most effective electric network operations [9]. This paper focuses on the explanation of smart
grid with the short depiction on Advanced Metering Infrastructure and Distribution Automation followed by the
explanation of Personal Energy Management which is yet to be accomplished and is the major part for smart grid
enterprise along with the solution as to how Personal Energy Management can be combined with smart grid.

3.1

ADVANCED METERING INFRASTRUCTURE (AMI)

(AMI) is designed for automatic, is a two-way communication between a utility’s smart meter with an IP address and
a utility’s head end systems [10]. The objective of an AMI is to deliver utility firms with real-time information about
power consumption and allow clients to make up-to-date selections about energy usage based on the rate at the time of
use [11]. AMI changes from old-style Automated Meter Reading (AMR) in that it allows two-way communications
with the meter [12]. It includes the smart use of Demand/Response system where the end consumers are alerted of the
pricing rates of electricity when the demand is high or low and the customs can use their electric utilizations
accordingly [13].

3.2

DISTRIBUTION AUTOMATION (DA)

Distribution Automation (DA) System delivers tools for the distribution power network’s safety, cost-effective
operation [14]. It assurances perfecting facility management as well as increasing working efficiency and providing a
chain of solutions for the distribution automation system. The system delivers the purpose of power grid observing,
regulator, failure management, and power stability and control management and advances dependability [15]. This
system is fundamentally headed-end linkage management software. It delivers network speed improvements. For
every organization an efficient and reliable distribution network is one of the main objectives [16]. (DA) distribution
devices based on automation are much more reliable, more accurate in results and energy as well as power efficient.
[17]. Understanding the status of devices like: buttons, capacitor banks, voltage regulators and transformers in real
time allows much faster outage finding and develops an error situation and inaccessibility. Furthermore, it is much
energy efficient based on a good capacitor and better in voltage management [18].
Benefits usually include:
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Effective distribution system
Minimum line losses/damages
A stable voltage in feeder
An strong system ready to meet all challenges
Reduce capital inputs
Energy efficient
Environmental /Eco –friendly

3.3

PERSONAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT (PEM)

Personal Energy Management
Features

PEM is a serious section of the smart grid. It opens the door for energy customers to become directly
involved in observing energy use [19]. It affords utilities with the tools to more evenly control peak load, and support
new sources of generation and new uses of electricity [20]. Personal energy management is the future of energy
efficiency. This is one of the features of the Smart Grid that has only newly started to arise using Home Area Network
to involve the energy customer more straight in the energy management procedure [21]. Today’s innovative metering
technology offers an organized communication way into the house or professional that didn’t exist before. A smart
distribution grid needs the means to remotely, steadily and mechanically capture information and monitor
performance that allow efficient and reliable power delivery [22]. Personal Energy Management takes this idea
directly to the customer with a range of applications for decreasing peak load, observing alternative generation,
management of recharging of plug-in hybrid vehicles and payment of electric service [23]. The Smart Grid personal
energy management features, including [24].

4

SMART GRID AS A GREEN GRID
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Smart meters can give benefits to the environment or surrounding by less consumption of non-renewable resources
which are hazardous or which impact our environment by emission of greenhouse gases and air pollutants which
destroy our surrounding. Environmental benefits can be distributed as:

Environmental benefits

Less electricity consumption
and effective’s transmission
and distribution mechanisms

1.

Decreasing necessity
of vehicles

Renewable energy
manufacturing and plug-in
hybrid electric
vehicles(PHEVs)

Less electricity consumption and effective’s transmission and distribution mechanisms:

For less consumption of electricity and efficient transmission and distribution mechanism , smart meters have been
introduced which have an efficient capacity of monitoring energy usage on daily basis apart from this, many
customers can stop using unwanted or heavy voltage devices which consume more energy and electricity. Instead,
they may use less voltage appliances for effective lightning. Furthermore, they also can make other energy – saving
changes by which energy usage can be reduced [25]. It is an obvious fact that if customers start to conserve energy,
less power or energy will be manufactured or required.

2.

Decreasing necessity of vehicles:

Smart meters will also reduce the necessity of vehicles which are used by meter reading electricity official for
different purposes such as meter reading, connection and disconnection problem [27]. These sorts of problems can
effectively be handled through smart meters without sending any vehicle/team. In this way, we can also save our
resources and avoid global problems such as potentially global warming climate change by reducing emission of
greenhouse gases [28].

3.

Renewable energy manufacturing and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs)

The smart grid will produce a ground for new and modern technologies to increase the distributed generation and
energy conservation ability of wind and solar generation [9]. It will also be helpful for plug-in hybrid electric vehicles
(PHEVS) [1]. In addition to this, distributed generation will be greatly beneficial and helpful for environment by doing
away with the new fossil fuel production [29] [30]. The smart grid is also equipped with such technologies that make
the usage of plug – in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVS) successful and thus decreasing the customers over reliance on
gasoline and diesel-fueled vehicles [31].

5

CONCLUSION
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The scope of facility suppliers has been limited in the power transmission and distribution organizations through the
globe. However, the enthusiasm to increase the facility quality of the power distribution machine has ran to unification
of new features in the system. The smart grid goals at refining the participation of customer in the power supply
device. According to the report of US (EIA) Energy Information Administration, the world’s electricity generation
will increase up to 77 % from 2006 to 2030. Thus the necessity for grid developments is growing. Individual States are
facing tasks in estimating and modeling utility Smart Grid suggestions, later it signifies a difficult practical challenge.
Instruction staffs, for the most part, do not have people trained in this area and shortage of economics resources
wanted to appoint outside specialists. Without obtaining extra help, individual states track an important risk of simply
reacting to utility AMI plans and foregoing any chance to move onward with their own Smart Grid plans which could
possibly create more reasonable and healthy market movement and significantly better client benefits.
Additionally, because of growing environmental worries, it is recommended that grids need to develop as compare
these days, and convert their self towards renewable energy resources and use servals energy effectiveness skills.
However, if we talk about Pakistan current grids are not that much sufficient in mean of efficiency, safety, capability,
reliability and environmental impacts to supply the energy or electrical power, according to the need of societies so for
that it is important we should move towards the advance solutions like Smart Grid concept to fulfil the needs societies.
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Abstract
In this work a new technique of using the trained neural network (NN) for prediction of any parameter related to the electrical grid
is introduced. Previously the user has to apply multiple inputs to already trained NN like load, demand or price but in the proposed
solution only a set of dates is needed to apply externally at the time of prediction. For this purpose, a real-time historical data is
used for prediction of required grid parameter for the given period. The results have been validated by comparing with real-time
data of New England’s electricity market. The comparison of simulation results with real load data confirms the validity of the
proposed work. It is envisaged that this model will serve as a useful tool in the system energy management.
© 2016 "Insert names of Authors here." Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Energy and Environmental Engineering Research
Group (EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.

Keywords: Grid parameters; artificial intelligence; prediction model; load forecasting; neural network (NN)
1. Introduction
The forecasting of electrical parameters play a key role in the operation of electrical power systems [1]. The most
famous parameters that needed to be forecasted to manage the available power properly and to maximize the total
profit are electrical load, power demand and electricity price. The forecasting of loads enables the grid system to
manipulate an optimized loading and unloading control by measuring the electrical supply each hour for achieving the
best economical and power efficiency [2]. And the demand prediction is also vital for maintaining stability and
controlling risks of electricity market. Moreover it is expected that in future smart grids, consumers of electricity will
be enabled to react to electricity prices [3]. And with a good electricity price forecasting, a market participant would
be able to delineate better financial decisions [4]. So the forecasting of all these load, demand and price parameters
enables the producer to develop appropriate strategies to maximize its payoff and a consumer can minimize its
utilization cost as well [4]. An extensive work on forecasting of these parameters in previous literature is available
continuously which shows the importance of this area. Majority of researchers in this field are applying Artificial
Intelligence (AI) based techniques, especially Neural Network (NN) for the prediction of grid related parameters. The
NNs are useful tools to understand the complex and non-linear relationships among data, without any previous
assumption concerning the nature of these correlations. They are extensively employed in modelling, identification,
optimization, prediction and control of complex systems [5]. The previous studies show that the NN provides better
results than the alternative classical regression, time-series and state-space methods [6]. For example, prediction error
obtained by the NN is half the errors obtained by the other classical methods [7]. In [8] authors proposed long term
load forecaster and considered three different networks for this purpose. The networks used are Functional Iink net,
Multi-layer perceptron neural network and Wavelet network. Authors in [1] developed a load forecasting model. For
this purpose, they used a Self-Recurrent Wavelet Neural Network (SRWNN) as the forecast engine. Moreover, the
Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) learning algorithm is implemented and adapted to train the SRWNN. In [9] Kohonen
neural networks are trained using past hourly load data, hourly spot price data and extreme weather data (temperatures
and relative humidity) to make them suitable for load forecasting.
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The above work shows the efforts of researchers for developing forecasting models to predict various grid related
parameters like, load, price and demand. But the availability of many inputs required by the already trained NN for
prediction of parameters is sometimes not possible. This unavailability of large number of parameters makes the
trained NN invaluable. To overcome this shortcoming while predicting the grid related parameters a simple solution is
proposed in this work where by just using a set of dates as an external inputs the NN can predict the required
parameter. This solution enables the user of prediction model to apply only the set of dates to the already trained NN
to get the predicted value of that grid parameter for which NN has been trained. User has no need of current real-time
data for prediction purpose at all to apply externally to the trained neural network. The historical data used for training
purpose is used for prediction automatically. The model trained in this work for prediction of load uses ten years of
data. Forecasting can be done using small data but data of long period helps the model to predict more accurately. The
accuracy of proposed model has been validated by comparing the results with real-time data of New England’s
electricity market. This model is very useful for electricity market which can be used by non-trained persons as well
due to its simplicity.
The remaining paper is organized as: Section II explains the methodology of proposed work. Section III presents
results and discussion. And finally, in Section IV, conclusion and future work is given.
2. Methodology
Load forecasts also have significant roles in energy transactions, market shares and profits in competitive electricity
markets [1]. Though this work is mainly for prediction of grid parameters using already trained neural network but as
a case study the NN is trained only for grid load variable. For this purpose, a database is maintained on first stage
keeping in view the basic data rule that it should be of value and it must be in the right form in the right place at the
right time [10]. The database contains all variables shown in Table 1. The weather and grid related parameters are
taken from Independent System Operator (ISO)’s official website [11]. The maintained database consists of ten years
data from 01/07/2003 to 30/06/2013 and contains the value of each variable for every hour of the day.
2.1. Training of neural network
In the presence of ten years the neural network is trained for load forecasting. This kind of large database provides a
long range to NN for its better training and ultimately for accurate prediction of desired variable. The specifications of
trained neural network in this work are as under:
•

Algorithm: Bayesian regulation backpropagation

Bayesian regularization (trainbr) network is used as a training function in our work because few variables especially
demand and price are quite fluctuating and trainbr is good choice when problem is more challenging because it
produces better generalization capability [12]. It updates the weight and bias values according to LevenbergMarquardt optimization and then determines the correct combination so as to produce a network that generalizes well.
•

Layers: Nine hidden layers with sizes of 11 11 11 10 10 10 5 5 5 respectively and one output layer.

The weather parameters used for training the NN are quite fluctuating, so to get more accurate training of NN and to
have more generalized prediction capabilities hidden layers are increased. To get the finalized structure as shown in
Fig. 1 with less amount of training error the number of hidden layers and their sizes are kept on changing many times
during training phase.
•

Transfer function: Tan-sigmoid for each hidden and linear transfer function for output layer.

Tan-sigmoid is selected since it covers both positive and negative values of variables.
Table 1. Inputs applied for neural network training
Time
Day of year
Dew point temp
Day of week
Working day
Demand
Day of month
Dry bulb temp
Past Load
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Fig. 1. Structure of Neural Network for load forecasting

2.2. Prediction of load through the external application of dates only
The trained neural network is used in a quite different way to predict the load for not only a day ahead but week,
month and years ahead. The operator needs to apply only single date for day ahead prediction and two dates (set of
dates) for week, month or year ahead load forecasting. This is the main contribution of this work. For this purpose,
another algorithm is developed which makes use of already trained NN. This algorithm, at the time of execution, asks
the user for dates to apply only for required period of prediction. Then the algorithm extracts all weather and power
parameters needed by trained NN from ten years’ database against the period with the given dates. Moreover, the day
of year, day of week and day of month are extracted from given date using Matlab built-in functions. As the database
contains the value of each parameter for ten years, so it takes the mean of each variable to convert into single input for
individual variable. Because every input applied to the trained NN is the mean of ten years, it gives a very close value
to the real one. The actual values of day’s related parameters extracted from given dates and mean values of power and
weather parameters extracted from database are applied to the trained NN by the proposed algorithm for prediction of
desired parameter for the given period. So, this prediction approach makes the prediction process completely
independent of any kind of external data except a set of dates once the model has been developed
3. Results and Discussion
The results are validated by comparing predicted load with the real value of load data taken from ISO as shown in
Fig. 2. This comparison is done for day, week and month ahead forecasted as shown in Fig. 1 (a), (b) and (c). The
close relation of predicted power with actual power both in shapes and magnitudes provides a good validation of
proposed prediction model. Moreover, the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is calculated to check the
performance of the model like [13, 14] using Eq. (1).
1 N ⎡A −P⎤
(1)
MAPE = ∑ ⎢ i i ⎥ ×100% i = 1, 2,...N
N i =1 ⎣ Ai ⎦
Where Ai and Pi are the actual and predicted, respectively and N is the number of hours.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 2. Comparison of actual and predicted load for (a) one day (b) one week and (c) one month.

Table 2 shows MAPE calculated for different periods. The small amount of error even for long period of
forecasting like one month ahead without having current real-time data shows the effectiveness of the proposed
approach.
Table 2. Mean absolute percentage errors for different periods
Prediction Period

MAPE (%)

Day ahead

7.25

Week ahead

6.07

Month ahead

11.12

4. Conclusion and future work
Load prediction through NN is a real-life application of artificial intelligence but it requires the same number of
inputs at the time of prediction as are applied during the time of training. However, in certain cases it is not possible to
have the data related to the inputs in real-time. This work solved this problem by using historical data, where user
needs to apply only set of dates externally. The developed algorithm extracts remaining inputs from historical data
automatically and applies to the trained NN for prediction purpose. Though the approach adopted in this work is
simple but quite novel and is very useful for prediction of not only load but other grid related parameters when current
real-time data for input of trained NN is not available. The mean absolute percentage error calculate is quite low than
the approaches adopted in previous literature. The accuracy of proposed work can further be enhanced by training the
NN for the data of long periods.
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Abstract
Living in a world dominated by increasing energy usage and diminishing fossil fuels, the current energy
consumption in buildings for thermal comfort stands at a record 30% of the total energy consumption in
the world. This has forced researchers and engineers to pursue building innovations required for energy
efficiency and reducing the heating/cooling load in general. Furthermore, in the context of Pakistan, these
endeavours are of immense value, where there are extreme climates in both summer and winter and the
energy sources for maintaining thermal comfort in buildings, which include electricity and gas, are often
insufficient to meet the demand.Of the emerging technologies in building innovations, Thermo Active
Building Systems (TABS) seems an area where there are research shortcomings for their application to
general building usage.Most of the literature review and existing research reveals that the existing
information needs to be simplified in analysis and interpretation as well as application. Therefore, this
research was aimed to come with a simplified design methodology in the most economical way possible
and make practically feasible and low energy consumption TABS based buildings possible in Pakistan
and the entire world.Based on hydronic Thermal Activation techniques, HDPE PEX water filled pipes
were therefore tested in concrete samples and the thermal fields were analyzed. The Thermal Activation
techniques are extended to reinforced concrete slabs and a general pipe spacing and location within the
slab for the maximum thermal effect is studied. Sensitive temperature measurement devices were
procured for accurate and precise quantitative measurements and all known literature and effective
technology were utilized in this research. These measurements have been analyzed and validated with
repeated measurements and by using spreadsheet tools. Finally an equation is proposed which can be
employed to ordinary concrete activated by PEX pipes. This research simplifies the assumptions and
inaccuracies which arise from simulation studies in TRNSYS, and the results being based on physical
measurements are far more reliable instead of hypothetical circuit based analogies.This research is a hard
work of over 8 months of time and effort. It is also hoped that this work would be a very useful
contribution to the technical research in the construction industry and in the move towards Zero Energy
Buildings.
© 2016 Engr.Inamullah Khana, Dr Amjad Naseerb. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Energy and Environmental
Engineering Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.

Keywords: Thermo Active Building Systems (TABS); Energy Efficient Buildings; Thermal Comfort.
1. Introduction
1.1 Energy Efficient Buildings and the Move towards Innovation
Due to the increasing energy consumption worldwide, and the increasing dependence on fossil fuels for
maintaining thermal comfort in buildings, the energy costs per building have also been on the rise [1].
Researches and Engineers alike are in search for alternative methods to increase the energy efficiency of
buildings by innovative constructions, improved insulations or a combination of the two. There also
have been numerous efforts to identify and replace some existing building systems with newer ones and
with a lower energy consumption, some of which have been successful [2]. Of these emerging
technologies, the most notable ones include floor heating and cooling systems by the use of hydronic
pipes also referred to as Thermally Activated Building Systems (TABS).
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1.2 Thermally Activated Building Systems
TABS is an innovation to the interior thermal comfort technology which is based on heating and cooling
of thermal mass or the building structural components in itself [3,4]. This is in contrast to the
conventional Air conditioning and Heating Systems which only heat/cool the air inside a building and are
entirely air based. Since air has a very low thermal inertia, small changes in the outdoor temperatures can
affect the thermal performance and the air temperature can rise or fall very soon after the HVAC source
is turned off.
Building elements, especially the ones having a larger surface area for instance; slabs, floors and walls
have a relatively higher thermal inertia [5]. If a slab is heated or cooled, it retains that thermal
characteristic for a large amount of time and also influences the surrounding air temperature. In the
present day, while the TAB systems are still developing most of the usage of this technology is to
supplement the HVAC systems and decrease the heating/cooling load in order to minimize the energy
input for the running of the conventional HVAC systems. A number of different models and
performance evaluations have been proposed in the past two decades with still a lot of unknowns yet to
be determined [6]. Simulation studies have been carried out in large using Resistance-Capacitance circuit
network analysis, owing to the unpredictable Three-Dimensional heat transfer and dissipation in water
based hydronic TABS [3].
\
It is of interest to determine whether the use of TABS or hydronic heating systems alone can replace the
HVAC systems and provide a better temperature control of the Activated Building element. In this way,
the building component could be heated to such a temperature that it interacts with the volume of air
inside the confined room and indirectly achieve an air temperature based on known thermal comfort
conditions for a given climate [7]. This idea is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Interaction of Concrete Slab Temperature with Room Air Temperature in TABS [5].

1.3 Thermal Conductivity of Involved Materials
TABS (Thermally Activated Building Systems) used in recent times are generally building elements
activated by hydronic pipe systems. In case of concrete slabs, pipes are embedded into the concrete slab
at a number of different possible positions. Sometimes hollow core slabs are used instead of solid slab for
integral insulation or to create a thermal barrier between two interfaces of the slab. The most employed
piping materials in the present day market are; Copper, PVC (Poly-Vinyl Chloride), CPVC (Chlorinated
Poly-Vinyl Chloride), PEX (Cross Linked Poly-Ethylene), PE (Poly-Ethylene) and Steel [8]. Out of
these, conducting metal pipes are disregarded in TABS because of condensation concerns and its effect
on the relative humidity inside the building, when used for cooling and also for financial reasons.
Furthermore conductive pipes increase the thermal conductivity of concrete in a region where they are
placed and they lose thermal energy as soon as they gain them [9]. HDPE (High Density Poly-Ethylene)
PEX pipes have a better thermal performance in hydronic systems and a higher thermal conductivity of
around 0.5W/mK compared to other non-conducting materials which makes them suitable for use in
TABS [8].
The performance and thermal behavior of hydronic heating and cooling systems using HDPE PEX pipes
in concrete mass has been of interest in the building industry [4], especially concrete slab floors and
ceilings.
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1.4 Basic Mechanism of a Hydronic System
The basic working principle of hydronic pipe system involves the use of hot Water, a circulation pump,
water heater working intermittently and a control panel called manifold.

Fig. 2. Basic Layout of a Hydronic Heating System. (Introduction to Hydronic Underfloor Heating. Brochure, Central
Heating Company, New Zealand.)

When hot water is introduced into the embedded pipe, the pipe wall absorbs the heat energy at a rate
based upon the specific heat capacity of the pipe material. This heated pipe wall then transmits the heat
directly by conduction to the layer of concrete right next to it. Once this layer is heated up, it transmits
heat at a rate based on temperature difference to the next layer and so on.
In this research, an attempt has been made to examine the thermal effect of hydronic pipes embedded in
concrete and highlight the region influenced by a single pipe. The region influenced by a single pipe will
be referred to as the Thermal Field throughout the text. The test specimens and the subsequent
methodology discussed in the coming sections are designed to understand the thermal effects in concrete
and systematically arrive at conclusions which would be extended in obtaining other design parameters.

1.5 Influence of Thermal Conductivity in Concrete TABS
For a pipe carrying hot water to dissipate heat to the surrounding concrete, the rate of heat transfer will
depend both upon the thermal conductivity of pipe material and the thermal conductivity of concrete
surrounding the pipe. Concrete with higher thermal conductivity readily allows heat transmission and
dissipation compared to the ones with lower thermal conductivity.
In ACI 122R-02 the thermal conductivity of concrete is calculated as a function of the Dry Density of the
concrete mass [10].
In a Thermally Activated concrete slab, the heat is transmitted to the concrete based on the heat energy
absorbed by the pipe wall of the embedded water carrying pipe. In this mode most of the heat transfer
takes place via conduction only. The heat transfer through other modes including radiation and
convection may exist but is far less to be reasonably ignored in a hydronic design analysis. Furthermore,
if the specimen assembly is properly designed and the connections to pipes are properly insulated, the
external effects on the results would be minimized. In most circumstances it is preferable to use pipes
with lowest thermal conductivity for making connections exposed to the surrounding outside the slab.
Some of the thermal conductivities of common piping materials in “Watts per meter Kelvin” are
summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Thermal Conductivity of Common Piping Materials

2. Problem Statement
In recent years, since the introduction of the hydronic system, PEX (Cross linked Polyethylene) pipes
have been extensively used in hydronic systems throughout the world. PEX pipes have a relatively low
thermal conductivity of around 0.5W/mK and compared to metals like copper and steel, there is a general
perception that PEX would underperform in a hydronic system which is primarily based on thermal
conduction, or that the operating temperatures would need to be very high for a fair heat dissipation to
concrete. Furthermore, it is also required that the pipes be placed at a distance which would help generate
a uniform temperature on the surface of concrete.
This research is aimed to study the effect of a single hydronic pipe in a systematic manner and arrive at a
conclusive result for the best thermal results based on effective pipe spacing and positioning. The
expected outcomes will help us determine the required parameters for operating the hydronic system for
a desired temperature of concrete.

3. Methodology
For a slab having pipes placed at a certain spacing, the temperature in a specific region of the slab is a
function of the thermal fields generated by hydronic pipes embedded in it. If a single thermal field
generated by a single hydronic pipe is known, the placement of pipes on centers and the positioning of
the pipes could allow the interaction or overlap of adjacent thermal fields leading to a uniform
temperature on the surface of the slab.

Fig. 3. Minimum Thermal Field Overlap in Slabs

If the thermal field of a single hydronic pipe is analyzed and the control parameters determined, it would
be easier to design the same input parameters for a slab and the desired thermal effect would be obtained.
3.1 Standing Water Thermal Field Test
For determining the thermal field in concrete induced by a hot water carrying PEX pipe, a cylindrical test
specimen having a diameter of 6 inches is constructed of exactly the same mix and proportions as the
slab. The height of the test cylinder is kept at 18 inches to facilitate movement and allow easier
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connections and placements. A ¾ inch diameter PEX pipe is installed at the centre of the sample as
shown in Fig. 4. Temperature thermocouple probes are inserted during casting located at fixed radial
distances around the central PEX pipe. Touch sensing thermocouples are used for verifying and
measuring temperatures at arbitrary distances and determining the thermal field generated by the hot
water pipe.

Fig. 4. Test Specimen for Thermal Field of a Single Pipe

The density of the sample is determined and the consequent thermal conductivity of the concrete is
calculated using ACI 122R_02 [7], which came out to be 1.44 W/mK. The thermal conductivity of the
concrete sample was also calculated from laboratory tests performed which came out to be 1.35 W/mK.
In this research, however, we will use the calculated/assumed value of 1.44 W/mK.
The test cylinder was subjected to unsteady state conditions involving standing hot water by placing the
cylinder vertically with the bottom end of the PEX pipe plugged and pouring water from the top until the
pipe fills up to the level where it is fully embedded in concrete.
Hot water at different temperatures are poured into the upper end and allowed to stand, the surfaces of
the specimen is covered for insulation and surrounding air draughts thereby reducing heat gain or loss to
the surroundings. The experiment is repeated using similar conditions and the results averaged. A
thermocouple probe is left into the pipe to measure the falling temperature of water. The temperature
readings at various layers in the concrete is determined by the fixed thermocouples in conjunction with
some touch sensing thermocouples, which after validation give the indication of the presence of the
thermal field. The temperature measurements during a forty minute observation period are shown below:
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Fig. 5. Temperature Results from a Standing Water Test.

3.2 Circulating Water Thermal Field Test
In the next stage, the same sample is connected to a circulation pump with the same initial water
temperature as the standing water test. The purpose is to see the difference in thermal fields induced by
circulation of hot water and also to determine the impact if any, on the end results. The basic layout of
the experimental assembly is shown in Fig. 6.
The water used in circulation is kept in an insulated reservoir and the initial supply temperature is fixed at
77oC. A pump is connected to the reservoir which pumps water out of the reservoir, passes it through the
specimen and throws it back in the reservoir, thus a cyclic process is setup with a max flow rate of
15L/min circulation through the specimen. A flow variation valve is inserted in the piping to vary the
flow rates.
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Fig. 6. Circulating Hot Water Testing Layout for the Specimen

During a one hour monitoring time, using a max flow rate of 15L/min the water temperature in the
reservoir and the thermal field of the specimen is observed. The Temperature curves for circulating hot
water test are shown below:
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Fig. 7. Temperature Results from a Circulating Water Test.

3.3 Analysis of the Thermal Field Results
3.3.1. For Standing Water
The results from the standing hot water test gave an indication that the thermal field around the pipe was
circumferentially distributed. The wall temperature measured right outside the PEX pipe was the same at
all the four measurement positions. Further the rate of heat loss of water is rapid and water temperature
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reduced from a value of 77o C to 24o C in 30 minutes. The thermal field spreads into concrete to a
distance of 1 inches from around the PEX pipe periphery. The temperature rise only shows a 3 degree
Celsius rise from the initial outdoor temperature. At 1 inch distance from the pipe, out of the four
readings taken, three measurement positions register the same reading with the fourth reading lagging by
1o C. Touch sensor thermometers could not indicate the existence of any thermal field beyond 1 inch.
The temperature closer than 1 inch seemed consistent on all the four measurement positions with a value
of 2oC greater at a 0.5 inch distance than the reading taken at a 1 inch distance. These results are
illustrated in the Fig. below:

Fig. 8. Maximum Thermal Field in a Standing Water Test after allowing 77oC of water to stand for 5 minutes in a PEX
Pipe.

3.3.2. For Circulating Water
For the circulating water the results show a faster rate of heat absorption into the pipe wall and higher
temperature dissipation into concrete, the temperature rise occurs at a faster rate, although the flow rates
seem to have very little influence on the heat dissipation unless the flow is reduced to about 5L/min.
The circumferential thermal isotherms are more prominent with the pipe wall temperature uniform at all
the four measurement positions, the rise in the temperature of the wall is to about 43 oC within 10
minutes of starting time, which was 25 oC for the same amount of time in a standing water test.
The thermal field extends to 1.5 inches from the pipe periphery, with a max temperature rise in the 1 inch
layer giving a value of 37 oC after 25 minutes of water circulation time. At a distance of 1.25 inches, the
thermal effect reduces and one of the four readings measured differ by two degrees , with the average
value of 30oC in the layer. At a distance of 1.5 inches the readings get inconsistent with two out of four
readings differing by two or more degrees. The average Temperature is 27 oC at 1.5 inches from the PEX
pipe wall, which is very close to the outdoor dry bulb temperature. No thermal field exists beyond 1.5
inches. The maximum effect is illustrated in the Fig. below:
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Fig. 9. Maximum Thermal Effect obtained after 30 minutes of Circulation. Starting water temperature is 77 oC.

3.4 Physical Analysis of Thermal Fields and Proposed Pipe Spacing
The max effect of a single hydronic pipe exists at 1 inches from the pipe wall and the thermal field is
distributed circumferentially around it in the form of a concentric circle, with the pipe and the node of the
thermal field having the same centre. At a distance of 1.5 the field is existent subject to the condition that
the circulation is allowed and the flow rate exceeds 5L/min. Standing water has little influence on the
temperature field in concrete and intermittent circulation is suggested for rapid temperature rise in
concrete.
For an ideal concrete TAB System, the pipe should be positioned in the slab in such a way that the
thermal field projects onto the slab surface. In this regard, for roof slab heating if the PEX pipes are
placed above the bottom bars of steel reinforcement, it would be more effective subject to the condition
that small diameter bars are used. For a clear cover of ¾ inches and a if 3/8 inches diameter bars are used
as tension and distribution bars, the placement of pipe would be 1.5 inches above the slab surface. For
larger diameter steel bars, the placement of pipes above the lower reinforcing cage would lead to the
positioning being above the 1.5 inches mark. It is however perceived that the presence of steel with larger
cross sectional areas, in the form of larger diameter bars, would enhance the thermal conductivity of
concrete in that region to a sufficient extent to allow the thermal field to project to the bottom interface of
the slab. This would negate the positioning factor and would help in surface temperature control.
For horizontal spacing between the pipes, the pipes should be placed 2.5 inches end to end for a rapid
thermal effect. This is ideal because each thermal field extends 1.25 inches on either side of the pipe. For
the minimum thermal field overlap, the horizontal clear spacing distance between each of the pipes
should be kept at (1.25 x 2) = 2.5 inches.
A spacing of 3 inches is also possible but recommended for low heat output requirements. The results are
summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Summarized Results for Proposed Spacing of PEX Pipes within the Slab for Maximum Efficiency and Maximum
Thermal Effect.
Parametric Position for PEX Pipes
Proposed Spacing within Slab (Inches)
Edge Distance of First Pipe
1.25
Horizontal Clear Spacing b/w Pipes
2.50
Clear Cover or Embedded Depth within the slab
1.25
Placement of Bottom Pipe Layers
On top of Reinforcement Cage
Centre-to-Centre Placement for ¾” Pipe
3.25
Maximum Possible Clear Spacing b/w Pipes
3.00

3.5 Numerical Study and Analysis of Thermal Fields for Determining Supply Water Temperature
In modelling and design applications it is imperative to achieve a predictable forecast for the thermal
field inside the concrete slab. In that way the aim of the design becomes a desired surface temperature of
the slab. The design parameters can be classified into three categories as shown in table 3.
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A number of modelling equations relating the water temperature with other system parameters have been
proposed in the last 10 years. Some of these models have been validated and have shown some degree of
reliability. The only problem lies in the interpretation of proposed models. There are many design
parameters involved in the model and most of which are relatively hard to determine. The reason behind
this is that most of the models have been developed on the Resistance-Capacitance based electrical
simulation studies. In some of the equations determining the values of Resistances and Heat Storage or
Heat Capacitance is very hard to predict and generally involves the use of softwares such as TRNSYS
and Simulink in MATLAB developed specifically for this purpose.
Table 3. Design Parameters for TABS

System Input
Parameters

TABS Influencing
Factors

•Water Supply
Temperature
•Water Flow Rate
•Water
Circulation Time
•Outdoor
Operating
Temperature

Output Parameters

•Thermal
Conductivity of
Pipe Material
(PEX)
•Thermal
Conductivity of
Concrete
•Volume of
Concrete

•Surface
Temperature
Control in
Concrete if Pipe
Spacing and
Placement
adaquate.
•Reduction in
heating/cooling
load

The most recent equations have been summarized in table 4 below [9] alongside the required parameters
which show the degree of complexity involved in the interpretation of these equations:
Table 4. Modelling Equations for Different Design Parameters of Hydronic Systems [9].
Source
Olesen and Dossi(2004)(a)

Proposed Equation
Tws=0.35(18Toa)+18oC

Required Parameters
Toa=24 Hours Mean Outdoor Temp

Olesen and Dossi(2004)(b)

Tws=0.52(20-Toa)+201.6(Top-22) oC

Toa, Top= Zone Operative Temperature

ISO 2012(a)

Tws= Ts- 1000Q(Ř
+Rt)/h

ISO 2012(b)

Ts= Trsp + Q

Gwerder et al(2008)

Tws = Trsp+
(Rt+Ř)(ToaTrsp)/Rf+(Rt+ Ř)qub

Ts=Temperature of Active Surface, Ř = Resistance Between Tubing and
Component Surface, Rt= Tubing Thermal Resistance for Constant Mass
Flow Rate,Q=Specific Heat, h = hours of Pump Operation
Trsp= Room Operative Set Point Temperature, Q
Rf= Thermal Resistance of the Building Envelope, qub=Upper bound steady
state internal and solar heat gain, Trsp, Toa, Rt, Ř

As seen in the table, the above proposed equations involve complex parameters to be determined before
any prediction about supply water temperature can be done.

3.6 Simplified Equation for Water Supply Temperature for a Desired Surface Temperature based
on the Heating Curve
To simplify this process and propose a simple equation for a desired surface temperature regarding the
heating curve, the input parameters are compared with the various concrete temperatures obtained.
Spreadsheet tools are put into use and equations for different variables are found using trend lines. It is
seen that most of the plots are obtained in the form of non linear curves with an unpredictable analysis.
When these parameters are retested for validation there are errors of differing magnitude in the results
obtained. Most of the input parameters such as input water supply, flow rates, heat energy absorbed by
pipe wall etc are plotted against the obtained temperature of concrete.
It was however, observed that if Temperature Head Th (which is the difference of Water Supply
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Temperature Tw and Surrounding Atmospheric Temperature Ta) i.e. (Tw – Ta) is plotted against the
induced temperature in concrete in the max thermal field region of 1 inch i.e. Tc1, and the resulting graph
is interpolated by a linear trend line, the results show great resemblance to the measured values with
greater accuracy.

Fig. 10. Interpolation of Measured values with Linear and Polynomial Trend Lines.

The experimental testing was repeated at three different times of the day; morning, afternoon and
evening, during which the test sample was placed outdoors for different initial concrete temperatures.
The specimen was then tested in circulation mode. It was observed that the concrete temperatures
attained within the thermal field agreed well with the following linear equation:
Tc1 = -0.226(Tw-Ta) + 42.68
(1)
The negative slope here is a function of the rate of heat dissipation into concrete based on certain input
parameters such as input water supply temperature, flow rates, specific heat capacity and thermal
conductivity of the pipe material, thermal conductivity of concrete etc. Furthermore, it is expected that
similar concrete TABS with similar input conditions would have the same rate of heat dissipation and
thus the same slope value in the above equation.
Rearranging the terms for input parameter of water supply temperature Tw, the equation becomes:
Tw = Ta – 4.38 Tc1 +187.54
(2)
For the quadratic equation of the trend line:
Tc1 = -0.008(Tw – Ta)2 + 0.337 (Tw – Ta) + 33.58

(3)

By this equation the Required Temperature rise in concrete with a given water supply shows very good
agreement with the experimental values, however when this equation is simplified and solved for Tw, the
resulting solution leads to complex roots.
It is therefore seen that Equation 1 and Equation 2 can be used as empirical equations for design
calculations in similar setups with concrete having density closer to 150lb/ft3 or having a thermal
conductivity of 1.44 W/mK provided that a PEX pipe having a thermal conductivity of 0.5 W/mK is
used.
4. Conclusions
Concrete based TABS systems are the easiest to integrate and the heat transfer within the concrete
elements is fairly well defined and predictable as was illustrated by the outcomes of the present research.
The operational mechanism has proven to be energy efficient as well as result oriented which allows
greater flexibility in maintaining thermal comfort and buffering incoming peak heating/cooling loads.
Furthermore, based on the interpretation of the thermal field results, the placement and positioning of
pipes govern the thermal heat dissipation. By placing the pipes at appropriate spaces and maintaining the
clear spacing between the pipes at 2.5 inches, the surface temperature of concrete elements can be
controlled by a specific supply water temperature which is allowed to circulate within the PEX pipes.
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Based on the heating curves and the characteristic behaviour of concrete TABS having similar thermal
conductivities, the design and operational criterions can be fulfilled and a greater degree of energy
efficiency achieved.
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ABSTRACT

This paper is all about the management of Energy in order to overcome the Distribution losses.
Energy crisis is the main issue for world these days. The energy losses in distribution networks
need to be minimised for improving the distribution network. The main objective of this research
work is to find methods for talking the issue of power crisis. Such work may not be enough to
overcome the energy gap but these efforts are required to device methods for distribution
engineers to decrease the energy losses in distribution system while keeping existing capacity of
system same.
The rehabilitation of distribution network is complete to convince constancy needs of distribution
system which is strained due to energy require, so with some money and hard work we can
improve the power flow top to rehabilitation of the distribution networks and through PC assisted
programme, at grid for HT/LT networks, results are evaluate and use of capacitor banks at
different points as well as different conductor sizing can be selected to get better performance at
different places. Some other important parameters like sag, insulator breakdown strength also play
a vital role in improving the stability, power factor and voltage shape as well as energy
management capacity of the system at smallest amount cost.
In study of distribution systems load value of transformers, design of primary feeders, design of
secondary feeders, voltage drop, power loss calculation, capacitor location, conductor type,
Corona phenomena, insulator selection, clearances, lightning protection, and voltage regulation
should be properly selected.
In this paper focus is given on good maintenance of distribution feeders and a better approach is
specified to regain more efficient and reliable power at minimum cost to compensate the all type
of losses.
© 2016 Ali Muhammad Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Energy and Environmental Engineering Research Group (EEERG),
Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.

Keywords: Electrical Energy crisis, stability , energy handling capicity, voltage drop and Losses,Improving voltage
profile

1.

INTRODUCTION

Electrical power system consists of many electrical components which is interconnected system that is classified into
generation, Transmission and distribution sections that power is provided to several loads such as homes, industries
and different areas by the help of transformers the required power is given to the specific loads according to their
requirements by step downing. Indeed, the distribution of load will be in such a way it may not be costly that should
be at minimum cost so the arrangement of electrical equipments proper selection of sag, proper Earth can be done our
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main task is to transfer the power at minimum cost with negligible losses. Here the main focus is given on well
maintenance of distribution feeders and a better approach is specified to regain more efficient and reliable power at
minimum cost to compensate the all type of losses .in rehabilitation study the design structure of primary and
secondary feeder characteristics of transformer due to load calculation of dissipated power, voltage drop, location of
capacitors at proper position, selection of insulator according to condition of load and line. these all parameters will be
well selected as the power losses can be compensate and distribution energy will be saved.

2.

LITERATURE REVIEW/BACK GROUND
Electricity has vital role in the development of country it is used everywhere in the industries, cities each and every
business areas as the population of country is increasing so the generation of electricity should increase with respect to
the population of country other vies it would be the key issue as now a days demand of electricity is increasing due to
population growth and the development of industries if the demand are more than the generation of power so there will
be the issue of crises.

Fig. 1 Transmission Line
The infra structure of pakistan energy sector is not proper developed and it has poor management thats why country is
faising the issue of energy crises.inspite of energy crises no serious steps have been taken for generation purpose
hence the demands increased rather than the supply that may cause to shutdown they system.
By the creation of PEPCO The power sector of pakistanwas reshaped in 1998 in earlier thereonly KESC and
WAPDA KESC servied the karachi and WAPDA searved rest of the area of country after that Further WAPDA was
classified into Ten DESCOs,five GENCOS and one transmission company(NTDC).

Fig.2 Pakistan power sector structure
In following table the current power sector structure of Pakistan is given.
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3.

QESCO

KESC

METHODOLOGY:

Following are various rehabilitation methods of distribution feeders
1. Rehabilitation
3.1
3.1.1

2. Bifurcation

3. Area Planning

11 KV Feeder
PLANNING FOR 11KV NETWORK AREA EXCLUSIVE OF NEW- FEEDER

As for the future forecasting basis, heavy loaded feeders should be taken to shift on lightly loaded feeders for
balancing purpose of the system. In order to provide relief to the gird station system equipments in such a way that
area planning and over loading of feeders must be shifted from one grid station to another gird station also there
should links provided between the girds.
3.1.2

BIFURCATION OF 11 KV FEEDERS

In bifurcation heavy and lengthy feeders are taken into consideration, in which bifurcation of heavy loaded feeder is
taken in consideration and also new feeder is concerned.

Fig.3 Bifurcation © WAPDA
3.1.3

PLANNING FOR 11KV NETWORK AREA WITH NEW- FEEDER

As this is same like above method which is discussed but difference in this method is that a new feeder is implemented
for shifting of load of heavy loaded feeder.
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Fig.4 Area planning top view ©Google Maps
3.2

LT DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

Following are the parameters of LT distribution network
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Load Balancing of Distribution Transformers
rearrangement of Distribution Transformers
setting up of LT Shunt Capacitors
Reconductoring of LT Lines
To change the useless PVC cable
To change abnormal Fuses
expansion of loaded sharing Transformers
adding up of New Power Transformers
Adding up of New LT Lines

4.
REASULTS
The above study provided the detailed information of improving the power factor in order to save the energy and
increase the efficiency the software that is used in order to copy the problems of load, flow of load and it is better to
understand large penalty imposed by WAPDA. It is also quite beneficial with respect to losses and current.
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Fig.5 existing 11kv feeder of kamber Faisal colony on FDRNA software calculations

Fig.6 Improved 11kv feeder of Faisal colony Kamber © SEPCO
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Fig.7 Modified 11kv city feeder of Faisal colony Kamber © SEPCO
5.

FACTS AND FIGURES

Fig (a)
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Fig (c)
Fig.8 (a) Existing structure of 11 kV feeders of Faisal Colony Kamber
(b) Proposed structure of 11kv feeder of Faisal Colony Kamber
(c)Modified structure of 11 kV feeders of Faisal Colony Kamber ©SEPCO
6.

CONCLUSSION

As the study of above data is very helpful for making to calculations of any investments which is involved in the
power system or pay backed investments according to the time. it is cleared from above data that after making
installation of HT proposals in any existing distribution power system .it can be easily improve its efficiency at lower
cost due to rehabilitation.
Following are the methods mentioned below to increase the capacity of distribution system.
Proper data collection of distribution system.
• To makes the complete study of distribution system at different voltages, loads, current, conductor
sizes etc.
• To make a design of power distribution system through a software such as (FDRANA) which is
mostly used in WAPDA for making calculation for different parameters of the system such as voltage,
current power factor etc. so its designing should be on such a way that it must be economical.
•
Number of capacitors, there rating and conductor sizing should be on such a way that it makes
improve the power factor.
• For making upgrade in distribution sub-station following facts should be taken into consideration.
o To improve the proper stability of gird system.
o Power transmission system should be increase.
o Voltage stability of system increase.
o Power wheeling will be decreased between different systems.
o Transmission losses will be decrease.
o Power quality of system will be increase.
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Abstract
In this study, nature-inspired heuristic technique based on Moth-Flame Optimization (MFO) algorithm
integrated with local search techniques through Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP), Interior Point
Algorithm (IPA) and Active Set is exploited to solve the constrained optimization problem of thermal
power plant systems. Transverse orientation is the main navigation method that is the main inspiration for
MFO. These fancy insects called moths usually travel during night time by adopting straight line. A
constant angle is maintained with reference to moon allowing them to follow a straight line. However
due to the presence of artificial light, the straight line path is transformed into spiral path and converging
towards artificial light. A mathematical model is adopted in order to show the propagation method of
moths in nature to perform optimization. The global search strength of MFO is used for exploration and
exploitation for the entire space and local search techniques are incorporated for rapid local convergence.
The design scheme is evaluated for solving Economic Load Dispatch (ELD) problems considering and
excluding valve point loading effects in case of 3 and 13 thermal generating units. The scheme is
examined further for Combined Economic Emission Load Dispatch (CEELD) problem excluding valve
point loading effect for 6 generators considering only global search technique. The worth of the proposed
algorithm is established through comparative studies with the results of state of the art solvers for
optimizing different scenarios of both ELD and CEELD problems.
© 2016 “Babar Sattar Khan, Mohammad Iftikhar Khan, Mohammad Asif Zahoor Raja” Selection and/or peer-review under
responsibility of Energy and Environmental Engineering Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and
Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.

Keywords: “Moth Flame Optimization; Economic Load Dispatch; Combined Economic Emission Load
Dispatch; Sequential Quadratic Programming; Active Set; Interior Point Algorithm; Nature Inspire
Computing”
1.

Introduction

A lot of work has been done regarding ELD and CEELD problems. There are a number of researchers
who used different computation intelligence algorithms to solve these problems. Some of the correlated
work is described as under.
Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Refined Genetic Algorithm (RGA) have been effectively applied to
minimize fuel cost of constrained optimization problem [1]. Conventional methods such as lambda
iteration method etc. are not able to produce global optimum solutions. By properly adjusting the
probabilities of cross over and mutation we can reduce computing time of genetic algorithm. Improved
Tabu Search Algorithm (ITSA) for 3, 6 and 13 generators system including valve point loading effect is
implemented [2] . When fuel cost is reduced it results in more emission of gases. Less emission of gases
occurs at the expense of more fuel cost. Hence fuel cost and emission levels cannot be reduced
simultaneously. This problem is thus specified primarily to reduce total fuel cost with emission
constrained. Modified Ant Colony Optimization algorithm is applied on six generators system [3]. This
optimization technique is inspired from ants. Ants search their foods by following the principle of
communication by dropping pheromone in their search path. Other ants follow pheromone in their search
path which leads them to food sources. To further optimize obtained results, Modified Ant Colony
Optimization is proposed. This modified optimization technique has been effectively applied to load
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dispatch problems and gave better results compared to other techniques recorded in literature that
includes GA, PSO etc. Evolutionary Programming is an effective optimization tool to solve nonlinear and
complex economic load dispatch problems [4]. Some modifications have been applied to basic methods
that have increased convergence speed and less computing time. Evolutionary Programming modification
has been applied in two parts. Scale cost has been adopted as a modification technique for first part.
Empirical learning rate is second modification technique for modification for second part .New heuristic
optimization technique called Gravitational Search Algorithm is used to solve CEELD problem [5]. The
proposed algorithm is applied on four test systems. ELD problem is solved using Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) technique for time-varying accelerating coefficients [6]. One drawback of PSO is
that it may stick in local optima approaching towards premature convergence. PSO when combined with
time variable acceleration coefficients has an added advantage to avoid premature convergence and also
gives global optimum results.
2.

Formulating Objective Functions

2.1.

Economic Load Dispatch

ELD problem basically optimize total generation cost of various power generators in an interconnected
power system by properly scheduling power output from each generating unit. Fuel cost is defined in
mathematical form as.
NG

F ( P) = ∑ ( z P + y P + x )
2

WOV

i

i

i

i

(1)

i

i =1

In the above equation NG presents total generator units. 𝑧D , 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑥D are fuel cost coefficients, 𝑃D is output
generation of electrical power and FWOV(P) is total fuel cost of electrical power generators in $/hr. The
quadratic polynomial function is represented including a sinusoidal term in addition to quadratic term to
include valve point loading effect.
NG

F ( P) = ∑ ( z P + y P + x + w × sin(v × ( P − P )) )
2

WV

i

i

min

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

(2)

i =1

In equation (2), 𝑤D 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣D are fuel cost coefficients to include VPLE, 𝑃DNDO is the minimum electrical
power output of ith unit and FWV(P) is fuel cost in $/hr or Rs/hr.
2.1.1. Constraints
a.

Equality Constraint
Equality constraint in economic load dispatch problem is called power balance constraint. It states
that the total generation of electrical power should be equal to the consumer’s demand.
NG

∑P = P
i

(3)

D

i =1

Where 𝑃P is the total consumer’s demand.
b.

Inequality Constraint
Inequality constraint in economic load dispatch problem is called generation capacity limit presented
as under.

P
i

.
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2.2.

Economic Emission Dispatch

Fossil fuel based thermal power plants continuously emit toxic gases .Economic Emission Dispatch
(EED) is used to control emissions level of these toxic gases. EED is presented in mathematical form as.
NG

E ( P) = ∑ ( ze P + ye P + xe + we × exp(ve × P ))
2

v

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

(5)

i

i =1

In equation (5) 𝑧𝑒D , 𝑦𝑒D , 𝑥𝑒D , 𝑤𝑒D 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣𝑒D are emission coefficients.

E ( P) is emission in tons/hour.
v

2.3. Combined Economic Emission Load Dispatch
2.3.1.

Bi Objective ELD and EED problems

ELD and EED are bi-objectives functions. These two objectives are generally conflicting in nature.
Reducing fuel cost increase emission level of these toxic gases and vice versa.
2.3.2.

Formulating Single Objective Function from Bi Objective Function

Price Penalty Factor (PPF) is used for converting Bi-objective function into single objective function.
The combined economic emission load dispatch problem is formulated as follows.

Min( F

CEELD

) = F + PPF × E
v

i

(6)

v

Where PPF is expressed in $/hr and it is the ratio between maximum fuel cost and maximum emission.
PPF is presented mathematically as.

PPF =

F (P )
max

v

i

i

(7)

E (P )
max

v

i

Fuel cost function and emission function are conflicting in nature i-e increasing fuel cost reduces
emission and vice versa. Scaling factor w is introduced to rectify this problem. The overall fitness
function is presented as.

F

CEELD

NG

NG

( P) = w * ∑ ( z P + y P + x ) + (1 − w)* ∑ ( PPF * ze P + ye P + xe )
2

i

i =1

i

2

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

(8)

i =1

Scaling factor w is multiplied with fuel cost function while (1-w) is multiplied with emission function.
For w=1 overall function becomes ELD problem and for w=0 becomes EED problem. W for CEELD
problem is varied from 0 to1 with an increment of 0.1. For each value of w fuel cost and emission level
is calculated.
3.

Application of MFO algorithm to ELD and CEELD problems

MFO is natural inspired optimization algorithm proposed by Mirjalili [7]. MFO gets its inspiration from
transverse orientation of moths in nature. Moths usually travel during night time by adopting a constant
angle with reference to moon enabling them to follow a straight path. However maintaining constant
angle with reference to moon may cause these insects to converge towards artificial light through spiral
path. This convergence property of moths following spiral path towards artificial light or flame has led to
the mathematical model of optimization technique called Moth Flame Optimization Algorithm. Stepwise
proceedings of MFO algorithm is presented below.

STEP 1: Initial Specifications
Each moth and flame has number of dimensions or variables equal to the number of generators for ELD
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and
CEELD problems. Randomly generate initial population for moths and flames with dimensions
equal to the
number of generators. Specify upper bound, lower bound of each generator and
maximum number of iterations.
STEP 2: Initialization of Position Matrix
MFO algorithm can be presented by position matrix denoted by M containing number of moths and F
containing number of flames. Each moth and flame can fly in different dimensions in space by setting
number of variables for each moth and flame.

⎛ M 11 M 12
⎜
M
M 22
M = ⎜ 21
⎜
⎜
⎝ M i1 M i 2

M 13
M 23
M i3

M 1v ⎞
⎛ f11
⎟
⎜
M 2v ⎟
f
; f = ⎜ 21
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
M iv ⎠
⎝ fi1

f12

f13

f 22

f 23

fi 2

fi 3

f1v ⎞
⎟
f 2v ⎟
⎟
⎟
fiv ⎠

(9)

Number of Moths and flames is denoted by the variable i whereas v represents number of dimensions for
each ith moth and flame. The initialization of moths for position matrix M and flames for position matrix
F can be calculated using below mentioned equation.

M ( a, b ) orf (a, b) = (ub(a) − lb(a))* rand + lb(a)

(10)

Where a denotes number of moths or flames, b denotes number of variables or dimensions, ub and lb
denotes upper bond and lower bond for each variable; and rand is random number generated in the range
[0,1].
STEP 3: Evaluation of Fitness Function
Each moth is then evaluated by passing the corresponding position vector to the desired objective
function which then assigns to a column vector OM the best fitness value of each moth.

OM = [OM 11 , OM 21 ,..., OM i1 ]T

(11)

Again the fitness of each flame is evaluated by the fitness function which returns the best fitness value of
each flame to a column vector of.

of = [of11 , of21 ,

T

, ofi1 ]

(12)

STEP 4: Start of iteration
MFO algorithm defined by logarithmic spiral function is presented as follows.

S ( M a , fb ) = Da .ect .cos(2π t ) + fb

(13)

t is a random number in the range [-1 1], c is a constant number which shows shape of logarithmic spiral
path and Da indicates linear distance between a-th moth and b-th flame such that

Da = abs( fb − M a )

(14)

Simulation of moths is performed using logarithmic spiral function. Flame indicates next position of
moth around it as can be seen in logarithmic spiral function. ‘t’ is the deciding parameter which decides
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the distance of each moth during its spiral motion with respect to the flame. t= -1 for the instant is the
shortest distance while t=1 is the farthest distance. Moths continuously update their positions with respect
to the flame by following spiral path. Exploration and exploitation of the entire search space can be
guaranteed as logarithmic spiral function allows moth to move around the flame.
STEP 5: Refining of MFO Results
For further refinement of results MFO is integrated with local search techniques that include Sequential
Quadratic Programing (SQP), Active Set and Interior Point Algorithm (IPA).These local search
techniques take final results of MFO as starting points. Optimization parameters of local search
techniques are set using the command ‘optimtool’
4.

Simulation Results

4.1.

Three Units Test System

The minimum and maximum power generation outputs along with fuel cost coefficients for power
demand of 850 MW for Three Units Test System has been taken from [6].Transmission losses are
ignored for this case. The proposed MFO algorithm has been applied on three generating units excluding
and including valve point loading effects. As MFO algorithm is meta-heuristic technique, it has been run
for hundred independent runs. For each independent run MFO algorithm is run for 500 iterations. Search
agents excluding and including valve point loading effects are set to 7500 and 15000 respectively.
Optimization results of MFO algorithm for 3 GU’s excluding and including valve point loading effect in
terms of best, average and worst fuel cost in ($/hr.) along with total time elapsed is shown in Table 1.
The best results of test function with convergence characteristics curve for 3 GU’s excluding and
including valve point loading effect is presented in Fig. 1.
Table 1. Simulation Results of MFO algorithm for Three Units Test System (Pd =850 MW)
Excluding VPLE

Units
Unit 1 (MW)
Unit 2 (MW)
Unit 3 (MW)
Total Power (MW)
Fuel Cost ($/hr.)
Total time elapsed (sec)

Best
392.513276
334.259677
123.227047
850
8194.361850
164.395347
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Average
405.650971
308.646753
135.702276
850
8196.781861
140.928210

Including VPLE
Worst
456.222499
282.242225
111.535276
850
8206.435951
144.426707

Best
300.266871
400.000000
149.733129
850
8234.071746
275.894379

Average
299.949232
400.000000
150.050768
850
8234.249230
277.777902

Worst
400.000000
400.000000
50.000000
850
8242.160419
284.279178
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Convergence characteristics of MFO algorithm for three units test system (a) excluding VPLE (a) including VPLE.

To further optimize the fitness value results, the best results of MFO are given to local search techniques
that include SQP, Active Set and IPA. Optimization results of MFO-SQP, MFO-Active Set, MFO-IPA
algorithm for 3 GU’s excluding and including valve point loading effect in terms of fuel cost in ($/hr.) is
presented in Table 2. Table 2 shows MFO-IPA gives better convergence result for fuel cost that is
reduced to 8194.35612127189 excluding valve point loading effect whereas MFO-SQP gives better
convergence result for fuel cost that is reduced to 8234.07172995641 including valve point loading
effect. Convergence characteristics of MFO-IPA excluding valve point loading effect is shown in Fig. 2
and convergence characteristics of MFO-SQP including valve point loading effect is shown in Fig. 3.
Table 2. Comparing Simulation results of MFO algorithm hybridized with local search techniques for three units test
system.
Excluding VPLE
Including VPLE
Unit
MFO-Active
MFO-Active
MFO-SQP
MFO-IPA
MFO-SQP
MFO-IPA
Set
Set
Unit 1 (MW)
393.169068
393.171074
393.170457
300.266900
300.266900
300.2774282
Unit 2 (MW)
334.605249
334.605145
334.603024
400.000000
400.000000
399.9894717
Unit 3 (MW)
122.225683
122.223781
122.226519
149.733100
149.733100
149.7331001
Total Power
850
850
850
850
850
850
(MW)
8194.35612127
8194.35612130
8194.35612127
8234.07172995
8234.07172995
8234.07707531
Fuel Cost
798
958
189
641
659
035

4.2. Six Units Test System
The minimum and maximum power generation outputs along with fuel cost coefficients and emission
coefficients with power demand of 1000MW for six generating units excluding valve point loading effect
are taken from [5].
MFO algorithm is applied on the basis of scaling factor w ranging from 0 to 1 with the increment of 0.1.
Search agents are set to 5000. It is evident from simulation results presented in Table 3 for w=0 emission
level is at its minimum value of 818.3164 (tons/hr.) while for w=1 fuel cost is at its minimum value of
51195.9110 ($/hr.). The simulation results have hence proved that both objectives are conflicting in
nature. Reducing fuel cost results in increased emission level and vice versa. Intermediate value of w=0.5
is chosen to compensate this conflicting behaviour. For w=0.5 this conflicting result is balanced with fuel
cost of 51256.9600 ($/hr.) and emission level of 827.6790 (tons/hr.). Convergence characteristics of
MFO for Six Units Test System are shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 2. Convergence characteristics of hybridized MFO-IPA for three units test system excluding VPLE.

Fig. 3. Convergence characteristics of hybridized MFO-IPA for three units test system including VPLE.
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w
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1

Table 3. Simulation Results of MFO algorithm for Six Units Test System (Pd =1000 MW)
Unit 1
Unit 2
Unit 3
Unit 4
Unit 5
Unit 6
Fuel Cost
Emission
(MW)
(MW)
(MW)
(MW)
(MW)
(MW)
($/hr.)
(tons/hr.)
87.7029 86.6465 174.2691 158.5951 240.7635 252.0229 51488.9830
818.3164
83.4114 83.3787 170.1310 157.9474 250.0137 255.1178 51341.3730
823.7217
78.1831 86.6004 166.1728 174.2355 252.4091 242.3993 51347.8350
824.5315
83.2471 80.6393 171.7261 156.8887 257.2960 250.2027 51293.5610
826.2693
80.1736 84.1210 163.7181 158.8770 259.1512 253.9591 51285.3970
826.2406
77.4395 84.0241 168.2098 160.7233 257.6798 251.9235 51256.9600
827.6790
75.1996 86.3913 172.8061 154.2675 258.4748 252.8607 51262.5580
829.0026
80.0544 84.0281 174.0855 161.0273 250.2044 250.6003 51315.2570
825.2209
78.8433 86.5943 167.9112 153.5215 253.2619 259.8679 51308.0220
826.2901
77.9010 82.2033 170.0417 157.7007 253.6457 258.5075 51233.6700
829.2459
80.0376 75.2139 178.0597 164.6818 257.2331 244.7733 51195.9110
832.3636

Fig. 4. Convergence characteristics of MFO algorithm for six units test system excluding VPLE.

4.3. Thirteen Units Test Systems
The minimum and maximum power generation outputs along with fuel cost coefficients for power
demand of 1800 MW for Thirteen Units Test System has been taken from [6].Search agents excluding
and including valve point loading effects are set to 7500 and 15000 respectively. Optimization results of
MFO algorithm for 13 GU’s excluding and including valve point loading effect in terms of best, average
and worst fuel cost in ($/hr.) along with total time elapsed is shown in Table 4 .The best results of test
function with convergence characteristics curve for 13 GU’s excluding and including valve point loading
effect is presented in Fig. 5.
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Table 4. Simulation Results of MFO algorithm for Thirteen Units Test System (Pd =1800 MW)
Excluding VPLE

Units
Unit 1 (MW)
Unit 2 (MW)
Unit 3 (MW)
Unit 4 (MW)
Unit 5 (MW)
Unit 6 (MW)
Unit 7 (MW)
Unit 8 (MW)
Unit 9 (MW)
Unit 10 (MW)
Unit 11 (MW)
Unit 12 (MW)
Unit 13 (MW)
Total Power (MW)
Fuel Cost ($/hr.)
Total time elapsed (sec)

Best
515.273680
323.857405
143.985320
98.934785
84.854986
100.542339
118.623474
113.076232
102.917547
40.000000
40.000000
62.934233
55.000000
1800
17948.891654
166.769835

(a)

Average
578.615418
187.141008
150.402768
117.491268
60.000000
127.189181
125.309419
144.509212
89.176190
40.056423
45.196708
55.000000
79.912404
1800
17977.373738
172.560736

Including VPLE
Worst
680.000000
315.671247
0.000000
110.196767
167.372835
107.426791
102.150925
60.000000
60.000000
45.127792
40.000000
57.053565
55.000000
1800
18008.130816
164.077432

Best
538.928592
298.979522
224.398140
109.715339
60.000000
109.463030
60.000000
108.518052
60.320649
78.969846
40.000000
55.706749
55.000000
1800
18018.189093
401.579692

Average
541.624525
224.309425
149.577793
109.058321
60.000000
113.871818
152.341645
60.000000
60.000000
79.356844
77.492710
55.000000
117.366922
1800
18300.054179
392.932875

Worst
89.768519
360.000000
360.000000
180.000000
110.195410
113.046104
124.573739
159.737920
60.000000
77.455314
40.000000
63.293295
61.929681
1800
18701.902446
381.604993

(b)

Fig. 5. Convergence characteristics of MFO algorithm for thirteen units test system (a) excluding VPLE (a) including
VPLE.

To further optimize the fitness value results, the best results of MFO are given to local search techniques
that include SQP, Active Set and IPA. Optimization results of MFO-SQP, MFO-Active Set, MFO-IPA
algorithm for 13 GU’s excluding and including valve point loading effect in terms of fuel cost in ($/hr.)
is presented in Table 5. Table 5 shows MFO-SQP gives better convergence result for fuel cost that is
reduced to 17932.4740588235 excluding valve point loading effect. Whereas MFO-IPA gives better
convergence result for fuel cost that is reduced to 17978.3284521503 including valve point loading
effect. Convergence characteristics of MFO-IPA excluding valve point loading effect is shown in Fig. 6
and convergence characteristics of MFO-SQP including valve point loading effect is shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6. Convergence characteristics of hybridized MFO-SQP for thirteen units test system excluding VPLE.

Fig. 7. Convergence characteristics of hybridized MFO-SQP for thirteen units test system including VPLE.
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Table 5. Comparing Simulation results of MFO algorithm hybridized with local search techniques for thirteen units test
system

Unit

MFO-SQP

Unit 1 (MW)
Unit 2 (MW)
Unit 3 (MW)
Unit 4 (MW)
Unit 5 (MW)
Unit 6 (MW)
Unit 7 (MW)
Unit 8 (MW)
Unit 9 (MW)
Unit 10 (MW)
Unit 11 (MW)
Unit 12 (MW)
Unit 13 (MW)
Total Power
(MW)
Fuel Cost

5.

506.911751
253.455906
253.455885
99.362735
99.362739
99.362758
99.362750
99.362730
99.362746
40.000000
40.000000
55.000000
55.000000

Excluding VPLE
MFO-Active
Set
506.895961
253.452430
253.451289
99.367873
99.364212
99.364876
99.371027
99.362593
99.369738
40.000000
40.000000
55.000000
55.000000

MFO-IPA

MFO-SQP

506.911760
253.455865
253.455884
99.362707
99.362754
99.362785
99.362733
99.362750
99.362763
40.000000
40.000000
55.000000
55.000000

538.562668
299.214619
224.440853
109.891205
60.016454
109.880544
60.018160
109.866577
60.017023
77.644196
40.091242
55.313773
55.042688

Including VPLE
MFO-Active
Set
538.563008
299.247242
224.899116
109.867318
60.000000
109.866479
60.000000
110.043222
60.000000
77.499281
40.012431
55.000000
55.001903

MFO-IPA
538.558741
299.385066
224.817145
109.888296
60.003763
109.866679
60.003750
109.867207
60.008847
77.583407
40.004177
55.008849
55.004074

1800

1800

1800

1800

1800

1800

17932.4740588
235

17932.4740593
9950

17932.4740588
2350

17978.6464739
614

17978.4318378
218

17978.3284521
503

Conclusion

MFO inspired from transverse orientation of moths in nature is recent algorithm. MFO algorithm when
integrated with local search techniques like SQP, Active Set and IPA gave better convergence results.
We have proposed three test systems that include Three, Six and Thirteen Units Test System. MFO
integrated with local search techniques for ELD problem was applied for Three and Thirteen Units Test
System where MFO based global search technique for CEELD problem was applied on Six Units Test
System. This proposed scheme can be applied to other problem in power system having various
constraints like unit commitment, reactive power flow and power prediction.
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Abstract
The demand of the bandwidth is dramatically increasing with the evolution of the technology and to accommodate the
user with such demands Free Space Optics (FSO) is one of the most suitable options. It not only provides the data
rates in hundreds of gigabits per second but also have some advantages in contrast of radio frequency or microwave
communication. The most attractive features of the FSO technology are limited electromagnetic compatibility issues,
free licensing, and easy installation. The performance is similar to the fiber optic communication system with more
flexibility and robustness. FSO technology is point to point communication and uses the atmospheric channel to
transmit the laser signal hence the light signal is used for transferring the information from one point to another. It
works on very low power therefore, saves huge energy in comparison to the existing systems. Since this technology
uses the atmospheric channel hence the FSO links are susceptible to atmospheric conditions, which include fog, rain,
snow and scintillations. Amongst all, Fog effect the link significantly and degrades the performance at a very great
extent. In absence of fog, rain is the parameter that limits the performance of FSO links. In this work losses due to
rain at different rain intensities and data rates are simulated on wireless optical link and the performance is measured
in terms of Bit Error Rate (BER). The model available in literature is modified to include the effect of rain in overall
attenuation from transmitter to receiver.
© 2016 Umair Ahmed Korai, Zulfiqar Arain, Qasim Arain, Badar Muneer, Bhawani Shankar Chowdhry Selection and/or peer-review under
responsibility of Energy and Environmental Engineering Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro,
Pakistan.

Keywords: Free Space Optics, Bit Error Rate, Rain, Opti-system
1. Introduction
In the world of wireless communication, the signal is very sensitive to the atmospheric effects which include fog, rain,
snow, scintillation. When the frequency of the signal is greater than 10GHz, the effect of rain is severely affects the
strength of the signal. There are several applications which are working above the 10GHz band like Satellite
communication, free space optical (FSO) communication and the future of mobile communication (5G technology) is
also relying on it. Many researchers have suggested that for the 5G mobile communication, millimeter wave frequency
band can be one of the bands [1]. The purpose of 5G mobile communication will be to provide the multi-gigabit per
second range and this is only possible by using the millimeter wave band [2].
During recent years, there has been growing interest in free-space optical (FSO) communications. FSO is a technology
which provides enormous advantages in comparison to existing wireless networks, i.e. microwave and RF systems. In
communications, free space optical links provide a solution for high capacity data transmission through free
atmosphere. The performance of FSO is similar to the fiber optics communication system with few additional features
that provides the flexibility of providing the high data rates and fiber free communication. The key advantages are:
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free licensing, significantly higher transmission capacity, limited electromagnetic compatibility issues, and easy to
install [3-4,15].
The FSO system uses the laser beam in order to achieve the communication between any two points. Since it uses free
space path hence the laser beam is affected by the different atmospheric conditions which include fog, rain,
scintillation and snow [5-6]. Depending on the environment and range over which an FSO link operates, it is subject to
different impairments. Long-range links use directed laser beams to transmit data. Such links may operate over ranges
of several kilometers or longer, and often their primary impairment is atmospheric turbulence, which causes phase and
intensity fluctuations in the received signal [7]. There are various different weather conditions that attenuate the signal
but amongst all, fog is the parameter that introduce the maximum attenuation and limit the signal up to few tens of
meters [8]. But those regions where fog is not the dominant weather condition, rain affect the signal and attenuate it in
order to limit the distance [9]. Different authors have contributed their work in the field of FSO. In [10], the authors
have calculated the effect of rain on FSO links and introducing the concept of multiple beam transmission and
reception. They have considered the Malaysia weather and used the 07 months’ rain data. In [11], the authors have
achieved the long distance FSO links, comprises of 10km, by keeping the beam width as minimum as 0.25 mrad. In
this work, we aim to provide the minimum distance for the FSO link in presence of different intensities of rain in order
to achieve the desired performance. The FSO link is simulated using opti-system 7.0 and the performance of the under
different rain rates is analyzed using BER parameter.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the rain attenuation models used in this work.
Section 3 explains the modeling of the FSO system. The important results are mentioned in Section 4. Finally, Section
5 draws some conclusions.
2. Rain Attenuation Model
From the literature, it is analyzed that the areas where fog is not the dominant source, rain affect the performance of
the FSO link. In order to model the FSO system, we have used the Carbonneau model to calculate the rain attenuation
at different rain rates. The total attenuation (in dB) for any FSO link can be calculated as:
(1)
Where,
Latm: Atmospheric Losses
LG: Geometrical Losses
Lopt: Optical Losses
Lmp: Bad Pointing Losses
The geometrical loss for the FSO link (in dB) can be calculated as:
(2)
Where,
Dr: Diameter of receiver
Dt: Diameter of transmitter
d: Distance (km).
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θ: Beam Divergence (mrad) [12]
Latm is the loss due to different weather conditions. In this work, we have considered only the rain hence the losses due
to atmosphere is the only loss which is produced due to rain. Using power law, the rain attenuation can be calculated
as:
(3)
Where:
R: Rainrate (mm/h)
α: attenuation due to rain (dB/Km)
x and y are the power law coefficients. Since we are using the Carbonneau Model so the value of coefficients
of power law are, x=1.076 and y=0.67 [13].
Therefore, we can rewrite equation (3) as:
(4)
Fig. 1. shows the relationship between the rain rate (mm/h) and the attenuation (dB/km) using Carbonneau model.
There are some other losses like miss pointing and optical losses which also attenuate the signal. The miss pointing
loss is introduced due to imperfection between the transmitter and the receiver whereas, the optical loss is categories in
to insertion and coupling loss. According to [9], the miss pointing loss is normally considered as 3 dB and the optical
loss is considered as 9dB. Therefore, the equation (1) can be modified using Carbonneau model as:
– [1.076*R0.67] – 12

A=

(5)

Attenuation in dB/km
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Fig. 1. Rainfall rate (mm/h) v/s Attenuation (dB/km)

3. System Modeling
As the Free Space Optics system is modelled in opti-system 7.0 tool hence the complete FSO model using opti-system
tool is shown in fig. 2.
The parameters, their values and specifications which are used in this paper are shown in table. 1
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S. No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Table 1. Parameter used for system modeling
Parameters

Modulator Type
Extinction Ratio
Laser Type
Beam Divergence
Attenuation
Bit Rate
Transmitter Aperture
diameter
Aperture diameter
receiver
Ionization Ratio
Wavelength
Dark current

Values

Mach-Zehnder
30dB
CW
Variable
Variable
Variable
16cm
40cm
0.9
780nm
10nA

4. Results

No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Table 2. Effects of input power on distance
Input Power
Weather Condition
Beam width (mrad)
(dBm)
Clear
2
25
Rain 5mm/h
2
25
Rain 5mm/h
2
30
Rain 10mm/h
2
30

Distance
(Km)
2
2
2
2

Bit Error
Rate (BER)
4.9 x 10-4
1
7.4 x 10-3
1

4.1. Effects of Input power on Distance in clear and rainy weather
The results of the simulations of the FSO system using opti-system is shown in table 2 and it can be observed from the
results that when the input power is 25dBm and the weather is clear, i.e. there is no rain, the BER of the link goes up
to 4.9x10-4 keeping the distance of 2km. And as the rain is initiated, the performance would get worst, i.e. the rain of
5mm/h corrupts all the bits and therefore the link is unavailable if the same parameters are used. In order to make the
link available under this rain, 5mm/h, we have to increase the power or keep the link distance shorter. If we are
keeping the distance constant, 2km, and increasing the power to 30dBm the link is again available with the BER of
7.4x10-3 now again if the rain rate is increased, i.e. 10mm/h, again the link is not available and all the bits are
corrupted, keeping the distance constant. Hence it seems that as the rain rate is increased, the performance is
decreasing, also mentioned in [8], but to overcome the effect of rain, the service provider has to increase the input
power to get the desired performance.
4.2. Effect of Data Rate on Distance and BER
In this section, the effect of data rate is observed on distance and the BER. In this section, we have used input power
of 25dBm, the weather is clear and the beamwidth is 2mrad. Initially the link is setup at the different distances and
observed the BER at respective distances. From the fig. 3, it is observed that in order to achieve 99.99% performance
at the data rate of 1.5Gbps, one has to keep the distance 1.9km considering the input power, beam divergence and
weather as 25dBm, 2mrad and clear respectively. Now as we are increasing the data rate, as shown in fig. 4 for
2.5Gbps and fig. 5 for 3.5Gbps, keeping all parameter constant, the distance of the link has to be shorter in order to get
the 99.99% performance.
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Distance Vs. BER at datarate of 2.5Gbps
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Fig. 3. BER v/s Distance at Data Rate 1.5Gbps
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Fig. 4. BER v/s Distance at Data Rate 2.5Gbps
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Fig. 5. BER v/s Distance at Data Rate 3.5Gbps

The data rates is directly propotional to the BER. As the datarate is increased, the BER also increases [14] and this is
what we have analyzed in this section by using parameters as shown in table 1. It can be easily analyzed that as the
datarate is increased, the link get shorter because the amount of bit corroption is increased by increasing the datarates
keeping the all other parameters constant. It order to achieve 99.99% performance, the maximum distance using the
1.5 Gbps, 2.5 Gbps and 3.5 Gbps data rates can be 1.95km, 1.92km and 1.905km for the respectively.
4.3. Effect of Beam width on Distance in clear and rainy weather
In this section, we have discussed the effect of beam width on the distance of the FSO link at different rain rates. We
have observed the signal at three different beamwidths, i.e. 2mrad, 3mrad and 4mrad.
Beamwidth has the significant importance on the FSO link. As the beamwidth of the signal is narrowed, the greater
distance is achieved by the signal and this is what we have shown in this section. Fig. 6, 7 and 8 shows the relationship
of the rain rate and the achievable distance at 4mrad, 3mrad and 2mrad beamwidth respectively. It is observed from fig.
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6 that in order to achieve the 99.999% performance of the system using 4mrad beamwidth in the clear environment,
the link distance must be 1.61km. And as the rain is introduced, the distance get significantly decreased keeping the
performance of the system constant, i.e. 99.999%. From fig. 7 and 8, it is observed that as the beamwidth of the signal
is decreased the link distance is increased keeping the system performance as 99.999%.
Rain Rate Vs. Distance keeping 99.999% Availability
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Fig. 6. Rain rate v/s distance with 99.999% link performance using
4mrad beam width.
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5. Conclusion
The effects of data rate, beam width and its impact on the rain rate is analyzed. The results show the significant effect
of the rain intensity on the FSO link can be mitigated by number of factors, like reduction of the beam width,
increasing the input power for improving the performance of the system. The result shows the relationship between the
data rate and BER, which is inversely proportional. It has been observed that in order to achieve 99.99% performance,
the maximum FSO link distance using the 1.5 Gbps, 2.5 Gbps and 3.5 Gbps data rates can be 1.95km, 1.92km and
1.905km respectively. It has also been investigated that there is a direct relationship between the link distance and
rainfall intensity keeping all the parameters constant. In order to increase the link distance, beam width plays a very
important role. It has been observed that as the beam width is narrowed down, the FSO link distance is increased for
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the same rainfall rate. The result shows that for the rain rate of 30mm/h, the maximum attainable distance for the beam
width of 4mrad, 3mrad and 2mrad is 1.2km, 1.28km and 1.4km respectively. For the future work, we will incorporate
the effects of scintillation, turbulence and fog and design the model and calculate the minimum distance at which the
link gives optimum performance under the above weather parameters.
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Abstract
Under voltage load shedding (UVLS) plays a vigorous part in power system stability when system is subject to a large
disturbance. Load shedding has been employed for long time as the last remedy to protect the power systems from
complete Blackouts .This paper proposes an advanced method for under voltage load shedding by incorporating a UVLS
Logic relay design in MATLAB Simulink environment. The main enthusiasm for this study is to attain a better
performance of UVLS. The proposed methodology is executed on 3-machine 9-bus test system. The voltage is stable if
the system can maintain its voltage within acceptable limits when there is a change in load admittance. After the
occurrence of 3- phase fault at the terminals of Generator 3 located at Bus 3, simulations results clearly indicates the
voltage profile improvement of the week buses if not applied UVLS then power system may proceed towards collapse.
© 2016 "Insert names of Authors here." Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Energy and Environmental Engineering Research Group
(EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.

Keywords: Under voltage load shedding; Blackouts; Load shedding; Power system stability.

1. INTRODUCTION
Real and reactive power deficiencies due to generation and overload contingencies in a power system may decline the
system frequency and the system voltage. for a stable and reliable electrical power system system frequency and voltage
must be maintained within acceptable limits. Both generation and demand depend on these parameters for their own
stable and reliable operations. [1]-[2]. Furthermore, Frequency is a system-wide characteristic while voltage is a local
feature. Today’s electric power systems are often subject to stress due to heavy loading conditions. In addition, the
voltage instability is generally created due to component outage or sudden load increments. Now a day’s power system
has become more complex and heavily loaded due to growth in electricity demand, achieving maximum economic
benefits and maximum transmission capacity efficiency. From literature it is observed that major power blackouts that
have occurred around the world were caused by voltage instability. Since outage of one or more transmission lines or a
sudden tripping of large generating unit may lead the system to collapse. Moreover, due to slow expansion of the
transmission system while demands keep increasing, the interconnected power system is pushed closer to operate to its
stability limits and it takes times for new corridors of transmission line and added generation so Load shedding must be
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adopted as last control action in order to avoid system collapse.
Under such conditions, a power system that appears to be functioning adequately could actually be close to instability.
The occurrence of a fault or even a slight change in operating conditions can trigger a chain of events leading to a system
blackout.
Voltage collapse is an increasing concern for power system operators. The risk of voltage collapse is increasing for
several reasons: natural load growth, the changing nature of loads, and dependency on generations located far away
from load centres. Power networks are more heavily loaded and are more impacted during disturbances and outages, so
the risk of voltage instability increases. An under voltage load shedding (UVLS) can be used to protect the system where
the voltage collapse (VC) is expected and can potentially lead to a blackout situation [3]-[4]. The voltage stability
phenomenon’s are discussed in and is recognized as an important problem for a secure system operation. Hence, UVLS
schemes are used to avoid low voltage condition or stop voltage instability. Several papers on UVLS schemes were
proposed based upon technical and economical viewpoints. In other words, UVLS is a useful countermeasure in situation
where voltage collapse is anticipated. Therefore, UVLS is last resort to protect the system, when other available
corrective control actions have been exhausted. Once the voltage magnitude starts to decline, the loads such as motors
try to recover the voltage magnitudes by consuming more reactive power. This can exhaust the available reactive power
reserve and further cause the voltage magnitudes to drop. The low voltage magnitudes not only affect the local load
area, but can also spread throughout adjacent areas of the power system. The proposed UVLS scheme have the capability
to handle such situation effetely.
The objective of this paper is to provide an UVLS logic relay design which efficiently deal in the emergency condition
without affecting the power system constraints. The next sections outline power system characteristics section II
Literature Review section III applications of UVLS schemes section IV Methodology and finally conclusion and results.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The UVLS technique is applied by power utilities to prevent voltage instability and restore voltage to its nominal value.
The driving force for voltage instability is usually the loads. But still these approached are not effective to control this
global problem and minimize the cost of interruption. Voltage instability generally occurs due to either forced outage of
the generator or the line, or overloading. To address these issues, in this research study, an under Voltage load shedding
scheme is proposed.
2.1 REVIEW OF EXISTING UVLS SCHEME
UVLS is used to avoid a wide area voltage collapse when all other protection mechanisms are exhausted. UVLS operates
when there is a system disturbance and the voltage drops below a preselected level for a predetermined time, shedding
selected loads [5]-[7]. The intention is that voltage is stabilized or recovered to normal levels when sufficient load is
shed. This prevents voltage collapse and restricts a voltage problem within a local area rather than allowing it to spread
in geography and magnitude. It is more effective to shed highly reactive loads in the initial stage and then shed the other
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loads. In many researches the load shedding problem is studied from steady state point of view. In [8] a steady state load
shedding scheme based on Genetic Algorithm (GA) method is proposed which considers operational constraints. The
developed methodology minimizes the load shedding by considering their importance. Although some event-based
schemes have been successfully devised [9], a majority of schemes are of the response-based type [9]- [10] allowing to
adjust the corrective action to the disturbance severity and to operate in closed loop for higher robustness.
A few under voltage load shedding schemes have been implemented throughout the world. Several publications on
utility implementation of UVLS are available [9]-[11]. The existing schemes are classified as static and dynamic load
shedding types. The static scheme sheds a fixed amount of load at each stage, whereas dynamic load shedding sheds a
dynamic amount of load based on the magnitude of disturbances and dynamic behaviour of the system at each step.
Beside time-domain numerical simulation, methods have been proposed to identify the best location, time and amount
of shedding in a given instability scenario.
Some of the developed UVLS schemes consider use of an emergency control loop [12]-[16]. The schemes use control
loop load shedding to mitigate the long term voltage instability caused by distributed controllers. An open loop
emergency control uses action assessed off-line based on the simulations of postulated scenarios and does not re-adjust
its action to follow up the system evolution. On the other hand closed loop assesses the severity through measurements
and adjusts its actions correspondingly, and possibly repeating some actions if the previously taken ones are not enough.
Several controls are available to correct abnormal voltages: shunt compensation switching, adjustment of generation
voltage set points, modifying load tap changers (LTCs) control, and load shedding.
In recent years, some of the optimal load shedding schemes has been used aiming at minimizing the load shedding
amount [17]-[23]. The optimization technique has been taken into consideration from various aspects and by means of
various techniques such as linear program (LP). Different methods have been studied and evaluated for utilizing its
potential in finding the best solution to minimize the amount of loads and maximize the size of voltage improvement.
The sensitivities of the load-ability margin and the sensitivities of voltage with respect to the load parameters are often
used to determine the optimum load locations.
3. APPLICATION OF UVLS SCHEMES
The Technical Studies Subcommittee of Under-voltage Load shedding Task Force (UVLSTF) of Western Systems
Coordinating Council has developed an under voltage load shedding scheme [24]-[25]. They have outlined some
points that should be considered when designing a UVLS scheme:
1.

Load shedding scheme should be designed in coordination with protective devices and control schemes for
momentary voltage dips, sustained faults, low voltages caused by stalled air conditioners, etc.

2.

Time delay to initiate load dropping should be in seconds, not in cycles. A typical time delay varies between
3 to 10 seconds.

3.

UVLS relays must be on PTs that are connected above the automatic LTCs.
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4.

Voltage pick-up points for the tripping signals should be set reasonably higher than the “nose point” of the
critical P-V or Q-V curve.

5.

Voltage pick-up points and the time delays of the local neighbouring systems should be checked and
coordinated.

6.

Redundancy and enough intelligence should be built into the scheme to ensure reliable operation and to
prevent false tripping.

7.

Enough loads should be shed to bring voltages to minimum operating voltage levels or higher while
Maintaining VAR margins according to WSCC’s Voltage Stability Criteria.

The typical steps selected for a decentralized relay are:
1.

1. Trip 5% of load when monitored bus voltages fall to 90% or lower of normal for minimum of 3.5 seconds.

2.

2. Trip 5% additional load when bus voltages fall to 92% or lower for 5.0 seconds.

3.

3. Trip 5% additional load when bus voltages fall to 92% or lower for 8.0 seconds.

4. MEHODOLOGY
In this research 3 Machine IEEE 9 bus test system is modelled and developed on MATLAB/Simulink platform. It
comprise of different generators with different rating, the transmission lines of different lengths are also the part of the
system. The variety of loads are connected at different locations. The equipment ratings can be found in the table below.
Table 1. Generator Data [25]

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
For the implementation of the proposed technique of load-shedding, a MATLAB Simulink model results have been
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developed. In this analysis UVLS schemes are applied to test the system in order to illustrate the behaviour of load
shedding schemes, after the 3/phase fault at generator terminals the loss of generator 3.The Power System is
interconnected so all the buses get affected after the outage of Generator 3 located at Bus 3.The worst voltages are at
buses 1,2,4, 5,6,7 and 8 reaching approximately 0.7 pu (below threshold values) .In figure1 the disturbance shown after
the occurrence of fault and in the voltage response of all load buses are shown observation shows that voltages are very
low even low then threshold values and need some treatment ,finally figure 1 shown the bus voltage response after the
operation of UVLS relay. The relay activated after 3.5 second and curtailed a fixed amount of load (5% of load), the
relay activated again after 8.5 seconds because the voltages was still below its threshold value. It is clear from Figure 1
that voltages at all affected buses gets stable approx. 1.pu The Simulation run for 15 seconds and it indicates clearly that
voltages attain their thresholds and it regains the stability.

Figure 1.Voltage waveforms before and after UVLS operations
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6. CONCLUSIONS
Under voltage load shedding (UVLS) which is a low- cost mean of weakening system collapse plays a vital role in
power system control when a system is subjected to a large disturbances Generator outage in this study .It has been
employed for long time as the last remedy to prohibit major power system failure.
This paper comprehensively reviewed the UVLS schemes and simulation results clearly indicate the improvement in
the voltage profile after trigger the UVLS scheme on week buses. More advance simulations and relay logic design is
needed for further improvements.

Figure 3.Single Line Diagram of WSCC 9 Bus test system..[25]
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Abstract
The paper is about executing an energy management system in regard to building automation. The idea is
to control the lighting and Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) parameter’s for energy
efficient operation of buildings. Arduino Mega Microcontroller has been used to interface Hybrid
Sensing Technology. The primary objective is to develop a system, which could sense the occupants in
the prescribed premises and control the lighting and HVAC accordingly. Passive Infrared sensor can
detect the occupancy by the infrared rays emitted by the human body while Ultrasonic sensor detect the
occupancy by the rate of change of frequency detected by the sensor. We can easily control the triggering
level, detection area and frequency level through Arduino programming. This system is reliable,
economical, less power consuming and has improved triggering speed.
© 2016 Shayan Ahmeda*, Muhammad Awais Araina*, Zeeshan Anjum Memona*, Pervez Hameeda*, Ashfaque Ahmed Balocha*,
Faheemullah Shaikha* Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Energy and Environmental Engineering Research Group
(EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.

Keywords: Energy Management System; Automation System; Passive Infrared Sensor; Ultrasonic Sensor; Arduino Mega
Microcontroller; Building Automation.

1. Introduction
This paper enlightened the concept of building energy management and its control boundaries for all
types of commercial buildings. This can save the considerable energy lost and benefit number of other
applications. This system includes a various range of applications from a simple timer that turns off a
lamp or bathroom fan, to centralized, computer-based systems that monitors, control and optimized
building system.
Occupancy sensors commonly referred to as motion sensors or motion luminous sensors used for
commercial, residential and office applications. These devices include passive infrared (P.I.R), ultrasonic
(U.S) or a combined multi sensing technology (Hybrid sensors). Occupancy sensors for lighting will be
installed in combination with the indoor environment quality sensor to reduce power consumption. The
proper working of this technology will initiate to reduce the lighting that is not required at certain times.
Different changes to remain under consideration using PIR, US and (dual technology) sensors including
room layouts and the range of the sensors across the room. In addition to the responding occupancy
sensor, they will be programmed through microcontroller or microprocessor to interface in hybrid sensor
technology and to control the intensity of light.
2. Problem Statement
Over the last few years, power efficient equipment, advanced building materials and modern construction
techniques have enabled more power efficient buildings. However, our working behaviour has a large
effect on excess power consumption of each building. Systems capable of lowering down the rate of
consumption by executing more correct behaviours, which may reduce the annual expenditures of any
company and improving the environmental hazards. Here we are addressing the problems of extra energy
consumption and in-efficient behaviour of people in office’s buildings. We are focusing on decreasing
global building power consumption without significantly affecting the occupants comfort zone. A
method is used where the occupants are being maintained to their occupancy level and their requirements
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based on their location. The developed system would be operational and being used as flexible and
reliable device which can easily be programmed through microcontroller and in research methodologies
[1].
3. Literature Review
An occupancy sensor is luminous control device that sense the occupancy of people and turns the lights
on/off automatically, using passive infrared (PIR), ultrasonic (US) or microwave sensing technology.
These sensors are used with a suitable assembly of circuit which provides the control over electrical
equipment’s such as lamps, heaters, air conditioner, HVAC system and other devices. The aim of using
this device is to save energy, provide automation, and comply with building codes [1]. The work which is
already done on this device the recent past years is given as follows:
3.1 Measuring Building Occupancy Using Existing Network Infrastructure
Green IT is focusing on the reduction of energy consumption in IT infrastructural buildings. Energy
saving methods is applied in both IT and non-IT infrastructural buildings and results are obtained in
saving energy. This technique is based on an idea of implicit occupancy sensing in buildings that are
largely based on controlling, monitoring and directing MAC and IP addresses in routers and wireless
access points, and then interfacing these addresses to the occupancy of a room, corridor, buildings, car
parking, elevator zone and many other zones where occupancy is to be measured for some control
purposes. This occupancy measurement data is then used for controlling lighting, heating, ventilation,
elevator operation, AC controlling, HVAC, and other building equipment’s, to improve building
operations and to minimize power consumption. These control actions given a complete automatic and
smart building concept. This also increases system working functionality in reliable manner. To assess
the efficiency of implicit sensing and the feasibility of the dual-use of IT infrastructure, they practically
analyse the data and their measurements [2].
3.2 POEM: Power-efficient Occupancy-based Energy Management System
To reduce the energy consumption an efficient way is used. As buildings are great consumer of electrical
energy namely for heating, lighting, cooling, ventilation, elevators and in other equipment’s, more energy
efficient devices are used for reducing energy wastage, new building materials are used in construction
and new technologies are adopted to use the nearby energy in efficient way. Energy saving problems
needs a lot of attention so a system capable of reducing energy consumption and using the energy in a
suitable way is achieved by a system. It is a complete feedback control system for handling HVAC
systems that is being installed on existing occupancy levels in buildings. It consists of OPT Net (wireless
network cameras) that operates as an optical turnstile to determine particular area occupancies. It also
contains PIR sensor based wireless network cameras called BONet that functions alongside OPT Net [3].
3.3 An Integrated Approach to Occupancy Modelling and Estimation in Commercial Buildings
They had developed a model to analyze the activities of all the individuals of a building for measuring
the occupancy in their predefined zone of detection in commercial buildings and to determine the lowordered graphical models from Monte-Carlo simulations of the model. Building with such integrated
approach to occupancy modelling achieves high energy efficiency through feedback control. This system
is modified with sensing data especially for the case of one occupant and one room. With the help of
graphical model predictions, noisy measurements are fused by using the classical LMV estimator. This
device is used to estimate occupancy of a room in the building [4].
3.4 A Design Model for Building Occupancy Detection Using Sensor Fusion
Sensor fusion techniques are used to control and direct the occupancy, by using non-identical indoor
climatic ranges of variables for useful energy consumption and to control the building services such as
heating, lighting, air conditioning, ventilation and other equipment’s by maintaining a comfort level. As
complete reliable occupancy is difficult due to number of issues as unreliable data, maintaining privacy,
change of use, sensor drift and other financial pressures such as quality and economy that’s why fusion
technique offers reliable occupancy measuring. In recent past years, artificial intelligence (AI) systems
are used for control of buildings, and can also be adopted for occupancy analysis. This method for
controlling and detecting the occupancy of buildings based on sensor fusion model through Adaptive
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Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) algorithm [5].
3.5 Occupancy Monitoring using Passive RFID Technology for Efficient Building Lighting Control
This method proposed a technique of controlling artificial lighting other parameters of buildings for
saving energy and observing the occupancy, based on PIR and data fusion approach of passive RFID.
This provides efficient need based control to user buildings parameters as lighting, heating, air
conditioning and so many others. It gives an approximately of 13% of power energy savings for public
building and also saves cost in office buildings. Practically, real-world occupancy profiling data to be
utilized with PIR sensing which is reliable and a well-established approach, provide by RFID gateways
for the analysis and enhancement of building lighting usage. This RFID provides better monitoring and
helps in saving more energy. [6].
3.6 Dual-Input Dual-Output RF Sensor for Indoor Human Occupancy and Position Monitoring
This method is based on RF sensor proposed as concurrent dual band occupancy sensor, based on
Doppler principle, for monitoring and controlling the occupancy of human in a room, corridor, car
parking, or in any zone of building where this sensor is used. It operates simultaneously at 2.44-GHz and
5.25-GHz frequency bands. By using the sensor prototype and off-the-shelf laboratory equipment an
estimating setup has been developed. From the analysis of signals correlation spectrum, received at
individual frequency bands and from the estimated directed arrival of received signals, the human
presence in a prescribed range can been predicted. This can benefit the proposed sensor lies in the
reduction of the false alarms due to its well-designed operation, power consumption, and size [7].
3.7 Cost-effective Air Conditioning Control Considering Comfort Level and User Location
For the general purpose conventional control systems, use of expensive motion, temperature and
humidity sensors to collect data of, both the area and the comfort of users and to provide area-based
control to users but this will increase the system overall costs. In order to reduce cost of sensors, the
proposed system use low-cost pressure sensors and provide energy efficient personal behaviour that will
increase the efficiency of overall functions proving energy saving. To obtain occupancy data and its
locations, low-cost pressure sensors and low-power communication nodes are used which are fixed to the
chairs and they transmit seating data continuously to the database which store the information through
PLC of a server in the database [8].
4. Methodology
This system is equipped with the Hybrid sensing technology based on Arduino mega microcontroller.
This technology carries any two sensors that can interface each other to avoid false triggering. In this, we
have used Passive Infrared and Ultra Sonic sensor. Ultra-Sonic sensor is dependent on Passive Infrared
sensor detection. As Passive Infrared sensor detects any occupancy, it will trigger Ultra Sonic sensor to
sense any motion detection. If there is any motion detection in that prescribed range, then it will trigger
on the system load i.e. lighting and HVAC load. The load will remain triggered, until there is no
occupancy remained in that range of detection.
The flow chart of the working of Arduino microcontroller is shown in figure 1. Initially, we have
imposed the motion of an occupancy to Passive Infrared Sensor. Passive Infrared sensor work on the
condition of window detection parameters. When there is a motion detection by Passive Infrared
windows, then it will trigger else it will remain in sleep mode. It functions just like a window
comparator. When there is a difference in inputs, the comparator generates output. In same sense, when
there is a difference of motion detection on the windows of passive infrared sensor, it will trigger and
generates a pulse. This sensor is interlinked with another motion sensor called Ultra Sonic Sensor. This
sensor works on the phenomenon of radar. It emits out radiations in the direction of its prescribed range.
If any object comes under its range, then radiation will hit that particular object and bounce back towards
Ultra Sonic sensor. This gives the indication of motion detection and sensor will remain triggered until it
doesn’t find any detection in the prescribed range. If both the sensor doesn’t find any motion detection,
they remain in their initial mode of sleep. Otherwise both sensors work in hybrid format and will trigger
one after another. When Ultra Sonic sensor detects any object, the system load i.e. lighting and H.V.A.C
load will turn on. It will remain turn on until the occupancy detection remain within the prescribed limits
of Ultra Sonic sensor.
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Fig (1) Flow chart of Microcontroller Program

4.1 Working of PIR sensor
The PIR sensor is made from pyroelectric medium, one property of pyroelectric medium is that it
produces potential difference whenever there is temperature change detected. PIR sensor detect a person
by comparing the infrared emission of the person and the background. PIR sensors have a direct line of
sight therefore operators can easily define their limits. Normally PIR sensors have two or more input
slots for absorbing infrared radiations and when there is change in the intensity of infrared radiation in
any of the slot a minute voltage is developed which cause differential change between the slots and due
to potential difference an electrical pulse is generated. . It is designed in such a way that it is most
sensitive towards the wavelength which is emitted by the human body as infrared rays. Passive Infrared
sensor module has been shown in fig 2.

Fig.2. Working of PIR sensor

4.2 Working of Ultrasonic sensor
The Ultrasonic sensor emits ultrasonic sound waves and observed the change in frequency, also with the
help of ultrasonic sensor we can also observe change in energy patterns. It works on the principal of
change in frequency with respect the change in energy patterns as shown in figure 3. These signal can
also be used be used for measuring the position and distance of the occupants therefore with the help of
ultrasonic sensor not only motion of occupants can be detected, but also we can switch on the appropriate
lighting load with respect to the position of the occupants We have integrated an ultrasonic sensor with
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Arduino, it is used in coordination with passive Infrared sensor for detecting human in the prescribed
area.

Fig.3. Working of Ultrasonic sensor

5. Results
For the analysis of the data an appropriate summary of the results from the test should be provided to the
user to assist them in understanding the project were carried out to test the components, this chapter will
explain end the results of the tests that were carried out to verify different component the project. We will
discuss the result of each result in this chapter.
5.1 Results from microcontroller circuit
As this the heart of the whole project so this device is the most delicate part i.e. if this will work properly
then the whole system will work satisfactorily otherwise there will be a mayhem. After the completion of
microcontroller circuitry, it was tested but the result was not correct so we checked component s of the
microcontroller’s circuit, every component was perfect but the problem was of input current. It was not
enough because for the power supply of microcontroller a 200mA 5volt charger was used. After
troubleshooting charger was replaced with new 2A 12volt charger.
5.2 Result from connectivity test
As the electric components are fixed on the board with the help of soldering iron and wire, therefore after
soldering it is very important to check soldering. As during soldering you might leave a component UN
intentionally loose, so this will result in errors in the future tasks and also the joints must also be verified
because sometimes two joints are joined and this result in short circuit and may destroy your circuit. This
test s verified through multi-meter and every joint was checked and results were precise.
5.3 Results from interfaced system
This time the components were integrated for the verification of their result. A program was burnt into
the microcontroller and then our system was switched on and all the results that achieved by the
individual components were verified in integrated system and by the grace of God every result was
absolutely precise. PIR sensor and ultrasonic was able to detect the occupants.
5.4 Result from survey regarding occupancy sensor system
Most of the load in the corridors, halls, auditorium, rooms, and shelter areas remain functioned when
there is no occupancy in the prescribed range for a particular duration of time. This is completely a nonefficient behaviour of occupant’s that made commercial building to be nominated as biggest source of
greenhouse gas emissions. These facts made us to reconciled our priorities on reshaping a system that
automatically turn on load, when there is a need otherwise load will remain turned off. This system will
not only help in building energy management system but also will maintain equilibrium between
generation and demand side.
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TIme OF THE DAY

The chart 1 describes the overall power consumption in watts against the time in which appliances are
made to be used. A room has been chosen for the results of occupancy sensor.
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Chart.1. Comparison between Occupancy sensor and No Occupancy sensor.
HVAC Load
Lighting Load

AC = 2400 Watt
CFL = 50 Watt

Bracket Fans = 240 Watt
Fluorescent Tube=280 Watt

Total=2640 watt
Total=330 watt

The Room has 1 Air conditioned and 3 bracket fans of 80 watts. Out of 3, 2 are always in operating
conditions. HVAC system of the room consumes about 2640 watt of energy. Lighting load of the room
consist florescent lamp and compact florescent lamp. The lighting load has total has total wattage of 330.
In normal operating condition, without using occupancy sensor, the power consumption rate is constant
i.e. 2890 watts for a complete time duration. This depicts actual condition of our buildings and in our
surroundings. By using occupancy sensor, we witness a dramatic reduce in power consumption from
2890 watts to 25 watts. This change has occurred, when occupancy sensor doesn’t find any occupant in
the prescribed range and will slowly turn off all the load that comes in that range. At last, the area is left
with a 25-watt energy saver that only remained energized up to the requirement of the application. After
some time, when sensor detects any motion of an occupant in the prescribed range, it will slowly turn on
the loads that comes under the range of occupancy. This experiment when combined with overall data of
occupancy sensing either when there is an occupant or not, we came up with a linear graph of energy
saving. As time increases, power consumption decreases linearly. At the time of installation of
occupancy sensor i.e. initial condition, the average power consumption was 2890 watts. After certain
passage of time, the average power consumption is 1612 watts. It means, with the deployment of an
occupancy sensor for a certain time, in the prescribed range will results in 1227 watts saving. This 42 %
saving will definitely make a difference in reducing demand factor, carbon/greenhouse gas emissions and
have a positive impact on the society.
6. Conclusion
Occupancy sensor system has diverse application at different work places. With little change in
programming and parameters it can be used at almost every place. This concept not only insures that our
work will be useable in the future but also provides the flexibility to adapt and extend, as needs change
Though Occupancy sensor system is not much complicated but it will be very helpful for saving
electricity by monitoring and controlling the unwanted flow of electricity. Usually in public places like
hospitals, schools, colleges, hostels etc. the lights, fans and other appliances are still ON when they are
not in use or the street lights are on even the day time, so we can save good amount of electricity by
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avoiding this misuse.
In this project Arduino mega microcontroller has been implemented for occupancy sensor system, and
different kinds of sensor has been integrated for getting better results regarding occupancy information.
We have learned about different sensors and their interfacing with microcontroller and different signals
flowing across circuit. There are different ways in which the Energy management system can be
developed. For example, in case of university or college classes the timetable can be made. When the
students are present in the class the appliances are on and when they go for attending the practical the
appliances are off. Another application of occupancy sensor system in case of universities are personal
offices and practical laboratories.
We have implemented the occupancy sensor system by employing Motion Detector Circuitry with the
help of passive Infrared sensor as it will detect only humans, moreover motion and position of occupant
is confirmed by ultrasonic sensor because there are problems that can occur in the occupancy sensor
system if only one sensor is used.
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Abstract
With the improvement in the cost and reliability of renewable resources like PV, wind and micro turbine
the micro grid concept is becoming more and more popular. All these renewable energy sources need
converters for interfacing with the utility grid and loads. Most of the converters in utility and UPS
applications need to operate in parallel to supply the required load current. Paralleling of the converters
has been very famous research area for the researchers and lot of the power sharing techniques has been
presented. In this paper power sharing techniques both Active power sharing and Droop control are
compared. The effect of line impedance is discussed and its effect on Active and Reactive Power is
analyzed. Droop control strategy for parallel inverters is presented and PSCAD/EMTDC simulation
results are given. The paper is organized as follow. The section 1 is introduction and provides the
Architecture of the micro grid. The section 2 compares the two famous control strategies Active power
sharing and droop control. The section 3 gives the theoretical background and analysis of the droop
control. The dependence of the droop control on line impedance is discussed. Section 4 gives the
simulation diagram and results are given and discussed. The section 5 is the conclusion.
Keywords: “Energy Conversion and Storage, Energy Transmission, Distribution
Utilization,Renewable and Emerging Technologies, Micro grid and Droop Control”

and

1. Introduction
In the last two decades there have been significant improvement in efficiency and cost of the renewable
energy resources. RES like PV Panel, fuel Cell and micro turbine are becoming efficient. In this regard
researchers has proposed the idea of micro grid. A microgrid is a small scale power system with at least
one or more energy resources.Fig.1 below shows the basic architecture of microgrid[1]. A microgrid
consists of one or more energy resources and a static transfer switch (STS) which helps it connecting
with the main utility through a common point called as Point of Common Coupling (PCC). A microgrid
can operate in two modes


Grid Connected Mode. In this mode the microgrid is connected with the utility. In control point
of view voltage and frequency are determined by the main Grid.



Islanded Mode. In this mode microgrid is disconnected from the utility and all the power is
supplied by the Distributed Generators (DG). In this mode the voltage and frequency references
are generated according the load power requirements but within the safe operating limits.

Islanding can be of two types Intentional and unintentional Islanding. Unintentional islanding occurs
because of fault in the microgrid. While in intentional islanding microgrid is separated from the main
grid for stabilities and other power quality issues. Intentional islanding is mostly meant for repair work.
Islanded microgrid has lot of application especially in energy storage and communication system.
Parallel UPS is example of the Islanded Micro grid. A remote microgrid where we don’t have
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connectivity with the main grid can be established with the PV generation using this Islanded micogrid
concept. It can be a solution to energy problem of Pakistan’s rural areas which do not have any
connectivity with the main grid. We can use the DC generated by the PV to make an islanded grid which
can be AC or DC and supply these off grid remote areas.

Fig. 1. Micro Grid Architecture

2. Control of Microgid
Control methods can be divided in two main categories based on the use of communication between DG
units. The method with the communication gives better performance but there is need of extra
communication line between DGs and in practice DGs can be separated by few kilometers. So this
method is not commonly used. The commonly used method is droop Control as shown in Fig. 2. (b)
below. This method uses the local voltage and current measurement to control the whole system. This
method offers plug and play operation and any number of new DGs with converters being added without
further requirements of communication. It also offers improved reliability.
SOURCE
SOURCE

AC BUS

AC BUS

SOURCE
SOURCE

LOAD
LOAD

SOURCE

COMMUNICATION
WIRE

SOURCE

LOAD

(a)

LOAD

(b)
(b)

Fig. 2. (a). Control with the communication (b). Droop Control method. No need of communication

In this paper the droop control for islanded microgrid is presented and effect of change of line impedance
is studied.
3. Droop Control
The idea of the droop control for converters is to mimic the response of synchronous generators. In SG
there is droop between the Voltage and the excitation current. Similarly the frequency is changed within
limits to supply the load power demand. Some converters have inherent droop features while others can
be made by introducing the virtual resistances or other control parameters.
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Fig. 3. Circuit Diagram of two Parallel inverters supplying a common Load

Fig. 3 above shows two parallel inverters supplying power to common load. The power rating of


Inverter1 is S1  E1I 1 and by inverter 2 is S2  E2 I



2.

The common point voltage can be written as




U 0  E11  I1 Z11  E22  I 2 Z 2

(1)

From the above Equation it can be seen that the voltage U depends upon the Impedance.
Above Fig. can be simplified in to

Fig. 4. Power delivered to a voltage source through impedance

From Fig. 4 the power delivered to the load can be written as

 EU
U2 
EU
P
cos  
sin  sin 
 cos  
Z 
Z
 Z

(2)

 EU
U2 
EU
Q
cos  
sin  cos 
 sin  
Z 
Z
 Z

(3)

The power among parallel inverters is shared by Equations 2 and 3. These equations can be further
simplified by taking line impedance Z as inductive, Resistive and Capacitive respectively.
For inductive case Z  jX

  90

the equations 2 and 3 can be simplified to

P
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EU

Z
For small value of  ,sin    so
P

Q

(4)

EU
U2
cos  
Z
Z

(5)

From above equation it can be seen that P   and Q  E . These are the mostly widely used case
because most of the loads on power system are highly inductive.
The droop curves in this case take this form

w  w0  k p ( P  P0 )
E  E0  kq (Q  Q0 )
Where P and Q are the measured values obtained after passing it through Low Pass Filter (LPF).
LPF is used to remove the high frequency elements from the measured signal. P0 , Q0 , w0 , E0 Are
active power, reactive power, and frequency and voltage references respectively.

ω

E

ω0

E0

P0

P

Q0

Q

Fig. 5.W-P and E-Q Droop Curves for inductive Load

For Resistive case Z  R and   0 , the equations 2 and 3 while considering
simplified as
EU
U2

P

Z

cos  



as small can again be

Z

EU

Z
From the Equations 6 and 7 it can be noted that P  E and Q   . This case is mostly valid for
Q

small microgrids which have one or two DG supplying the laod where the length of transmission and
distribution is small.
The droop curve takes this form

E  E0  k p ( P  P0 )

w  w0  kq (Q  Q0 )
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Fig. 6. E-P and W-Q droop for the case of Resistive Load

When the output impedance is capacitive
 as small becomes

  90

, the equations 2 and 3 with the same assumption

EU

(8)
Z
2
EU U
(9)
Q

Z
Z
In case of capacitive load P   and Q   E . The droop equations for this case can be written as
w  w0  k p ( P  P0 )
P

E  E0  kq (Q  Q0 )

Fig. 7. Droop Curves for the Capacitive Load

From above Fig.s it can be concluded that the droop curves change with the change in the load of the
system. This can be very dangerous for a microgrid in which the electrical loads keep changing. So there
are lot of approaches proposed for this issue these include Virtual Impedance control, negative virtual
resistance [4] and other techniques.
In this paper in next section the simulations are shown for the droop control for two parallel inverters
(Islanded Mode) and its dependence on the load impedance.
4. Simulation and Results
A Three Phase inverter model with the LC filter was made in PSCAD/EMTDC. The block diagram of
Parallel inverter system with the control scheme is shown below. The idea is taken from [2]. The three
phase voltage and current are measured and used to calculate the Active and Reactive Power. Then a
droop control for Active and Reactive power is implemented. The droop control determines the voltage
and frequency references for inner loops. The parameters of the both inverters are given in Table 1.
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Fig. 8. Complete block diagram for the Parallel Inverter System
Table 1. The parameters used for the Simulation of system
L1 =3mH

L2=3mH

Rl1=0.15 ohm
C1= 30uF
Kp1=0.0001
Kq1=0.0001

Rl2= 0.10 ohm
C2= 30uF
Kp1=0.0001
Kq2=0.0001

The main difference between simulation for different cases i.e, inductive, resistive and capacitive is the
values of transmission line parameters. The impedance of transmission line can be represented as

Z  R  jX
Where X is combination of inductive reactance

X L and capacitive reactance X C .

4.1. In inductive case X L  2 fL should be greater than R. This is the most common case and most of
the transmission lines are highly inductive.
The leaking resistance for both inverter was set to 0.15 and 0.1Ω to create some difference. It can be seen
from above results that both active and reactive powers are evenly shared also the circulating current is
almost negligible. The output voltage is 380V stable and harmonics are within the limit.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 9 (a). The transmission line impedance (b) Active and Reactive Power Sharing (c) The circulating current
phase to phase output voltage

(d) the

4.2. For the resistive impedance case, an extra resistance is added in series with the LC filter
parameters. The case with dominant resistive impedance arises mostly in Low voltage microgrid.
In this case R  jX so to simulate the case for resistive line impedance an extra 80Ω resistor is added in
series with the low pass filter.

(a)
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(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 10(a). The transmission line impedance (b) Active and Reactive Power Sharing (c) The circulating current
phase to phase output voltage

(d) the

In the resistive case the active power is accurately shared but reactive power have some fluctuations
which can be decreased using advanced techniques like Virtual impedance control.
4.3. Capacitive transmission line case is never encountered in real transmission line scenario. For
theoretical verification an extra capacitor can be added in series with the transmission line and droop
curve of Fig. 7 can be applied to see the results.

1

Since we know that Z  R  jX and X  X L  X C  wL 
if X <0 then it is the third
wC
case with the capacitive impedance. Normally we put capacitors in series for reactive power
compensation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 11(a). The transmission line impedance (b) Active and Reactive Power Sharing (c) The circulating current
phase to phase output voltage

(d) the

As it can be seen from Fig. 11. The power sharing is not accurate at the start and there is high circulating
current. It is because of resonance of L and C parameters. We can carefully design the LC parameters
and PI controller to reduce this effect.
5. Conclusion
This paper conducted the overview of control strategies for microgrid. The comparison between
communication based and droop control method is discussed. Also, the relation of line impedance on the
power sharing for islanded micro grid under droop control method is presented. The simulations of droop
control for parallel inverters is presented for different cases of line impedances and it is shown that the
power is fairly shared between islanded parallel inverters with respective droop curves.
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Abstract
Electricity has become very important commodity of today's human life.
The demand of
electricity is increasing day by day due to rapid increase in population and development in
industries in the world so its generation needs to be managed appropriately. Long term planning
of electricity supply is important which calls to ensure sustainable electricity for a developing
country like Pakistan. Sindh is the key province of Pakistan with its population living in both
urban and rural areas. Electricity demand of Sindh province is increasing rapidly due to rapid
increase in its population and economic development. In this study LEAP (Long-range Energy
Alternative Planning) model has been used to forecast electricity demand for the year 2035 for
the province Sindh. Subsequently, three supply side scenarios has been developed which
includes Business As Usual (BAU), Renewable Rich (RR) and Thar Coal (TC) scenarios over
the study period 2014-2035 to meet the forecasted energy demand of the province. In the
targeted year 2035 the projected electricity demand for the province is grown by 116.93 % over
the base year 2014.
Keywords: Electricity demand forecasting; Electricity generation; LEAP

1. Introduction
Electricity is the most extensively consumed energy resource among natural gas, liquid
fuels and coal in all consumers' categories except transport sector, so long term planning of
electricity is vital for the operation and expansion of power system in order to cope up with the
fast growing electricity demand. Sindh province is the 2nd largest populated and 3rd largest in
area [1]. The gross state domestic product for Sindh province in the year 2014 was estimated
to be 240 billion rupees. The electricity consumption for the province in 2014 was 20,800 GWh
[2]. The province started facing the scarcity of power since 2007 and currently it is facing a
short fall of 1,543 MW and is expected to increase in future if current trend continues. Currently
province is facing 8 to 10 hours load shedding in residential, commercial and in industrial areas
on daily basis [3]. Several consumers uses backup generators during these blackouts. However
demand of electricity is increasing due to development in every aspect of life, so keeping in
view along with demand and supply side management load forecasting is necessary to cope up
with this increasing demand. An extensive work is needed in the power generation planning
and modeling to decide areas of future investment with precise things.
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There are number of energy modeling tools created worldwide through computer software
tools, some of these are Homer, Energy plan, RET screen, LEAP, MESSAGE and Markel [3].
In this study LEAP model is used for the forecasting of electricity. LEAP is widely used
energy-environment modeling tool to generate energy scenarios. These scenarios are based on
accounting of how energy is produced and consumed in particular region under price, available
technology, available resources, economic and social development [4]. In this study using
LEAP model three scenarios are generated which includes Business as Usual (BAU),
Renewable Rich (RR) and Thar coal (TC).
2. Methodology
2.1 Sindh's LEAP model framework
On the basis of Pakistan's electricity system three scenarios are developed considering
2014 as base year and 2035 as targeted year. The first scenarios is Business as Usual which is
developed according to government power policies and other two scenarios includes
Renewable Rich and Thar Coal which are developed according to new strategies.
In this methodology long-range energy alternatives planning (LEAP) system is used as
energy accounting modeling tool which matches demand and supply side electricity generation
technologies [5]. It has various modules such as key assumptions, demand, transformation,
resources etc.
In the key assumption module, data such as total population, households, GDP and
similar data has been used [4]. Demand analysis is used for modelling the requirements for
final energy consumption. In the demand module, broad sectors such as domestic sector,
industrial sector, commercial sector, agriculture sector and railways are created using the
sectoral electricity consumption as given in Table 2. The electricity consumption values for the
base year 2014 have been used for forecasting electricity demand and supply.
In a transformation module, simulation of energy conversion and transportation of
energy from the source of primary energy to the final fuel consumption is done. In the
transformation module, data related to electricity generation power plants such as installed
capacity in MW, historical production in million kWh, process efficiency, maximum
availability, capacity credit. The assumptions made in the LEAP model are listed in Table 1.
The electricity transmission and distribution losses of KESC are 23%, HESCO 26% and
SEPCO 39% in 2013-14 [7, 9, 10]. The first simulation year is set as 2015.
Table 1
Assumption used in LEAP model
Natural gas

Nuclear

Oil

Coal

New coal

New wind

Solar

Wind

Thar coal

Process efficiency %

56

33

51

42

42

100

100

100

42

Historical Production (GWh)
in 2013

15,318

328

6553

155

0

0

0

0

0

Exogenous capacity (MW)

3,422

137

2,372

150

3,960

2200

109

50

236

Life Time (Years)

30

30

30

30

30

20

25

20

30
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Fig. 1. Shows the electricity module framework developed for Sindh LEAP model, that consist
of various energy resources, electricity generation, transmission and distribution and the
demand.

Fig. 1. Electricity module framework for Sindh LEAP model

3. Analysis of electricity demand
The electricity consumers in the province are categorised as domestic, commercial,
industrial, agriculture and other services. The major portion of electricity generated is being
consumed by domestic sectors, followed by industries.
Table 2 shows the historical sector wise electricity consumption for Sindh province for
above mentioned sectors from 2008-09 to the year 2013-14 [2, 8]. In the year 2013-14
electricity consumption for the domestic sector was 9,213 GWh. The consumption of electricity
by the commercial sector in the year 2013-14 was 1,938 GWh. The electricity consumption for
the industrial sector in the year 2013-14 was 4,938 GWh. The consumption of electricity for
the sector of agriculture in the year 2013-14 was 849 GWh. In the same way the consumption
of electricity by the other government sector in the year 2013-14 was 902 GWh. The total
consumption of electricity grew from 14,518 GWh in the year 2008-09 to 17,839 GWh in the
year 2013-14, a growth of 81.38% [2, 8].
Table 2
Sectoral electricity consumption for the province Sindh (2008-14) in GWh
Year
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14

Domestic
7,505
7,902
8,211
8,442
8,687
9,213

Commercial
1,575
1,659
1,722
1,773
1,911
1,938

Industrial
4,012
4,229
4,387
4,511
4,804
4,938

Agriculture
690
726
750
772
858
849
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736
777
806
827
932
902

Total
14,518
15,293
15,876
16,325
17,193
17,839
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4. Analysis of electricity supply
Electricity supply for Sindh is relying on non-renewable resources with negligible share of
renewable resources. Fossil fuels are providing full part in power generation-almost 100% of
which natural gas and oil provide 70% and 28% respectively [3], while coal and nuclear has
combine share of 2% in generation as shown in figure 2 (a). [2]
The shortage of electricity can be quantified by analysing the pattern of electricity
demand and supply. Fig.2 (b) shows the electricity demand and the generation for the period
from 2010-11 to 2013-14 [7, 9, 10]. The load shedding is carried out by the national
transmission and dispatch company (NTDC) when the supply does not meet the electricity
demand. The demand increased from 3,880 MW in 2010-11 to 4,368 MW in 2013-14, whereas
the generation is 2,690 MW in 2010-11 to 2,825 MW in 2013-14[18].

a

b
5000
4500

Nuclear
1%

4000
3500

oil
28%

3000
2500
2000
1500
1000

Coal
1%

500

Natural
Gas
70%

Fig. 2 (a) Fuel used for power generation

0
2010-11

2011-12

Demand(MW)

2012-13

2013-14

Generation(MW)

Fig. 2 (b) Electricity demand vs generation

Electricity supply of Sindh province is from federal government entities that are
PEPCO, IPPs, KESC, PAEC and Renewable IPPs. Figure 3 (a & b) show the installed capacity
of electricity supply of these entities in Sindh. PEPCO has maximum share of installed capacity
of 2829 MW in Sindh followed by KESC which is 2216 MW. PEPCO mainly consist of gas
and oil power plant and KESC consist of oil and gas power plant. IPPs are having installed
capacity 899 MW which includes Engro energy with installed capacity of 217 MW, Foundation
power of 185 MW, TNB liberty power plant 235 MW, Gul Ahmed with 136 MW and Tapal
with 126 MW first three are based on gas fuel and rest are based on oil fuel. PAEC only deals
with nuclear power generation having installed capacity of 137 MW. AEDB consist of wind
power plant with installed capacity 53 MW [2]. Figure 3 b shows that natural gas has maximum
share in installed capacity followed by oil. Coal has negligible share as compared to its
potential. Wind also is sharing less part and solar zero instead of the fact that potential of these
renewable resources along with coal is considerably large enough to lead oil and gas based
installation. At present time the share of gas based power plants in Sindh is 56% followed by
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39% of oil based power plants. The installation of nuclear, coal and wind based power plants
is 2%, 2% and 1% respectively.
a

b
4000
53

REN IPPs

3500
3000

137

PAEC

3422

2500

2372

2216

KESC

2000
1500

899

IPPs

1000
2829

PEPCO

500
150
0

1000
2000
3000
Installed capacity in MW

137

0
Gas

Fig. 3 (a). Installed capacity of electricity by supply entities.

Oil

53

Coal Nuclear Wind

Fig. 3 (b) Installed capacity of electricity by source.

5. Development of Scenarios
Scenario is a planning which is technically constructed to provide the future long term
electricity framework and it deals with the unpredicted perspective need for power. In the
research of energy long term energy headways hence provide a different narratives that advice
a set of other possible situations for searching the future which may unfold in different way
[6]. Each scenario is analysed and checked on the supply side characteristics and assumptions
as per particular philosophy which resulted in development of specific energy planning.
Three supply side scenarios has been developed which includes Business As Usual (BAU),
Renewable Rich (RR) and Thar Coal (TC) scenario over the study period 2014-2035.
5.1 Business as Usual (BAU) Scenario
BAU scenario portrays the electricity situation based on current trend and policies of
government. In this scenario it has been assumed that development in the future will follow the
same trend as in the past and no change will be made in the policies. All variables and
parameters of power system will remain same including generation technology, efficiency,
losses of distribution and transmission lines, and percentage share in the generation of
electricity, the fuel, and installation of the plants, growth rate of electricity utilization and of
economic growth [11]. The scenario will be dominated by natural gas followed by oil based
generation technology. All current power installation will be generating at its full capacity. The
installation will be increased according to government plans. Renewable energy contribution
will remain weak [12]. Most power plants will be using existing technologies. The contribution
of fuels used by power plants will be indigenous.
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5.2 Renewable Rich (RR)
Currently the electricity generation is based on expensive imported oil and natural gas
of Pakistan. Oil import bill has weakened the economy and major share of gas in power sector
has caused gas shortage in other sectors mainly domestic [13]. As a solution to these problems
this scenario has been generated to make the exploitation of untapped renewable resources that
are wind and solar having huge potential [14]. In this scenario the reduction in share of gas and
oil in power generation has been proposed. Addition of renewable plants is suggested the target
is to replace expensive and depleting non-renewable resources share in power generation by
green resources. The financial side for renewable energy should be looked into to understand.
This energy scenario will require financial support to make sure the tapping of renewable
resources.
5.3 Thar Coal (TC)
In the generation of Sindh's electricity the share of coal is negligible as compared to
expensively imported oil and indigenous natural gas instead of the fact that coal has highest
potential. Considering this situation an alternative scenario for the Sindh's electricity has been
generated which is dominated by the coal from coal deposits in Thar Desert [15]. This scenario
focus to direct electricity sector towards least cost coal generation technology and emphasis
shifting thermal mix towards coal. It suggests government move to coal production so as to
decrease its oil import bill and overcome the circular deficits. In this sector Sindh has a huge
quantity of coal reserves estimated to be 175 billion tons only from Thar, which is not utilised
yet. In order to curtail power shortage new power plants will have to be installed by the
province. In this regards government has planned to move 4200 MW oil plants towards coal
fire plants by using this huge reserve [16].
6. Results and Analysis
6.1 Demand projections
The forecast of electricity demand for three scenarios developed viz. BAU, RR and TC is
shown below in figure 4. The demand is forecasted up to the year 2035 considering 2014 as
base year. The LEAP's forecasted demand for all three scenarios is same that is 24.8 thousand
Gigawatt-hour in the base year and 53.8 thousand Gigawatt-hour in the end year, with the
growth of 116.93 % over the base year.
The sector wise electricity demand for BAU, RR and TC is found to be same as shown in
figure 5. The percentage growth of consumption for the domestic sector in 2035 over the base
year is 152 %. The percentage growth of consumption for the commercial sector in 2035 over
the base year is 152 %. The percentage growth of consumption for the agriculture sector in
2035 over the base year is 75 %. The percentage growth of consumption for the industrial sector
in 2035 over the base year is 141 %. The percentage growth of consumption for the other
government sector in 2035 over the base year is 144 %.
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Fig. 4 Electricity demand for various scenarios.

Fig. 5 Sectoral electricity consumption for BAU
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6.2 Comparison of electricity generation by various scenarios
The figure 6a-c indicates the generation of electricity for three scenarios viz. business as
Usual (BAU), Renewable Rich (RR) and Thar Coal (TC). The electricity production by all
scenarios in the base year is 22.4 thousand Gigawatt-hour and the projected electricity
generation in the targeted year by the RR and TC is 53.8 thousand Gigawatt-hour and by BAU
is 53.7 thousand Gigawatt-hour. The percentage growth of electricity generation is 140.18 %
in the end year over the base year by all three scenarios. In the comparison of BAU and RR the
electricity generation from natural gas is reduced by 10.4 thousand Gigawatt-hour in RR, in
the same way the electricity generation by oil is reduced by 7.2 thousand Gigawatt-hour.
Similarly in comparison of TC and BAU the electricity generation from natural gas is reduced
by 8.9 thousand Gigawatt-hour in TC and the electricity generation from oil is reduced to 6.2
thousand Gigawatt-hour in TC.

a

b
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c

Fig. 6 (a) Electricity generation in BAU, (b) Electricity generation in RR (c) Electricity generation in TC

7

Discussion

In this analyses the current electricity situation in the province Sindh has been presented.
Electricity demand and supply data for the last 6 years has been collected. Based on available
data three supply side scenarios are developed for the year 2014-35 which includes BAU, RR
and TC, considering 2014 as base year. Province's demand for various sector is also forecasted
for the targeted year. The comparison study of all three scenarios indicates that RR scenario is
environmental friendly and it decrease the share of electricity generation from oil and natural
gas which cause very expensive electricity generation. The TC scenario gives an idea of
diverting from existing source to the coal majorly Thar coal as its potential is not exploited yet.
In the base year 2014 the total electricity production was 22.4 thousand GWh. The forecasted
values of electricity production for the targeted year 2035 for various scenarios are: BAU 53.7
thousand GWh, RR 53.8 thousand GWh and TC 53.8 thousand GWh. The electricity generation
share for base year by natural gas was 68.5 %, oil 29.3 %, nuclear 1.5 % and coal 0.7 % in
BAU scenario. In the end year 2035, electricity production by natural gas decreased to 27.7 %
in BAU and 8.3 % in RR and 11.1 % in TC. Electricity generation by oil reduces to 19.2 % in
BAU and 5.8 % in RR and 7.7 % in TC. The electricity generation by coal in BAU is increased
by 33.3 % and in RR it reduces to 10 % and TC it increases by 73.3 %. Renewable resource
has negligible share in the BAU, while in RR it has the combine share of 70 %.

8

Conclusion and Recommendations

In this paper the current electricity demand and supply has been studied based on the
available data and assumptions electricity demand of the Sindh province for various sectors is
calculated and it found that the demand will increase by 116.93 % over the base year 2014.
This study has successfully modelled BAU scenario and two alternative electricity generation
scenarios using LEAP model for period from 2014 to 2035. Results shows that alternative
scenarios are better than BAU from environmental impacts and cost analysis. The alternative
scenarios give an alternate path to overcome the ongoing electricity crisis in the province, by
9
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reducing the high import bill of imported resources and diverting towards indigenous resources.
RR scenario has described enough potential of renewable resources that are solar and wind
with the combine potential of more than 100,000 MW [17]. TC scenario is another option to
move towards our own resource instead of importing the coal at high rates. The estimated
potential of Thar coal reserves is found to be more than 100,000 MW. This huge untapped
potential of coal can be the best solution available for the policy makers to overcome electricity
crisis.
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Abstract
The growing power demand is pushing the old transmission systems closer to their stability and thermal limits. This
problem causes laying of new transmission network which is a constraint on both economy and time. Thus solutions
are needed to improve the power delivering capacity and power quality of existing transmission setup. A second
generation Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS) based Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) is a versatile
and dynamic device that provides real time control of the existing transmission network. It increases the efficiency by
controlling the active and reactive power flow without compromising on stability and reliability. In this paper a case
study on 100MVA 220KV EHT line carrying a current of 454 A is done on which the hardware of UPFC is modelled
and implemented. Direct voltage injection and automatic power flow control mode of UPFC is used to implement its
prototype. Hardware methodology along with simulation and real time results are also discussed in detail.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Demand for electrical power continues to grow steadily, and is predominantly strong in those countries which are on
the threshold of industrialization. Since the transmission systems are brought near to their thermal and stability limits,
the major challenge faced by power industry is to supply electrical power to the consumer with the minimum amount
of losses while maintaining high quality level. For various reasons, newly implemented transmission lines, are not able
to keep up with the increasing power production. Thus, power line construction ties up investment capital that could
be used for other projects. For enhanced operating and financial stability, it is evident that more effective utilization
and control of the existing transmission network infrastructure is required. The development of Flexible AC
Transmission Systems, or FACTS based on high power electronics, offers a powerful means of meeting the challenges
[1].
Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) is a multipurpose device which belongs to the Power Electronics family of
Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS). UPFC helps in real time control of the existing power transmission setup
[2]. It increases the efficiency by controlling the active and the reactive power flow without compromising the
reliability and stability.
Out of six control modes of UPFC one main mode of operation i.e. Direct Voltage Injection Mode is selected. The
UPFC will able to regulate the transmission line voltage that will be a developed, economical and efficient solution for
transmission line parameters

2. WORKING PRINCIPLE
UPFC is a second generation FACTs device that can provide simultaneous control of power system parameters like
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transmission voltage, impedance and phase angle [3]. The UPFC is composed of two Voltage Sourced Converters
(VSC) one of which is connected in series with Static synchronous series compensator (SSSC) and the other one in
shunt with Static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) with the transmission line. UPFC combines the unique
features of series and shunt compensation. The two inverters are coupled by a common DC link capacitor. The series
inverter acting as SSSC, control the main functionality by inserting an AC voltage of controllable magnitude and
phase. The injected voltage frequency is same as that of the power line frequency. It acts as a synchronous voltage
source. The complete SLD of a UPFC is shown in fig1.

Fig. 1. Single Line Diagram of Unified Power Flow Controller

2.1.

CONTROL MODES OF UPFC

UPFC possesses multiple operation modes. Both voltage source inverters can operate independently with respect to
one another by isolating the dc part. The shunt inverter is working as STATCOM in such a way that it injects a
controllable current into the transmission line. The series inverter is working as SSSC that injects a voltage of
controllable amplitude and phase angle in series with the transmission line thus power flow through the transmission
line is controlled.
The shunt inverter is driven by two operating modes:
•
•

Volt Ampere Reactive Control Mode: The reference is a capacitive or inductive Volt Ampere Reactive
(VAR) setting. The control samples set the inverter gate to produce required current. Although, DC feedback
is required in this mode.
Automatic Voltage Control Mode: the shunt reactive current is maintained automatically for regulating the
transmission line voltages at connection point to a preset quantity. Voltage feedback signal from the sending
end bus to feeds the shunt transformer

The series inverter is driven by four operating modes:
•
•
•
•

Direct Voltage Injection Mode: The reference inputs are directly injected to phase angle and magnitude of
series voltage.
Phase Angle Shifter Emulation Mode: The reference input is phase displacement among sending and
receiving end voltages.
Line Impedance Emulation Mode: The reference input is an impedance preset value by inserting in series
with the line impedance.
Automatic Power Low Control Mode: The reference inputs are preset values of active power and reactive
power for maintaining the parameters of transmission line irrespective of changes in system.

3. METHODOLOGY
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A scaled model of UPFC is designed where real transmission line parameters are considered and scaled down to the
practical constraints, feasibility and availability of resources. From six other control mode of UPFC one main mode of
operation i.e. Voltage Injection Mode is used. In order to improve the power handling capability and voltage profile of
a 220kV transmission line, different blocks of UPFC have been designed on PROTEUS 8.1 DESIGN SUITE. These
simulation results are further used to design and implement the hardware model of UPFC.
3.1.

TRANSMISSION LINE MODEL

The technical data of modeled 220kV transmission line has been collected from National University of Science and
Technology (PNEC Karachi) as shown in table 1.
Table 1. Specifications of Transmission Line
Parameter
Rating
Type of conductor
RAIL
Length of transmission line
120 Km
Transmission line rating
100 MVA
Current rating
454 A
Voltage rating
220 KV
Frequency
50Hz
Inductance per Km
0.0166 Henry

The transmission line is a scaled down model of the calibrated values. In order to calibrate it, a factor of 105 is chosen
for power. This 105 factor is divided into 2 factors for voltage and current as 103 & 102 respectively as shown in table2.
Table 2. Scaled down values of transmission line for hardware implementation
Parameter
Rated Value (Hardware)
Scaling Factor
Real transmission line
Values
Power
1 KVA
105
100 MVA
Voltage
220 V
103
220 KV
Current
4.54 A
102
454.4 A

3.2.

LOAD BANK

Load Bank consists of Resistive Load (Bulbs) and Induction Motor. The voltage drop and current drawn by the load is
summarized in the table 3 and table 4 below:
Table 3. Behaviour of transmission line under resistive load
Power (W)
Current Drawn (A)
Voltage (V)
100
0.41
216
200
0.82
213
300
1.25
210
400
1.66
207
500
1.88
202
Table 4. Behaviour of transmission line under inductive load
Power (HP)
Current drawn (A)
Voltage (V)
0.5
2.46
198

4. HARDWARE DESIGN
4.1. MAIN BLOCKS OF UPFC
For fabrication of UPFC, the main blocks that are designed are as follows:
• Shunt Converter Section
• Series Converter Section
• Main Control System Unit
i) Sensing Devices
ii) Reference Input System
Fig 2 below shows the approach that has been adopted for fabrication of UPFC. The red blocks are AVR AT mega 16
microcontrollers. Microcontroller 1 is for the shunt converter that generates gated sinusoidal pulse width modulation
(SPWM) for driving H-Bridge acting as a rectifier to charge the DC link capacitor according to the active power needs
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of the series converter. Microcontroller 2 is for the series converter that generates gated SPWM for driving H-Bridge
acting as an inverter to inject voltage in series with the transmission line voltage. Micro Controller 3 is for reference
input system that takes the input voltage from the user that is to be maintained on the receiving end side i.e. 220 KV.
Microcontroller 4 is the main control computer that gets input from the reference input system and the feed-back from
the voltage sensor that is connected at the load end. This control computer compares the two inputs and sends the
difference in the form of bit patterns to microcontroller 2 which scales the active power from the DC link according to
the difference. This voltages is then injected in series with the transmission line in order to maintain and improve the
voltage profile of the system.

Fig 2. Block Diagram of UPFC as Implemented on Hardware

4.1.1. SHUNT CONVERTER SECTION
The shunt converter is meant to fulfil the active power needs of the series converter. It is an H Bridge MOSFET based
rectifier. The gating sequence of the MOSFET Bridge is controlled using ATMEGA 16 micro controller. The
MOSFET driver IC IR 2110 is used along with bootstrap circuitry to drive the MOSFET. By varying the modulation
index on the control system output of the shunt converter can be changed. Zero crossing detectors are also designed in
order to generate PWM pulses. Smoothing capacitors are used at the output to obtain pure DC signal. Shunt
Transformer is used to step down the transmission line voltage to meet the required voltage for the STATCOM i.e. 40
V. The voltage ratio of shunt transformer is 220:40.
4.1.1.1. MAIN COMPONENTS OF SHUNT CONVERTER
The main components of Shunt Converter as shown in
the block diagram are as follows:
• H-Bridge Inverter
• IR-2110 & Bootstrap circuit
• Zero Crossing Detectors (ZCD)
• A central controlling unit ATMEGA16
• Smoothing capacitors.
The complete block diagram of Shunt Converter is also
shown in fig 3.

Fig 3. Flow Block diagram of Shunt Converter

4.1.2. SERIES CONVERTER SECTION
The series converter is an H-Bridge MOSFET based inverter. The gating sequence of the MOSFET Bridge is
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controlled using ATMEGA 16 micro controller. The MOSFET driver IC IR 2110 is used along with bootstrap
circuitry to drive the MOSFET. By varying the modulation index on the control system, output of the series converter
can be changed. Zero crossing detectors are also designed in order to generate PWM pulses and to ensure the desired
phase changes in the output of the signal. RC filters are used to get the pure sine wave at the output of the H-Bridge
inverter. The input DC supply is 40 V. Series Transformer is used for the Isolation between transmission line and the
device for protection. It is also used for series Voltage injection with the line. The ratio of primary to secondary of the
transformer used is 1:1.
4.1.2.1 MAIN COMPONENTS OF SERIES CONVERTER
The main components of Series Converter as shown in the
block diagram are as follows:
• Zero Crossing Detector
• AVR Microcontroller (ATMEGA 16)
• AND GATE (CMOS 4081)
• IR-2110 & Bootstrap circuit
• MOSFETs (IRF640)
• RC Filters

Fig 4. Flow Block Diagram of Series Converter

4.1.3.

MAIN CONTROL SYSTEM UNIT

Main control system unit comprises of the following three main blocks.
• MAIN CONTROL COMPUTER: This is the master mind of the entire device. Feedback from voltage sensor
is fed into this controller. Now, this will be responsible for generating the required modulation indices for the
shunt and the series converter computers by comparing reference and feedback values. Output will be in
accordance with the modulation indices.
• VOLTAGE SENSOR: It is basically our feedback system. Measured load end voltage is sent as a feedback to
the main control computer.
• REFERENCE INPUT SYSTEM: We designed an interactive input system for our device which will be used
to take the reference values i.e. voltage to be maintained at load end for the operation of the device. This is
done using a HEX KEYPAD and a 16x2 LCD. The reference value is then sent to the main control computer.
5. OBSERVATIONS
5.1. OUTPUT OF SHUNT CONVERTER
Pulsating DC output is obtained at the output of the shunt inverter Fig 5.(a). DC link capacitor smoothens the output
as shown in Fig 5.(b).

(a)

(b)
Fig 5. Shunt converter output (a) without smoothing capacitor. (b) with smoothing capacitor

5.2. OUTPUT OF SERIES CONVERTER
5.2.1. SIMULATION RESULTS
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Fig 6.(a) shows the high frequency components existing in the sinusoidal wave form which are then filtered by a RC
low pass filter as shown in Fig 6.(b).

(a)

(b)
Fig 6. Output of series converter (a) without filtering (b) with filtering

5.2.2. HARDWARE RESULTS
Fig7.(a) shows the waveform containing high frequency surges at the output of the series inverter which are then
filtered by designing a RC low pass filter in the hardware and the output AC voltage waveform that is to be injected in
series with the transmission line voltage is produced as shown in fig 7.(b).

(a)

(b)
Fig 7. Series converter output on hardware (a) without filtering (b) with filtering

6. CALCULATIONS
6.1. DC LINK CAPACITOR
Since the energy stored by any capacitor is given by the equation,
%

W $ CV2
&

%

V*I*t= ∗C*V2
Since, t=

&

%

(1)
(2)

(

C=

&∗)
*∗+

(3)

Here,
I= Scaled down line current = 4.54 A
V= DC voltage across capacitor = 24 V
C=

&∗,..,
&,∗./

C=7566.66µF

(4)
(5)

The value of DC link capacitor is kept to be 15000µF i.e. double the value of calculated capacitance for safety point of
view.
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6.2. VOLTAGE INJECTION
The value of RMS voltage at the load end is obtained by scaling the capacitor voltage with the difference generated by
the control computer (Microcontroller 4 Fig 2). This voltage adds up in the line voltage resulting in the compensation
and thus improving the voltage profile.
6.3. RC FILTER
By designing a first order low pass filter unnecessary components of distorted wave obtained at the output can be
eliminated to obtain pure sine wave. Formula for calculation of R and C is as follows.
0$

%
&∗1∗2∗3

(6)

The values selected are as follows:
f = 50 Hz
R = 145 Ω
Putting these in eq. 6 the capacitor value comes out to be,
C = 22 µF
7. CONCLUSION
This research paper proposes UPFC as one of the effective solution in the reduction of transmission losses occurred in
various EHT transmission lines. As the installation of UPFC on 220KV transmission line has improved the voltage
profile by 8%. With the improvement in voltage profile, the power flow through the transmission line has been
optimized. Consequently, the existing transmission lines can be used at an extending capacity thereby reducing the
economic burden of newly erected transmission lines.
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Abstract
“The impulse voltage wave is a spike of voltage that suddenly rises in very short time to its peak and falls slowly
to zero with respect to time axis. The standard Impulse waveform has characteristics similar to that of produced using
impulse generator for that purpose we are using Marx generator circuit divided into 3 portions combinedly having 50
stages and can generate peak voltage of 200kV normal voltage neglecting losses due to atmospheric conditions. This Marx
generator is of low energy level and can be used for dielectric testing of equipments practical based on Impulse voltage
and the test object must lie under limit of its ratted output capacitance. This paper is used to describe the analysis of output
impulse voltage using software simulation and of the circuit utilizing 10 stages with 4kV ratted per stage voltage
generation”
© 2016 “Imdad Ali Bangwar, Ali Adnan Bhutto, Mahnoor Hayat”Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Energy and Environmental
Engineering Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.

Keywords: “Multistage marx generator; constructional principle ;operating principle.”

Introduction/Literature review
The impulse voltage is a short time transient voltage that may cause disturbance or failure of power system
equipments. The Impulse voltage is either caused by lightening or switching surges. The Impulse, name referred, is a
voltage level having high magnitude than normal power system AC voltage. Hence during the development of power
equipments their high voltage testing is mandatory against surge voltages. As per origin of transients, there should be a
distinction between lightening and switching impulse in the relevance of International Electro-technical Commission
(IEC) standard (60060-1). Measurement of the dielectric properties of nonlinear grading elements is best carried out using
an impulse generator [2].
Lightening over-voltage wave characterised as double exponential given in the following equation:
V=V0[e(-αt) - e(-βt)]

(1)

Vo in equation (1) is capacitor charging voltage the equation represents the wave of unidirectional that quickly rises to
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peak value and falls slowly to zero. The 1.2/50 full lightning impulse voltage as defined in IEC 60060-1 [1] is of particular
practical importance. Impulse wave can be generated by combination of RLC circuit or by RC Circuit. For specification of
impulse wave, there is front time and fall time of impulse wave. The rise time and fall time can be varied by varying
circuit parameters. The wave shape can be controlled by resistors of generator as generator capacitance and load
capacitance are considered as fix. For the production of impulse wave if single capacitor is used, its size and cost causes
problem of large size and its cost. Its solution is by connecting number of capacitors are charged parallel then discharged
in series alternatively. This ideas was proposed by E. Marx in 1923. In present time several modifications are employed on
Marx circuit generator.
As per IEC standards, the impulse generator would produce wave which can be lightening or impulse switching, with
1.2/50 micro seconds standard front and tail time ratio. The nature of lightening impulse voltage is to sudden rise in its
magnitude in small time to its peak called front time and fall to downward from peak to 50% of its peak voltage with
respect to time called tail time. As given in IEC standards, the front time and rise time constant ratio is 1.2:50 µs.

Figure 1: basic circuit of Marx generator
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Figure 2: Standard Impulse voltage wave shape with specifications [5]
In this research the results of simulation of multistage impulse marx generator has been taken into account and
considered same as that of impulse voltage which may be occurs due to lightning strike or switching surges. There are 10
stages of marx generator is to be considered for the output results. The results have been considered as that of IEEE
standard with increasing and decreasing tolerance in rise and fall time as well as rise and fall voltage with respect to time.

Designing of multistage Marx generator
The design principle of marx generator is that the source charges the all connected capacitors in parallel and after full
charging the gap of first stages has to be break to connect with other capacitors in series. When the N capacitors have to be
charged in parallel through charging resistors, the gas is triggered by pulse method or without pulse method.
In this research the marx generator is used having 10 stages, each stage consist capacitor and of charging resistor
and without pulse gap triggering method is used. the all capacitors charged by dc source in parallel and after complete full
charging the voltage of each stage will be added with next stage because of their series connection hence discharges in
series. The voltage across load (capacitive or test object) is equals to sum of all voltages across each stage. The per stage
voltage is 4 kv ratted, when 10 stages are added to gather, the output is considered to be 40kV, neglecting the voltage
drops and environmental conditions.
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Figure 3: schematic diagram of n stage Marx generator circuit

Construction of multistage Marx generator
The 10 stage practical marx generator is constructed according to the consideration of different parameters including
current, voltage, power ratting of each capacitors Co resistors, wave front resistor Rf and wave tail resistor Rt. Also the
test objects are two gap adjustable electrodes which produces spark when breakdown voltage meets.
The ratings and values of particulars are as under:
•

Resistor:

470 k ohm of resistance, power rating of 2 watts.

•

Capacitor:

4.7 nF/ 4kV, code 472 M, power rating of 2 watts.

•

Electrodes:

Diameter: 2.1 cm, gap width: 4.5-7.7 cm

The two electrodes are placed at the load side considered as test object with maximum capacitance of 75uF.
The source is adjustable dc voltage and fed into the marx generator is 4 kV.

Figure 4: Constructed 50 stages Marx generator
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Figure 5(a) (5b): Adjustable Electrodes of Marx generator

Experimental measurement
The measurement of voltage is utilized by using gap distance between two electrodes considering the environmental
factors such as temperature, humidity and pressure and oscilloscope connection across gap with voltage divider circuit.
The measurement results are taken according to each stage using simulation. Initially one stage is used and fed by
dc supply and output measured, and second stage output is measured and then third stage and so on. In this way the
measurement of peak voltage is measured, while front and tail time can also be measured using oscilloscope graph. The
second type of problem confronting the impulse generator user is that of determining the approximate front and tail
resistances to give the desired impulse shape with a particular value of load capacitance. Here again the exact solution is
tedious and time consuming so an approximation method has been developed [3].
The front time, tail time, α and β can be measured using equations from (3.1-3.12) in [4]

Simulation and its Results
The simulation of same constructed practical circuit is considered circuit is designed and assumed to provide
output that is similar to the constructed multistage marx generator.
2nd stage marx generator simulation
Test object capacitance setting : 0.008pF

Figure 6: 2nd stage Simulation circuit
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Figure 7: two stage simulated Impulse wave

Figure 8(a): 2nd, 3rd, 4th stage impulse wave

Figure 8(c):8th, 9th and 10th stage waves
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1. Table
Stage

Peak

Voltage

kV
2nd

6.3254

3rd

9.1213

4th

11.7460

5th

14.1447

6th

16.4379

7th

18.4647

8th

20.5239

9th

22.4088

10th

24.1154

Conclusion
The simulation results and wave shows that the constructed impulse generator would have to be same output that is in
simulation, the practical experiment needs high voltage measuring instruments in regard of measurement and protection
for experimental data and must be performed in high voltage engineering lab.

Future work
The multistage marx generator is consist of 50 stages. Only 10 stages are utilized in simulation. For future it’s all stages
peak voltage can be calculated by simulation as well as using high voltage measuring instruments in high voltage lab,
experimental values can also be calibrate for experimental data comparison with IEEE standards and for higher
capacitance testing objects, all stages can be utilized at same time.
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Abstract
The occupant’s visual comfort and energy efficiency management in the building has been offered by the
intelligent automation. The energy saving and the attainment of the indoor illumination comfort index are
the main challenge for the automated buildings. In this research, for the improvement of visual comfort
and energy management in the buildings using simulation based platform is proposed. This provides a
platform to occupants to input their preferred values using Graphical User Interface (GUI). Various fuzzy
inference systems (FIS) are developed using several membership functions and rule basis. To obtain the
trade-offs, resolution of conflict between the power consumption and occupant’s visual comfort level has
been improved that expressively achieved through implementation of multi-objective optimization
algorithm (MOGA). In addition to the control design, the consumer’s preference plays decisive role in
achieving overall comfort. Thus, for the visual comfort and energy management in smart buildings,
MOGA optimization integration with the fuzzy inferred control system is effective.
© 2016 Ashfaque Ahmed Baloch, Pervez Hameed Shaikh, Zubair Ahmed Memon, Shayan Ahmed, Muhammad Awais Arain,
Faheemullah Shaikh. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Energy and Environmental Engineering Research Group
(EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.

Keywords: Optimization, Energy, Efficiency, Illumination, Visual Comfort, MOGA, GUI.

1.

Introduction

With the advancement in technology the demand for occupant’s indoor comfort is also growing. In most
of the international energy agency countries, buildings account for the large portion of energy ingesting
with 40% of primary and 32% of total energy [1]. Thus, within the building environment, energy
efficiency has become the priority for the researchers. In modern building management, the two major
but often conflicting subjects are human comfort and building energy consumption. In past 15 years the
weightage of electrical appliances’ consumption is increased by 13%, representing more than half of the
energy consumption [2]. The energy outcomes can be positively or negatively affected by the occupant’s
behaviours and interactions with the building in a high performance buildings. In 2010, Masoso and
Grobler investigated that during non-working hours the more energy (56%) was being used then the
duration of working hours (44%) that rose because at the end of the working day, most of the occupants
leaving equipment and lights ON [3]. Adding more to usage of renewable energy and energy efficient
construction, high environmental comfort should be provided to occupants by zero energy building [4].
Actuators are employed as electrical lighting system to control the physical environment of building [5)],
and to manage energy consumption and visual comfort demand, a multi-agent control system is
implanted. For facilitating energy and visual comfort management in building we describe a Graphical
User Interface (GUI) based simulation platform. To simulate energy and visual comfort variations in
building MATLAB GUIDE is used to build a GUI platform that allows users to define their own
parameters. For building control system optimization, Multi-objective Optimization Genetic Algorithm
(MOGA) is used.
2.

System Modeling

The power system modelling, control, operation and management are using the multi-agent system that is
inspiring and fast growing technology. The agents can be software or physical entity and are fundamental
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components of system [6 – 8]. Figure 1 shows the proposed multi-agent intelligent controls system in this
study. The control and management aim of this research is to achieve the greatest visual comfort with
minimal energy consumption. Multi-agent mechanism along with evolutionary algorithm has utilized to
control the indoor comfort index and to manage power dispatch for the building. The agents are classified
in layers as the master coordinator agent and the peripheral agent. To optimize the set points in the
master agent, the advanced multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) optimizer has been embedded.
The detailed block diagram of the proposed control system is shown in figure 1. Whereas, the peripheral
agent is used to control the actuators that are associated with the comfort aspects, i.e., visual comfort of
the occupants. The agents cause the achievement of the goal of increasing the consumers’ visual comfort
and reducing the consumption of energy concurrently. Generally, an agent can has definite mutual
features, comprising abilities in achieving autonomy as well as the abilities to react on the variation in
environment and in achieving communication [9].

Parameter’s
Comfort

Master Agent
Control and
Optimizer

User Set
Value

Adjusted Power

y
Rule
Base

Fuzzy
Peripher
al
Control

Compara
tor

Building
Automa

Power
Withdr

Power
Demand

Feedback
Level Sensor

Fig. 1. Building Automation System Flow Structure

2.1. Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA)
Evolutionary GA is capable of resolving the multi-objective optimization problems as exploiting a
population-based approach. However, modified solitary objective GA can be employed to search nondominated multiple group of solutions in a one run. Simultaneous searching capability of various solution
spaces of GA is promising for challenging problems of discontinuous, non-convex and multi-modal
solution sets.
Rather than the required derivative and additional assisting data, it just work with the objective functions.
Using genetic operators, it examines in population and employs possible rules that proceeds towards
optimal solutions [10]. Consequently, crossover exploits best solution structures of dissimilar objectives
to produce new uncontrolled solutions in unmapped area of Pareto Front. Mostly, MOGA doesn’t
demand weigh, scales or prioritize objects from the user. This makes GA, widely held experiential
methodology for multi objective strategy and for optimization problems also. Typically, the GA that
reserved best solutions execute better than those don’t reserve [11]. Thus being widely held experiential
methodology for multi objective design and optimization problems [12].
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of Multi-objective Optimization Genetic Algorithm

2.2. Graphical User Interface (GUI)
For energy and visual comfort management in building, a MATLAB GUI is designed in this study. GUI
is basically a graphical display platform in which occupants can interact with programs through one or
more windows. The tasks can be achieved through graphical interface by the occupants deprived of
knowing that how the program is coded or how the task is being performed. To create graphical user
interface GUI, the development environment is provided by MATLAB called GUIDE. There are two
steps of create a GUI; first is, laying out the GUI and another one is its programming. GUI components
can be dragged and dropped into the layout area in GUIDE layout editor by the programmers to create a
GUI. The MATLAB program file will be automatically generated by GUIDE that controls the GUI
operations and their codes can be edited to complete desired functions [3]. Furthermore, using Simulink,
GUIDE can be integrated to display results. To observe system performance and allow users to
manipulate the parameters conveniently, the GUI-based simulation platform can be used. The main GUI
is shown in figure 2.
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Referring to the first part of interface, data sets are entered by the user, here the preferred illumination
comfort range are supposed to set by the user. MOGA will be used to tune the set points for visual
comfort demand. Once all the user-defined parameters have been set, simulate button can be pushed to
launch simulations. The simulation results for power consumption and visual comfort values are shown

in second part of the interface.
Fig. 3. GUI-based simulation for Energy and Visual Comfort Management in Building

3.

Simulation and Results

Fig. 3 shows the model framework build using the MATLAB GUI, the values of visual comfort range for
lower bound and upper bound are set as 600 and 880 respectively, with the illumination set point at 800.
As we press the simulate button the GUI will present the results as shown in the fig. 3.
The first graph in the above figure represents the illumination versus time with the set illumination,
actual illumination and optimum illumination. As we can see that the set illumination and optimum
illuminations are up to the value of illumination set point 800 (set by the occupant) and can be seen that
the illumination level is maintained according to the occupant’s comfort. In the second graph, the
occupant’s comfort versus time graph is shown, as it is shown that the actual comfort level is varying
according to the occupant’s comfort. The third graph is Power (i.e. in kW) versus time, which shows the
consumption of power to maintain the occupant’s desired visual comfort. Fourth graph is representing the
overall comfort of the occupant versus time, it can be seen that the actual comfort is well maintained with
respect to the optimal comfort. Last graph is representing power demand versus actual power supplied
and can be seen during maintaining the occupant’s desired visual comfort.
4.

Conclusion

It is clear from above results that the suggested GUI-based simulation platform is user friendly and
results can be conveniently observed. Through the spontaneous GUI, the preferred weights and comfort
zones can be defined by the occupants. Furthermore, the platform displays complete information
including the, total power consumption, power supplied and power demand, set, actual and optimum
illumination level and overall occupant’s visual comfort demand. Conferring to actual data, the
maximum overall comfort level can be reached by adjusting the set points online.
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Abstract
From national economy to national security, electricity plays an important role in the development of any country.
Economic dispatch of electrical energy is desired both at the supplier and user end Demand side management is a
technique that keeps the balance between energy generation and utilization. Increasing contribution of renewable
energy resources such as solar and wind is a motivation to design a new environment friendly interactive grid system.
Many algorithms have been proposed in this regard, which minimizes the energy cost and peak hours based on
evolutionary algorithms, game theory and stochastic programming. Integration of renewable energy resources is also
a challenging task. Although a lot of work has been done in this domain yet it is an open and extensive area of research.
In this paper we have designed a novel algorithm for home energy management with the integration of renewable
energy resources that minimizes the electricity cost and peak energy demand. We have optimized the problem for both
the user and supplier. Simulation result validates that our algorithm minimizes the energy cost and peak hour at a
significant level.
Index terms— Smart grid (SG), demand side management (DSM), renewable energy resources, Optimization
Algorithms (OA), Load Forecasting (LF), Machine Learning (ML)
1.

Introduction

From National Economy to National Security, Electricity effects almost every walk of life so it is the need of time to
have a power system that is capable of supplying un- interrupted, abundant, secure and affordable electricity. The
traditional grid system was designed over 100 years before neither with the latest communication technologies nor
with the aim of supporting a high tech global economy and enabling low carbon technologies, Demand side
Management, energy efficiency and conservation. The famous blackouts [1,2] in 2003 and 2012 have also questioned
the viability of existing grid systems. In these blackouts, More than 5 Million population in the American district of
Columbia and Northeast were left without power for two days. In both the cases, Residents have no idea about what
has happened to the national grid. So the traditional grid is unable to meet the requirement of the global world since
it does not support robust information flow, in efficient at managing the peak load and a high level of renewable energy
resources also poses a challenge to the traditional grid. Due to these reasons a State of the art Smart Grid is the need
of time that can meet the requirement of the present world. Literature review reveals that the future grid is smart grid.
Smart Grid is a combination of a physical power system and information system that connects a variety of equipment’s
and assets together to form a customer service platform [8].SG Incorporates advanced technologies of communication,
distribution, automation, smart metering, distributed storage, safety and security to allow a significant increase in the
reliability and robustness of the power which in turn can reduce the cost of electricity [5]. Demand Side Management
(DSM) is an important feature of the smart grid that keeps the balance between demand and supply. It also enables
the end user to schedule the electricity demand in response to the variations in the electricity cost overtime. Scheduling
the electricity usage not only reduces the electricity billing cost but also minimizes the PAR. These two features make
SG an attractive choice for both the utility and the customer. Some major benefits of SG are represented in figure
many attempts have been found in the literature to schedule the power usage and a thorough investigation of these
algorithms for minimizing the electricity cost reveals that the user comfort level is compromised. In this paper we
compare the performance of state of the art heuristic algorithms for cost minimization which is done for the very first
time. Our contribution also includes a Novel algorithm which achieves he electricity cost reduction without
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compromising on the user comfort. Simulation results show that our proposed method outperforms the other without
compromising on the user comfort.

Fig (a) Smart Grid
2. Related Work
Since the Smart Grid forms a customer service platform, users can effectively reduce the electricity cost by
scheduling their power usage based on real time pricing. With motivation of reducing the electricity cost, many
power scheduling schemes have been proposed. In [7] authors show an appropriate total energy consumption for
all appliances, however each appliance specific power is not mentioned. In [2] authors propose power scheduling
schemes for both interruptible and non-interruptible appliances to minimize the electricity cost, however the peak
electricity demand may occur when the electricity cost is low. In [4] electricity cost and peak power are reduced
simultaneously, but assumption of the algorithm seems impractical. In [6] authors present an efficient model for
DSM that can effectively reduce PAR and minimize electricity costs for residential, commercial and industrial
consumer of electricity. Minimization of objective function is achieved through evolutionary algorithms. Propose
scheme is beneficial for end users and utility company because of significant reduction in PAR and electricity
cost. To strengthen the system, peak formation must be avoided. Most of the cost optimization algorithms suffer
from peak formation In [1] authors propose an energy management scheme by using home area network [HAN]
for residential users. They propose a solution for the peak formation. Their model is the combination of Real
Time Pricing (RTP) and Inclining blockrates (IBR)[7]. They used Genetic Algorithm to minimize the objective
function. Simulation results shows that proposed system is very effective in reducing the PAR and electricity cost

3.

System Modeling

In a SG community, each smart user equipped with smart meter (SM) that allows bi-directional communication
between energy providers and end users through some. The goal of SM is to provide real-time power consumption
information to energy utilities and allow consumers to use electricity intelligently based on the dynamic pricing
schemes. Usually, home Plug power line is used for wired networks in SG domain
and zigbee, Bluetooth and we are used for wireless communication. Our contribution is the multi objective
optimization; we have formulated a multi objective optimization function which minimizes the electricity cost
and waiting time at the user end.
Our major contribution is bridging the gap between demand and supply with specific uncertainties in RES and
user demand response. In this paper, we have presented an efficient model for smart home infrastructure to
minimize user electricity bills, optimized energy usage with integration of renewable energy resources RERs and
maximize user comfort level.

4.

Mathematical Modeling

We propose an efficient and smart model for home energy management (HEM) system comprising of N numbers
of smart appliances connected with smart metering sys- tem. Let S be the set of smart appliances such as
ST = { S1, S2, S3; · · · ; SN }
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These appliances connected with smart energy scheduler (SES) through some wireless protocols (Wi-Fi and
ZigBee) in home area network (HAN). SES optimizes energy consumption patterns of end users to reduce their
electricity bills. For a particular day, we consider equidistance time slot of 1 hour (h).
Let T be the set of total time slots such as t 2 T = 1h; 2h; 3h; · · · ; 24h g.
Then hourly power consumption of single appliance in a day is given as,
PS,T = { PS,1 + PS,2 + … PS,24 }
PS,T = { PS,1 + PS,2 + … PS,24 } denotes the power usage of particular appliance in time horizon of one day. The
per day total energy consumption demand for all appliances is calculated as follows.
ET = ∑'()* P(N, T)
Where N is the number of appliances.
Problem Formulation
As mentioned earlier, it is necessary for residents to set some parameters for each Appliance that
operated automatically. With this aim, assumption TS, TE ɛ t (TE >TS, TS is starting time and TE is ending time of
Appliances that operated automatically and are function of time slots t, 180 slots in a day). Minimum operating time
of device as well as the power rating of device Da is supposed to be true for appropriate scheduling. Suppose TL is
time for Appliances that operated automatically, i.e., the minimum number of time slots required or used for the
operation of device. Mentioned parameters are required to be programmed by users via an IHD to be transmitted to
the EMC. Meanwhile, TE – TS is supposed to be greater than TL or equal to TL, to elaborate this line take an example,
if the heating system takes 4 hours to create required atmosphere, then value of TE - TS must be a slot number that is
greater than or equivalent to 30. While can’t be greater than or equal to 180 slots of the day. Higher the Slots used
more outcomes will be. As defined TSA as the beginning of operation time (BOT) of a specific appliance. We already
introduced the variables TE, TS, TL and Aa, scheduling vector for power consumption of any specific appliance would
be easily determined once we are provided with TL.
Now for every appliance a ɛAP, establishes a cluster of parameters having the OTI [TEA, TSA], LOT TLA, and
power consumption value per hour Aa. Moreover, OST ta is set a variable. Having TSA, TEA and TL, ta ought to be
higher than or equal to TSA and smaller than or equal to TEA-TLA. In other words, the Span of OST of a is
TAɛ[ TSA, TEA – TLA]
For easiness we construct a vector, variable vector [t1,t2,….., ta] which consists the OSTs for all AOAs.
hence, we can finally describe a scheduling matrix W for power consumption for all AOAs as

W equivalent to
“W” is represented as matrix, in this matrix every row shows the power schedule of a certain appliance.
While u Is the column for index. The expression
u ɛ t \ [ta, ta + TLA]
denotes that u corresponds to excluding the span [ta, ta + TLA]. Summation of entire values of each column vector in
the power consumption scheduling matrix. A total power consumption scheduling vector would be found out as
{Pscd={Pscd | Pscd(u) = Summation P(u) }
In above written equation P(u) indicating Uth column in the power consumption scheduling matrix. Residents
most often assume that home appliances can early finish their work. Thus, we have assumption that by lowering the
delay time rate (DTR) of home appliances. The representation of DTR described as
DTRA
Here DTRA express for appliance A. DTRA value shows that time period to operate the appliance if it is high
so DTRA value is high. 1 & 0 are used for lowest and highest values. For example, assume that a user assigned the
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variable OTI for a microwave as [TSM, TEM]and LOT as TLM, and if microwave operated at time slot TAM, the DTRM
will be 0; if it is started at time slot TEM-TLM, the DTR will be 1. By Introducing a delay parameter p>l and the relevant
formula can be expressed as

Since the delay parameter p>1, p DTRa geometrically increases as DTRA continues to enhance. So this formula
will be turning out with the lowest value. Hence, final optimization problem with the reduction of the electricity
expenses, we also try to also minimize the above value.
From Scheduling optimization of Power consumption problem, It is cleared that we have:
Minimize w1*F1(Pscd)+w2*F2(DTRA)
s.t. Ta E [TSA, TEA - TLA]
F1(Pscd) =
F2(DTRA) =
5.

Simulation & Results

The simulations were done in MATLAB 2015. Simulation results reveal significant reduction in Electricity Bill
with Peak Power management. The RTEP (time Electricity price function was obtained from illonois American
Company. After applying the load management techniques by using the Genetic Algorithm (GA) Electricity cost
was significantly reduced . Since GA is a heuristic based algorithm we used Monte Carlo Simulation method to
validate our results. Another optimization techniques like Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) & Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) can also be adopted to compare the reduction in electricity cost.
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6.

Future Work & Conclusion

Future work includes integration of renewable energies sources to save the natural reserves and enable the user to add
the excessive energy and in return earn some monetary benefits. For optimization other optimization schemes like
ant colony optimization (ACO) and particle optimization techniques can also be used for comparative analysis.
Machine learning techniques can be used for th forecasting of future loads. Electric vehicles can be integrated in the
grid to lessen the burden on natural fossil fuels.
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Abstract
To transmit an enormous amount of power over a wide range of distances, transmission lines are used. As they
are open to the atmosphere, so come across with various faults. Transmission line faults must be carefully
perceived and isolated promptly to ensure a reliable power system and to comply with day-to-day customer
demands. An extensive study, development and design of protection schemes have brought a noticeable
improvement in the prevention of damage to transmission lines.
The main component which makes the power system stable, reliable and secure is the protection relay. The mainly
used relay in transmission system is the distance relay which can be used as Primary or backup protection.
Inclusion of capacitors in series with the transmission lines makes parts of the lines capacitive which may lead to
voltage and current inversions, sub-harmonics, DC offset conditions and considerably change in the positive
sequence impedance of the fault path due to series compensated lines causes the distance relay to maloperate.
Various methods can be adopted to compensate such problems
Keywords: distance relay; series capacitors; transmission line protection; zones of protection

1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of power system protection is to seclude a faulty segment of power system from remaining one, so that
it can work attractively with no severer harm because of fault current. To guarantee the most extreme profit for
the extensive interest in the apparatus, and to ensure the reliable service for the users, the entire system must be
kept in operation consistently without real breakdowns. The equipment embraced to recognize conceivable faults
is termed to as protective equipment. A relay offers direction to detach a flawed part of the system. This paper
provides information regarding the mainly used relay in transmission system i.e. the distance relay which can be
used as Primary or backup protection.

2.

FUNDAMENTALS OF POWER
SYSTEM PROTECTION

A force framework is proficient to meet the present burden as well as has the adaptability to meet the future
requests. Henceforth, utilization of defensive mechanical assembly is exceptionally essential in the electrical
frameworks, which are relied upon to produce, transmit and appropriate force with slightest intrusions and
rebuilding time. It can be all around perceived that utilization of defensive gear are extremely fundamental to
minimize the impacts of shortcomings, which generally can slaughter the entire framework. [1]
2.1 BASIC REQUIREMENTS OFPROTECTION
An insurance mechanical assembly has three primary capacities/obligations:
•
•
•

Safeguard the whole framework to keep up coherence of supply.
Minimize harm and repair costs where it detects shortcoming.
Ensure security of staff.
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These prerequisites are fundamental, firstly for early discovery and restriction of flaws, and besides for brief
expulsion of broken hardware from administration.
Keeping in mind the end goal to complete the above obligations, assurance must have the accompanying qualities:
• Selectivity: To identify and seclude the defective thing as it were.
• Stability: To leave every single sound circuit in place to guarantee progression or supply.
• Sensitivity: To recognize even the littlest deficiency, current or framework variations from the norm and
work accurately at its setting before the issue causes unsalvageable harm.
• Speed: To work rapidly when it is desired to do as such, in this way minimizing harm to the environment
and guaranteeing security to faculty.
To meet the greater part, insurance must be solid which implies it must be:
• Dependable: It should outing when desired to do as such.
• Secure: It should not go out when it shouldn't.

2.2 BASIC COMPONENTS OF PROTECTION
Power system is made out of different segments like, generator, transformer, bus bar and transmission line.
They are protected by defensive handing-off frameworks containing instrument transformers (ITs), protective
relays, circuit breakers (CBs) and correspondence hardware.
In the event of a deficiency happening on a segment, its related defensive transfers ought to distinguish the issue
and issue trip signs to open their related CBs to detach the blamed area from whatever is left of the force
framework.[2]

3.

RELAY OPERATING PRINCIPLES

All things considered, the framework is equipped for managing an assortment of natural and working effects that
look like typical working conditions. The strange working conditions that the framework may experience are
uncommon yet do happen. They incorporate lightning striking the transmission lines amid serious climate storms,
over the top stacking and natural conditions, crumbling or breakdown of the hardware protection, and interruptions
by people and/or creatures.
Thus, control frameworks may encounter intermittent flaws. The flaws might be characterized as occasions that
have added to an infringement of as far as possible for the force framework parts with respect to protection,
galvanic detachment, voltage and current level, power rating, and other such prerequisites. The shortcomings
happen haphazardly and might be connected with any part of the force framework.
Thus, the force part encounters an extraordinary anxiety, and unless disengaged or de-empowered, the segment
might be harmed destroyed. All in all, the more extended the duration of a shortcoming, the bigger is the harm.
The flaw conditions may influence the general force framework operation since the blamed segment should be
evacuated, which thusly may add to infringement of the security and/or stacking limits.
Last, however not minimum, the deficiencies may display an existence risk to people and creatures since the harm
brought on by the issues may lessen wellbeing limits generally fulfilled for typical working conditions. Defensive
transferring was presented by and by as ahead of schedule as the main force frameworks were concocted to ensure
that flaws are distinguished and harmed parts are removed from administration rapidly.

3.1 TYPES OF FAULTS ON A THREE PHASE SYSTEM
The types of faults that can happen on a three-stage AC framework are appeared in Figure 1:
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Fig.1. Types of faults on a three-phase system: (A) Phase-to-earth fault; (B) Phase-to-phase fault; (C) Phase-to- phase-to-earth
fault; (D) Three-phase fault; (E) Three-phase-to-earth fault; (F) Phase-to-pilot fault(G) Pilot-to-earth fault

It will be noticed that for a stage to-stage blame, the streams will be high, in light of the fact that the flaw current
is just restricted by the natural series impedance of the power system up to the point of fault (Ohm's law).
By outline, this inalienable arrangement impedance in a force framework is intentionally been as low as would be
prudent to get most extreme force exchange to the customer so that superfluous misfortunes in the system are
restricted along these lines expanding the appropriation proficiency. Thus, the shortcoming current can't be
diminished without a bargain on the conveyance effectiveness, and further lessening can't be generous. Then
again, the extent of earth deficiency streams will be dictated by the way in which the framework impartial is
earthed. It is significant at this point it is conceivable to control the level of earth flaw current that can stream by
the reasonable decision of earthing plans for the impartial. Strong impartial earthing implies high earth deficiency
streams, being restricted by the characteristic earth flaw (zero arrangement) impedance of the framework, though
extra impedance presented amongst nonpartisan and earth can bring about similarly bring down earth issue ebbs
and flows.
As it were, by the utilization of resistance or impedance in the impartial of the framework, earth flaw streams can
be built to be at whatever level fancied and are in this way controllable. This can't be accomplished for phase
faults. [3]
4. ZONES OF PROTECTION
To restrain the degree of the power system that is detached when a fault happens, protection is organized in zones.

F
Fig. 2. Zones of protection
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Zones are characterized for:
•

Generators

•

Transformers

•

Buses

•

Transmission and circulation lines

•

Motors

Every zone is characterized by a closed, dashed line. Zone 1, for instance, contains a generator and interfacing
prompts transformer. Now and again a zone may contain more than one part. For instance, zone 3 contains a
generator – transformer unit and interfacing prompts a transport, and zone 10 contains a transformer and a line.

5. DISTANCE PROTECTION OF TRANSMISSION LINE
Distance protection, in its essential structure, is a non-unit arrangement of protection offering extensive monetary
and specialized focal points. Not at all like phase and neutral overcurrent security, is the key advantage distance
protection that its deficiency scope of the ensured circuit is for all intents and purposes autonomous of source
impedance varieties.
Distance protection is similarly easy to apply and it can be quick in operation for shortcomings situated along a
large portion of a secured circuit. It can likewise give both essential and remote move down capacities in a solitary
plan. It can undoubtedly be adjusted to make a unit insurance plan when connected with a flagging channel. In
this structure it is prominently appropriate for application with rapid auto reclosing, for the master.[4]

5.1 PRINCIPLES OF DISTANCE RELAYS
Since the impedance of a transmission line is corresponding to its length, for distance estimation it is suitable to
utilize a relay for measuring the impedance of a line up to a foreordained point (the achieve point). Such a handoff is depicted as a separation hand-off and is intended to work just for shortcomings happening between the
transfer area and the chose achieve point, therefore giving segregation for issues that may happen in various line
areas.
The essential guideline of distance protection includes the division of the voltage at the transferring point by the
deliberate current. The obvious impedance so computed is contrasted and the achieve point impedance. In the
event that the deliberate impedance is not exactly the achieve point impedance, it is accepted that a flaw exists on
hold between the transfer and the achieve point.
The achieve purpose of a relay is the point along the line impedance locus that is crossed by the limit normal for
the transfer. Since this is subject to the proportion of voltage and current and the phase angle between them, it
might be plotted on an R/X diagram. The loci of force framework impedances as seen by the hand-off amid
shortcomings, power swings and load varieties might be plotted on the same outline and in this way the execution
of the transfer within the sight of framework deficiencies and unsettling influences might be contemplated.

5.2 SIGNIFICANCE OF R-X Diagram
By and large, all electromechanical relays react to one or a greater amount of the conventional torque delivering
input amounts: (a) voltage, (b) current, (c) product of voltage, current and the angle θ between them and (d) a
physical or outline drive, for example, a control spring. Comparable contemplations hold for strong state transfers
also. For separation hand-off, investigating the reaction of the hand-off for all conditions is troublesome on the
grounds that the voltage changes for every flaw, or shifts for the same blame however with various framework
conditions.
To determine this trouble, it is normal to utilize a R–X graph. By using just two amounts, R and X (or Z and θ),
we maintain a strategic distance from the perplexity presented by utilizing the three amounts E, I and θ. There is
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an extra huge preferred standpoint in that the R–X outline permits us to speak to both the transfer and the
framework on the same chart.
The working normal for an impedance hand-off on V-I plane. It is as a straight line. By alteration, the slant of the
working trademark can be changed.
The more advantageous method for portraying the working normal for a distance relay is by method for
'Impedance diagram' or R-X graph. Since the hand-off works for certain quality, not exactly the set estimation of,
the Z working trademark is a circle of sweep Z.
Any estimation of Zf not exactly the range of the circle produces positive torque. Any estimation of If more than
the range, of circle delivers a negative torque and hand-off does not work. This is a principle paying little heed to
stage point amongst V and I.[5]

Fig.3. R-X Diagram of impedance relay

5.3 DISTANCE PROTECTION
Essential separation security will contain one immediate (Zone 1) and one or additional time postponed zones
(Zone 2, Zone 3, Zone 4 …). Common reach and time settings for a 3-Zone separation security are demonstrated
as follows:

Fig.3. Protective zones

It ought to be noticed that, computerized distance relays may have up to six zones, some set to quantify in the
opposite course.

6. THE CHOICE BETWEEN IMPEDANCE, REACTANCE, OR MHO
Since ground resistance can be so variable, a ground separation transfer must be essentially unaffected by
substantial varieties in deficiency resistance. Thus, reactance transfers are for the most part favoured for ground
handing-off. For stage flaw handing-off, every sort has certain favourable circumstances and detriments.
For short line areas, the reactance sort is favoured for the reason that a greater amount of the line can be secured
at fast. This is on the grounds that the reactance hand-off is basically unaffected by curve resistance which might
be huge contrasted and the line impedance. Then again, reactance-sort separation transfers at specific areas in a
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framework are the well on the way to work undesirably on extreme synchronizing power surges unless extra handoff hardware is given to avert such operation. The mho sort is most appropriate for stage deficiency transferring
for more lines, and especially where serious synchronizing-power surges may happen. It is the most drastically
averse to require extra gear to anticipate stumbling on synchronizing-power surges. At the point when mho
transferring is changed in accordance with secure any given line segment, its working trademark encases minimal
space on the R-X outline, which implies that it will be minimum influenced by anomalous framework conditions
other than line shortcomings; as such, it is the most specific of all separation transfers. Since the mho transfer is
influenced by bend resistance more than whatever other sort, it is connected to longer lines. The way that it
consolidates both the directional and the separation measuring capacities in one unit with one contact makes it
exceptionally dependable.
The impedance relay is more qualified for stage shortcoming handing-off for lines of moderate length than for
either short or long lines. Curves influence an impedance transfer more than a reactance hand-off however not
exactly a mho hand-off. Synchronizing-power surges influence an impedance hand-off not exactly a reactance
transfer yet more than a mho hand-off. In the event that an impedance-transfer trademark is counterbalanced, to
make it an altered hand-off, it can be made to look like either a reactance hand-off or a mho hand-off however it
will dependably require a different directional unit.
There is no sharp isolating line between ranges of utilization where some kind of separation hand-off is most
appropriate. Really, there is much covering of these zones. Additionally, changes that are made in frameworks,
for example, the option of terminals to a line, can change the kind of hand-off most appropriate to a specific area.
Thus, to understand the fullest abilities of separation handing-off, one ought to utilize the sort most appropriate
for every application. Now and again much better selectivity can be acquired between transfers of the same sort,
at the same time, if transfers are utilized that are most appropriate to every line, diverse sorts on nearby lines have
no apparent antagonistic impact on selectivity.

7. REASONS FOR INACCURACY OF DISTANCE RELAY REACH
In a perfect world we would have jumped at the chance to set the compass of the separation hand-off to 100% of
the line area. In any case, it is impractical to get the precise scope of 100% by and by. There is constantly sure
measure of vulnerability and vagueness about the real reach. Different contributing elements for this uncertainty
in reach are:
•
•

Inexactness in CT and PT proportions.
Uncertainty about line parameters (line parameters are occasionally measured, they are figured from line
information).
• Difference of line parameters with barometrical conditions.
• DC counterbalance in flaw current.
• Transient reaction of capacitive voltage transformers (CVT).
Out of these elements DC off-set and CVT transient reaction cause over-reach. Different variables may bring
about mistake on either side. In this way, there is dependably a probability of over-compass. On the off chance
that the range of separation hand-off is acclimated to 100% then over-compass will bring about loss of selectivity
with the separation assurance of the following segment. This can't go on without serious consequences on account
of EHV lines. Consequently, it is a typical practice to set the span of separation assurance i.e. around 80 to 90%
of the line segment. This leaves 20% to 10% of line without essential assurance. Along these lines, a complete
plan of separation security has advanced, giving essential assurance to the line segment under thought and in
addition move down to the following line area. [5]

8. LIMITATIONS OF DISTANCE RELAY
The majority of the transmission lines are ensured utilizing ordinary phasor based separation transfers that work
in view of voltage and current signs, measured locally. The nearness of arrangement capacitors can make
anomalous framework conditions (voltage reversals, current reversals, sub-music and DC balances) that
conceivably prompt unintended operation of conventional distance relays. [6]
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9. CONCLUSION
Hence, the distance relays are the most emphasizing and flexible in operation. They are superior to overcurrent
relays because they are less affected by variations in magnitude of short-circuit-current and hence the changes in
generating capacity and in system configuration can be withstood.
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APPENDIX
A.
•
•
•
•

Symbols
Impedance (Z)
Reactance (X)
Resistance (R)
Phase angle (Ө)
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Abstract
Commercial offices and Buildings are major consumer of electrical power and therefore require special
effort to achieve power saving operation. One of the most overlooked energy-saving tools in the work
place is the light switch. Lighting accounts for 30 to 50% of a building’s energy use. Reducing lighting
electricity usage reduces your energy cost and their environmental impacts associated with electricity
generation. This paper is about the implementation of Passive Infrared sensor to the management and
switching of the various electrical load. Passive Infrared sensor has been selected due to its passive
nature of detection and high accuracy. It will detect the occupant by the Infrared rays emitted by the
human body. A solar input power has been equipped with a 12 V solar charger and a lead acid battery
back-up to maintain the continuity of supply. The input signal is then amplified by electronic circuitry
and used for the triggering of relay. The electronic circuitry is modified and has less components, thus
consume minimum power. Lighting load is luminous dependent and a general purpose 555 timer IC has
been used in its monostable mode for that logical operation.
© 2016 Shayan Ahmed, Muhammad Awais Arain, Zeeshan Anjum Memon, Pervez Hameed, Ashfaque Ahmed Baloch,
Faheemullah Shaikh. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Energy and Environmental Engineering Research
Group (EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.
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1. Introduction
Buildings are responsible for the consuming a large amount of electrical power. The main reason behind
this consumption is inefficient habits and poor behaviour of staff. One of the negative impact of these
inefficient habits are rapid environment changes and global warming. Buildings also contribute towards
the production of CO2 and other greenhouse gases. Inefficient design of lighting systems and Heating,
Ventilation and Air-conditioning system also add towards increased energy consumption.
Studies have shown that this consumption can be reduce by adapting energy management system for
lighting and Heating Ventilation and Air conditioning. By implementing such system devices can be
control on individual basis depending on the occupancy status per space. By using such system electrical
power can be saved only by monitoring dynamic changes in the occupant’s behaviours. Another way of
reducing the energy consumption is retrofitting of all the lighting and HVAC system but that method
would be highly expensive.
For Office lighting system, motion detection occupancy sensor reduces the consumption of electrical
power up to a significant level. For that reason, one of the most accurate sensor is Passive Infrared.
Passive Infrared sensor is a device that sense infrared lighting radiation from humans. Whenever Passive
Infrared sensor observe any change regarding infrared radiation in the environment it produces an
electrical signal which can be used to trigger the electronic circuitry of occupancy sensor.
In this paper, an occupancy detection system based on passive infrared sensor has been presented. The
aim is to determine the occupancy in the specific space and control the lighting and HVAC system of that
particular workspace. A general purpose 555 timer integrated circuit has been used in coordination with
LDR for monitoring the outside light so that light can be made on according to the need. The whole
system is solar powered for that purpose a poly silicon technology based solar panel is used which is
followed by solar charge controller with inherent short circuit and overcharging protection. The whole
system is provided with a V.R.L.A lead acid battery backup.
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2. Problem Statement
Lighting system is one of the most electrical energy consuming system in the commercial buildings all
over the world. Lighting system consumes about 31% to 52% of the building energy consumption. In US
only lighting system consumes about 17 to 18% of annual electrical consumption. By using occupancy
sensor system which can only turn off the lighting system when not needed electrical energy
consumption can be reduce by huge amount. Studies have shown that by using such type of sensors
electrical energy consumption can be reduce by 45%. As electrical energy is quite valuable thing and
most of it is coming from non-renewable resources so if we are saving electrical energy, we are
decreasing environmental effect that are linked with the generation of electrical power.
Electrical energy contributes most towards the operating cost of commercial buildings, and to reduce
electrical energy cost is a major concern for building owners. Thus optimizing electrical power for
commercial use is extremely important without hurting the comfort zone of the people. One way of
reducing electrical energy consumption is the retrofitting of lighting equipment. Another possible way is
to use occupancy sensor system for optimizing electrical energy without hurting the comfort zone.
3. Literature Review
An occupancy sensor is luminous control device that sense the occupancy of people and turns the lights
on/off automatically, using passive infrared (PIR), ultrasonic (US) or microwave sensing technology.
These sensors are used with a suitable assembly of circuit which provides the control over electrical
equipment’s such as lamps, heaters, air conditioner, HVAC system and other devices. The aim of using
this device is to save energy, provide automation, and comply with building codes [1]. The work which is
already done on this device the recent past years is given as follows:
3.1 Measuring Building Occupancy Using Existing Network Infrastructure
Green IT is focusing on the reduction of energy consumption in IT infrastructural buildings. Energy
saving methods is applied in both IT and non-IT infrastructural buildings and results are obtained in
saving energy. This technique is based on an idea of implicit occupancy sensing in buildings that are
largely based on controlling, monitoring and directing MAC and IP addresses in routers and wireless
access points, and then interfacing these addresses to the occupancy of a room, corridor, buildings, car
parking, elevator zone and many other zones where occupancy is to be measured for some control
purposes. This occupancy measurement data is then used for controlling lighting, heating, ventilation,
elevator operation, AC controlling, HVAC, and other building equipment’s, to improve building
operations and to minimize power consumption. These control actions given a complete automatic and
smart building concept. This also increases system working functionality in reliable manner. To assess
the efficiency of implicit sensing and the feasibility of the dual-use of IT infrastructure, they practically
analyse the data and their measurements [2].
3.2 POEM: Power-efficient Occupancy-based Energy Management System
To reduce the energy consumption an efficient way is used. As buildings are great consumer of electrical
energy namely for heating, lighting, cooling, ventilation, elevators and in other equipment’s, more energy
efficient devices are used for reducing energy wastage, new building materials are used in construction
and new technologies are adopted to use the nearby energy in efficient way. Energy saving problems
needs a lot of attention so a system capable of reducing energy consumption and using the energy in a
suitable way is achieved by a system. It is a complete feedback control system for handling HVAC
systems that is being installed on existing occupancy levels in buildings. It consists of OPT Net (wireless
network cameras) that operates as an optical turnstile to determine particular area occupancies. It also
contains PIR sensor based wireless network cameras called BONet that functions alongside OPT Net [3].
3.3 An Integrated Approach to Occupancy Modelling and Estimation in Commercial Buildings
They had developed a model to analyze the activities of all the individuals of a building for measuring
the occupancy in their predefined zone of detection in commercial buildings and to determine the lowordered graphical models from Monte-Carlo simulations of the model. Building with such integrated
approach to occupancy modelling achieves high energy efficiency through feedback control. This system
is modified with sensing data especially for the case of one occupant and one room. With the help of
graphical model predictions, noisy measurements are fused by using the classical LMV estimator. This
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device is used to estimate occupancy of a room in the building [4].
3.4 A Design Model for Building Occupancy Detection Using Sensor Fusion
Sensor fusion techniques are used to control and direct the occupancy, by using non-identical indoor
climatic ranges of variables for useful energy consumption and to control the building services such as
heating, lighting, air conditioning, ventilation and other equipment’s by maintaining a comfort level. As
complete reliable occupancy is difficult due to number of issues as unreliable data, maintaining privacy,
change of use, sensor drift and other financial pressures such as quality and economy that’s why fusion
technique offers reliable occupancy measuring. In recent past years, artificial intelligence (AI) systems
are used for control of buildings, and can also be adopted for occupancy analysis. This method for
controlling and detecting the occupancy of buildings based on sensor fusion model through Adaptive
Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) algorithm [5].
3.5 Occupancy Monitoring using Passive RFID Technology for Efficient Building Lighting Control
This method proposed a technique of controlling artificial lighting other parameters of buildings for
saving energy and observing the occupancy, based on PIR and data fusion approach of passive RFID.
This provides efficient need based control to user buildings parameters as lighting, heating, air
conditioning and so many others. It gives an approximately of 13% of power energy savings for public
building and also saves cost in office buildings. Practically, real-world occupancy profiling data to be
utilized with PIR sensing which is reliable and a well-established approach, provide by RFID gateways
for the analysis and enhancement of building lighting usage. This RFID provides better monitoring and
helps in saving more energy. [6].
3.6 Dual-Input Dual-Output RF Sensor for Indoor Human Occupancy and Position Monitoring
This method is based on RF sensor proposed as concurrent dual band occupancy sensor, based on
Doppler principle, for monitoring and controlling the occupancy of human in a room, corridor, car
parking, or in any zone of building where this sensor is used. It operates simultaneously at 2.44-GHz and
5.25-GHz frequency bands. By using the sensor prototype and off-the-shelf laboratory equipment an
estimating setup has been developed. From the analysis of signals correlation spectrum, received at
individual frequency bands and from the estimated directed arrival of received signals, the human
presence in a prescribed range can been predicted. This can benefit the proposed sensor lies in the
reduction of the false alarms due to its well-designed operation, power consumption, and size [7].
3.7 Cost-effective Air Conditioning Control Considering Comfort Level and User Location
For the general purpose conventional control systems, use of expensive motion, temperature and
humidity sensors to collect data of, both the area and the comfort of users and to provide area-based
control to users but this will increase the system overall costs. In order to reduce cost of sensors, the
proposed system use low-cost pressure sensors and provide energy efficient personal behaviour that will
increase the efficiency of overall functions proving energy saving. To obtain occupancy data and its
locations, low-cost pressure sensors and low-power communication nodes are used which are fixed to the
chairs and they transmit seating data continuously to the database which store the information through
PLC of a server in the database [8].
4. Methodology
The Methodology of Energy Management System is as shown in figure. This system is equipped with
solar input and lead acid battery back-up to maintain the continuity of the system. The 12 V solar panel
attached with a solar charger having a voltage regulator, gives an approximate output of 13.56 V. This
voltage is being maintained with a voltage regulator integrated circuit. LM317 AH has been used with a
proper selection of resistor and a capacitor to maintain our desired output. To prevent excess flow of heat
within the circuit, a heat sink integrated circuit has been used to maintain flow of heat absorption. TIP122
is used to maintain the level of heat flow inside the circuit. The LED indicates the charging process with
its light illumination. This output can charge the battery when charge potential on solar panel exceeds the
potential of the battery, usually during day time. As the potential of the battery rises from solar charge
potential, the overall system energized through battery supply until solar charge potential exceeds again.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of The Methodology of the System

4.1 Solar Battery Charger
Solar panel is the main component in solar system it takes energy from the Solar source, i.e. (Sun) and
convert it into the electrical energy. The process of converting light energy of the photons into electrical
energy is known as photovoltaic effect. To convert light energy into electrical energy semiconductor
materials are used. When semiconductor materials are provided with light, photons transfer their energy
to electrons due to which they become highly energized electron

Fig 2. Illustration of Solar Battery Charger

4.2 Working of PIR Sensor
Infrared radiations are the type of electromagnetic radiations which are larger in wavelength than visible
light but shorter than microwave radiations. These type of radiation cannot be seen by humans, but they
can be detected by some animals. Snake’s nostrils have the ability to detect infrared rays. Any sensitive
thermometric element can, in principle, be used as a thermal infrared detector. When the pyroelectric
detector absorbs radiation, its temperature rises, changing its surface charge.
Pyroelectric medium produces a potential difference when they are heated or cooled, thus if any
pyroelectric medium will absorb IR radiations a potential difference will be developed if provided a
suitable path due to potential difference an electric current will flow for a short duration of time in the
form of electrical pulse. Pyroelectric material can be obtained from pits of viper but now a day’s artificial
pyroelectric materials are more popular.
The PIR sensor is made from pyroelectric medium, one property of pyroelectric medium is that it
produces potential difference whenever there is temperature change detected. PIR sensor detect a person
by comparing the infrared emission of the person and the background. PIR sensors have a direct line of
sight therefore operators can easily define their limits. Normally PIR sensors have two or more input
slots for absorbing infrared radiations and when there is change in the intensity of infrared radiation in
any of the slot a minute voltage is developed which cause differential change between the slots and due
to potential difference an electrical pulse is generated. It is designed in such a way that it is most sensitive
towards the wavelength which is emitted by the human body as infrared rays as shown in fig 5.
4.3 Working Principle of Electronic Circuitry
As the motion (IR Radiation) is detected by PIR Sensor it will convert those radiations into electrical
signals which will be applied to the base of Q1. The Base current will be very less but as it will trigger
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Q1 due to which collector current of Q1 will start flowing that will be applied into the base of Q2 due to
which Q2 will enter into the saturation region and emitter current of Q2 will amplified version of the
signal, and the amplified signal is applied across the Zener diode.
When Q2 will be triggered the emitter current of Q2 will cause Zener breakdown which will energize the
relay. Zener diode is used to maintain a constant voltage level across relay and it will also act as
freewheeling diode, which will provide protection from high transient currents at the time of switching.
The relay remains energize even after the IR source has disappeared from the premises due to the
introduction of C1. The time for which the relay remains energize is determined by the product of R4 and
C1, which is directly proportional to the time period of the circuit.
A portion of output from Q2 is given to 555 timer IC which has been used in the mono-stable mode. This
circuit detects light falling on the Photo-cell (Light Dependent Resistor) to turn on the 555 timer IC. As
long as there's enough light over the LDR, this keeps the output of 555 timer IC low until the ambient
light falls below a predetermined value. A voltage-divider has been made up of the LDR and 5K resistor,
as the resistivity of LDR will increase circuit will be activated.
4.4 Circuit (Multisim Simulation)
For Simulation purpose the whole electronic circuitry is developed in multisim. As passive infrared
sensor detects any human, it will generate an output of almost 3 volts. In multisim simulation the output
of passive Infrared sensor has been shown with electrical an electrical battery of 3 volts. The circuit is
shown in fig 5.

Fig 5. Illustration of the Circuitry of Passive Infrared Sensor with 555 Timer Integrated Circuit

5. Results
5.1 Results of Simulation with different RC Time Constant
It is shown from the simulations result that we can control the RC time constant according to the need of
application. For the analysis of the data an appropriate summary of the results from the test should be
provided to the user to assist them in understanding the project were carried out to test the components,
this chapter will explain end the results of the tests that were carried out to verify different component of
the project. The results with different component ratings are shown in fig 6.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig 6. Illustration of the working electronics circuitry (a) with R4 = 10K ohm and C = 0.09uf (b) with R4=10K Ohm and
C=0.9uf
(c) with R4=10K Ohm and C=3uf

5.2 Results from Power Supply Circuit
As the main source of power of our project is the main power supply of 220 AC which is stepped down
to 12v AC by using the transformer, but this alone will not work for the distribution of power different
components as some components need 5Vto operate and some need 12v to operate. We have used a vole
regulator IC to convert our 12V AC into 5V DC.
As the main source of power of our project is 12-volt solar panel. It does not have a stable output so a
charge controller has been connected with it to charge the battery. As solar charger also has overcharging
protection it will prolong battery life. Different results were taken under direct and indirect sunlight. The
output was stable and can be easily controlled by voltage divider network that is connected with regulator
IC 317.
5.3 Result from Connectivity Test
As the electric components are fixed on the board with the help of soldering iron and wire, therefore after
soldering it is very important to check soldering. As during soldering you might leave a component UN
intentionally loose, so this will result in errors in the future tasks and also the joints must also be verified
because sometimes two joints are joined and this result in short circuit and may destroy your circuit. This
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test s verified through multi-meter and every joint was checked and results were precise.
5.4 Result of PIR Sensor’s Accuracy
An experiment has been conducted to find out the accuracy of PIR sensor. Accuracy can be defined as
sensor detected the occupancy when the prescribed place was occupied, while vacancy can be defined as
sensor didn’t detect the occupancy when the prescribed place wasn’t occupied. PIR sensor is extremely
accurate sensor for the detection as it has overall efficiency of 90% and has a detection range of up to 20
feet, due to its passive nature of detection. It detects occupancy with the confidence interval of 95% and
vacancy with a confidence interval of 85%. The graph is shown in fig 7.

90%

95%

85%
Occupancy

Vacancy

Combine

Fig 7. Illustration of passive infrared sensor accuracy

6. Conclusion
Occupancy sensor system has diverse application at different work places. With little change in
programming and parameters it can be used at almost every place. This concept not only insures that our
work will be useable in the future but also provides the flexibility to adapt and extend, as needs change
Though Occupancy sensor system is not much complicated but it will be very helpful for saving
electricity by monitoring and controlling the unwanted flow of electricity. Usually in public places like
hospitals, schools, colleges, hostels etc. the lights, fans and other appliances are still ON when they are
not in use or the street lights are on even the day time, so we can save good amount of electricity by
avoiding this misuse.
In this project Arduino mega microcontroller has been implemented for occupancy sensor system, and
different kinds of sensor has been integrated for getting better results regarding occupancy information.
We have learned about different sensors and their interfacing with microcontroller and different signals
flowing across circuit. There are different ways in which the Energy management system can be
developed. For example, in case of university or college classes the timetable can be made. When the
students are present in the class the appliances are on and when they go for attending the practical the
appliances are off. Another application of occupancy sensor system in case of universities are personal
offices and practical laboratories. We have implemented the occupancy sensor system by employing
motion detector circuitry with the help of passive Infrared sensor as it will detect only humans, moreover
motion and position of occupant is confirmed by ultrasonic sensor because there are problems that can
occur in the occupancy sensor system if only one sensor is interfaced.
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Abstract
The utilization factor of a steam power plant can be enhanced by adopting suitable measures that are
aimed to utilize the waste heat from the condenser. One such scheme is presented in this paper which
uses the waste heat of condenser to produce hot water at steady conditions. This article evaluates all the
possible conditions available for the implementation of the said scheme in a steam power plant and also
provides the associated outcomes. As per the scheme provided, the low-grade heat occupant ‘cooling
water' from the condenser of the power unit is fed directly into the evaporator section of the heat pump.
The power required for the operation of the heat pump is produced by a separate power production
system which incorporates a turbine that runs on the super-heated steam. The super-heated steam is
formed by heat transfer with the main steam that is generated in the central boiler or extracted from the
main turbine. An additional heat exchanger, then arranged, provides hot water at the steady conditions. A
detailed parametric study of the scheme is performed based upon the thermodynamic predictions of the
states of the given system using Engineering Equation Solver (EES). The results outline the viability of
two most important variables, called the Effectiveness and Ratio of comparison, defined later, being
evaluated for the set of varying parameters including the refrigerants, compression ratio of the heat pump
and the mass flow and inlet temperature of water supply. The study depicts the maximum performance,
for the heat input equivalent to 1200 KW, with the refrigerant characteristics of R-600, the compression
ratio of 3.35-3.85 for the heat pump and the mass flow and inlet temperature of cold water at 11-12.5
Kg/s and 08-13 OC respectively. This study will impose the significant ecological and economic benefits
when acquired with the available power producing setup, particularly in cold environmental conditions.
© 2016 Aamir Aijaz Ali Khowaja†, Abdul Ghafoor Memon, Abdul Hannan, Muhammad Usama Khan Selection and/or peerreview under responsibility of Energy and Environmental Engineering Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University of
Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.

Keywords: Waste heat recovery; Utilization factor; Steam power plant condenser; Cogeneration plant;
Back pressure plant; Absence of Cooling tower; Space heating; Water heating; Applications of Heat
pump
1.

Introduction

The Kelvin-Planck statement of second law of thermodynamics limits a power cycle to obtain a 100 %
efficiency as it necessitates the availability of two reservoirs for a system to produce the net amount of
positive work. In other words, for a system to complete the power cycle, some of its energy must be
rejected into the heat sink (either the atmosphere or a secondary coolant) to produce the positive work
[1]. In a steam power plant, the working substance now called a system in this context, rejects its heat
into the condenser, so named as the system condenses into the liquid water in this device. Neglecting the
losses associated with the pipe’s insulation, flow friction and flow leakages, the magnitude of heat
discharge by the system depends on its state at the exit of low-pressure Turbine along with the mass flow
rate of the system. While the mass flow rate of the system at the condenser is the function of the heat
source temperature that is available to achieve the feasible temperature of the system at the inlet of the
high-pressure Turbine, and the availability of regeneration, the state of the system at the exit of the low-
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pressure Turbine depends on the system’s pressure and the dryness fraction at the corresponding state,
which is then the function of the temperature of secondary substance (i.e. heat sink). The condition of a
secondary substance depends on the geographical conditions at the site.
No matter, a considerable portion of the total heat that is discharged into the condenser is often wasted in
the rivers, lakes, and atmosphere. A study on the evaluation of the extent of this energy loss from the
condenser of the power plant yielded the mean energy loss of 78.3 % with the standard deviation of
7.898. This study was, however, based on the energy and exergy analysis of fewer power plants that are
reported in the literature [2-9].
The energy loss from the condenser of the power plant is attributable to the low exergy of the system less
than the minimal one that is required to match an appropriate utility, the lack of interest of the power
plant owners due to the limited financial incentives and the lack of sufficient knowledge pertaining to the
installation of such setups that can take the advantage of this low exergy of the waste heat to produce a
significant outcome.
Of all the problems mentioned above, the low exergy of the system in the condenser is the common cause
of the deficiency of any prolific exertion for the utilization of this energy loss. This was assessed by the
same study depicted above, which concluded the mean exergy destruction of the system in the condenser
to a mere 3.038 % of the total exergy loss with the standard deviation of 2.465.
The energy loss lessens the utilization factor of the steam power plant. The utilization factor is defined as
the total fraction of the available heat input that is used to produce the mechanical work and fulfills
heating or cooling loads [10]. A waste heat recovery scheme may even though, not produce any
significant mechanical work; nevertheless, it possesses a potential to satisfy heating or cooling loads.
Furthermore, this energy loss has far-reaching impacts on waterborne species and even human health, if
the condenser heat is discharged directly into the water bodies, as it disturbs the entire ecosystem of
water bodies due to thermal pollution. The Thermal pollution in water bodies, for example, can be lethal
to a wide array of sensitive fish populations, and it may also pose a potential risk to human health by way
of increased infectious diseases such as dengue, malaria, etc. [11]. The cooling towers remains a remedy
to avoid thermal pollution in water bodies, as they aid in discharging the condenser heat into the
atmospheric air. This is mostly done by the evaporation of condenser cooling water which produces the
cooling effect, thereby increasing the relative humidity of the atmospheric air and decreasing the
temperature of secondary substance that can sustain the cyclic process of power production. However,
this does not increase the utilization factor, and also raises the concern about the environmental
consequences of the effluents that are discharged into the atmosphere from the cooling towers. These
effluents include potentially harmful chemicals along with large quantities of water vapor [12].
In the direction to overcome the aforementioned problems, the heat recovery schemes have come under
scrutiny in recent years. The extensive set of researches helped to evolve, what are now known as back
pressure cogeneration plants due to their capability to produce two or more essential utilities by utilizing
a common heat source, along with the recovery of heat from the cooling water of the condenser. Besides
the back pressure cogeneration plants, another configuration of cogeneration plant uses the extraction of
steam from the turbine to satisfy the thermal load in addition to the generation of mechanical power [1].
The latter one generally delivers medium pressure steam, although at the expense of mechanical power,
and with the requirement of cooling towers or any other heat discharge equipment. Moreover, the steam
extraction cogeneration plant also doesn’t recover the waste heat from the condenser. For such reasons,
the back pressure cogeneration plants are more efficient and feasible, both thermodynamically and
economically on the criteria of waste heat recovery.
The back pressure cogeneration plants of today are available in various configurations, depending on the
available power production setup and the mode of application for which they are acquired. The
applications of back pressure plants are though limited, due to the fact that the condenser of the power
plant generally operates in the pressure range of 5-15 KPa at most, and the temperature of the primary
fluid (mostly water), which is allowed to get in the thermal contact with the cooling water of the
condenser is thus constrained to a maximum of 54 OC for the available pressure range. An attempt to
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increase the temperature of the primary fluid might come from the increase in the condenser pressure, but
that would adversely affect the power production. The various applications of back pressure cogeneration
plants include low-temperature desalination, low-temperature cooling, hot water heating and space
heating, and much more.
The low-temperature desalination processes have been adopted and studied extensively by various
researchers [13-15]. The most notable technique as outlined in these researches is to utilize the
temperature gradient between two water bodies to evaporate warmer water at low pressure and condense
the resultant vapor with colder water to obtain fresh water. Ahmed, et. al. applied this technique to utilize
the waste heat contained in cooling water of condenser for desalination purpose [16].
The low-temperature refrigeration can be achieved by exploiting the waste heat of the condenser through
the cascade absorption-compression refrigeration systems. These systems offer more efficiency than the
stand-alone counterparts [17] and that they can employ the waste heat of condenser at any subtle stage.
For example, the condenser of the Compression refrigeration system can be cooled by the waste heat
equipped cooling water to reduce the electricity consumption due to lower condensing temperatures, or
the waste heat can be used as a heat source in the generator of vapor-absorption system.
A back pressure cogeneration setup for heating purpose typically include a heat exchanger that transfers
the energy from the cooling water of the condenser to the water required for heating. However, the
temperature of the heated water as constrained by the pressure of the condenser may not suffice for most
of the heating applications.
In order to elude the inadequacy of the back pressure cogeneration plants to heat the water at an
appropriate level without compromising for the magnitude of power production, a novel water heating
scheme is presented in this paper to heat the water to a state so that it could be effectively used for the
diverse range of applications. This paper evaluates all the possible conditions available for the
implementation of the said scheme in a steam power plant and also provides the associated outcomes. For
this objective, a model of the scheme is developed on EES software.
2.

Waste energy recovery strategy

The heat recovery scheme discussed in this paper relates to a combined heat and power plant ‘CHP,' also
known as cogeneration plant, operating upon the topping cycle. This cycle derives its name from the
ability to, at first convert heat into power and then utilizes the excess energy to meet the thermal needs
[18]. The present scheme does not relate any significance to power generation as it rather concentrates to
satisfy the thermal load and provides the hot water at around 70 OC, however, the essence of this scheme
can be effectively realized in a CHP cogeneration plant.
The schematic diagram of waste heat recovery strategy is shown in Fig. 1. In accordance with the plan,
the waste heat equipped cooling water from the condenser of the power production setup is fed into the
evaporative section of the heat pump. The waste heat of the cooling water is designated with the certain
magnitude of 1200 KW, which is tantamount to a heat discharge of a small power plant with an average
capacity of 1-4.5 MW, that is being contingent with the thermal efficiency of the power plant. The
cooling water, after releasing the excess heat in the evaporator of the heat pump is recirculated in the
condenser of the power plant. The heat pump operates on an organic Rankine cycle, utilizing one of the
following refrigerants: R11, R12, R134a, R141b, R404a, R500 and R600. The choice of refrigerants is in
accordance with the fact, that the saturation temperature of refrigerants must be smaller than the
temperature of cooling water. The power required to run the compressor of the heat pump is produced by
a Turbine that forms an integral part of a power unit, and it expands the superheated steam produced in
the heat exchanger. The heat exchanger transfers the energy to the primary fluid of the power unit via the
heat transfer from the main steam that is produced either in the main boiler or is extracted from the main
turbine. The cold water stream at the certain mass flow rate and the temperature is directed towards the
condenser of the heat pump and the power unit, where it absorbs the heat from the primary fluid of
condensers, the primary fluid being refrigerant for the heat pump and the heated water for the power unit.
The water stream then flows towards an auxiliary heat exchanger which primarily works on dual nature,
supplying the necessary heat when the temperature of its inlet stream is less than the required one and
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absorbing the excess heat for the opposite. In this way, this auxiliary device controls the temperature of
water and supplies the steady stream of water for heating applications. The various intensive properties
and variables at different states are defined in the process diagram, Fig. 1; that narrates with the practical
values available in the current modes of operation.
3.

Thermodynamic model

A thermodynamic model is proposed to determine the effect of various parameters on the performance
variables of the present scheme. The analysis is done on EES, which is a general equation solving
program possessing the high accuracy of thermodynamic properties of different substances. The program
can solve numerous algebraic equations, performs optimization and can even be used for regression
analysis [19].
There are two performance variables set for the analysis, the effectiveness, and the ROC. The
effectiveness of the scheme is defined as the ability of the proposed plant to utilize the heat of both
condensers effectively to an extent as required for the application. This means that any increase or
decrease in the temperature of water stream exiting the two condensers, relative to the desired
temperature would curtail its value. The ROC as is known as Ratio of comparison is the ratio of the
amount of energy, used by the proposed plant to heat the water to that of the energy that would have been
utilized for a simple heat exchanger to accomplish the same task. A smaller value of ROC dictates the
maximum effectiveness of the scheme.
Various assumptions are taken in the analysis, as deemed for easiness, but they are rather typical for most
of the analysis that is performed on the same subject. These includes for both the heat pump and the
power unit and are given below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Each component of the heat pump and the power unit is modeled as a control volume operating
at the steady state. The stray heat transfer to the environment is also neglected from each
component.
There is no pressure drop along the heat exchangers, and they operate at the ideal effectiveness
of 100%.
The state of the system at the exit of the evaporator is saturated vapor state, while that of the
system at the exit of the condenser is a saturated liquid state.
The flow across the throttling valve is isenthalpic.
The compressor of the heat pump and the Turbine of the power unit have the isentropic
efficiency of 80 % and the power transmission between the two occurs without any losses.
The fluid is pumped isentropically in the power unit.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of heat recovery strategy.
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The property functions and algebraic equations, used in the analysis to determine various intensive
properties at different states of the system are listed in Table 1 in conjunction with the values of other
properties known at the respective states. The property functions in Table 1 refers to compressible fluids,
the states of which are defined in terms of only two independently variable properties. Amongst the set of
refrigerants used in the analysis, R11, R12, R141b, R404a and R600 use the Martin-Hou (1995) equation
of state to relate the thermodynamic properties while R134a and R600 employ Span’s (2000) equation of
state for the same [20].

State
Point
1

Table 1. Property functions at different states of the system and algebraic equations for plant components.
Location
Known Properties
Property function and Equations
Ref. , HP, Exit of Evaporator

() * 90 , ,) * 1

2

Ref. , HP, Exit of Compressor

8 * >, @A * 0.8, ;CD * ;)

3

Ref. , HP, Exit of Condenser

(F * (C , ,F * 0

4
5
6

Ref. , HP, Exit of Throttle valve
Steam. , SP, Exit of Boiler
Steam. , SP, Exit of Turbine

(H * ()
(J * 1000, KJ * 250
(N * 120, @O * 0.8, ;ND *
;J

7

Steam. , SP, Exit of Condenser

(a * (N , x7 = 0

8

Steam. , SP, Exit of Pump

(d * (J

9
10
11
12

Coldwater, Inlet
Coldwater, Exit of HP Condenser
Coldwater, Exit of SP Condenser
Hotwater, Exit of Auxiliary device

K)C * 70

=

=?

-) * ./0-1234 (56789:681/0, , * ,) , (
* () )
;) * ./08<34 (56789:681/0, , * ,) , ( * () )
-CD E -)
@A *
-C E -)
-CD * ./0-1234 (56789:681/0, ; * ;CD , ( *
(C )
-F * ./0-1234 (56789:681/0, , * ,F , (
* (F )
-H * -F
-J * ./0-1234 (M1068, K * KJ , ( * (J )
MOPQR,S= * MATUV,W=
MATUV,W= * XQYZQ[\YQ]^_ ∗ (-C E -) )
-J E -N
@O *
-J E -ND
-ND * ./0-1234 (M1068, ; * ;ND , ( * (N )
-a * ./0-1234 (M1068, , * ,a , ( * (a )
ba * b<2cX6 (M1068, , * ,a , ( * (a )
M=PUV * ba ∗ ((d E (a )
-d * -a e M=PUV

The thermodynamic analysis, consists of several criteria, with each of them accompanies a particular
outcome that forms a part of developing the conclusion. However, surrounded by these criteria, are the
number of equations that are similar, and are mostly derived from the energy balance of control volumes.
The energy balance of control volume asserts that “the net amount of energy transferred into or out of the
system equals the change in energy of the system, with the change in energy being zero for the steady
state.” These equations and the variables associated with them are all discussed below, as they form the
framework upon which the conclusion is to be laid.
Refrigerant mass flow rate in heat pump:
For a fixed heat input to the evaporator of the heat pump, the energy balance equation determines the
mass flow rate of the refrigerant that would be circulating along the device to fully recover the condenser
waste heat.
iYjV,W= * XQYZ ∗ (-) E -H )
(1)
As can be seen from the above equation, the mass flow rate of the refrigerant is an inverse function of the
enthalpy difference of it across the evaporator for the fixed heat input. The heat energy of the refrigerant
at the exit of the evaporator as obtained from mklm ∗ h) , is an important parameter to predict the
performance of the plant. A higher value of this parameter for the same compression ratio of the heat
pump would aid in discharging more heat in the condenser of the same.
Heat transfer across the condenser of Heat Pump:
The amount of heat transferred from the refrigerant flowing through the condenser of heat pump is given
by
(2)
in^o,W= * XQYZ ∗ (-C E -F )
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The inlet water stream is subjected to this heat of the condenser and the temperature of the water at the
exit of this first stage is governed by
in^o,W= * Xp]_YQ ∗ (-)q E -r )
(3)
Work input to the compressor:
The total work input required for the operation of the heat pump is evaluated as
MnTUV,W= * XQYZ ∗ (-C E -) )

(4)

The compressor work is produced by the Turbine that runs on the super-heated steam. For the fixed
enthalpy difference across the Turbine, as governed by the constant state at the inlet and exit of the
Turbine, the mass flow rate of the steam is the direct function of the Turbine work as shown below
MOPQR,S= * XD_Y]U ∗ (-J E -N )
(5)
Heat transfer across the condenser of power unit and auxiliary device:
The amount of heat absorbed by the water stream in the condenser of the power unit is proportional to the
mass flow of the steam and the enthalpy difference of the same across the condenser.
in^o,S= * XD_Y]U ∗ (-N E -a ) * Xp]_YQ ∗ (-)) E -)q )
(6)
For the heat energy of water, greater or less than the desired one as nominated by the temperature of 70
O
C, the water has to be routed to the auxiliary device to maintain its steady condition. The amount of the
heat loss or gain by the water stream as it flows through the auxiliary device is determined by considering
the amount of heat energy required by the water flow and the amount of energy gained by it, where
iQYsP[QYo * Xp]_YQ ∗ (-)C E -r )
(7)
i\][^ * ip]_YQ,Z[QD_ e ip]_YQ,DYnT^o
(8)
Therefore,
i]Pt[u[]Qv * iQYsP[QYo E i\][^ , 7<8 i\][^ w iQYsP[QYo
(8)
iuTD_ * i\][^ E iQYsP[QYo , 7<8 i\][^ x iQYsP[QYo
(9)
System performance:
The performance variables, called as Effectiveness and ROC, are evaluated by following equations:
{|}~•
, 7<8 i\][^ w iQYsP[QYo
(10)
.776y09z6/6;; *
{€•‚ƒ~€•„
{
.776y09z6/6;; * 1 E …†‡ˆ , 7<8 i\][^ x iQYsP[QYo
(11)
{|}~•

5‰Š *

{‹†~…•€ Œ{}ƒ•~…~}€Ž
{€•‚ƒ~€•„

(12)

As can be perceived from the equations of performance variables, the effectiveness compares the amount
of heat gained about the heat required. For the amount of heat gain greater than the heat required, the
extra potential is rather wasted and is thus accounted in the formulation. The ROC is as previously
defined, compares the energy used in this scheme to the energy used by conventional means.

The various criteria that are followed in the given analysis are highlighted below:
I.

Finding the compression ratio for maximum performance.

The analysis begins by fixing the mass flow rate and temperature of the cold water stream with the
magnitude of 12 Kg/sec and 10 OC to find a compression ratio that could give the maximum performance
for each refrigerant. The refrigerants mentioned above were all kept as a part of the analysis where they
replace the keyword ‘ref’ in the above equations.

II.

Determining the mass flow of inlet water stream for maximum performance.

Once the optimal compression ratio is fixed for each refrigerant of the heat pump, the mass flow of the
inlet water stream is investigated for the maximum performance for the constant temperature of 10 OC.
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The value of compression ratio is seized at 3.5 for the heat pump as this value lie within the optimal
range of compression ratio.

III.

Investigating the temperature of inlet water stream for maximum performance.

For the constant mass flow of the inlet water stream at 12 Kg/sec and fixed compression ratio of 3.5, this
criterion involves ascertaining the temperature of inlet water stream for the viability of the performance
parameters.
4.

Thermodynamic model results and discussion

Using the thermodynamic model presented above, the criterion (I) yields the compression ratio for each
refrigerant for maximum performance, as listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Compression ratio for maximum performance when m9 = 12 Kg/s, T9 = 10 OC
Refrigerants
Compression ratio
R600
3.374
R500
3.575
R404a
3.655
R141b
3.525
R134a
3.807
R11
3.5
R12
3.472

Fig. 2 demonstrates the impact of compression ratio on the performance parameters of the plant for the
constant mass flow and temperature of inlet water stream as mentioned in criterion (I). The optimal
compression ratio is where the effectiveness is maximum, or ROC is minimum. It can be analyzed from
the plot that the compression ratio ranges between 3.35-3.8 for the set of refrigerants for maximum
performance.
It must be noted that any variation in the mass flow and temperature of cold water stream drifts the
optimal compression ratio for each refrigerant. This can be analyzed from Table 3; that while the mass
flow and temperature has been changed, the values of compression ratio change in a definite pattern
relative to the earlier values, with the R600 again showing the maximum performance with the least
compression ratio and R134a with the most. Therefore, for the conditions of inlet water stream other than
those of criterion (I), the compression ratios should be chosen accordingly. R600 appears more efficient
to be used in terms of low compression ratio; however, the total energy input for all refrigerants at their
optimal compression ratio is same as discussed in the subsequent section.

Fig. 2. Effect of compression ratio of Heat pump on the effectiveness and ROC of the plant.

Refrigerants

Table 3. Effect of m9 and T9 on the optimal compression ratio of refrigerants.
m9 = 10 Kg/s m9 = 11 Kg/s m9
=12 m9 = 13 m9 = 14 m9
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R600
R500
R404a
R141b
R134a
R11
R12

T9 = 15 OC

T9 = 12.5 OC

Kg/s
T9 = 10 OC

Kg/s
T9 = 7.5 OC

Kg/s
T9 = 5 OC

2.275
2.341
2.392
2.347
2.461
2.318
2.301

2.786
2.905
2.971
2.893
3.078
2.862
2.839

3.374
3.575
3.655
3.525
3.807
3.5
3.472

4.037
4.356
4.446
4.241
4.653
4.237
4.205

4.77
5.252
5.343
5.036
5.615
5.073
5.04

Kg/s
T9 = 2.5
O
C
5.566
6.262
6.343
5.903
6.688
6.005
5.977

Kg/s
T9 = 0 OC
6.414
7.382
7.439
6.831
7.865
7.028
7.01

The variation of optimal compression ratio for different refrigerants as obtained in the analysis and
shown on plots is on par the following explanation: For an optimal value of compression ratio for any
refrigerant, there must not be any heat transfer in the auxiliary device. For the satisfaction of such case,
the energy of the water stream at the inlet of the auxiliary device must equal the energy of the water
desired for the heating application. Hence,
-)) * -)C 7<8 <309X12 3687<8X1/y6 <7 0-6 321/0.
For the fixed mass flow and temperature of inlet cold water stream, the energy associated with the same
is constant. Hence the total energy gains of the stream for optimal performance is deterministic and equal
to required heat. This can be envisaged from the following equation:
iQYsP[QYo * Xp]_YQ ∗ (-)C E -r ) * Xp]_YQ ∗ •(-)q E -r ) e (-)) E -)q )•

.‘. 14

From above equation, the energy of water at the inlet of the second heating stage is constrained, once the
required heat is affirmed. This would fix the amount of heat transfer in the condenser of the power unit
and hence the flow of steam that has to circulate through the power unit. Since the state of the steam at
the inlet and exit of the turbine is known for the given criterion, the work done by the turbine can be
evaluated and which is same for any refrigerant. Further, the work done by the Turbine equals the work
done on the compressor; hence the compression ratio for different refrigerants is such that the amount of
heat discharged by them in the condenser of heat pump matches the amount of heat to be gained by water
in the first heating stage.
ip]_YQ,Z[QD_ * Xp]_YQ ∗ (-)q E -r ) * XQYZ ∗ (-C E -F )

.‘. 15

The corollary of above explanation is that the work done by the turbine, and the heat flow in the first and
second heating stage remains the same for the configuration of each refrigerant at optimal compression
ratio.
It can further be analyzed that, with the compression ratio more than the optimal range for the fixed states
as per criterion (I), the refrigerant that exhibited maximum effectiveness at the least compression ratio
now has the minimum effectiveness when compared with the other refrigerants, for the new value of
compression ratio. This is due to the excess of heat absorbed by the water stream in the first stage, that is
more than the desired one, as a result of which the same must be withdrawn to maintain the steady
conditions. This withdrawal of excess heat represents a loss and hence a decrease in effectiveness. The
effect of surplus compression ratio on the performance parameters is presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Performance parameters of the plant when m9 = 12 Kg/s, T9 = 10 OC with the compression ratio of heat pump = 4.
Refrigerants
Effectiveness
ROC
R600
0.7431
0.8673
R500
0.7778
0.8073
R404a
0.7881
0.7905
R141b
0.7672
0.8249
R134a
0.8088
0.758
R11
0.7657
0.8275
R12
0.762
0.8339

An intermediate value of 3.5 is then selected, as per criterion (II) to decide for the adaptability of the
mass flow of water that can take full advantage of the proposed model. Table 5 lists the optimal mass
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flow rates of water. The variation of optimal mass flow rates is in accordance with the concept that a
fixed compression ratio of heat pump limits the work required by the compressor and hence the work
done by the Turbine. The repercussion of which is the fixed amount of heat loss in the condensers of the
heat pump and the power unit. As previously elaborated that the maximum effectiveness of the plant
comes with the value of heat gains equal to the heat required, the optimal mass flow of water stream is
such that the sum of condensers heats equals the required heat. Unlike the criterion (I), the work required
by the compressor and the heat loss in both stages in the present criterion are not equal for the same
configurations of different refrigerants. This is because the states of the refrigerants as fixed by the
conditions of the same at the exit of the evaporator and the compressor are different corresponding to
their saturation and super-heated conditions. The effect of which is a variable compression power
required for each and hence the different rate of heat loss in the condensers. Table 6. depicts the impact
of optimal mass flow rates on the ROC of the plant, work required by the compressor and the heat loss in
the condensers for each refrigerant.
Table 5. Optimal mass flow rates of water stream for r = 3.5 and T9 = 10 OC
Refrigerants
Optimal mass flow rates
R600
12.29
R500
11.83
R404a
11.67
R141b
11.93
R134a
11.39
R11
11.99
R12
12.05
Table 6. Effect of optimal mass flow rates on the ROC of the plant, work required by the compressor and the heat loss in
the condensers for criterion (II).
Refrigerants
ROC of the plant
Rate
of
Work Heat
loss
in Heat
loss
in
required
by condenser of Heat condenser of Power
compressor (KW)
pump (KW)
unit (KW)
R600
0.6114
241.3
1441
1645
R500
0.5961
226.7
1427
1546
R404a
0.5905
221.5
1421
1510
R141b
0.5995
229.9
1430
1568
R134a
0.5805
212.6
1413
1449
R11
0.6013
231.7
1432
1580
R12
0.6034
233.7
1434
1539

Any value of mass flows more or less than the optimal range would curtail the effectiveness of the plant
as shown in Table 7. This is due to the additional heat of the boiler to be transferred to the auxiliary
device in the former case and the superfluous heat loss in the latter.

Table 7. Effect of m9 = 13 Kg/s and m9 = 11 Kg/s on the effectiveness of the plant with r = 3.5 and T9 = 10 OC.
Refrigerants
Effectiveness of the plant for m9 = 13 Effectiveness of the plant for m9 = 11
Kg/s
Kg/s
R600
0.9461
0.8944
R500
0.9111
0.9287
R404a
0.8985
0.9418
R141b
0.9187
0.921
R134a
0.8771
0.9647
R11
0.923
0.9168
R12
0.9278
0.912

As from above tabulation, the maximum mass flow of water as obtained from R600 is most favorable as
it involves acquiring the greater amount of energy with the maximum flow of water at the constant end
conditions. This maximum flow will though be achieved at the expense of additional compressor power
as presented in Table 6. Fig. 3 illustrates the effect of the mass flow of inlet water stream on maximum
performance.
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Fig. 3. Impact of mass flow of inlet water stream on the effectiveness and ROC of the plant for r = 3.5 and T9 = 10 C.

For criterion (III), the temperature of the inlet stream of water is investigated for the maximum
performance, and the results are enumerated in Table 8. As from the theory presented for the criterion
(II), the variation in the optimal temperature of the inlet water stream is such that the heat loss in the
condensers is effectively utilized to an extent as required for the application. Moreover, the values of
Table 6 remain valid for the current criterion as the tabulated values were calculated relative to the fixed
compression ratio and states of the system at different sites, which continuous to be the same for the
present measure.
Table 8. Optimal temperature of water stream for r = 3.5 and m9 = 12 Kg/s
Refrigerants
Optimal temperature
R600
8.507
R500
10.78
R404a
11.6
R141b
10.28
R134a
12.98
R11
10.01
R12
9.694

The minimum optimal temperature of water stream as can be attained by R600 is most viable, as it
involves acquiring the greater amount of energy with the least temperature. Fig. 4 displays the plot of
maximum performance against the temperature of inlet water stream.
The order of refrigerants for maximum performance of the plant as per criterion (II) and (III) are
tabulated in Table 9. The results of this tabulation are in accordance with the concept that the mass flow
of refrigerant is inversely related to the change in specific energies of the same across the condenser. For
the high value of this change, the mass flow is a small quantity. The product of mass flow and this
change is, however, the actual energy that the water stream can absorb in its first stage. Hence the higher
value of this allows the stream to absorb more energy, as a result of which it can either sustain low
temperature or more mass flow of inlet water stream. The enthalpy values at different nodes of the heat
pump are summarized in Table 10 to understand the above postulates better.
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Fig. 4. Impact of temperature of inlet water stream on the effectiveness and ROC of the plant for r = 3.5 and m9 = 12 Kg/s.
Table 9. Feasibility of the refrigerants in ascending order relative to the efficient performance of the refrigerants as per
criterion (II) and (III).
Order of performance
Refrigerants
#1
R600
#2
R12
#3
R11
#4
R141b
#5
R500
#6
R404a
#7
R134a
Table 10. Specific enthalpy values, mass flow of refrigerant and specific enthalpy changes as per criterion (II) and (III).
Parameters
R600
R500
R404a
R141b
R134a
R11
h1
579.4
205.7
338.7
296.9
233
233.2
h2
627.6
231.3
363.1
323.9
258.3
255.8
h3
280.3
36.33
173.9
120.7
54.57
86.82
280.3
36.33
173.9
120.7
54.57
86.82
h4
mref
4.012
7.087
7.279
6.81
6.724
8.197
h2 – h1
48.2
25.6
24.4
27
25.3
22.6
h2 – h3
347.3
194.97
189.2
203.2
203.73
168.98
mref * (h2 – h3)
1393.37
1381.75
1377.19
1383.8
1369.88
1385.13

5.

Conclusion:

In this study, a novel water heating scheme has been presented. This scheme exploits the waste heat of
condenser to improve the utilization factor of the available power production setup. The thermodynamic
analysis of the proposed scheme is also performed to account for the viability of the performance
parameters, called the effectiveness and ROC, for the set of fixed conditions. The refrigerants selected for
the analysis includes R11, R12, R134a, R141b, R404a, R500 and R600. The thermodynamic analysis
was split into three criteria, criterion (I) was accounted to determine the optimal compression ratio of the
heat pump for the set of refrigerants. The criterion (II) and (III) were performed to determine the optimal
mass flow and inlet temperature of cold water stream respectively, for the fixed compression ratio. The
optimal range of compression ratio of heat pump was found as 3.35-3.85. The optimal mass flow and
temperature of inlet cold water stream were calculated as 11-12.5 Kg/s and 08-13 OC respectively for the
set of refrigerants. Furthermore, R600 shown the maximum performance for the given scheme and R134a
was the least efficient. It was also shown that an attempt to increase the compression ratio, mass flow and
inlet temperature of water stream relative to the optimal range would lower the effectiveness of the
scheme.
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Nomenclature

r

Compression ratio of Heat pump

x

dryness fraction

P

Pressure (KPa)

T

Temperature (OC)

h

Specific enthalpy (KJ/Kg)

s

Specific entropy (KJ/Kg OC)

V

Specific Volume (Kg/m3)

Q

Heat flow rate (KW)

W

Power (KW)

m or ṁ mass flow rates (Kg/s)
Subscripts

HP

Heat pump

SP

Power unit

cnd

Condenser

comp

Compressor of Heat pump

evp

Evaporator of Heat pump

Turb

Turbine of Power unit

ref

Refrigerant of Heat pump

Greek letter

η

Isentropic efficiency
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Abstract
As oil and gas industry passing their decades, number of challenges and problems are encountering
continuously which not only creates issues but also make panic in industry. Today the one of major issue
in oil and gas industry is extraction of unconventional reservoir.
A large share of world remaining oil is classified as unconventional oil. Unconventional reservoir are
those reservoirs in which oil and gas is being trapped in rocks deep underground beneath surfaced having
the rock permeability less than 1. These unconventional reserves include tight gas, shale gas, coal bed
methane and oil shale. Among all methods hydraulic fracturing is only way to extract unconventional
reserves with less ratio of damages. Mostly problems encountering are Heavy Machineries are required
for extraction, Extra steps and capital needed to produce, Extra Heavy Refinery Section to be installed,
Lots of water needed for hydraulic fracturing, Shale wells has high decline rate and Pakistan has
currently worst condition than all over. It is estimated there is 7405 Tcf of tight gas is present in the
world. And Pakistan has 227 billion barrel of oil shale reserves. It is predicted by energy resources that at
the end of 2030 oil reserves will be depleted and at the end 2050 gas will be depleted. This ratio can be
move from actual point of view but later or after this will be happen.
Current technologies are not as much feasible to extract as much oil and gas from unconventional
reserves. But what happen in future when there will be no oil and gas and energy shortfall become enter
into dark shadows. On that time we have only way to explore and produce unconventional reserves. So
why not now, to take some advance steps in relating to exploration of unconventional reserves and ready
for extraction before the time when conventional become boost down.
Keywords: Unconventional Reserves;Hydraulic Fracturing;Shale Economics in Pakistan.

1.

Overview of Unconventional Reservoir

Unconventional reservoir are those reservoirs in which oil and gas is being trapped in rocks deep
underground beneath surfaced having the rock permeability less than one [1]. Advancements in current
technologies regarding drilling and well site enables to produce these unconventional reservoirs.

Fig. 1.1 Worldwide Hydrocarbon Resources

1.2

Types of Unconventional Reservoirs

The whole world is totally depends on energy which is lifeline for communications, transportations, and
heating and electric power generation. Most of energy is produced through fossil fuel [1].
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Following are the main types of unconventional reservoirs
1.2.1 Oil shale
Definition:
Oil shale is fined-grained sedimentary rocks which are rich in immature organic material called kerogen.
Properties:
Oil shale is found at a not great depth that requires a thermal maturity to convert kerogen into oil and gas.
Oil shale contains more inert mineral matters than coal like carbonates, silica or even sulphides. 500-400
Kcal/Kg is heating value of oil shale when crushed and burned directly.
Commercial Use and Economics:
Shale oil recovery has been improved a lot since current oil prices and depletion of the conventional
reserves. Average shale oil production cost is greater than 60 $ /bbl, which is comparatively high [2].

Fig. 1.2. Types of Unconventional Reservoir

1.2.2 Coal-Bed Methane
Definition:
Natural Gas that is stored in deeply buried coal seems is known as Coal Bed Methane.
Properties:
Coal that is originates from mines is environmental free. During transformation method biogenic
Methane is produced. In transformation method coal shrinks, micro porosity increases and coal strength
decreases and fracture occur. Coal generally contains CH4 but CO2, N2, C2H5, H2S and H2 can also
occurs in them. The quantity of adsorbed gas at a shallow depth is usually higher than the quantity of
conventional gas located at the same depth: it depends on the burial, temperature, type of coal, pressure
and uplift history.
Extraction of Coal Bed Methane:
Coal is basically filled with water during the transformation process coal cleats is depressurized which
consequently amount of gas exceeds critical gas saturation and gas flows to the well bore.

Fig. 1.3 Reservoir Structure of Coal Bed Methane
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1.2.3 Tight Gas Sands
Those Reservoirs that have permeability less than 0.1 md is known as tight gas sands. The sands are
called tight because these are poor sorted and cemented. Buoyancy forces in tight gas sands do not
succeeds due to low permeability jail which cause poor sorting. The permeability jail results in a gas
slippage or turbulence flow.
It is estimated there is 7405 Tcf of tight gas is present in the world.
1.2.4 Shale Gas
Gas which is produced from shale rocks is known as shale gas. Shale permeability varies between the
ranges of micro and nanodarcy. Where diffusion flow is dominant in nanodarcy ranges and viscous flow
is dominant in microdarcy range, long completion is required. These reservoirs are mostly produced
through stimulation job or horizontal drilling.
Following are the main properties of shale gas[13].
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

-Thick net pay. (Typically 50-600 ft.)
-Porosity is >3 % (typically 2-8%)
-High pressure (overpressure zone)
-TOC is >2 wt. % (typically 1-14%)
-Higher thermal maturity shrinks the in-place organics and creates more pore space for storing
gas.
-Favourable in situ stress for fracturing.
-Depth is 1,000-13,000 ft. typically.

1.2.5 Natural Gas Hydrates
Natural gas hydrates are cage-like lattice of ice which is forms only in the presence of liquid water.
It behaves like solution of gases in crystalline solids rather than chemical compounds. Methane hydrate
occurs at high pressure and low temperature in the arctic, below permafrost as “boulders” on the sea floor
and beneath the ocean floor at water depth greater than 500meter. Hydrate deposits can be several meters
thick. If these occur in sedimentary rocks, the value of hydrate saturation and rock permeability for future
production is very important.
1.3 Conventional Reservoir versus Un-Conventional Reservoir
The major difference between Conventional Reservoir and Un-Conventional Reservoir is API Gravity
whose ranges are from 7-8%. These ranges are compares with 22% or less for conventional heavy oil,
22-33% for medium and 31-45% for light or sweet oil [14].

Table -1 shows Major Difference B/w Conventional and Unconventional Reservoir

It means one barrel of conventional heavy oil is equal to 3 barrel of unconventional oil and remaining for
other see in following table.
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Table 2. Quantitative Relationship Between Conventional and Unconventional
Unconventional Oil
Equality
Conventional Oil
3 Barrel
=
1 Barrel of heavy oil
4 Barrel
=
1 barrel of medium oil
5 Barrel
=
1 barrel of light oil

There are also many others comparisons between unconventional and conventional reservoirs like the
recovery factor for conventional oil average of 34% whereas unconventional oil ranges from 5%-10%.
There is also dependence on productivity rate which is estimate that conventional oil is 10-20 time more
than of unconventional oil which means extraction ratio is 5-10bbl/D of unconventional= 50-100b/d of
conventional oil. In case of environmental issue unconventional oil releases 75kg of gas emission which
is 15% greater than conventional oil gas emission. In case production when natural pressure of
conventional reservoirs is being depleted then artificial lift methods or EOR methods are applied where
as in case of unconventional reservoir it requires additional diluents (gas condensate, NGL, or light crude
oil) to transport by pipeline [7].
1.4 Extraction Methods of Unconventional Reservoir
Following are main techniques involved in the extraction of unconventional reservoirs [13].
1.4.1 Oil Shale
There are two techniques oil shale extraction
Technique 1:
In this technique Oil shale is produced through chemical process known as pyrolysis. This process
happens when it is heated up to 400-500 C so that kerogen is converted to shale and shale gas.
Technique 2:
In this technique Oil shale is produced from sands through surface retorting in which mined oil shale is
electrically heated up to 1000 degree F which cause to stable oil that is present in shale and oil become
release from shale.
1.4.2 Coal Bed Methane
Coal is basically filled with water during the transformation process coal cleats is depressurized which
consequently amount of gas exceeds critical gas saturation and gas flows to the well bore.
1.4.3 Tight Gas Sands and shale Gas Reservoir
Due to its low permeability fluid cannot move from sub surface to surface. That’s why artificially
permeability to be created. In these types of reservoirs through one of the stimulation job known as
Hydraulic Fracturing.
In Hydraulic Fracturing job artificially fracturing is created into shale which is commonly present at
6000 ft. to 8000 ft. these fracture is later than be opened through propants that cause fluid to produce
from sub-surface to surface [20].

Fig. 1.4 Hydraulic Fracturing
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There is another technique of extraction of tight gas sands and shale reservoir without using water. In this
technique five wells are drilled in the oil shale each of well one kilometre in length. Heaters are installed
between each well that produce heat up to 600 Fahrenheit which cause breakdown of organic compound
and convert into vapours which will produce up to surface along pressure gradient. These vapors are
cooled down at surface and separate into constituents [12].
This method is very costly than other method but this method is environment friendly. The recovery
factor may vary from 10% to 50% of OGIP, due to complicated pore structure, lithology, morphology
and the diving mechanism.
1.5 Challenges in Unconventional Reservoir
Following are number of challenges in unconventional reservoir [3].
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.6

Shale wells has high decline rate. Typical rate of first year of production is 60-70 %.
Due to its decline rate more and more wells are to be drilled to maintain
production.
Heavy Machineries are required for extraction of unconventional reservoir.
Extra steps and capital needed to produce a useable product.
Cost of producing unconventional reservoir is much higher than conventional reservoir.
Average cost of producing shale gas is estimated to be around us dollar of 4-7/ MMBtu which is
5 times higher than conventional reservoir.
Extra Heavy Refinery Section to be installed to distillates
heavy oil.
Lots of water needed for hydraulic fracturing [20].
There is a high environmental issue due to continuous emission of inherent gases.
Potential issues rose with hydraulic fracturing that cause to create earthquakes, water
contamination, and soil
destruction etc.
In case of Coal bed Methane there is potential risk of contamination of qualify drinking water
present sub-surface.
There is big issue of handling contamination causes through spills, leaks from pits and siltation
of streams from drilling and pad construction activities.
Among other potential challenges many other mitigates relates to safeguard, existing
technologies and best practices.
There are many other challenges during practices of unconventional reservoir. But now days
there are many other technologies are introduced that have potential to overcome these
challenges.
Un-conventional Reservoirs in Pakistan

Pakistan is very rich in shale oil and gas. It is estimated that Pakistan has 227 billion barrel of oil shale
reserves out of which 9.1 billion barrel is recoverable by recent technology, furthermore Pakistan has 586
trillion cubic foot of gas out of which 105 trillion cubic of gas is recoverable [10-15].
Pakistan's shale oil and gas resources are mostly located in the lower Indus basin region, predominantly
in Ranikot and Sembar, mainly in upper Sindh and lower Punjab while a sizeable reserve is also found in
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Prospective basins are Southern Indus Basin and Central Indus Basin along with
the important Baluchistan basin and Northern Indus Basin. The following map illustrates the shale gas
basins and its potential in Pakistan [8] See Fig 1:.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Geological Illustration of Shale Reserves (a) Middle Indus Pakistan (No of Reservoir= 7, GIIP (bcf) = 7400)
(b) Suleiman FB (Pakistan) (No of Reservoir= 3, GIIP (bcf) = 19000)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Geological Illustration of Shale Reserves (a) Kirthar Area of Pakistan (No of Reservoir= 2,GIIP (bcf) = 7300)
(b) Other regions (Pakistan)

Following Fig. shows the geology of Pakistan

1.7

Challenges in Extraction of Unconventional Reservoir in Pakistan
•

Technical expertise is required for extraction.

•

Heavy Machinery is required.

•

Enough cost is required about investment of about 1.5 billion dollars initially.

•

500 wells should be drilled for pilot testing.

•

To move gently deeper of about 6000-8000 fits is big issue in Pakistan due to critical geology.

•

There is no proper environment in Pakistan to do these jobs like hydraulic fracturing and
horizontal drilling.
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1.8

Thousands feet deep blasting is big issue in Pakistan [21].
Need of un-conventional Resources in Pakistan

Shale development in Pakistan can resolve issue of energy crisis. The current annual fuel consumption of
Pakistan is about 150 million barrel oil and 1.6 trillion cubic feet gas. And Pakistan generates electricity
with heavy reliance on gas and oil, i-e around 47% and 30% respectively. Pakistan is currently faces
shortage of 1400 million cubic feet of gas per day, which results in currently shortfall of 5000-6000 MW
per day [11].
By 2020, Pakistan’s domestic gas production is anticipated drop from existing value of 4 billion cfd to 2
billion cfd where as the demand is projected to raise 8 billion cfd by that time, generating a 6 billion cfd
shortage. Pakistan is currently facing even worst condition in requirement of oil. Pakistan is investing 12
billion dollars to import 75% of oil. It is estimated that ratio of import will rise to about 122 million
metric tons which will result in oil bill of around $40-50 billion [5].
Pakistan has only way to explore as much as unconventional reservoir and get production quickly.
1.9

Unconventional Resources in all over the World

The production of unconventional reservoir is currently amount to 2.05 mbd and is projected to rise to
3.05 mbd by 2020 and 3.75mbd. In 2011, unconventional oil contributed 2% to global oil demand and
this is projected to rise to only 3% by 2030.this level of production will not even offset the depletion of
conventional oil production estimated at 3.5 to 3.9 mbd [14].

Fig. 7. Unconventional Reserve Estimation
1.10

Prospects of oil and gas in 2030 and 2050

It is predicted by energy resources that at the end of 2030 oil reserves will be depleted and at the end
2050 gas will be depleted. This ratio can be move from actual point of view but later or after this will be
happen. On that time these unconventional resources will fulfil requirements of energy crisis [16].
2

Conclusion

The whole world is totally depends on energy which is lifeline for communications, transportations, and
heating and electric power generation. Most of energy is produced through fossil fuel. But now
conventional resources are going to deplete day by day. Conventional power is shifting toward
unconventional resources. It is predicted by energy resources that at the end of 2030 oil reserves will be
depleted and at the end 2050 gas will be depleted.
Current technologies are not as much feasible to extract as much oil and gas from unconventional
reserves. But what happen in future when there will be no oil and gas and energy shortfall become enter
into dark shadows. On that time we have only way to explore and produce unconventional reserves. So
why not now, to take some advance steps in relating to exploration of unconventional reserves and ready
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for extraction before the time when conventional become boost down.
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Abstract
In Unconventional reservoirs both the shale oil and gas are the prospective sources of energy of the
world. And these resources can be proved as a game changer in the “international market of energy”.
Pakistan is mentioned among top 10 countries having largest unconventional reserves i.e. 105 tcf of shale
gas and 9 billion barrel of oil.
This paper presents an analytical overview of unconventional reservoirs in the major regions of the world
as well as in the Pakistan. Revolutionary research work and pilot projects have been initiated in the
developed countries like China, USA and Canada to produce the unconventional reservoirs but
unfortunately due to lack of improper management system in Pakistan no such work has been started
which can be appreciated. As well as the lack of technological implementation is also the main reason of
fall of unconventional reservoirs in this country.
Whereas according to studies the 70% area of the Pakistan has shale rocks. So the govt. must take steps
to initiate the research as well as technological projects which will be proved as prosper and will be big
achievement in the development of this country.
Keywords: “Unconventional Reserves” “Lithological Properties” “Fracturing”.

1.

Introduction

Conventional hydrocarbons recovery has reached on its peak and soon there is going to be global decline
in the conventional reserves. However if we analyze the quantity of oil is not declining, but it is instead
changing form-geographically, geologically, chemically and economically. as the new technologies are
discovered the world has
been looking for the change from conventional hydrocarbons to
unconventional sources of energy just like wind renewable sources Along with this the huge shale
formations have been explored in the world, acting as a good source of desirability for the hydrocarbons
producing states.
The huge positive impact on revenue generation is left by shale reserves which have recently laid a
competitive impact upon E&P activities worldwide.
2.

Understanding Unconventional Reservoirs

Commonly the unconventional reservoir is defined as the reservoir whose effective permeability is less
than 1 md and generally the unstimulated gas flow rates is less than 1.0 mmsfcd. Conventional reservoir
is essentially a medium to high permeability reservoir in which the vertical well can be drilled, pay
interval can be perforated, and then the well can be produced at commercial flow rates and sufficient
volumes of oil and gas can be recovered. In tight gas reservoirs there are lots of uncertainty regarding (i).
Connate gas saturation and irreducible water injection. (ii). Overburden correction factor that has a big
impact on the low permeability range value. (iii). Net pay of the formation. (iv). Presence or absence of
natural fractures. Before going to deep study of Unconventional Reservoirs, it must be understood that
what makes the reservoir unconventional are they are fine grained, rich organic, sedimentary rock
formation, commonly shales and similar composition rocks. The international Societies illustrate the
“unconventional hydrocarbons” as accumulations which have been blocked throughout huge zone and
are not exaggerated by water
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pressure (hydrodynamic influences) also known as “tight formations”. However conventional deposits
accumulate in porous and permeable formations. The Unconventional formations can be as porous as
conventional but the lack of permeability makes them comparatively resistant to the flow of hydrocarbon,
due to which they will remain in the formation until and unless fracture occurs naturally of artificially.
For different types of unconventional reserves see Fig. 1:

Fig. 1 Different unconventional hydrocarbons

3.

What Makes the Reservoir Tight/Unconventional?

Number of reasons can be there for making a reservoir tight. Actually it is the property of permeability
which is the ability of the rock to transmit the fluid through its pore spaces, it is a property overseen by
the Darcy law in porous media, fluid saturation, capillary pressure, viscosity and effective porosity are
the factors controlling the effective permeability of a formation. In addition the factors relating to the
fluid nature, parameters of rock are also important. These are organized by post depositional and
depositional surroundings subjected to the reservoir. Deposition of very fine sand to silt and clays, which
make deprived reservoirs on lithification are more disposed by depositional arrangement like deep
basinal site banks in flood plain areas. In the United States Low-permeability sandstone formations are
not dominated by muddy and immature sandstones having large volumes of diagenetically responsive
detrital clay matrix, but somewhat are usually sandstones which are clean deposited in high-energy
depositional sites whose intergranular pores are essentially obstructed by authigenic cements (mainly
quartz and calcite) (Dutton et al., 1993).Mostly the Post-depositional diagenetic actions act negatively,
decrease the effective porosity due to which rock becomes less permeable. Actually the permeability of
the unconventional reserves is less than 0.1 md [1]. See Fig. 2:

Fig. 2 Difference between Conventional and Unconventional

4.
4.1.

Types of Unconventional
Oil shale

It can be defined as fined-grained sedimentary rocks which are gorgeous in immature organic material
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called kerogen.
Properties:
It is found at a not extraordinary depth that requires a thermal maturity to alter kerogen into gas and oil.
Oil shale comprises more inert mineral matters than coal like carbonates, silica or even sulphides. 500400 Kcal/Kg is heating value of oil shale when crushed and burned directly.

4.2.

Coal-Bed Methane

Coal Bed Methane is found when natural gas gets stored in deeply buried coal seams.[2]
Properties:
Coal which originates from mines is environmental free. During alteration method biogenic Methane
produced. During alteration method coal get shrinks, microporosity increases, strength of coal decreases
and fracture occur. Coal generally contains methane but CO2, N2, C2H5, H2S and H2 can also occurs in
them. The volume of gas adsorbed at a low depth is commonly higher than the amount of conventional
gas present at the same depth: it depends on the uplift history, temperature, type of coal and pressure.
4.3.

Tight Gas Sands

The Reservoirs that have permeability less than 0.1 md are known as tight gas sands. The sands are
known as tight because there poor sorted and centered nature.[2]
Properties
In tight gas sands Buoyancy forces do not succeeds because of low permeability jail due to which poor
sorting causes. The permeability jail results in a gas slippage or turbulence flow. It is expected that there
is about 7405 Tcf of tight gas is present in the world.
4.4

Shale Gas

The Gas which is found from shale rocks is known as shale gas. The permeability of Shale varies
between the ranges of nano and micro darcy. Where viscous flow is dominant in microdarcy range and
diffusion flow is dominant in nanodarcy ranges, extended completion is required. Mostly stimulation job
or horizontal drilling are done to produce such reservoirs. [2]
Properties
Net pay thickness is typically 50-600 ft. with porosity of less than 3%, they occurs in overpressure zones.
The in-place organics are shrunk by high thermal maturity and having favorable in situ stress for
fracturing.
5.

Comparison Between Conventional and Unconventional

There is a lot of difference between conventional and unconventional reservoirs in terms of recovery rate,
productivity factor, API and environmental factor as well as the sources required to produce them as
shown in table 1. Whereas in table 2 it is shown that what is the difference between conventional and
unconventional reserves in terms of their quantity [2].
Table 1:
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Table 2
Conventional
3 barrels are equal to
4 barrels are equal to
5 barrel are equal to

6.

Unconventional
1 barrel of heavy oil
1 barrel of medium oil
1 barrel of light oil

Current Status of Unconventional Reservoirs

Currently very few countries are producing the unconventional reservoirs. In many parts of North
America contains Shale in which natural gas deposits trapped in shale formations that would have formed
300-400 million years ago. The gas is not evenly scattered in shale, but focused in vastly rich “sweet
spots”. Advancement in 3D seismic imaging has made it possible to detect shale gas and tight oil reserves
with ever exactness.
According to Energy Information Administration (EIA) estimates that the US has about 14 trillion m8 of
unproven shale gas resources which are technically recoverable. Yet it is still not confirmed that all of
this can be produced or not. The commercially producible US gas reserves plus conventional reserves
improved to 9.3 trillion m8 in 2013-about 13 times annual US consumption, out of which mostly came
from shale gas reserves[5]. Commercially worthwhile reserves of oil in US, comprising conventional
reserves, improved to 33.4 billion bbl. in 2012 – around five years of US oil consumption – with tight oil
accounting for 22% of the total. The Orinoco belt which is actually present in Venezuela can produce up
to 570 kb/d of extra heavy oil. Although Canada is the only country which is extracting oil sand at
commercial level. The production of oil sand in 2008 was about 1.3 mb/d Currently oil shale is exploited
in China, Germany, Israel and Brazil. In 2005 the oil shale production was recorded 5 mb. Worldwide
and North America is the only country with the largest production of unconventional gas. In 2006 US
produced 161 bcm of tight gas, 51 bcm of coal bed methane and 31 bcm of shale gas reserves. At the end
of 2005, the estimated figures of unconventional resources were: 2484 bbl. Of extra heavy oil, 3272 bbl.
of oil sand, 2826 bbl. of oil shale, 210 tcm of tight gas, 256 tcm of CBM, 456 tcm of shale gas and
between 1000-5000 tcm of natural gas from hydrates. In Western Canada the largest oil sand deposits
are located, in USA largest resources of oil shale, whereas the largest reserves of tight gas and shale gas
are estimated to present in Asia Pacific and largest CBM resources are located in Former Soviet union.
According to Mohr and Evans (2010), the peak production of unconventional reserves would range
between 49 mb/d in 2076 and 88 mb/d in 2084. At this moment North America is producing
unconventional gas resources and in this region production is estimated to rise till 2030. [6]

Fig. 3 Shale in North America
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7.

Availability of Unconventional Reserves in Pakistan

The natural gas sector of Pakistan needs to consider the most affordable and efficient paths and to make
such policies in order to meet the energy requirements of the country. Previously the strategies of gas
sector were busy to explore new opportunities to import natural gas, but the exploration was limited for
local resources. Though Pakistan is rich in shale oil and gas, which can be seen as game changer. In fact
these resources have great potential to boost the economy along with resulting saving of $15 billion,
which were previously utilized for importing products of petroleum.[4]
In North America, US and Canada the shale gas revolution changed the global energy landscape. It is
worth stating that now that China also plans to boost production of Shale Gas from 7 bcf in 2013 to 52.95
bcf in 2014. Because of such achievement China has placed its 30 year gas pipeline projects to import
Natural Gas on the state of postpone.
More than 827,365 Km5 sedimentary areas in Pakistan is naturally filled with shale formations as source
and has proven hydrocarbon reserves. Substantial amount of gas has been confined in the unconventional
reservoirs having tight gas, CBM and shale oil and gas separately from conventional reservoirs. Apart
from proven conventional gas reserves, the Pakistan has been blessed with about 200 Tcf resources of
shale gas in the shale formations. According to the studies the area of about 70% of Pakistan is covered
with shale rock.[3]
According to EIA the shale gas potential of Pakistan is 105 Tcf and shale oil of 9.7 billion barrels. As the
demand of energy is increasing day by day and the joint challenge of climate change and energy security,
the govt. must take active initiative in order to increase the projects on development of unconventional
reservoirs. As the country takes this step, exploring this valuable resource, a clear policy framework will
get conclusive. Furthermore the production records are shown in table 3 and 4. In table 5 and 6 the
availability of shale gas and tight oil resources of most of the regions are shown.

Table 3

Table 5
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7.1

Potential Shale Basins & Formations

Potential shale basins and the problems which are evaluated in different formations are categorized in
table 7 and 8.
Table 7.
Lower Indus basin
Shale formations are wide spread from north to
south
Mostly deep>3000m
In some regions very thick >400m
Prospective formations include:
Lower Goru, shale members, Sembar Formation,
Ghazij formation, Mughal kot formation.

Upper Indus Basin
Shale formations are laterally restricted
Both shallow and deep formations
Thickness is variable
Prospective formations include:
Patala formation, Hangu, chichali, Datta
formation, Sardhai foramtion

Table 8.
Formations
Lower
Goru
Formation
Sembar
Formation
Patala formation

7.2

•
•
•
•
•

Challenges
Shale member is deep in various regions.
Geological heterogeneity is present
Extremely deep in various regions
Coning issue due to large thickness
Accessibility problems in some areas.

Economic Viability

Due to many reasons Pakistan should go for unconventional resources. Few are below:
7.2.1

Huge Unmet Gas Demand

Domestic gas production of Pakistan from conventional resources was 4.2 bcf but there was demand of 8
bcf in winter. This gets more critical in the near future (Jadoon 2011) [8].
7.2.2

Fulfilment of Energy Demand

As the country will produce unconventional resources, so the government can use such resources to meet
the energy demands of the Pakistan. [8].
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7.2.3

Cheap Transport Fuel

The unconventional Shale gas could be very helpful in solving the issues of public transport. [8]
7.2.4

Poor Economic Conditions

Nowadays the country is facing the economic and energy crisis. Many companies have been transferred
from Pakistan to Bangladesh because of crisis which could be accomplished by the help of shale gas
power plants. [8]

7.2.5

Technical Availability

The appreciable point is that the Pakistani personal’s and technicians who are working in the Middle East
countries are supporting the economy. The same thing can be applied in the country. [8]

7.2.6

Capacity to Take Over Such Project

Pakistan should move towards World Bank and Asian Development Bank to get support in order to start
projects on Shale oil and gas. Single pilot project costs about $10 million. Just sincere professionals are
required to plan the projects and then they will imply it so that Pakistan fulfil its energy demands
ASAP.[8]
8.

Key challenges in Producing Unconventional Reserves

8.1

Required Technology for TGR Development

•
•

Pre-stimulation is less than 1.0 MMscf/d of wells productivity.[7]
In order to improve the productivity of wells, following stimulation techniques should be
applied.[7]
a.
b.
c.

8.2

Hydraulic fracturing (some examples in Pakistan).
Multi-fractured horizontal wellbore (Not applied in Pakistan).
Multi-lateral wells (Not applied in Pakistan).

Horizontal Drilling

The horizontal well is drilled in order to increase the contact between the wellbore and the reservoir.
Wells are drilled to predetermined depth vertically (typically 1000m-3000m) above the tight oil
formation. Then the well is started to “kicked off” at an increasing angle until it runs parallel in the
reservoir. Once horizontal, at selected length the well is drilled it can be extended up to 3-4 km which is
called horizontal leg.[7]
8.3

Hydraulic Fracturing

Unconventional reservoirs need stimulation job like hydraulic fracturing, which is nowadays used by oil
and gas industry. In this process the pressure is applied by pumping fluids into the wellbore as shown in
figure 4. In simple words the hydraulic fracturing will create permeability in the reservoir artificially. In
unconventional reserves the permeability is very low as mentioned above that they have less than 0.1 md
so additional permeable channels must be created so the fluid will flow. Whereas in conventional
reserves the permeable channels are already formed so there is no need of hydraulic fracturing
method.[7]
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8.4

Policy Focus

The govt. should make the policies to start the shale production projects at the pilot level and it can take
help from the countries like USA, china and Canada for such projects. Because enough work is being
done in these countries and these are those countries along with whose Pakistan has good relations.[7]

.

Fig. 4 Hydraulic Fracturing

9.

Conclusion:

As we know that the permeability of unconventional reservoirs is less than 0.1 md, so it’s very difficult to
extract from subsurface to surface due to no flow path. So in order to create channels or flow path
hydraulic fracturing method is commonly used. In hydraulic fracturing the proppants allowing with the
slurry are pumped down through wellbore that create fractures in formation and proppants are used to
holdup these fractures through which unconventional fluid will flow towards surface. 5701 tcf of shale
gas is present all over the world which has high potential so after the depletion of conventional reserves
these unconventional reserves will be proved sufficient to meet the energy demands of the world.
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Abstract
In addition to conventional electrical loads, alarming growth in large-scale penetrated Plug-in Electric Vehicles
increases the load demand. In this context, this paper presents demand response strategy supported with the cloud
computing framework for the efficient energy management of renewable energy integrated smart grid. In order to
achieve effective load management, SG encourage its customers to schedule their power consumption by
participating in demand response programs and also welcomes the contribution of prosumers e.g. vehicle to grid
regulation services at the time of peak load demand. Furthermore, a decision based optimization algorithm is
implemented considering the expected non-linearity, uncertainties, and dynamics in the system. In order to
accomplish fast computational time and flexible storage, data center provide large computational infrastructure to
perform control and scheduling tasks of smart grid. Finally, the simulation results are achieved in MATLAB /
Simulink directory that ensures the enhanced reliability, energy management, optimized revenue and power
consumption in smart grid. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed holistic mutual beneficial framework of smart
grid and data center is not included in the past power system research.
© 2016 “Umair Younas, Bilal Khan, S. M. Ali, Tariq Kamal, Alfredo Vaccaro” Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility
of Energy and Environmental Engineering Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology,
Jamshoro, Pakistan.

Keywords: Renewable Energy Integrated Smart Grid, Cloud Computing Data Center, Plug-in Electric
Vehicles (PEVs), Demand Response Programs, Optimization Techniques
1.

Introduction

Smart Grid (SG) energy management system is going through the recent development phase in an effort
to modernize the existing grids by promising the large scale integration of Renewable Energy Sources
(RES). Moreover, SG plays a significant role to overcome the shortcomings of the conventional grids e.g.
fossil fuel scarcity, Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emission, centralized control system, and lack of energy and
instant information exchange between utility and its customers [1]. It further welcomes the decentralized
system assimilated with additional ancillary services of the prosumers e.g. smart community residential
customers, Plug-in Electric Vehicles (PEVs), and data center’s computational infrastructure to enhance
grid reliability. Despite the supplementary services of the prosumers, large-scale PEVs proliferation and
growth in internet services inclusively magnifies the load demand of the existing grids [2]. For instance,
the global energy demand is progressively growing with higher proportion than the rate of increase in
generation hence, the significant mismatch is perceived in escalating electricity demand and available
supply. Considering the transition from 1985 to 2011, the electricity generation is increased from 10,000
TWH to 20,000 TWH respectively while, the electricity consumption is doubled in last 25 years and
continue to rise with higher rates than generation [3]. Likewise, one of the Google data center is
consuming about 260 MW power that is comparatively more than the power utilization of the wellknown densely populated Salt Lake City [4]. Similarly, Microsoft data center in Quincy utilizes 48 MW
power that is sufficient to satisfy the power demand of 40,000 homes [5] However, this rising electricity
demand increases the load stress on the grid and further impose an adverse impact on operational cost of
the data centers. Hence, to cope with the massive demand, SG integrates the resilient and RES to sustain
the balance between the massive load demand and available generating resources. Moreover, SG operates
Demand Response (DR) programs for efficient power utilization and managing instant information
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exchange between generating stations and end-use customers [6]. In order to achieve the ambitious goal
of grid stability, reliability, and sustainability, recent research community has stimulated their attentions
to identify novel optimal DR schemes and PEVs integration in SG scenario. The main benefits of
incorporation of DR policy in PEVs under SG scenario is presented in Fig. 1.

Fast
Convergence
(EC2 Cloud)
Optimize
Power
Consumption

Reduce
Generation
Cost

Demand Response
Benifits
(PEVs Scenario)
Customers
Comfort
(Revenue Max)

Peak Shaving
(Energy
management)
Load Balancing
(Grid Reliability)

Fig. 1: Benefits of incorporating DR programs in SG scenario

First, the Demand Response assimilation in SG is a bilateral beneficial mechanism for both the utility
companies and potential consumers. DR manage the customer’s energy consumption behaviour with
respect to the available supply in response to electricity price and incentives offered by the utility [7].
Although, RES integration in electricity market overwhelm the load balancing issues to a significant
level while, it also increased the complexity and uncertainties in SG and necessitate the availability of
large flexible storage and less fluctuated load demand [8]. However, in such conditions DR is promising
solution to sustain SG reliability by scheduling and shifting peak-load to off-peak [9]. In recent decade,
various DR policies are adapted to accomplish load balancing, load reduction, and demand-supply
management objectives in SG [10]. Therefore, the main objective of the DR programs is to flatten the
load curve by shifting and scheduling the consumption of the controllable loads and PEVs. To this
context, price based and incentive based DR programs are implemented to convince the consumers to
shift their peak load to low price off-peak hours [11].
Second, the integration of PEVs in SG is another important contribution to overcome the challenges such
as; global climate change, geopolitical concerns, fossil fuels dependency, and load balancing issues in
distributed power systems [1]. However, in addition to rapidly growing residential load profiles, PEVs
are also foreseen to be the energy intensive devices that contribute major part of the overall electricity
demand [12]. Moreover, it is stated in [13] that, large scale PEVs charging profiles might be challenging
for the power system if they are just considered as a regular load. While, SG can be benefited from
ancillary services of PEVs if proper control strategies are applied to shift PEVs charging load to off-peak
hours. Recently, PEVs gain importance due to the bidirectional operating mode in terms of; distributed
generation resource and controllable load. Various research practices are executed to analyse the impact
of PEVs deployment in SG. The authors in [14], presented a model based on fix time slot constraints to
provide the electric energy to the PEVs at the same time. Although, the model is good enough to use the
same time slot for all users that reduce system’s complexity while, the comfort and service agreement of
the vehicle’s owners is not considered. Similarly, an optimized charging algorithm for PEVs is proposed
in [15] while, the model performance is well for limited users, in case of large number of users the
computational convergence time is more that is the key challenge for SG operation. In a similar way, the
authors in [16] put an effort to maximize the revenue of the retailer by considering the demand and price
constraints in the model.
In the proposed research methodology, we considered SYS-7047GR-TRF server for simulation. The peak
power consumption of the concerned data center is 1.885 with 1,056 servers running. The key objective
of the research is the participation of data center ancillary services for improving smart grid reliability,
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where power system is responsible to fulfil the massive power demand of the data center at feasible rates
to achieve maximum revenue and efficiency. In response, data center will use fast computational services
to compute demand response programs, and grid enabled electric vehicles operations. Further
contributions of our work are listed below:






Initially, we analyzed the key factors in the model which increase the power consumption of the data
center. Local RES integration is strategy is employed to achieve maximum revenue by minimizing
electricity demand peaks and prices. However, if local RES are unable to satisfy data center demand
then Grid is responsible to provide desired power to data center at feasible rates.
Keeping in mind the benefits of both entities; data center, and the power system, a service level
agreement is signed to improve the quality of service, which defines the penalty for data center if
power system job is not completed within mentioned deadline time. Similarly, if power system is
unable to provide the electric power to data center, then power system will be penalized,
Finally, improved reliability of demand response and electric vehicles in distributed power system is
attained by using online available resources of data center including fast computation, large storage,
and bidirectional electrical power flow between grid and Local RES of data center.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II explains the key contributions like power
consumption, price model, and renewable integration associated with data center model. Similarly, the
smart distribution functions (jobs) including demand response, and grid enabled electric vehicles requests
operations are implemented in power system model of section III. Section IV concludes the paper with a
brief summary and proposal enhancement of the current work.
2.

Proposed Model Formulation

A decentralized SG control system is assumed to be considered for managing massive electrical
loads e.g. PEV load, data center load, and conventional electrical load as demonstrated in Fig. 2. Hence,
in order to enhance grid reliability, fast response in curtailment and scheduling of controlled electrical
loads is anticipated in this work. This section further proceeds with modelling of the main categories of
the electrical load.

Generation Side

Distribution Side

Diesel Generator

DC
DC

DC
AC

Grid Station

Solar Panel

Residential Load

AC
DC

Gear

DC
AC

Grid

Substation

Wind Farm

Commercial Load
DC
DC

DC
AC

AC Bus

Distributed
Generation

Electric Vehicles

DC
DC

DC
AC

Energy Management
Controller

Industrial Load

Battery Storage

Fig. 2: Incorporating large scale integration of renewable energy in smart grid

2.1. Distributed Load Model
1.1.1.

Fixed Loads

Fixed electrical loads define the base load generation of the grid and kept as the highest priority loads by
the smart community customers. Although, it is independent of the time and price offered by the utility
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hence, SG is not responsible to shift or curtail the fixed loads. In the proposed model, the fixed load of
user i at time t is denoted by LFi (t).
1.1.2.

Controllable/Uninterruptable Loads

In Service Level Agreement (SLA), electricity users define time and price constraints for the
uninterruptable loads. Considering these constraints of the customers, SG execute control algorithms to
adjust the net electrical load in order to sustain the balance between desired demand and available
generation. The controllable/uninterruptable load of user i at time t is modelled as LCU
i (t).
1.1.3.

Controllable/Interruptible Loads

In controllable/interruptible load, customers restrict the starting time and deadline for scheduling of the
load. However, in the time of peak load demand, utility is responsible to shift or schedule the load as per
agreement defined by user in SLA. In order to accomplish effective load management under stressed load
conditions, SG operates fast CCDR programs for load management of controllable loads.
Controllable/uninterruptable load of user i at time t is represented by LCI
i (t).
1.1.4.

Plug-in Electric Vehicles Load

Transport electrification plays significant role in modern SG by reducing fossil fuel dependency, GHG
emissions, afford large storage availability, and serves the grid at the time of peak load demand. This
paper focus on the deployment PEVs also called grid-enabled EVs that serve as a controllable load and
distributed resource as well. In peak load hours, PEVs are capable to deliver the stored surplus power to
grid in V2G regulation [17]. Although, individual EV cannot play a significant role in the power grid.
However, fleet of EVs plays substantial role to improve grid stability and reliability as summarized in
Fig. 3.

Impacts of PHEV

Distribution
Level

System Level




Load Peaks
Market price




Power Quality
Power Protection

Transmission
Level




Power Flow
Power Stability

Fig. 3: Impact of electric vehicles on power system reliability

However, aggregated EVs has substantial role to improve the stability of power system in terms of
load balancing, frequency regulation, less emissions, and reducing the operational cost. The bi-directional
operating modes of PEVs are:



Grid to Vehicle (G2V) Charging
Vehicle to Grid (V2G) Regulation

It is declared by [18] that, the parking time for the majority of the EVs is about 95% of their time.
However, PEVs are capable to deliver the surplus stored power in the batteries to grid by Vehicle to Grid
(V2G) concept during parking time as presented in Fig. 4. When EVs receive electric energy from
electric grid to charge its batteries for later use, the scheme is known as G2V regulation. In G2V
regulation mode, EVs are the electrical load for power grid, which require electric energy to charge the
batteries for later use. However, penetration of EVs on large scale in form of aggregated EVs increases
the electrical load demand and hence cause severe issues in load balancing and demand side
mismanagement.
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Fig. 4: Demonstration of G2V and V2G operating of fleet of PEVs and data center influence in SG Scenario

In G2V charging mode, PEVs act as controllable load for SG. While, in V2G discharging regulation,
PEVs serves as distributed generating resource and provide power to SG in peak load hours. The overall
charging and discharging model of PEVs is demonstrated in Eq. (1).
𝐿𝐸𝑉
𝑖 (𝑡)
𝑃𝐸𝑉(𝑐ℎ)
(𝑡)
𝐿𝑖
𝑃𝐸𝑉(𝑑𝑖𝑠)
(𝑡)
=
+ ∅𝑑𝑖𝑠 𝐿𝑖
(1)
∅𝑐ℎ
𝑃𝐸𝑉(𝑐ℎ)
(𝑡) represent the change in load demand due to PEV charging of user 𝑖 at time 𝑡, and
Where, 𝐿𝑖
𝑃𝐸𝑉(𝑑𝑖𝑠)
(𝑡) shows the variation in amount of energy of vehicle load that provides energy to grid at
𝐿𝑖
particular time 𝑡 . While, ∅𝑐ℎ and ∅𝑑𝑖𝑠 are the coefficients of energy efficiency in charging and
discharging operation respectively.
The total electrical load of user 𝑖 at time 𝑡 is modelled as 𝐿𝑇𝐿
𝑖 (𝑡) while, total power consumption of each
load of user 𝑖 at time 𝑡 is represented by 𝑃𝑖𝑇𝐶 (𝑡). Net load demand and total power consumed by overall
electric load of SG including charging load of PEVs and consumption of data centers is presented in Eq.
(2) and Eq. (3) respectively.

=

𝐿𝐹𝑖 (𝑡)

𝐿𝑇𝐿
𝑖 (𝑡)
𝐶𝐼
𝑃𝐸𝑉𝑠
(𝑡) + 𝐿𝐷𝐶
+ 𝐿𝐶𝑈
𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝐿𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝐿𝑖
𝑖 (𝑡)

(2)

=

𝑃𝑖𝐹 (𝑡)

𝑃𝑖𝑇𝐶 (𝑡)
+ 𝑃𝑖𝐶𝑈 (𝑡) + 𝑃𝑖𝐶𝐼 (𝑡) + 𝑃𝑖𝑃𝐸𝑉 (𝑡) + 𝑃𝑖𝐷𝐶 (𝑡)

(3)

2.2. Generation Supply Model
In order to enhance the reliability of the grid under stress conditions of aforementioned large electric
load, the proposed model accommodate largescale integration of RES and PEVs as demonstrated in
above Fig.. 1. As stated earlier, PEVs serves as controlled load and distributed generating resource in
G2V and V2G respectively. While, the impact of intermittency in RES is mitigated using virtual scalable
energy storage system of data centres. The model of the available generating resources in SG 𝑃𝑖𝑇𝐺 (𝑡) is
demonstrated in Eq. (4).

=

𝑃𝑖𝐺𝑒𝑛 (𝑡)

+

𝑃𝑖𝑃𝑉 (𝑡)

+

𝑃𝑖𝑊 (𝑡)

+

𝑃𝑖𝑉2𝐺 (𝑡)

𝑃𝑖𝑇𝐺 (𝑡)
(4)

The proposed model improves the reliability of SG using available generation supply to fulfil the net load
demand. The power balance equation of overall system is shown in Eq. (5).
𝑇

∑ 𝑃𝑖𝑇𝐿 (𝑡)
= 𝑃𝑖𝑇𝐺
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As, the basic objective to use DR programs is to schedule the load in order to improve the
revenue of the utility and the customers as well. While, SG and customer’s revenue is directly related to
electricity price model. Hence, it is important to understand the concept of fixed and dynamic price
models. The fixed price 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝐹 (𝑡) model is based on the overall consumption of the users as presented in
Eq. (6). Where, 𝛼 is the scaling factor used to keep the marginal cost less than fixed price to avoid SG’s
loss.
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝐹 (𝑡)
𝑁

= 𝛼 (∑ 𝐿𝑇𝐿
𝑖 (𝑡))

(6)

𝑖

In case, the overall consumption of all the users exceeds from the mean value then a new external
coefficient is unified in variable pricing scheme 𝑃𝑒𝑥 (𝑡) as presented in equation Eq. (7).
𝑃𝑖𝑉𝑎𝑟 (𝑡)
𝛼,
= {

𝑇𝐿
∑𝑁
𝑖 𝐿𝑖 (𝑡)
𝑇𝐿
∑𝑁
𝑖 𝐿𝑖 (𝑡)

𝜎

−𝑋
−𝑋

𝐿𝑇𝐿
𝑖 (𝑡)
𝑁
∑𝑖 𝐿𝑇𝐿
𝑖 (𝑡)

0,

𝑖𝑓 𝑡 𝜖 𝑇0

}

(7)

𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

Where, 𝜎 represent the variance of the dynamic aggregated load consumption and modelled in Eq. (8).
𝜎
𝑇

2

𝑁

= ∑ (∑ 𝐿𝑇𝐿
𝑖 (𝑡) − 𝑋 )
𝑡=1

(8)

𝑖

As already that the revenue is related to price/electric bill of the individual user that is further dependent
on the combination of fixed and dynamic pricing schemes as demonstrated in Eq. (10).
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑖
𝑇

= ∑ (𝑃𝑟𝑖𝐹 (𝑡) + 𝑃𝑖𝑉𝑎𝑟 (𝑡)) 𝐿𝑇𝐿
𝑖 (𝑡)

(10)

𝑖=1

The overall revenue for utility is modelled by integrating on all number of users and presented in Eq.
(11).
𝑅
𝑇

𝑁

𝑇

𝑁

= ∑ 𝑃𝐹 (𝑡) ∑ 𝐿𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝐶𝑠𝑒𝑙 ∑ (∑ 𝐿𝑖 (𝑡) − 𝑋)
𝑡=1

𝑖

𝑡=1

2

(11)

𝑖=1

The revenue for the customers and the utility is directly related to the electricity consumption of total
load for each customer at time ‘t’. It also directly depends on the deviation of load consumption from the
mean value. In aforementioned revenue model, external 𝐶𝑠𝑒𝑙 variable is introduced in order to
compensate the loss of utility providers so that the price of selling electricity should not less than the
generation cost.
2.3. Optimization Problem Design
In order to achieve effective energy management in SG, CCDR programs are implemented for effective
scheduling of the electric load. While, the participation and satisfaction of customers are the main
constraints. To cope with these objectives, decision based multi-objective optimization problem is
implemented in the proposed methodology. Customer’s revenue is maximized by encouraging their
participation in DR programs in order to reduce the power consumption and electric bills as presented in
Eq. (11).
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𝑅
𝑇

𝑁

𝑇

2

𝑁

= ∑ 𝑃𝐹 (𝑡) ∑ 𝐿𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝐶𝑠𝑒𝑙 ∑ (∑ 𝐿𝑖 (𝑡) − 𝑋)
𝑡=1

𝑖

𝑡=1

(11)

𝑖=1

Where,
𝑃𝐹 (𝑡) total power consumption by fixed load at time 𝑡;
𝐿𝑖 (𝑡) sum of all fixed and controllable loads at time 𝑡;
𝑋 average daily power consumption of user 𝑖 at time 𝑡
𝐿𝐹𝑖 (𝑡) total Fixed load of user 𝑖 at time 𝑡
𝐿𝐶𝑖 (𝑡) total controllable load of user 𝑖 at time 𝑡
𝐿𝐸𝑉
𝑖 (𝑡) total electric vehicle load of user 𝑖 at time 𝑡
𝐶𝑠𝑒𝑙 C-select ranges [0:1] and describe dynamic of uncertain load
As, the above problem is multi-objective and comprised of two objective functions hence, the model can
be rewritten as; 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 = 𝐹1 + 𝐹2. Where,
𝑇

𝑁

𝐹1 = ∑ 𝑃𝐹 (𝑡) ∑ 𝐿𝑖 (𝑡) ,
𝑡=1
𝑇

𝑖

2

𝑁

𝐹2 = 𝐶𝑠𝑒𝑙 ∑ (∑ 𝐿𝑖 (𝑡) − 𝑋) ,
𝑡=1

𝑖=1

The generalized representation of the proposed optimization problem is modelled in Eq. (12). In multiobjective optimization problem best way of representation is to split and normalize the desired objective
function. The objective function is to optimize the power consumption and electricity price. While, the
time duration of the DR event is the desired output of the function. Where,
𝐹1 (𝑥)
𝐹2 (𝑥)
( 𝛼𝐹1
+ 𝛼𝐹2
)
𝐹1
𝐹2
𝑠. 𝑡.
𝑁

𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑥

𝑁

𝑁

∑ 𝐿𝐵 𝑖 < ∑ 𝑥 𝑖 < ∑ 𝑈𝐵 𝑖
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

𝑖=1

𝑃𝐿𝐶(𝑡)

power consumption of controllable load of user 𝑖 at time 𝑡

𝑇𝑂𝑁
𝑇𝑂𝐹𝐹
𝑆𝑂𝐶(0)
𝑆𝑂𝐶(𝑇)

Start time of the DR event duration
Stop time for the DR event duration
initial state of the charge of the storage battery
final state of the charge of the storage battery

𝑖

3.

(12)

𝑃𝐺𝑅𝐼𝐷(𝑡)𝑚𝑖𝑛 < 𝑃𝐺𝑅𝐼𝐷(𝑡) <
𝑃𝐺𝑅𝐼𝐷(𝑡) + 𝑃𝐷𝑅𝐸𝑆(𝑡) ≥ 𝑃𝐿𝑖(𝑡)
𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑆𝑂𝐶(0) = 𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑆𝑂𝐶(𝑇)
{ 𝑃𝐿𝐶𝑖 (𝑡) = 0 ∀ 𝑡 𝜖 [𝑇𝑂𝑁 , 𝑇𝑂𝐹𝐹 ]

Performance Evaluation

This section provides the detailed description of the improved simulation results achieved based
on the decision based theory. The multi-objective optimization problem is implemented in MATLAB /
Simulink environment. The proposed research deals with two main power system functions; demand
response and electric vehicles operation. In this work, we incorporated novel strategy based on cloud
computing data center (Amazon EC2 Cloud) to compute the SG jobs, the design is presented in Fig. 4.
These SG jobs includes; DR programs and PEVs coordination with the grid. Moreover, V2G and G2V
operational analysis is performed under the influence of ancillary services of data center as shown in Fig.
4. Our results declare that this novel idea comes out with greater efficiency and improved response.
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Fig. 5: MATLAB Simulink environment for proposed model

3.1. Simulation Setup
In this work, we considered the simulation setup in MATLAB / Simulink environment for 𝑁 = 24 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠
a day that start from 01:00 and ends at 24:00 where time interval ∆𝑡 in the model is one hour. We assume
that three typical loads including Fixed Load (𝐿𝐹𝑖 (𝑡)), Shift-able Load (𝐿𝑆𝑖 (𝑡)), and Elastic Load (𝐿𝐸𝑖 (𝑡))
are connected to SG. While, Solar PV, wind farm, diesel generator, and storage system constitute the
total generation of the system. Moreover, Energy Storage System (ESS) is also deployed to store the
surplus power of the system for later use in peak load hours. In order to accomplish simulation results,
we implemented the CCDR programs including Time of Use (ToU), Real Time Pricing (RTP), and Day
A head (DAH) pricing scheme.
3.2. Impact of Demand Response on SG Performance
This section presents the overview of the overall system performance under the influence of DR
programs. The proposed model is simulated for 24 hours. In order to improve clarification, we split the
full day into 3 time slots; morning time, midday time, and late night period. RTP and TOU electricity
pricing policy shows higher price in the time of peak load demand while, offer less prices during off-peak
time. In this scheme, consumers are motivated to adapt flexible pricing scheme and lower their
consumption to optimize the energy consumption and revenue when the renewable generation is unable
to satisfy the demand. Considering the available renewable generation and desired load demand,
decision based theory optimization algorithm execute fast computation using EC2 cloud infrastructure
and compute the start and end time for each DR event. Hence, operate the desired event based current
system’s parameters to satisfy the desired demand in the constraints of available supply to sustain grid
reliability and avoid blackouts.

Fig. 6: Overall power consumption of DR programs events in data center environment
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In addition to data center’s own workload, the extra load of DR events further increases the stress on data
centers and increase the overall power consumption as demonstrated in Fig. 5. Hence, it is cleared that
during the time of peak consumption and also in time of lower demand, the electricity prices varies
directly. In above Fig. 5, DAH scheme shows better price response while, customer’s comfort is less
comparatively.
In case of G2V operating mode, when the generation supply is high enough to satisfy the load demand
then the execution of DR events under EC2 cloud is presented in Fig. 6. DAH scheme is again showing
the best response for optimization of energy consumption. However, customers can maximize the
revenue by minimizing the consumption using DAH DR scheme.
In V2G regulation mode, when the desired load demand is high enough that the available generating
resources are unable to meet the desired demand. In this case, either SG have to use diesel generator or
emergency coal plants to fulfill the demand that impose adverse impact on environmental footprints and
also fossil fuel are expensive. However, SG focus on deployment of flexible storage offered by data
center and the energy storage capability of PEVs. In high load demand times, SG offer higher incentives
to owners of PEVs in the form of money, bills reduction etc. Therefore, PEVs provide energy to grid to
sustain balance between load and supply and avoid threatened conditions for grid. However, the power
consumption due to these DR events in G2V regulation is presented in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7: G2V operation based on demand response programs

Fig. 7: Demand response based V2G operational analysis

As stated earlier that the running of SG jobs e.g. DR programs on data center (Amazon EC2 Cloud)
increase the overall consumption of the data center. However, the proposed decision based algorithm
abstract the preempted jobs for optimal power consumption. Therefore, the paper adapted the Shortest
Job First (SJF) technique to minimize the power consumption used by most preempted jobs. The verified
improved results are presented in given Fig. 8. If preempted jobs are more, delay of the jobs occurs and
also reduce the performance of the grid. Hence, SJF with least preempted jobs is considered for optimal
power consumption.
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This paper presented the enhanced results to achieve the optimal power consumption and improved
revenue for both the utility and the end-consumers by designing multi-objective optimization algorithm.
Algorithm computational time response is improved by adapting parallel distribution on Amazon EC2
cloud. All the DR events, request are handles via cloud infrastructure that demonstrate the fast response.
This paper presented the Amazon EC2 cloud based energy management system for smart grid. The
mathematical design for large-scale renewable energy system and existing loads for power system are
implemented. In order to handle large scale renewable energy systems and for efficient energy
management PEVs are considered as a distributed resource that provide power to grid in peak load hours.
The RTP, DAH, and TOU DR pricing schemes are incorporated to analyze the influence of these DR
programs on overall power consumptions. SJF, SRTF, and LJF techniques are then executed to minimize
the power consumption. In this way, enhanced performance of load balancing, energy management, and
grid reliability is further supported with fast optimization scheduling algorithm.

37,452
32,173

31,320

756

SRJF

SJF

LJF

Total Preempted Jobs

652

567

Most Repeated Preempted Jobs

Fig. 8: Preempted Jobs Reported by Amazon EC2 Cloud

For the enhancement of current work, the main goal is to perform the simulation of IEEE 30 bus in
MATLAB directory and perform the test using these optimization algorithms including; Newton
Raphson, Fuzzy Logic, and Decision based Theory. Later, implement these algorithms with and without
incorporating data center fast computational infrastructure. Then, implement the best algorithm for IEEE
30 bus system replica of real time power systems under the influence of this paper work.
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Abstract
Permanent magnet flux switching machine (PMFSM) has been a fascinating research interest for numerous applications because of
tremendous advantages such as robust structure, high torque and high power capability but fewer were developed for under water
exploration of oil and gas in downhole application due to harsh climate. Therefore, this paper presents design parametric sensitivity
study and performance analysis of outer PMFSM. Firstly, the initial performance, the main structure and analysis based on 2
dimensional Finite Element Analaysis (2D-FEA) under certain specifications and restrictions. As the initial machine is unable to
achieve the maximum torque, so the machine is enhanced by refinement of several design free parameters defined in rotor, PM and
armature slot area. After design improvement, the proposed machine has obtained torque of 33.57Nm while the PM weight is
reduced to 0.70kg.

Keywords: “design refinement; outer rotor; flux switching; permanent magnet; downhole application;”
1. Introduction
Energy is the driving force for global economy. Fig.1 shows the predicted energy requirement from different resources
to ensure the development of the global economy from now to 2030 [1]. As can be seen from the figure, oil and gas
still remain the vital source in the coming decades since the development of renewable resources is not progressing as
fast as anticipated. The bulk of oil and gas production in coming decades will be from the following two main
resources:
Mature Fields
Deep and Ultra Deep Reservoirs

Fig. 1. Global energy consumption.

These “mature fields” today account for over 70% of the worldwide oil and gas production. The production is
gradually declining and the fields will be shut down prematurely if technologies for improving recovery and cost
effective operation and maintenance are not put in place [2]. The global oil and gas hunt for new oil and gas resources
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is leading us into ever deeper waters and harsher environments. The price of typically fixed or floating platform for
processing is increased significantly. Therefore, many deep sea fields may be worthless to develop.
Downhole processing, by moving the processing from surface or onshore to downhole can not only remove the top
platforms or partly reduce the top area, but also upgrade productivity, ultimate restoration and improving efficiency
whilst diminishing environmental impact [3].
Currently, Induction machines are widely utilized in downhole drilling because they are cost-effective, robust and easy
to control [4]. However, they are incompetent to fulfil the requirements of higher power densities, higher efficiencies
and better controllability when compared with permanent machines. Meanwhile, permanent magnet (PM) machines
have almost same robustness and reliability with higher torque density, higher efficiency with smaller volume [5].
They are extensively used in industrial applications, but few were designed for downhole application due to high
ambient temperature in deep wells and the low temperature stability of PM material over the time.
Today, with advancement in technologies and applications for magnetic material allows operation at higher
surrounding temperatures without permanent magnetizations loss. Therefore, it is increasingly interesting trend for oil
and gas sectors to design and manufacture PM machine having outer diameter is typically around 100mm constrained
by the size of well but the axial length can be comparatively long [6].
The permanent magnet flux switching machine (PMFSM) has a brief history and is a relatively new kind of PM
machines. The first PMFSM was reported as a single phase alternator in 1955 utilizing a low performance magnet
shown in Fig. 2(a) [7], while a three phase machines was introduced in 1997 where ferrite was adopted to observe the
flux focusing effect shown in Fig. 2(b) [8].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Single phase alternator (b) Three phase brushless machine

More recently, there have been revived research interests in PMFSM, probably due to number of perceived benefits.
Since active parts such as armature windings and permanent magnet (PM) placed on the stator, simple yet effective
machine cooling can be easily applied [9]. Furthermore, additional advantages such as robust rotor structure, high
torque density, high efficiency and better flux weakening capability are thoroughly examined and validated for various
applications shown in Fig. 3 [10-12]. However, research on PMFSM mainly associated with general electromagnetic
analysis and optimization of the inner rotor type [14-15], with barely any attention given to the outer rotor PMFSM.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. (a) Direct drive (b) Aerospace (c) Downhole application
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This paper compares the performance analysis of initial design and improved design of outer rotor PMFSM for
downhole application. Design feasibility and performance analysis of 12 armature slot with 22 rotor pole numbers are
compared on the basis of coil test arrangement, peak armature flux linkage, induced voltages, cogging torque, flux
distribution, average torque and power. Finite Element Analysis (FEA) simulation, conducted via JMAG-Designer
ver. 14.0 released by Japan Research Institute (JRI) are used to study various characteristics of design.
2. Geometric Topology
The outer rotor PMFSM has doubly salient structure with a novel topology. The ideology of flux switching originates
from variation of both amplitude and polarity of flux linkages in the armature winding in accordance with rotor
position. Fig. 4(a), shows cross sectional view of outer rotor PMFSM. Each stator slot consists of two iron teeth and a
rectangular permanent magnet sandwiched between them, and grasped by concentrated armature windings, while rotor
pole is simply formed with an iron tooth.
The key design parameters of outer rotor PMFSM are bounded by geometric relationship are construed in a magnified
local structure as shown in Fig. 4(b). The stator slot should be even multiple of phase numbers. Thus, the relationship
between stator slot number and Ns rotor pole number Nr is [17].
Nr

(12 n) * Ns
6

(1)

Where n is an integer (positive) which should not be a multiple of three. For obtaining zero resultant magnetic force,
Nr is chosen to be even number. The key design parameters such as stator tooth width arc βs, rotor pole width arc βr
permanent magnet width arc βpm and stator armature slot width arc βslot initially set as
r

s

pm

slot

3

3Ns

(2)

One the other hand, additional relationship between stator inner radius Rsi,, and outer radius Rso, stator back length hys
and rotor yoke length hyr are originally fixed as
Rsi

Rso
2

(3)

hyr 1.5 * hys

(4)

Additionally, to obtain sufficient rotor saliency, the rotor pole height hpr is set as

hpr

Rso
8

(5)

Moreover, stator slot winding area Aslot can be determined as
2

Rso

2

sin

Aslot
2 tan

2 Ns

(6)

Ns

In addition, number of turns Na for one stator slot and peak injected current Im in each coil can be calculated as

Na
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Im

Ja * Aslot * α
2 Na

(8)

Where, α is filling factor, d is the diameter of wire and Ja is the peak injected current density. Finally, the rotor outer
radius can be derived as
9
8

Rro

2 Ns

(9)

* Rso g

Where, g is the air gap. Table 1, shows key geometric parameters of outer rotor PMFSM that are calculated through
above mentioned equations.

C2 B1

A2 C2
A2
B2

B1
A1

hyr
B2
C3

βs
βpm
hys

βr

Stator

C3
A3

hyp
βslot

B4
A4

Rro
Rso

(b)
Fig. 4. (a) Basic design parameters (b) Cross sectional view

Table 1. Design specification for outer rotor PMFSM
Parameters
Abbreviations
Values
Rotor Pole Number
Nr
22
Stator Pole Number
Ns
12
Rotor Outer Radius
Rro
50mm
Rotor Inner Radius
Rri
40.5mm
Stator Outer Radius
Rso
40mm
Stator Inner Radius
Rsi
20mm
Rotor Pole Height
hpr
5mm
Rotor Pole Width
βr
3.49mm
Permanent Magnet Width
βpm
3.49mm
Stator Tooth Width
βs
3.49mm
Rotor Yoke Length
hyr
4.5mm
Stator Back Length
hys
3mm
Armature Slot Area
Aslot
50.73mm2
Air Gap
g
0.5mm
Stack Length
l
20mm
PM Weight
Wpm
1.26Kg
Armature Current Density
Ja
5A/mm2
Synchronous Speed
⍵
1000rev/min
Number of Turns
Na
33
Split Ratio
0.8
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3. Design Refinement Methodology
The performance analyses of preliminary design of 12 slot-22 poles outer rotor PMFSM were investigated. The
maximum torque of 16.39 Nm is obtained, when armature current density is set at 5 A/mm2 which is far from the
target requirement. To achieve the targeted goal, the design free parameters L1 to L7 are defined in rotor and stator
part shown in Fig. 5 will be optimized. The deterministic optimization technique is used to find the maximum
performance of machine by adjusting the design free parameters while keeping the air gap constant. The first step is to
vary the rotor parameters L1to L3 while keeping L4 to L7 constant. The torque has maximum value when the rotor
inner radius is 43 mm. Then keeping L1 at 43mm, the rotor pole width L2 and rotor pole height L3 are adjusted. Once
the maximum torque for rotor parts is determined, then second step is done by changing the permanent magnet width
L4 and length L5 respectively, while armature slot area and rotor parameters remains unchanged. Since torque
increases with the decrement in PM width, therefore L4 considered as dominant factor for the improvement of torque.
Moreover, machine became lighter due to reduction in PM weight. Finally, armature slot parameters are altered while
maintain other parameters constant. This method is treated repeatedly by changing L1 to L7 until maximum torque is
achieved. The comparison between initial and final design parameters are listed in Table 2.

Fig. 5. Design free parameters of 12slot-22pole

Abbreviation
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7
g
Aslot
Wpm
Tavg

Table 2. Comparison of initial and refined design
Parameters
Initial
Rotor inner radius [mm]
40.5
Rotor pole width [mm]
3.49
Rotor pole height [mm]
5
Permanent magnet Width [mm]
3.49
Permanent magnet length [mm]
20
Armature Slot Width [mm]
10.41
Armature Slot Length [mm]
17.26
Air gap [mm]
0.5
Armature Slot Area [mm2]
50.73
Permanent Magnet Width [Kg]
1.26
Average Torque [Nm]
16.39

Improved
43.5
4.4
3.5
1.9
23
13.94
21.20
0.5
89.16
0.79
33.57

4. Results and performances based on 2D-FEA
4.1 Flux linkage and flux distribution
For initial and improved design flux linkage and flux distribution are carried out under no load condition. The total
flux in the machine is generated by PM only. From Fig. 6, it is clear that flux linkage after design refinement at open
circuit analysis is approximately 2 times greater than initial design. Meanwhile, Fig. 7 depicts the flux distribution
pattern of initial and improved design. In initial design PM flux is not properly distributed in the rotor, as highlighted
by red circles shown in Fig. 7(a) along with high leakage. After design refinement, most of flux is linked to the rotor
core thus reducing the leakage in machine shown in Fig. 7(b).
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Fig. 6. U-phase flux linkage

(b)

(a)

Fig. 7. Flux distribution (a) Initial design (b) improved design

4.2 Cogging torque and induced voltages
The cogging torque examinations of both designs are depicted in Fig. 8. The preliminary design of outer rotor PMFSM
with 12slot-22poles has high peak to peak cogging torque of approximately 3.2Nm. Since high cogging torque cause
vibration and noise in the machine, therefore it should be in acceptable range. The cogging torque of improved design
is about 1.74Nm.
Initial Design

[Nm]

Improved Design

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5

[o]

0
-0.5 0

30

60

90

120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360

-1

-1.5
-2
Fig. 8. Cogging torque for one electric cycle

Further examination of the both designs on back emf in no load condition is carried out at the speed of 1000 rev/m.
The results obtained for back emf are plotted in Fig. 9. The improved design has higher induced voltages than the
initial design because the induced emf (E) is directly proportional to the flux linkage (∅), illustrated in equation 10
while k is the constant value, depends on the machine geometry and ⍵ is speed. Induced voltages are greater than
applied voltages but can be used for regenerative braking system in order to charge the source.
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Fig. 9. Induced voltages of outer rotor PMFSM

4.3 Torque at Various Armature Current Densities
The average electromagnetic torque of proposed design can be calculated as

Tavg

N r K d Bg J a Aslot Rso l

8

(11)

Where Bg air gap flux density at no load condition, Kd is leakage factor which is taken as 0.75 for initial design while
for improved design it is 0.95. The obtained results from calculation and simulation are plotted in Fig. 10(a) and (b), in
which armature current density is varied from 0A/mm2 to 5A/mm2. For improved design the maximum simulated and
calculated torque of 33.57Nm and 33.67Nm respectively are obtained at 5A/mm 2.
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Fig. 10. Average torque at various armature current densities (a) simulated (b) calculated

4.4 Torque and Power Versus Speed
For initial and refined outer rotor PMFSM, the torque and power versus speed curve is ploted in Figure. 11(a) and (b).
At the base speed 2406.55 rev/min and 973.32 rev/min, the maximum torque of 16.39Nm and 33.57Nm is obtained
and torque start to decline if the machine is operated beyond the base speed. The power accomplished by preliminary
and improved design is 4.13kW and 3.84kW respectively. The improved design has less power than initial design but
it is still above the targeted value.
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5. Conclusion
In this research work, design refinement techniques and performance analysis of 12slot-22pole outer rotor PMFSM for
downhole application has been investigated. The result obtained based on 2D-FEA has successfully achieved the
target performances. In addition, the proposed machine has low cogging torque and also reduced the weight of PM
magnet to 0.79Kg that is lower than the existing inner rotor PMFSM for downhole application. Finally, the average
output torque of improved design is 2 times greater than the initial one.
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Abstract
Conventional power plants are accountable to provide power balancing services for safe and reliable power system
operation; whereas photovoltaic (PV) power plants are treated as negative load, indicating their passive role in
providing such services. This concept may pose serious concerns to system operators regarding security and reliability
of modern power system as large scale integration of solar power may dominate the conventional power. To support
the secure and reliable operation of highly PV integrated power system, the large sized PV power plants must be able
to participate in power balancing services such as maintaining zero reactive power transfer at point of common
connection (PCC) during normal operation and provide additional MVAr’s during contingency events. The ability of
PV system to contribute in aforementioned services depends on transmission line length and grid strength. This study
investigates the ability of the PV system to provide reactive power support for different line lengths. When PV system,
due to large line lengths or because of high contingencies, unable to provide the required reactive support the shunt
compensating device will be used to provide the required support.
© 2016 “Abdul Basit, Faheem Ali, Saad Rashid, Muhammad Waseem, Muhammad Ishaq & Saim saher”, Selection and/or peer-review under
responsibility of Energy and Environmental Engineering Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro,
Pakistan.

Keywords: “Voltage control; photovoltaic (PV); reactive power compensation; shunt compensation”
1. Introduction
Renewable power generation has increased significantly in the last few decades and progressively being observed as a
mainstream electricity supply technology [1–3]. Globally, 178 GW of solar power has been generating power till end
of 2014, where 40 GW started operating in 2014. Germany with 38.8 GW has the largest capacity of solar power
plants worldwide followed by China (28.2 GW), Japan (23.3 GW), Italy (18.46 GW) and United States (18.28 GW)
[4]. To guarantee that increasing installation of solar power does not affect the power system operation, the large sized
photovoltaic (PV) systems must fulfil certain regulations. For example; they should regulate reactive power to keep
zero reactive power transfer at the point of common connection (PCC) during normal operation, and able to tolerate
system disturbances during faults and other system disturbances.
The power balancing services are usually supplied by conventional power plants that are required for reliable power
system operation [1–3]. The renewable power plants, namely wind and photovoltaic (PV), are so far exempted from
such services and therefore viewed as negative load indicating their passive role in power system operations [5].
However, as in future the renewable power is going increasingly to substitute conventional power plants that might
result in reduction of conventional reserve sources as less conventional plants will be operational to share the
regulation burden [5]. The reliable operation of large scale renewable power integrated power system might then be at
risk unless these power plants are able to support and participate in power balancing services.
To uphold the secure and reliable operation of power system, the Transmission System Operators (TSOs) have placed
certain technical requirements known as grid codes. These requirements are for large sized solar power plants
connected to the transmission network and the smaller PV systems connected to distribution network are exempted
from such services. The PV’s are connected to the grid through inverters and the advancement in power electronics
have enabled them to provide certain services as conventional power plants, e.g. maintaining zero reactive power
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transfer at PCC during normal operation and contribute in providing additional MVAr’s during abnormal situations or
contingencies.
In most part of the world, the PV power plants are installed at locations far away from load centres where long ac
transmission lines are used to connect them to the transmission network. The reactive losses due to high current
transfer influence the steady state voltage if appropriate compensation is not provided. The electrical system for PV
with converter stations developed after advancement in power electronics is capable of meeting the required reactive
power support. However, if the PV system is connected via long transmission line than support from shunt
compensating devices will be required [6].
This research paper analyses the voltage control capabilities of PV power plant. The ability of controller to support
power system with reactive power is investigated for different line lengths and contingency events that result in low
voltage. The paper also analyses the reactive power support from shunt compensating devices when controller unable
to provide the desired support due to large sized overhead line length or contingency events that results in lower
voltages at PCC. This study develops the power system model of 100 MVA in PSCAD/EMTDC where PV system is
connected to a weak point on the grid through a transmission line and a transformer. The model along with PV system
also consists of shunt compensating device, where both the converters working in parallel tries to maintain voltage at
PCC at its nominal range.
2. Power system model
The PV power plant along with its control is shown in the Figure 1. The model consists of dc link capacitor, resistor
RBR, switch SBR, IGBTs, filter, transformer and a transmission line connected PV system to the grid. The energy
generated from PV is primarily stored in dc link capacitor and converter station then transformed it to an alternating
current. The power electronics switch (SBR) controls the resistor (RBR) for discarding the excess amount of energy
during contingencies in order to restore the active power balance and safeguard the capacitor and the control system.
The filter is designed to remove harmonics after conversion of DC to AC, and the transformer steps up the voltage.

Figure 1: Model and Control of developed power system model
The developed PV system controller consists of current controller, reactive power/voltage controller and the dc link
voltage controller. The dc link voltage controller is design to maintain active power balance by regulating the dc link
voltage. The reactive power flow is either controller by reactive power controller based on the reference value or by
the voltage controller that directly controls the voltage at the specified point. In this study when voltage controller is
operational it controls the voltage at PCC. The aforementioned controllers generates the reference values for current
controllers.
The designed cascaded control system contains an inner current controller and an outer active power and
voltage/reactive power controllers. The inner current controller is designed to control current through filter and
2
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transformer while the active and reactive power flow are regulated through outer controllers. The dq reference
coordinate system is used in this study for controlling the operation of insulated-gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) and
the voltage and the current are transformed from abc to dq through power invariant transformation. The transformation
angle (θ) is provided by the Phase locked loop (PLL) by tracking the grid voltage angle (θ).
3.

Analyses of developed PV System model

As VSC is capable of independently controlling active and reactive power, therefore this study investigates the ability
of PV to transfer reactive power as transmission length vary while delivering active power of 0.8 p. u. When
transmission line length increases from certain level the high reactive losses in the system then results in lagging
power factor at the connection point. The shunt compensating devices are then is installed at PCC that can maintain
zero reactive power to the converter.
3.1. System capability
The ability of the PV system, while meeting the grid code requirements, to transfer the desired active power without
causing any adverse effect on grid performance is known as system capability. To analyse the system capability of
developed model while delivering the desired active power, the reactive power transfer is plotted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: PV system capability to transfer reactive power as function of line length
It can be observed from Figure 2 that for transmission line length of 11 km, desired active power can be delivered
keeping zero reactive power transfer at PCC. For smaller lengths extra MVAr’s can be provide during contingency
events; however, as line length increases than 11 km the high reactive losses will result in lagging power factor at PCC
and hence voltage lesser than the nominal level. The later situation negatively impacts the grid performance especially
when it is connected at weak point. The shunt compensating device will be required at this point that can provide
required reactive power compensation in order to enhance secure and reliable power system operation. The support
from the shunt compensating device required for different line lengths is shown in the Figure 3. For transmission line
length of 15 km 5 MVAr of compensation is required however when the line length is 35 km the requirement surges to
50 MVAr.

3
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Figure 3 Required reactive power support at PCC for
developed power system model

3.2. Dynamic Analyses
During normal power system operation, the PV system is required to maintain zero reactive power transfer at PCC, but
increasing large scale integration of PV power plants in modern power system may request for supplementary reactive
power support from PVs during contingency events. This study examines the capability of PV converter to supply
additional MVAr’s when zero reactive power transfer is maintained at PCC. When PV system is connected via 10 km
line than response for the following quantities, i.e. active and reactive power and voltage at PCC is shown in Figure 4.
It can be observed that there is neither overshoot nor oscillations in reactive power and voltage response; however, due
to the change in grid voltage the PLL output is disrupted for short time which results in active power distortion. As
aforementioned that during normal operation the shunt compensating device is not connected for 10 km line but as the
line length is larger than 10 km than the additional MVAr can only be supplied from shunt compensating device at
PCC.

Figure 5: Response at PCC for reactive power step on
20 km line

Figure 4: Response at PCC for reactive power step on
10 km line

The reactive power support from the PV system and shunt compensating device is required when the transmission line
4
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length is 20 km so that zero reactive power transfer can be maintained at PCC. The additional MVAr’s have to be
supplied from shunt compensating device. Figure 5 then plots the response of voltage, active & reactive power at the
PCC when reactive power step is applied from shunt compensating device. The distortion in active power is due to the
change in PLL output while small fluctuations in voltage and reactive power is due to parallel operation of the reactive
power controllers of shunt compensating device and PV system.
3.3. Voltage control during contingencies
The PV system controls voltage at PCC through voltage controller by regulating the reactive current, as grid voltage
deviates from its nominal level during contingencies. Figure 6 shows the steady state voltage at PCC when grid
voltage drops to 0.9, 0.8 and 0.7 p. u. and PV system is connected via 10 km line. Figure 7 shows the active and
reactive power at PCC. The PV system delivers the required active power while supporting the voltage at PCC.
However, for contingency when grid voltage drops to 0.7 p. u., the reactive power demand is too high that it forces PV
system to its maximum current and voltage limit. The controller unable to provide the required support and it results in
reduction of active power delivery at PCC.
The TSO’s require fault ride through capability from large sized PV power plants and doesn’t place any such
requirement that it should regulate voltage during contingencies. This study is focussed on modern power systems
where TSOs may demand for voltage regulation from PV systems during contingency events that result in sustained
low voltages. If PV system has to supply reactive power in order to maintain the PCC voltage at 0.9 p.u. while
maintain the desired active power flow the support from shunt compensating device is required most of the times.
Figure 8 shows the required support from the PV system and the shunt compensating devices during contingencies on
a 10 km line that can retain the PCC voltage within acceptable level.

Figure 7: Active & Reactive power at PCC

Figure 6: Voltage at PCC during contingency events

Figure 8: Reactive power support from PV system and shunt compensator when grid voltage drops to 0.7 p. u.
5
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4. Conclusion
This research paper studies the ability of large sized PV power plant to maintain unity power factor, i.e. zero reactive
power transfer, at PCC during normal situations and support PCC voltage during contingency events. It can be
observed from aforementioned results that PV system equipped with VSC can maintain zero reactive power transfer
for certain length of transmission line; however, for higher transmission line length it requires support from shunt
compensators. The size of shunt compensator depends on line length and contingency level.
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Abstract
The Formula Society of Automotive Engineers (FSAE) competition for electric vehicle challenges to
conduct research in the design of a safe and reliable electric powertrain because of the growing reality of
electric mobility due to increase in the demand and cost of conventional energy source and
environmental effect of internal combustion engine. There are various aspects in the design of formula
electric vehicle such as powertrain design, energy storage, instrumentation and aerodynamics. The
vehicle is powered by Li-polymer accumulator equipped with battery management system to monitor
state of health (SOH), voltage, state of charge (SOC), temperature and perform cell balancing. The
foremost concern is the electrical safety which is ensured by protections systems such as shutdown
system, accumulator isolation relays and insulation monitoring device incorporated for the continuous
and safe operation of the vehicle. This paper primarily focuses on the protection devices, sensors and
interlocks, designed according to the FSAE rules to provide protection to the tractive system of electric
vehicle and minimize the severity and likelihood of any hazard during the handling, acceleration and
braking action of the vehicle. The feasibility analysis of total supplied power by accumulator pack for the
propulsion of electric powertrain was evaluated and recorded which concludes the viable and safe
operation of electrical system of the vehicle.

© 2016 Muhammad Mansoor, Muzammil Kashan, M. Ihsan Ul Haq. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Energy
and Environmental Engineering Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro,
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1. Introduction
The Formula SAE (FSAE) is a design competition for students from all over the world which is
organized by Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE International) that challenges to conduct research in
order to design, manufacture, develop and compete with small, formula style, prototype vehicle
according to the FSAE rules and goals and which can be cost-effectively marketed. The competition has
different versions in different regions of the world emphasizing upon the design of Internal Combustion
Engine and Electric vehicles. [1]
The AC 15 is most commonly used for the propulsion of formula style, student motorsports car. It is
compact, powerful and works efficiently for this type of application. AC-15 is used with continuous
power rating of 12kW. It is a 3-phase AC induction motor, by Hi Performance Electric Vehicle Systems
(HPEVS). The motor controller used is Curtis 1238E-6501. It is designed for advanced control of AC
induction motors and is widely used for on-vehicle traction drive and hydraulic pumps.
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The cells used for the accumulator are Lithium polymer (NMC) pouch cells from EiG Batteries with
nominal voltage of 3.65 V and 20 AH cell nominal capacity. Total 120 no. of cells are connected in
series-parallel configuration of 20s6p to make nominal voltage of 73V and 120 AH total nominal
capacity [2]. The arrangement of cells is packed in accumulator container made up of aluminum having
10 equal sections.
Lithium Pro Battery Management System (BMS) is used for the, over current, over voltage, under
voltage and over temperature protection of accumulator. BMS also monitors the State of Heath (SOH)
and State of Charge (SOC) of accumulator [3]. Accumulator Isolation Relays (AIRs) are used at each
terminal of the accumulator container to protect container poles from exposure to high voltage while the
accumulator tractive system is protected by fuse having a current rating less than the maximum switchoff current of the AIRs. The prime protection of tractive system is provided by shutdown circuitry which
mainly contains Insulation Monitoring Device (IMD), Master Switches, Inertia Switch, Shutdown
Buttons, Brake System Plausibility Device, Brake Over Travel Switch and necessary interlocks.
The performance and cost of manufacturing of the car highly depends upon the material selection and
optimized design. The AISI 1010 steel hot rolled tubes are used to get the enough strength for the car
which comply the rules for designing the car. Moreover, it can be re-used for other applications as well.
The major challenge associated with the mechanical design of a formula car is chassis which plays a vital
role in the structural stability of the car. The other components of the vehicles are directly or indirectly
attached with the chassis. The consideration of the safety and comfort of the driver, and accommodation
of other components of the car within the space framework is necessary while designing the chassis. The
chassis of the car is made of metallic spaceframe by using round tubes of hot rolled AISI 1010 steel. The
ease of manufacturing, high tensile strength and low cost of steel associated with the metal spaceframe
make us choose it as compared to that of the monocoque chassis.
The triangulation is maintained while designing the chassis for effective load distribution and
transmission in order to get stable structure. Moreover, the weight of the chassis is kept low by making
appropriate design without compromising the required strength, stiffness and safety parameters of the
vehicle. The total weight of the chassis is 44 kg. The metal inert gas (MIG) welding is used for joining
the structural members of the chassis. The chassis model of the electric car is shown in Figure 1.

Fig, 1. Chassis model of solar vehicle

The suspension system is designed to isolate the car from bumps and agitation by restricting five degrees
of freedom. The optimum design of the suspension system is necessary for grip of the wheels, safety of
the car and comfort of the driver. A push rod suspension system is used for all of four wheels in order to
provide the wide range of adjustability and packaging option. The short-long arm style of suspension is
modified for all four wheels of the car. The standard coil out dampers were used in the suspension
system. The stiffness of the springs was 14 kN per meter. The jounce and rebound were 2.54 cm. The
major function of the braking system is to stop the car in the minimum distance without affecting the
stability of the car. Disk brakes actuated by master cylinder are used in the car. The choice of callipers
and rotors is made for the safety and handling of the car.
Track width is measured as the distance between centerlines of right and left wheels and it resists
overturning moment caused by the force of inertia at the center of gravity. It also affects lateral force on
the wheels of the car. The track width of four-wheeler vehicle is set to be 1.17 meter to accommodate the
driver, batteries, motor and, steering, braking and suspension systems of the car. Wheelbase is the
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distance between the centrelines of front and rear axle which transfers the longitudinal weight. It has a
great effect on packaging of components. Therefore, it should be determined at early stages of design.
The wheelbase for current design of the car is set to be 1.588 meters.
The direction of the car is controlled by the driver through steering system. The manual rack and pinion
steering system is mounted on the base of the frame and is connected with the attachment of the rim
through tie rods. The comfort and authority of controlling of driver has been taken into consideration
during the selection and designing of steering system. The 79 percent Ackerman geometry of the steering
system was decided for effective steering and less chance for slip during cornering. Zero backlash is
considered between shaft of pinion and steering wheel. The length of tie rods was 600 mm. the king pin
axis was inclined at 10°. The scrub radius was 50 mm. Roll bar was also designed for safety of the driver
in case of roll over. The clearance of 4 inches between the head of driver and lower portion of roll bar
was maintained. Supporting brackets were also incorporated in design for proper support of roll bar and
effective load transfer. Aluminium sheet of 5 mm thickness was used to make the seat. It is light weight
and comfortable for driver. The top view of model of the car are shown in Figure 2.

Fig, 2. Top view of model of the car

2. Electrical System Design
The Electrical System of FSAE electric vehicle is divided into two parts, the Grounded Low Voltage
System (GLVS) and the Tractive System (TS) [4]. The high voltage system or tractive system contains
Motor, Motor Controller, Accumulator, Battery or Accumulator Management System (AMS), AIRs,
Main Fuses, High Voltage Disconnect and (HVD) while GLV system is the control system that contains
GLV battery and shutdown circuitry including Insulation Monitoring Device (IMD), Tractive System
Master Switch (TSMS) and Grounded Low Voltage Master Switch (GLVMS), Inertia Switch, Shutdown
Buttons, Brake System Plausibility Device (BSPD), Brake Over Travel Switch (BOTS) and Shutdown
System Interlocks. Block diagram of the Tractive System (TS) is given below in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Block Diagram of the Tractive System

The Block diagram of the Grounded Low Voltage System (GLVS) is given below in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4. Block Diagram of the GLV System

2.1. Accumulator
Total one accumulator pack is used which is made up of 120 LiPo (NMC) pouch cells from EiG
Batteries. The pack is contained in a single container having 10 equal sections with fire resistant material
between them. Each of the 10 cell stacks of 12 cells are configured as 2s6p with nominal voltage of 7.3V
and max energy of 3.59MJ and all the 10 stack are connected in series to make nominal voltage of 73V.
A high current fuse and two AIRs are used in whole battery pack according to the rules. A distributed
BMS is incorporated for the protection of batteries. Current monitoring system is also installed and the
load and source (charger) current is monitored by BMS. The main accumulator parameters are given in
table 1.
Table 1. Main Accumulator Parameters
Parameters
Value
Nominal Voltage
73VDC
Minimum Voltage
60VDC
Maximum Voltage
80VDC
Maximum Nominal Current
600A
Maximum Output Current
1200A for <10s
Maximum Charging Current
60A
Cell Manufacturer and Type
EiG Battery Li-Po Li[NiMnCo]O2
Cell configuration
20s6p
Total Capacity
31.536 MJ
Total numbers of cells
120
Nominal Cell Capacity
20 Ah
Maximum Cell Voltage
4.00 V
Nominal Cell Voltage
3.65V
Minimum Cell Voltage
3.0V
Maximum Cell Nominal Output Current
5C
Maximum Cell Output Current
10C for <10s
Maximum Cell Charging Current
0.5C
Maximum Cell Temperature (charging)
40°C
Maximum Cell Temperature (discharging) 55°C

The cells used for the accumulator are Lithium polymer (NMC) pouch cells from EiG Batteries (model:
C020). Each cell weighs about 482g with specific Energy 174 Wh/Kg and specific power (DOD 50%
vvfr, 10sec) 2300W/K. Cells are of automotive grade and rated for 1000 cycle to 80% capacity at 25◦C
(DOD 100%). The whole series of these 20s6p cells is protected by a fuse rated at 250A (GSA250).
Thus, this fuse protects the conductors carrying the entire pack current of 164A which is motor’s nominal
current. The electrical configuration of accumulator is shown in Figure 5 and the parallel and series
connection of a stack is shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 5. Electrical Configuration of Accumulator

Fig. 6. Parallel and Series Connection of a Stack

2.2. Battery Management System
Lithiumate Pro BMS by e-lithion is used for under voltage, over voltage, over current over temperature
protection. This is a distributed BMS with one master controller and 20 BMS boards monitoring 20 series
connected battery packs of 6 cells connected in parallel. The BMS controller is shown in Figure 7:

Fig. 7. BMS Controller

Total 120 cells are divided into 10 banks of configuration 2s6p and the 6 cells connected in parallel are
sensed by 1 BMS board, so there are total 2 BMS boards in each stack, one at positive end and other at
negative end. The BMS is programmed for upper voltage range, lower voltage range and maximum
temperature limit during charging and discharging. On each cell board there is a B- and B+ terminal, and
a thermistor is in direct thermal contact with B- terminal to monitor the temperature of each 6p
configuration. In this way, all the cells are being monitored by the BMS. The BMS cell board is shown in
Figure 8.
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Fig. 8. BMS Controller

The cutoff values of each BMS board monitoring 6p cells are given in table 2.
Table 2. Cutoff Values of BMS Board
Parameter
Value
Upper Voltage Limit
4.0 VDC
Lower Voltage Limit
3.0 VDC
Maximum Temperature while Charging
38°C
Maximum Temperature while Discharging 42°C

The K1, K2 and K3 contacts of BMS reacts in case of any abnormality caused by meeting cutoff values
which ultimately shuts down the GLV system using a relay and opens the AIR which cuts the load on the
battery.
2.2.1. Depth of Discharge
Power extracted by battery is measured with state of charge. Its value ranges from 0 to 100. When battery
is fully charged at no load its depth of charge is zero with increases gradually upon connected external
load or Motor. Unit used for depth of discharge is AH and it can be calculated from Eq. (1)
#$# % &( '()**+,- . /0)

(1)

Optimum depth of discharge in the design of electric vehicle is set at 70.
2.2.2. State of Charge
Amount of potential gained by battery is calculated with state of charge. It is amount of percentage (%)
to which battery is charged. It ranges from 100% to 0%. Initially when battery is fully charged with no
load it is 100% which decreases with connected load or Motor. Optimum state of Charge is set at 100%.
2.2.3. State of Health
Battery state of health is the measure of battery efficiency depending upon its internal cell resistance and
rated capacity. Increased internal resistance with usage decreases the measure of state of health. BMS
extracts the status of cell resistance with capacity of battery to monitor the state of health.
2.2.4. Cell Balancing
Charge stored by each cell of battery depends upon the internal resistance of individual cells. Internal
resistance of all individual cells couldn’t be exactly same therefore there is always a slightly mismatch
between charge stored by individual cells when connected to common charging source. This mismatch of
charge allows discharging the cells at different rate and thus deceasing overall state of health of cells and
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maximum stored energy. In order to disseminate this power loss BMS performs the operation of cell
balancing [5].
All cells are charged up to 0 depth of discharge and maintained at this point during charge depletion
process. Charges are added or subtracted from cells to balance complete battery, additional charge is
supplied by external charger and surplus charge is released in the form of heat from over charged cells.
2.3. Accumulator Isolation Relays
Two Accumulator Insulation Relays (AIRs) are used, one at each terminal of the accumulator so that if
AIRs are open, no High voltage is present outside the accumulator container as required by the Formula
SAE rules in order to ensure electrical safety from the container. AIRs are of Normally Open type and
driven by the GLV battery. Main Accumulator fuse rated at 250A is protecting the AIRs rated at 400A.
The characteristic data of AIRs used is given in table 3.
Table 3. Characteristics of AIR
Parameter
Value
Relay Type
EV200 Series Contactor
Contact Arrangement
SPST-NO
Nominal Coil Voltage
24 VDC
Maximum Operation Voltage
900 VDC
Continuous DC Current Rating 400A
Normal Load Switching
Make and break up to 300A
Maximum Load Switching
10 times at 1500A
Overload DC Current Rating
2000A for 250msec

2.4. Shutdown Circuit
The main purpose of shutdown circuit is to disconnect the power to the tractive system by opening all
accumulator isolation relays (AIRs). The shutdown circuitry mainly consist of the following parts.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Master Switches
Shutdown Buttons
Insulation Monitoring Device (IMD)
Brake System Plausibility Device (BSPD)
Inertia Switch
Shutdown System Interlocks

The shutdown circuit joins the different sections of shutdown system into one board. This shutdown
circuit carries direct current routed directly through tractive system master switch, inertia switch,
shutdown buttons and brake over travel switch and through relays controlled by IMD, BSPD, Arduino
(Brake and torque plausibility check) and BMS system and for cockpit and rear reset buttons. The
cockpit reset button is a latching button incorporated using relay logic, so whenever the shutdown circuit
is open, driver needs to reset the tractive system using this button. If shutdown circuit is opened due to
BMS, IMD or BSPD, another latching relay is used as shown in figure below to latch the error so that
shutdown circuit does not restore unless this additional reset button is pressed which is inaccessible by
the driver. The wire leading to the shutdown circuit from the battery is fused by a 25A as shown in
Figure 9.
2.4.1. Master Switches
The master switches are manually triggered switches in the shutdown circuit. There are two master
switches in Formula Electric Vehicle which are given below:
•
•

Tractive System Master Switch (TSMS)
Grounded Low Voltage Master Switch (GLVMS)

TSMS is another switch connected in series in the shutdown circuit path which is responsible to cut the
power of shutdown circuit and opens the AIRs.
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Fig. 9. Shutdown Circuit

GLVMS opens the connection between the GLV battery and GLV system. Since GLV system powers the
shutdown circuit and AIRs so cutting the power of GLV system de-energize the shutdown system thus
opening the AIRs.
2.4.2. Shutdown Buttons
Three number of rotary shutdown buttons are used in the design on the left side of the car, on the right
side and in the cockpit. All the shutdown buttons are directly in series connection with the other
components in the shutdown circuit, thus pressing any of these will result in the separation of the
accumulators and the tractive system due to the opening of AIRs.
2.4.3. Insulation Monitoring Device
The IMD detects an insulation failure in the wiring of electric vehicle. It will open the AIRs and shuts
down the power from accumulator to tractive system if it detects any insulation failure having resistance
value less than or equal to 100KΩ in the wiring. The IMD used in the design is the Bender A-Isometer
IR155-3203. It is energized by 12V supply. Its output is directly connected to a relay which carries AIRs
current, and a small circuit for IMD LED indicator which is placed on dashboard. In normal case when
there is no insulation failure IMD output voltage is 5V, relays is closed and LED is OFF and when IMD
detects insulation failure its output voltage becomes 0V, relay is open and LED is ON indicating
insulation failure. IMD circuit is shown in Figure 10. The parameters of IMD are given in table 4.

Fig. 10. IMD Circuit
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Table 4. Parameters of the IMD
Parameter
Value
Set Response Value
100 KΩ (500Ω/Volt)
Self-Test Interval
Always at start-up, then every 20 minutes
Supply Voltage Range
10-36 VDC
High Voltage Range
DC 0-1000 V
Supply Voltage
12 VDC
Max. Operation Current
150 mA
Approximate time to shut down at 50% of the 26 sec
response value
Temperature Range
-40..150°C

2.4.4. Brake System Plausibility Device
The Formula SAE rules requires that the power supplied to the motor must shutdown immediately just
after the mechanical brakes are pressed and the same time the signal of the torque encoder is more than
25% pedal travel. In the design of brake plausibility, two sensors are used, one for hard breaking and
other one for power measurement. EB100 sensor is mounted on pedal of brake. It gives electrical signal
when brakes are applied. This signal is fed to LM339 Comparator for confirmation of hard braking.
HTFS 200P/SP2 sensor is used for measurement of current from accumulator to controller. Current
sensor signal is also fed to LM339 comparator for confirmation of 69.44A (equivalent to 5 KW). Output
of both comparator is fed to AND gate. And Gate output is fed to 8 Bit shift register with clock 15 Hz.
An inverted signal of AND gate is also fed to shift register. Output for BSPD is taken from inverted 8th
bit. Normally 8th bit is high and BSPD is closed when both signal come from hard braking and torque
encoder and persist for 0.5 Sec logic high is shifted from 0th bit to 8th bit and inverted 8th bit becomes
low and opens BSPD. If fault is persistent for less than 0.5 sec shift register gets reset. The BSPD circuit
is shown on Figure 12.

Fig. 12. Brake System Plausibility Device Circuit

2.4.5. Inertia Switch
The inertia switch detects abnormal deceleration. Sensata crash sensor is used as an inertia switch. It
directly carries the current of AIRs. The contacts of inertia switch are normally closed. In case of rapid
deceleration, contacts open and so the AIRs. The block diagram of inertia switch is given in Figure 11.

Fig. 11. Block diagram of Inertia Switch

The parameters of Inertia Switch are given in table 5.
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Table 5. Parameters of the Inertia Switch
Parameter
Value
Inertia Switch Type
Sensata 360 Resettable Crash Sensor
Supply voltage
12 VDC
Trigger Characteristics
6 g for 50 ms/11 g for 15 ms
Max. Operation Current 150 mA
Temperature Range
-40..150°C

2.4.6. Shutdown System Interlock
The shutdown system interlock is incorporated at High Voltage Disconnect (HVD) Switch in the design.
An HVD with integrated internal interlock system is used. Whenever HVD is disconnected, the interlock
is opened and the shutdown system gets open, resulting in the opening of AIRs. The shutdown system
interlock is shown in Figure 13.

Fig. 13. Shutdown System Interlock
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Abstract
Energy crises is getting worse situation in the developing countries. Measurements are being taken but
they will take some time to overcome the power shortage. Besides these measures, Energy efficiency and
conversation are one of the easiest and effective ways to minimize energy consumption hence reducing
the power shortage. Among various energy consuming devices, Lighting constitutes a large but necessary
portion of the electrical load in most facilities. Appropriate usage of lighting will not only minimize
power shortage but also it gives pleasure and comfort to human sight.
This paper presents the detailed study of lighting system of HIET, Hamdard University, and proposed the
efficient solution according to the illumination level needed for different classes of visual task as a case
study. This paper also proposed the guidelines that will help the energy policy makers in establishing
future energy conservative policy.
© 2016 Atif Iqbala, Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Energy and Environmental Engineering Research Group
(EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.

Keywords: " Energy Policy; Energy Efficiency; Energy Conservation; Lighting System ;"
1. Introduction:
In the developing countries, where there is a gap between demand and supply, measures are being taken
for reduction in electricity consumptions as a part of their demand side management. Among the different
techniques for reduction in power consumption, replacement of energy inefficient lamps with energy
efficient lamp is also one of them. [1].
In this paper, the comparison of performance of Linear Fluorescent tube lights (FL), Compact fluorescent
lamps (CFL) and LED lamps on the basis of power consumption, lumens and lamp cost has been
presented. HIET, Hamdard University Karachi was selected as case study and analysis of energy
consumption in lighting with respect to recommended illumination level for various types of activities is
confronted in this work.
This paper has been prepared on the measurements recorded & the data collected, compiled & recorded
from initial months of 2015. The main focus of this study is to develop understanding and awareness
among people in general of the nation to adopt latest energy management and conservative polices to
overcome energy shortage of the country
The details are discussed in future sections.
2. Lighting Systems
Proper lighting makes all work tasks easier, whether in industrial or office settings. People receive about
85% of their information through their sense of sight. Appropriate lighting, without glare or shadows, can
reduce eye fatigue and headaches; it can prevent workplace accidents by increasing the visibility of
moving machinery and other safety hazards. Good quality lighting also reduces the chance of accidents
and injuries from momentary blindness. [2]
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3. HIET Electrical Energy Measurement
Initially a walk through audit of the building was conducted to identify the areas for energy conservation.
Assessment of illumination requirement of the building and scope of improvement of illumination quality
with an objective to reduce cost was also conducted.
HIET is an educational institute consisting of different sections e.g. conference room, class rooms,
laboratories, workshops, library, canteen and offices. Total HIET electrical load is estimated to be
366kW.
The layout of electrical appliances in a class room of HIET, Hamdard University is shown in the Fig. 1.

Fig.-1: Layout of Electrical Appliances in a class room

4. Lighting System at HIET Building
Lighting system of HIET, Hamdard University is 16% of the total electrical energy consumption as
shown in Fig.-2.
lighting
systems, 16%

Rest of
Electrical
Appliances,
84%
Fig.-2: Percentage wise Electrical Energy Consumption by lighting system Vs. Rest of Appliances in HIET
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Fig. 3: Percentage wise Light Energy Consumption at HIET

5. Measuring Units Light Level – Illuminance [3]
Illuminance is measured in foot candles (ftcd, fc, fcd) (or lux in the metric SI system). A foot candle is
actually one lumen of light density per square foot; one lux is one lumen per square meter.
5.1.
Calculating Illumination [3]
Illumination is calculated as
I = Ll Cu LLF / Al
(1)
Where
I = illumination (lux, lumen/m2)
Ll = lumens per lamp (lumen)
Cu = coefficient of utilization
LLF = light loss factor
Al = area per lamp (m2)
5.1.1. Light Loss Factor
The equation to determine LLF is simple: [4]
LLF= (LLD) (LDD) (BF)
Where;
LLD=Lamp Lumen Depreciation. LLD is determined by dividing mean, or average, lamp
lumens by the initial lumen value.
LDD=Luminaire Dirt Depreciation. LDD is a factor relating to how dirty an environment is,
and how much it affects the performance of a luminaire.
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BF=Ballast Factor.
Higher LLFs = lower system cost, energy savings, but also potential for insufficient lighting
Lower LLFs = increased energy use, over lighting, glare etc.[5]
So, Light loss factor (LLF) of different devices are as under. [6]
Appliances
25W T8 Linear Fluorescent
32W T8 Linear Fluorescent
26W CFL
LED Lights [7]

5.1.2

LLF
0.73
0.75
0.77
0.85

Coefficient of Utilization

The coefficient of utilization is defined as the percentage of lamp lumens reaching a work plane.
Due to the cylindrical design of a fluorescent tube lamp, only ~1/3 of the light output directly illuminates
the intended surface. Thus the total zonal lumens from 0 to 120 degrees average 65 percent.
An LED is a directional light source. Most of the light is contained within a beam angle of 120 degrees,
providing light where it’s needed. A photometric data comparison validates this effect. [8]
So, Coefficient of Utilization (CU) of different devices are as under
Appliances
Linear Fluorescent Tube light [8]
LED Lamps [8]
CFL [9]

CU
0.65
0.86
0.54

5.2. Calculation of Illuminance of Current Linear Fluorescent Tube Lights and CFL and
Proposed LED Lights
Consider Junior Faculty room,
Area is 12x07= 84 m2
Power of each Tube light =36W
No. Of tube lights= 36
Total Wattage= 36x36 = 1296W
Per Tube light lumens=80
Total lumens spread in room=1296x80=103680
So lux is (CU=0.65, LLF=0.75)
I = Ll Cu LLF / Al
I=103680x0.65x0.75/84
I=602
The Existing lux measurements of various sections were also verified by using light intensity instrument,
“lux meter”
For junior faculty room, we need 500 lux [Table2]
In this way, rest of the sections have been evaluated and Lux calculated as shown in table1

Sections
Junior Faculy-1
Junior Faculty-2
Senior Faculty-1
Senior Faculty-2

Table: 1. Current Lighting illumination levels at various Sections of HIET
Area
Tube light
Total
Lux
Recommended
(Sq.
Appliance(s)
Lumens/Watt Lumens (Lumen/sq..m)
Lux
m)
84
Tube Light
80
103680
602
500
84
Tube Light
80
103680
602
500
84
Tube Light
110
126720
735
500
84
Tube Light
110
71280
414
500
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Reception
Area/Ground Floor
Reception Area
First Floor
Reception Area
Second Floor
HIET Library
Director Office
Admin Office
Registration Office
Dining Room
ground floor
Kitchen ground
floor
Bathrooms
Examination
Office
Research Lab
Classrooms A, B,
C, D, E, F, G, H, J,
K, L, M, P
Classrooms I, O, N
Classrooms R, Q,
T, S & girls
common room
Programming Lab
1&2
Programming Lab
3
Dirt Lab & SnS
Lab
Thermo Lab
Labs (BE, MPES,
EDC, Physics, Bio,
ICE, CE, DCCN,
E&N ,
Environmental)
HIESS Faculty-1
HIESS Faculty-2
Library First Floor
Server Room
Computer
Hardware room
Server Room Ext
Staircase &
corridor
Stair case &
Corridor (Ext)
Conference Room

42

Tube Light

110

11880

138

200

Not Ok

42

Tube Light

110

15840

184

200

Not Ok

42

Tube Light

110

15840

184

200

Not Ok

336
84
84
42

Tube Light
Tube Light
Tube Light
Tube Light

80
80
80
80

288000
69120
69120
5760

418
401
401
67

300
500
500
500

Ok
Not Ok
Not Ok
Not Ok

42

Tube Light

80

34560

401

200

Ok

42

Tube Light

80

2880

33

500

Not Ok

54

Tube Light

110

126720

143

150

Not Ok

84

Tube Light

80

17280

100

500

Not Ok

84

Tube Light

110

63360

368

750

Not Ok

84

Tube Light

80

1123200

501

300

Ok

84

Tube Light

80

103680

201

300

Not Ok

42

Tube Light

110

79200

184

300

Not Ok

336

Tube Light

80

144000

209

500

Not Ok

84

Tube Light

80

86400

501

500

Ok

84

Tube Light

80

120960

702

500

Ok

84

Tube Light

80

34560

201

500

Not Ok

84

Tube Light

80

864000

501

750

Not Ok

84
84
84
42

Tube Light
Tube Light
Tube Light
Tube Light

110
110
80
110

71280
71280
43200
63360

414
414
251
735

500
500
300
500

Not Ok
Not Ok
Not Ok
Ok

42

Tube Light

80

11520

134

500

Not Ok

42

Tube Light

110

95040

1103

500

Ok

1062

CFL

50

120750
178

100

Ok

1062

CFL

50

331200

84

CFL

50

16800

83

300

Not Ok

6. Comfortable Illumination Levels [10]
These levels are usually measured on a working surface in the building.

Type of Activity

Table: 2. Recommended Lighting Levels [10]
Characteristics of Activity

Cable tunnels, nighttime sidewalk, parking lots
Corridors, changing rooms, loading bay

Foyers and entrances, dining rooms, warehouses,
restrooms
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Interiors rarely used for visual tasks
(no perception of detail)
Interiors with minimal demand for
visual acuity
(limited perception of detail)
Interiors with low demand for visual
acuity
(some perception of detail)

Standard Maintained
Illuminance (lux)
50
100 - 150

200
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Libraries, sports and assembly halls, teaching spaces,
lecture theaters
Computer work, reading & writing, general offices,
retail shops, kitchens
Drawing offices, chain stores, general electronics
work
Detailed electronics assembly, drafting, cabinet
making, supermarkets
Hand tailoring, precision assembly, detailed drafting,
assembly of minute mechanisms

Interior with some demand for visual
acuity
(frequently occupied spaces)
Interior with moderate demand for
visual acuity
(some low contrast, color judgment tasks)
Interior with demand for good visual
acuity
(good color judgment, inviting interior)
Interior with demand for superior
visual acuity
(accurate color judgment & low contrast)
Interior with demand for maximum
visual acuity
(low contrast, optical aids & local lighting
will be of advantage)

300

500

750

1000

1500 -2000+

Table: 3. Lumen Output: Comparing LED Vs Linear Fluorescent Lamps Wattage [11]
Column 1
Costs
Payback
Life
Efficiency
T-8 LED Tube light
Rs. 1600- 3-4 years
10-15
About 110-120 limens per watt
2000
years
T-5 Fluorescent Tube Rs. 500
6 months to 01 3-4 years
110 limens per watt
light
year
T-8 Fluorescent Tube Rs. 100
3-4 years
60-80 lumens per watt (lower for one with
light
electromagnetic ballast)
(Regular Fluorescent)

Table-4: Lumen Output: Comparing LED vs. CFL vs. Incandescent Wattage [12, 13]
Light Output Light Emitting Diodes Incandescent Light Bulbs Compact Fluorescents
(LEDs)
(CFLs)
Lumens
Watts
Watts
Watts
450
4-5
40
9-13
800
6-8
60
13-15
1100
9-13
75
18-25
1600
16-20
100
23-30
2600
25-28
150
30-55

7. Factors affecting the amount of light [14]
Quantity of number of LED lights required per room also depends on following factors:
•
•
•
•
•

Colour shade: Dark shade of wall requires more lights
Height of ceiling: More heights require more lights.
Objects: Lots of furniture, display items, complex geometry requires more lights.
Wastage: Light very close to wall will waste more amount of light by reflection. You have to
install more lights in this case
Amount: More small lights distributed in room can give good illumination than one big light.

8. Identifying Energy Management Opportunities (EMO’s) Proposed Replacement with
LED
Considering LED lights: A typical LED light gives provide 100-120 Lumens per watt [11], let’s consider
100 lumens.
Area is 12x07= 84 m2
No. Of proposed LED tube lights= 36 (same quantity with mean gap)
CU=0.86, LLF=0.85
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Energy Cost (Rs./Month)

Lumens needed
Ll =I Al /Cu LLF
Total lumens spread in room=57456
Total watt needed in room =57456/ (100lumens/watt)
Watt per LED lamp in replacement of same quantities of linear fluorescent tube light=Total watt/no. of
LED=574.56/36=16Watt LED Lamp
In this way, rest of the sections have been evaluated and Wattage of Lamps calculated as shown in table:
5
40000
35000
30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0

Sections
Fig. 4: Comparison graph showing difference in Energy Cost (in PKR.) per month before and after EMO and using
recommended illumination level as required by different sections. Black colour corresponds to Energy costs before EMO,
and white colour represents Energy cost after EMO and using recommended illumination level
Table: 5: After selected recommended illumination levels and using EMO

Sections

Junior Faculy-1

Area
(Sq.
m)
84

Junior Faculty-2

84

Senior Faculty-1

84

Senior Faculty-2

84

Reception Area/Ground
Floor

42

Reception Area First Floor

42

Reception Area Second
Floor

42

HIET Library

336

Director Office

84

Admin Office

84

Registration Office

42

Dining Room ground floor

42
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Appliance(s)
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light

LED Tube
light
Lumens/Watt

Recommend
Lux

Total
Lumens
needed for
section

Total
Watt

Wattage/
LED Tube
light

100

500

57456

575

16

100

500

57456

575

16

100

500

57456

575

9

100

500

57456

575

16

100

200

11491

115

19

100

200

11491

115

14

100

200

11491

115

14

100

300

137893

1379

14

100

500

57456

575

24

100

500

57456

575

24

100

500

28728

287

144

100

200

11491

115

10
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Kitchen ground floor

42

Bathrooms

54

Examination Office

84

Research Lab

84

Classrooms A, B, C, D, E,
F, G, H, J, K, L, M, P

84

Classrooms I, O, N

84

Classrooms R, Q, T, S &
girls common room

42

Programming Lab 1 & 2

336

Programming Lab 3

84

Dirt Lab & SnS Lab

84

Thermo Lab

84

Labs (BE, MPES, EDC,
Physics, Bio, ICE, CE,
DCCN, E&N ,
Environmental)

84

HIESS Faculty-1

84

HIESS Faculty-2

84

Library First Floor

84

Server Room

42

Computer Hardware
room

42

Server Room Ext
Staircase & corridor
Conference Room

42
1062
84
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LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
LED Tube
light
CFL
CFL

100

500

28728

287

287

100

150

88646

886

14

100

500

57456

575

96

100

750

86183

862

27

100

300

448153

4482

11

100

300

103420

1034

29

100

300

86183

862

22

100

500

229822

2298

46

100

500

57456

575

19

100

500

57456

575

14

100

500

57456

575

48

100

750

861833

8618

29

100

500

57456

575

16

100

500

57456

575

16

100

300

34473

345

23

100

500

28728

287

9

100

500
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Abstract
This paper highlighted the level of severity and characteristics of potential hazardous activities correlated
with rig assembling operation during on and offshore drilling operation through implementing
quantitative and qualitative research approaches. In this paper, Malaysian, Saudi Arabian and Pakistani
oil and gas industry has been selected on the bases of their annual production and extraction of
petrochemicals. Targeted population of this study are 09 (nine) health and safety officers and 80 (eighty)
oil and gas drilling crew members, selected based on their working experience and area of expertise in
drilling operation, from selected oil and gas industries. For quantitative (Survey instrument) data analysis
descriptive statistical methods have been utilized (Mean Range, Standard Deviation and Percentage) by
using SPSS 22.0 software package. While, for the evaluation of qualitative (In-depth semi structured
interview) findings, thematic analysis approach has been adopted for identifying potential hazards
associated with rig assembling operation activities. According to the results based on the response from
Malaysian oil and gas industry, circulating system installation activity has been reported as the most
hazardous activity during onshore rig assembling, whereas, rig power system installation activity has
been nominated as the most hazardous activity at offshore rig assembling operation. Likewise,
participants from Saudi Arabian oil and gas industry have considered derrick and rig floor installation
activity at onshore and rig power system installation at offshore site as cause of major incidents.
Similarly, in the context of Pakistan, respondents have argued that the installation of handrail and ladders
at onshore domain, while, installation of circulating system at offshore site is reported as associated with
high occupational level of risk. Overall findings indicate that the response from Pakistani onshore
domain with mean range 3.32 and Saudi Arabian offshore domain with mean range of 3.37 are
considered as most hazardous operations as compared to other focused industries related with safety and
ergonomic hazards at on and offshore rig assembling.
© 2016 "Muhammad Mujtaba Asad, Razali Bin Hassan, Qadir Mehmood Soomro, F.Sherwani, Gordhan Das Valasai" Selection
and/or peer-review under responsibility of Energy and Environmental Engineering Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University
of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.

Keywords: Rig Assembling Operation; Drilling Process; Oil and Gas; Health and Safety Environment;
Potential Hazard

1. Introduction
Petrochemical extraction and production industries contribute major part largely for the economical
prosperity of every nation [1]. Drilling process is one of the most common and main operation at these
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oil and gas industries. Due to the hazardous nature of oil and gas drilling operation, hundreds of people
had has been died and injured annually due to the negligence of health and safety standards and protocols
[2]. According to Megan in year 2013, the death rate among oil and gas workers (drilling crew) was
nearly eight times higher than the all-industry rate of 3.2 fatalities for every 100,000 workers [3]. In well
drilling, rig assembling operation and its associated activities are considered as the initial and most
challenging tasks at on and offshore sites [4]. Reportedly, experts have highlighted that due to the lack of
proper safety and health considerations, rig installation and moving management or contractors regularly
expose their workforce to extreme danger in life threatening situations [5].
Offshore rig assembling operation is indicated as enormously difficult, generally, due to environmental
factors and particularly, due to rig structure in deep seabed [6]. In year 2015, 32 people have been died
and 42 have been critically injured during offshore rig operations in Azerbaijan due to huge fire and
improper rescue plan [6]. Likewise, onshore rig installation has also been nominated as highly hazardous
because it involves lifting risks and hazards related to the transportation of rig equipment and accessories,
which lead to critical injuries. Most commonly reported hazards include; improper equipment handling,
drop and fall of objects and accessories, hit by loaded crane and electrical welding hazards has been
frequently reported by occupational safety and health administration (OSHA) [8]. These correlated
hazards with rig assembling activities can be controlled through sufficient and detailed analysis of hazard
characteristics and nature or range of its severity on large scale [9].
2. Problem Statement
Rig assembling operation is the most fundamental and vital operation for the extraction of crude oil and
gases from the surface of land and deep sea horizon [10]. Due to the hazardous nature of this operation,
numerous sub activities have performed for the successful implementation of and offshore rig platforms
[11]. Rig assembling operation mainly consists of four major activities such as derrick and rig floor
installation, handrail and ladder installation, rig power system installation and circulating system
assembling activity, which are executed or conducted at on and offshore drilling sites [12]. Each rig
assembling activity is associated with several types of physical and behavioural hazards which may result
in severe injuries, life time disabilities and even fatalities [13].
Previously, researchers have highlighted the lack of effective approaches for the assessment and
identification of the most common potential hazards and their characteristics which can cause severe
injuries and life time disabilities during rig assembling activities [11]. These risk assessment and hazard
reorganization will guide health and safety officials and practitioners to implement appropriate
preventive measures for the reduction and elimination of rig assembling hazards [14]. There is also a
sheer need of identification of frequently occurring hazardous events during the execution of onshore and
offshore rig assembling activities worldwide which can guide and provide awareness to newly recruited
drilling workforce for taking suitable actions and safety precautions [15]. In accordance to these issues,
this paper identified some of the most hazardous rig assembling activities during onshore and offshore
drilling operation. It also indicates about the characteristics of associated potential hazards and life
threatening risks due to the aforementioned hazardous rig assembling activities at Malaysian, Saudi
Arabian and Pakistani oil and gas industries.
3. Research Objectives
The main aim of this study is to achieve the following research objectives:
•

To identify the most hazardous activities associated with rig assembling operation during on
and offshore drilling process among Malaysian, Saudi Arabian and Pakistani oil and gas
industries.

•

To analyze the characteristics of the related potential hazards associated with the rig assembling
operation at Malaysian, Saudi Arabian and Pakistani oil and gas industries.
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4. Research Questions
This study seeks answers of the following research questions:
•
•

What are the major hazardous activities during rig assembling operation among on and offshore
oil and gas industries in Malaysia, Saudi Arabia and Pakistan?
What are the potential hazards associated with rig assembling operation among on and offshore
oil and gas industries in Malaysia, Saudi Arabia and Pakistan?

5. Methodology
In this mix-method based analytical study, for the quantitative research analysis, a total of eighty (80) oil
and gas drilling crew members, having both on and offshore working experience, have been chosen
through random sampling approach from three targeted oil and gas industries; Malaysia (PETRONAS),
Saudi Arabia (Saudi Aramco) and Pakistan (OGDCL) as shown in table 1. While, for the qualitative
research analysis, a total of three (03) health and safety drilling professional experts from each country
have been conveniently selected for in-depth semi structured interview from each of the mentioned
focused industries. For the detailed analysis of quantitative data, descriptive statistical technique (Mean,
Standard deviation and Percentage) has been employed through statistical package of social sciences
SPSS.22.Whereas, for the interpretation of qualitative research, thematic analysis method has been used
for analyzing the characteristics of the most common potential hazards during on and offshore rig
assembling operation.
Country
Malaysia
Saudi Arabia
Pakistan
Total

Table 1. Study Respondents
Industry
No of Respondent
Quantitative Qualitative
PETRONAS
80
03
Saudi Aramco
80
03
OGDCL
80
03
240
09

6. Quantitative Results and Analysis
To conduct the quantitative analysis of first and second research objectives and research questions of this
study, descriptive statistical research approach has been adopted for the identification of hazardous nature
of rig assembling activities among on and offshore oil and gas industries in Malaysia, Saudi Arabia and
Pakistan. Thus, for the justification and answer of the research question, a table of specifications is
adapted from Landlell 1997, as shown in table 2, as a guide to measure the nature of hazardous activity
during rig assembling operation based on the level of mean range [16].
Category
1
2
3

•

Table 2. Level of Hazardousness
Mean Range Hazardousness Level
1.00-2.33
Low
2.34-.3.67
Moderate
3.68-5.00
High

Identification of Hazardous Activity during Rig Assembling Operation

According to the descriptive statistical findings from Malaysian oil and gas industries based on
quantitative survey response, as shown in table 3, the most hazardous onshore activity in which the
drilling crew tackled with critical injures and wounds during rig assembling is during rigging up
circulatory system on rig which is lying under moderate level of mean score range of 3.47 and standard
deviation of 0.554. Whereas, the installation of rig power system is reported as most potentially
hazardous offshore activity during rig assembling , which is under moderate level of mean score of 3.27
and standard deviation of 0.675 .
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Table 3. Quantitative Results of Rig Assembling Operation at Malaysia
Activities
Derrick and Rig Floor Installation
Handrail and Ladder Installation
Rig Power System Installation
Rigging-up Circulating System
Total

Onshore
Mean=3.07
SD=0.858
Mean=3.10
SD=0.632
Mean=3.27
SD=0.678
Mean=3.47
SD=0.554
3.22

Offshore
Mean=3.22
SD=0.697
Mean=3.35
SD=0.579
Mean=3.42
SD=0.675
Mean=3.35
SD=0.662
3.33

Likewise, the response from on and offshore Saudi Arabian oil and gas industries have indicated rigging
up circulating system activity as most hazardous at onshore operation with a moderate level of mean
score range which is 3.55 and standard deviation of 0.905 . While for offshore operation, drilling crew
have been experienced most accidents and injuries during the installation of handrail and ladder on rig
activity which is under moderate level of mean range with a mean score of 3.42 and standard deviation of
0.667 as shown in table 4.
Table 4. Quantitative Results of Rig Assembling Operation at Saudi Arabia
Activities
Derrick and Rig Floor Installation
Handrail and Ladder Installation
Rig Power System Installation
Rigging-up Circulating System
Total

Onshore
Mean=3.32
SD=0.729
Mean=3.20
SD=0.882
Mean=3.10
SD=0.981
Mean=3.554
SD=0.905
3.20

Offshore
Mean=3.2
SD=0.729
Mean=3.7
SD=0.667
Mean=3.35
SD=0.863
Mean=3.47
SD=0.750
3.37

In the context of Pakistani oil and gas industry, based on the quantitative response from participants as
shown in table 5, it indicates that mostly the workers get injured at onshore drilling sites during sitting up
handrails and ladders activity with a mean score of 3.45 and standard deviation of 0.749 which is lying
under moderate level of mean range. Whereas, according to the response from drilling crew and safety
officers at offshore rig assembling operation, most of the hazards have been reported during the lifting of
circulatory system at offshore rig with a moderate level mean score of 3.67 and standard deviation of
0.474.
Table 5. Quantitative Results of Rig Assembling Operation at Pakistan
Activities
Derrick and Rig Floor Installation
Handrail and Ladder Installation
Rig Power System Installation
Rigging-up Circulating System
Total

•

Onshore
Mean=3.42
SD=0.780
Mean=3.45
SD=0.749
Mean=3.07
SD=0.729
Mean=3.37
SD=0.740
3.32

Offshore
Mean=3.22
SD=0.697
Mean=3.25
SD=0.110
Mean=3.25
SD=0.742
Mean=3.67
SD=0.474
3.34

Characteristic Analysis of Potential Hazards Associated with Rig Assembling Operation

Table 6 indicates the cumulative findings of potential hazards associated with rig assembling operation at
Malaysian, Saudi Arabian and Pakistani Oil and gas industries. According to descriptive analysis, 65% of
respondents from Malaysian oil and gas industry and Saudi Arabia, 75% which is highest from Pakistani
onshore oil and gas industry considered safety hazards are potential hazards during rig assembling.
Similarly, 68% of the respondents from Malaysia, 53% of the respondents from Saudi Arabia and 40% of
the respondents from Pakistani oil and gas industries specified that the category of safety hazards are
cause of injuries during offshore operation. While, 35% of respondents from Malaysian oil and gas
industry, 47% of the respondents from Saudi Arabian and 25% of the respondents from Pakistani onshore
oil and gas industry, which is lowest among all onshore sites, indicated that ergonomic hazards are
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potential hazards. Likewise, 32 % of the respondents from Malaysia and 35% of the respondents from
Saudi Arabia and 60% of the respondents from Pakistani oil and gas industries reported that the
ergonomic hazard are the reason of mishaps at offshore sites during rig assembling.
Table 6. Hazard Associated with Rig Assembling Operation
Country
Malaysia
Saudi Arabia
Pakistan

Domain
Onshore
Offshore
Onshore
Offshore
Onshore
Offshore

Safety Hazard
65%
68%
65%
53%
75%
40%

Ergonomic Hazard
35%
32%
47%
35%
25%
60%

7. Qualitative Results and Analysis
In order to find out the perception of health and safety drilling professionals regarding potential hazards
which occur mostly during on and offshore well drilling operation semi structured interview has been
conducted. For the analysis of qualitative data, thematic analysis approach has been implemented for
semi structure interviews from targeted respondents by assigning code numbers for recognizing the
industry and country, as shown in table 7.

S.NO
1
2
3
Total

•

Table 7. Respondents Interview Code
Malaysia Saudi Arabia Pakistan
MY01
SA1
PK1
MY02
SA2
PK2
MY03
SA3
PK3
03
03
03

Safety Hazards Associated with Derrick and Rig Floor Installation

According to the in-depth interview response from drilling health and safety experts from Malaysian,
Saudi Arabian and Pakistani oil and gas industries as shown in fig 1, it has been illustrated that, most
potential hazards among all targeted industries during on and offshore derrick and rig floor installation is
due to crane lifting activity during rig assembling operation. Similarly, participant MY1, SA2 and PK2
have equally emphasized that crane lifting hazards cause stuck and trap hazards which lead to serious
injuries and body fractures during onshore rig assembling. Whereas, in the reference of offshore rig
assembling operation, interview participant MY2, SA1 and PK2 has argued that, stuck by loaded crane
and contact with loaded crane which can physically harm the drilling workforce during derrick and rig
floor installation.
Secondly, Welding of derrick units is also mutually recognized as potential hazard which can be a source
of eyes irritation due to welding flash or lightning and can also cause blurred vision or colour blindness
problems. As participants MY2, SA1 and PK3 have indicated that, rig units welding also leads to
extremely dangerous hazards which can be life threatening for all staff at onshore rig. Meanwhile,
interview participant MY3, SA3 and PK3 have pointed out that, welding hazards have the highest
probability to affect the eyes and skin during welding activity at offshore sites, if there is a presence of
flammable liquids or gases nearby.
Thirdly, most of the interview participants from targeted industries have specified limited workspace
hazard during installation of derrick and rig floor at on and offshore drilling site. According to interview
respondents, MY3, SA3 and PK1 has mutually nominated, limited and confined space hazard, during
onshore rig assembling based on their working experience in drilling operation. Alternatively, in the
perspective of offshore derrick and rig floor assembling, interview respondents MY1, SA2 and PK2 have
emphasized that limited workspace hazards mainly resulted to fall from height, slipping and tripping
hazards on rig floor, which is the most common cause and also one of the highly reported hazard during
offshore drilling operation.
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Unit
Welding
Crance
Liifting
Hazard

Limited
Space

Derrick and Rig Floor Installation
Fig.1. Block Diagram for Derrick and Floor Installation

•

Safety Hazards associated with Installation of Handrails and Ladders

Interview participants from almost all targeted industries have pointed out hazards such as, falling person
and object while operating at heights, which is also considered as frequently occurring hazard during
performing this activity. Similarly, respondents MY1, SA1 and PK1 have argued that the falling from
ladder or lifting crane is due to mechanical failure or improper handling during installation of handrails
and ladders at on and offshore rig assembling operation as shown in fig 2. It is mutually stressed by the
participants that the falling from height hazards has potential to cause severe head and shoulder injuries
to assigned workers as they use to ignore recommended safety measures during handrails and ladder
installation.
Furthermore, health and safety expert MY3 from Malaysian and PK3 from Pakistani onshore oil and gas
industries have agreed on hazards due to poor housekeeping on site which is directly correlated with fall,
slip and trip hazard that results in various workspace injuries during handrail and ladder installation.
Consequently, due to the interaction with these hazards, workers fracture their upper and lower limbs
leading to permanent disabilities. While, interview participant SA3 have emphasized on improper
housekeeping hazards such as slip and trip on rig floor during installation of handrail and ladder activity
at on and offshore sites.

Falling from
Height

Poor
Housekeeping

Handrail and Ladder Installation
Fig.2. Block Diagram for Handrail and Ladder Installation

•

Safety Hazards Associated with Installation of Rig Power System

In Contrast, respondents MY1, SA3 and PK3 have common arguments on electrical hazards which lead
to electrocution of the workers during welding operation at on and offshore rig power system installation.
Whenever, electric wires are stripped or damaged from some extents which badly affect the installation
crew. These electrical hazards are also associated with short circuits which result in huge fires on site, if
flammable chemicals are leaked near by the fire. Also, the toxic fumes from the fire have the ability to
cause respiratory and lungs problem to the power installation crew.
Subsequently, falling object during lifting is also generally recognized as a potential hazard according to
the interview of respondents from targeted on and offshore oil and gas industries as illustrated in fig 3.
Interview participants, MY2, SA1 and PK1 have nominated, falling hazard during power system lifting
which leads to critical fractures like head, hand and back fractures at onshore rig assembling. However,
respondents MY3, SA2 and PK2 have mutually accentuated falling objects hazard due to lack of proper
handling of equipment and tools or utilization of wrong lifting approach during offshore operation.
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Likewise, stuck by electric power cords is specified as the source of tripping and slipping hazard as
highlighted by the respondents from the targeted countries during interview sessions. As participant
MY1, SA2 and PK2 have emphasized that if power cords are uncovered which is usually happened when
it’s not properly inspected by the rig management or safety officer, therefore, the drilling crew have to
face high voltage electrocution and even on spot death due to high electric current.

Falling
Objects

Electrical
Hazard

Stuck by
Power Cords

Rig Power System Installation

Fig.3. Block Diagram for Rig Power System Installation

•

Ergonomic and Safety Hazards associated with Rigging up the Circulating System

Based on the qualitative findings regarding hazards related with rigging up circulating system during on
and offshore rig assembling, participant MY1, SA1 and PK1 had point of agreement that the wrong load
lifting hazard is the major cause of spinal cord injuries at onshore activity. Similarly, in the context of
offshore participant MY2, SA2 and PK3 have identified that the improper lifting hazards repeatedly
reported due to the negligence of workers to proper lifting techniques as standardized by Occupational
health and safety administration (OSHA). Due to the negligence of standardized lifting techniques,
drilling crew suffered with back pain, strains and spinal disk problems and in some cases, they are even
paralyzed due to blood clotting.
Correspondingly, participant MY2, SA3 and PK3 from targeted industries have collective compliance on
stuck by load and moving objects hazard during rigging up circulating system at onshore rig assembling
operation. Meanwhile, participant MY3, SA1 and PK2 has indicated that stuck by moving object due to
alignment of the tank and stuck by hammer are the main reasons of physical injuries and body fractures
at offshore sites rather than onshore during installation of circulatory system activity as shown in fig 4.
Likewise, drop and fall objects from heights due to technical and mechanical problems, especially when
the driller used to pick up Kelly, has frequently acknowledged as the common hazard among response
from approximately all respondents from Malaysia, Saudi Arabia and Pakistan. Similarly, participant
PK3 has highlighted that, due to improper latching of Kelly or top drive with elevator links these incident
to happen which leads to bone fractures and deep wounds.
Stuck By
Loads
Wrong
Load
Lifting

Drop and
Fall Object

Rigging up Circulating System
Fig.4. Block Diagram for Rigging up Circulating System
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8. Conclusion
The overall results of this paper indicated that, the respondents of this study suggested that, the rig
assembling operation is a moderately hazardous operation at on and offshore drilling. But from the mean
value of each activity, it can be observed that the offshore operation is more hazardous than onshore
operation during rig assembling in Malaysian, Saudi Arabian and Pakistani oil and gas industries. Based
on the quantitative and qualitative results, the highest mean value is reported by Saudi Arabian drilling
crew as they have broad working experience at offshore oil and gas operation with a moderate range of
mean score which is 3.37 at offshore rig assembling. Whereas, participants from Pakistani onshore rig
assembling domain have highest level of mean range as compared to Malaysian and Saudi Arabian rig
crew, which is 3.32 and lies under moderate level of mean range. According to these findings, the
respondents also highlighted the safety hazards such as falling, drop object, confined space, and stuck by
wires and burns during welding at on and offshore rig installation. Similarly, potential ergonomic hazards
like wrong load and rig accessories lifting hazards have also been identified during this explanatory
research at on and offshore rig assembling operation.
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Abstract
Over the last decade hundreds of people have been died and thousands have been injured due to
insufficient management of well control at oil and gas drilling and production activities. Major causes
which have been reported in previous studies include huge blowout and failure of blowout preventers
(BOPs). These on and offshore blowout disasters not only harm the work force also critically affect the
environment and marine life. In this paper, a detailed survey and qualitative risk assessment (RA) has
been carried out for assessing the potentially hazardous activities associated with well control along with
their appropriate controls and risk reduction factors and measures in Middle East and south East Asian
countries. What- If analysis approach has been adopted in this study, because it provides in-depth
information from health and safety environment experts. Suitable hazard controlling measures have been
also recognized based on engineering, administrative and personal protective equipment control
(PPEC).The overall, quantitative results based on the response from Saudi Arabian well control crew is
highly hazardous then Malaysian and Pakistani industries. Likewise, findings from what if analysis
approach demonstrate that the drilling crew members have repetitively faced life threatening hazards
which have (safety and chemical) during well control on and offshore operation due to oil base mud,
confined space at site, pinch points and falling during working on blow out preventers. According to the
overall result, respondents have highly recommended engineering and administrative hazard controlling
measures as most suitable for the elimination of safety and chemical hazards during well control drilling
and oil and gas production activities.
© 2016 "Muhammad Mujtaba Asad, Razali Bin Hassan, Qadir Mehmood Soomro, F.Sherwani, Muhammad Zubair Hingoro"
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Energy and Environmental Engineering Research Group (EEERG), Mehran
University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.
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1.

Introduction

Well control operation during oil and gas well drilling activity is considered as most important task
which starts from actual petrochemical extraction and end on production phase [1]. Every year numerous
accidents and causalities have been reported at on and offshore drilling sites due to large number of oil
spills or uncontrollable pressure from hydrocarbons [2]. In year 2010, eleven (11) peoples have been died
and several injured during offshore blowout in the Gulf of Mexico [3]. The most common incidents
which have been reported are due to improper and insufficient safety measures which lead to huge and
uncontrollable disasters [4]. From year 2010-2015 more than 50 blowout and fire explosion accidents has
been reported due to improper well control operation [5].
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Most of the drilling crew members have been reported with critical burns and bone fractures due to fire
and falling from blowout preventers during maintenance [6]. Accordingly, successful well control
operation is only possible by competent and well experienced well controlling crew and adopting
effective hazard elimination factors and controls [7]. Thus, this paper discusses about the hazardous
activities and their associated hazards with their most appropriate controls and measures for accident
prevention during on and offshore well control operation.
2.

Problem Statement

Oil and gas drilling operation is highly correlated with health and safety risks due to improper handling
and safety precautions and measures [8]. Most of the major hazardous incidents in past five years from
2010-2015 have been occurred due to insufficient and well control operation which had caused large
number of casualties and property damage [9]. In year 2005, 27 peoples were died and seven reported as
missing during fire explosion due to blowout and leakage of hydrocarbons at skikda offshore plant [10].
Whereas, numerous offshore disaster have been reported due to large amount of deep water of oil spills
[11]. While, faulty blowout preventers and negligence of safety measures during maintenance of blowout
preventers cause explosion at offshore sites [11].
Therefore, there is sheer need of implementation and safety protocols and standards at on and offshore
well control activities [12]. Also, effective hazards identification and assessments can help to reduce
potential hazards at on and offshore drilling sites [12]. Thus, this paper focus to recognize hazardous
activities and potential hazards at on and offshore well control operation with their appropriate hazard
controlling measures by adopting what-if analysis approach.
3.

Research Objectives

The Main objectives of this study are listed below:
1. To asses the hazardouness of well control activities at on and offshore drilling operation among
Malaysian, Saudi Arabian and Pakistani oil and gas industries.
2. To identify the potential hazards associated with hazardous well control activities at Malaysian, Saudi
Arabian and Pakistani oil and gas industries.
4.

Research Question

Two research questions have been designed to achieve the answers of proposed objectives are:
1. What are the most hazardous nature of well control activities among on and offshore oil and gas
industries in Malaysia, Saudi Arabia and Pakistan?
2. What are the potential hazards associated with well control activities among on and offshore oil and
gas industries in Malaysia, Saudi Arabia and Pakistan?

5.

Methodology

In this paper, explanatory research approach has been adopted to achieve proposed research objectives
and questions. Eighty (80) drilling crew members have been randomly selected from Malaysian
(PETRONAS), Saudi Arabian (Saudi Aramco) and Pakistani (OGDCL) oil and gas industries for
qualitative research (Survey Instrument) as shown in table 1. While for qualitative research (Semi
Structure interview) three health and safety professionals has been selected based on their working
experience in oil and gas drilling operation. For analysing quantitative data, descriptive statistic methods
such as mean and standard deviation have been utilized through SPSS 22.Whereas, What-If assessment
and thematic analysis approach has been used for analysing quantitative findings.
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Table 1. Respondents of Study

6.

Country

Industry

Malaysia
Saudi Arabia
Pakistan
Total

PETRONAS
Saudi Aramco
OGDCL

No of Respondent
Quantitative Qualitative
80
03
80
03
80
03
240
09

Quantitative Findings and Analysis

To answer of first research question, a table of specifications is adapted from Landlell 1997 as guide to
measure the appropriateness level of mean range of hazardous activity during well control operation at on
and offshore oil and industries in Malaysia, Saudi Arabia and Pakistan as shown in table 2 [13].
Table 2. Appropriate Level
Category
1
2
3

Mean Range
1.00-2.33
2.34-.3.67
3.68-5.00

Level
Low
Moderate
High

As per table 3, Malaysian oil and gas industries based on questionnaire survey response from respondents
its shows that testing of blowout preventer activity has considered most hazardous during onshore with
mean score 3.27.Whereas, installation of blowout preventer activity has reported more risky at offshore
well control operation which is lying under moderate range of hazardousness with mean 3.45.
Table 3. Response on Well Control Operation at Malaysia
Activities
Monitoring Mud System
Installation of BOPs
Testing of BOPs
Total

Onshor
e
Mean=3.22
SD=0.659
Mean=3.25
SD=0.669
Mean=3.47
SD=0.598
3.31

Offshor
e
Mean=3.35
SD=0.662
Mean=3.45
SD=0.503
Mean=3.37
SD=0.585
3.39

Respondents from Pakistani oil and industry considered that monitoring and maintaining mud system is
most hazardous and major cause of injuries at onshore with moderate level of mean score, 3.57 as
indicated in table 4. As per the response from offshore operation during installation of blowout
preventers and choke manifold mostly hazards has been reported, during this activity as per mean score
which is 3.52 and lying under moderate level of mean score range.

Table 4. Response on Well Control Operation at Pakistani
Activities
Monitoring Mud System
Installation of BOPs
Testing of BOPs
Total

Onshor
e
Mean=3.57
SD=0.500
Mean=3.40
SD=0.708
Mean=3.55
SD=0.597
3.50

Offshor
e
Mean=3.42
SD=0.675
Mean=3.52
SD=0.598
Mean=3.45
SD=0.677
3.46

In the context of Saudi Arabian oil and gas industry based on quantitative response from respondents as
shown in table 5, its indicates that the more hazard and risk are involved during installation of blowout
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preventers and during maintenance of surface control system as per quantitative response from drilling
crew and safety officers at Pakistani oil and gas industry with mean score 3.70 and 3.72, both of them are
under high level of mean range. Whereas, for offshore well control operation most of the hazards and
risks are involved during monitoring and maintaining mud system with moderate level of mean score,
3.57.
Table 5. Response on Well Control Operation at Saudi Arabian
Activities
Onshor
Offshor
e
e
Monitoring Mud System Mean=3.62 Mean=3.57
SD=0.627
SD=0.594
Installation of BOPs
Mean=3.70 Mean=3.55
SD=0.563
SD=0.552
Testing of BOPs
Mean=3.55 Mean=3.47
SD=0.597
SD=0.640
Total
3.62
3.53

7.

Qualitative Findings and Analysis

For the qualitative data analysis thematic analysis with what if analysis risk assessment approach has
been adapted for semi structure interviews. In this study every respondent have been assigned
confidential code number for recognizing the industry and country based on designation during data
analysis and interpretation, as shown in table 6.
Table 6. Respondent of Study
S.NO

Malaysia

Saudi Arabia

Pakistan

1
2
3
Total

MY01
MY02
MY03
03

SA1
SA2
SA3
03

PK1
PK2
PK3
03

7.1. Safety Hazards Associated with Monitoring and Maintaining Mud System
In order to find out hazards related with monitoring and maintaining mud system during well control
operation, interview participants from MY, SA and PK have indicated that the confined space and limited
movement on the mud pump unit and mud tank is a major cause of fatalities due to lack of ventilation in
confined space or drop and fall hazard if working on limited space. Generally, workplace is sometimes
isolated whereby little recognition can cause hazardous incidents in on and offshore. Participant MY2,
SA2 and PK in offshore domain has mentioned during interview, that working in confined space is
always consider as on high risk during well control operation, therefore complete proper safety system
and equipment are essential before performing any activity.
Moreover, overall interview respondents also pointed out chemical hazards due to in contact with oil base
mud during monitoring and maintaining mud system. Participant MY3 from Malaysia and PK3 from
Pakistan also mentioned about fire hazard due to oil base mud monitoring activity at onshore operation.
Although participant PK2 and PK3 from Pakistan and SA2 and SA3 from Saudi Arabia have reported
hazards at both on and offshore such as respiratory problems, lungs infections and skin problems due to
interaction with oil base mud.
Confined
Space

Monitoring
and
Maintaining
Mud System

Oil Base
Mud

Fig 2.Block Diagram of Hazards Associated with Mud Monitoring Activity
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7.2. Hazard Controlling Factors and Measures for Monitoring and Maintaining Mud System
7.2.1. Administrative and Engineering Hazard Control for Confined Space
•

Preventive Maintenance Program and Confined Space Permit: Malaysian Context

In the perspective of Malaysian oil and gas industry, interview participant MY1 nominated that, by
establishing the specific preventive practical training session or program from drilling crew, which will
train and guide them regarding monitoring and maintaining mud system in sufficient way for controlling
risk and hazards at on and offshore sites. Likewise, participant MY2 in the context of offshore have
suggested that, only those crew members are allowed to perform duties and tasks for mud monitoring
they have work permit for confined space after full filament of all safety requirements.
•

Ventilation System Installation and Personal Protection: Saudi Arabian Context

As drilling health and safety expert SA2 from Saudi Arabia specified that, the setting up of air
ventilation and purification system at well control area can overcome the hazards due to lack of oxygen
and shortness of breathing at offshore well control site. While, participant SA3 have pointed out for on
and offshore well control monitoring, that workers should enter in confined space only if ventilation
system is provided and they have wear respiratory protective mask to protect themselves from toxic
gases and hydrocarbon near mud system.
•

Installation of Exhaust Ventilation and Visual/Audible Alarms: Pakistani Context

Participant PK2 has recommended the installation of exhaust ventilation for confined space to avoid any
misshape due to shortage of oxygen in that congested area of well control at both shores. He also
suggested that, to install visual warning because if there is a nose of mud circulating system or other
equipment then visual alarm will notify the crew for caution. Similarly, audible indications in different
languages should install, because most of the time workers neglected to read any information which is
displayed, therefore audio alarms are more suitable for this scenario.
7.2.2. Engineering and Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Hazard Control for Oil Base Mud
•

Utilize Water Base Mud and Protection Shields: Malaysian Context

According to the participant MY2 have specified personal protective equipment hazard control, by
wearing face and eyes protection shields during using and interacting with oil base mud to avoid oil base
mud splashes which can cause severe eye irritation and skin problems on long term bases. While,
interview participant MY3 suggested engineering by utilizing water base mud instead of oil base for the
elimination of fire related hazards at offshore domain.
•

Eyes and Hands Protection: Saudi Arabian Context

For shunning the risk of physical injuries and burns, participant SA1 have highly recommended safety
goggles for eyes protection from oil base mud splashes and protective hand gloves to overcome skin
problems and rashes due to in contact with mud during on and offshore mud monitoring activity.
•

Respiratory Mask and Installation of Fire Fighting System: Pakistani Context

Health and safety experts PK1 from Pakistani oil and gas industry have suggested of weaning respiratory
mask or to reduce breathing and lungs problems due to inhalation of mud dust as suitable hazard control.
Whereas, interview participant PK3, suggested engineering control for on and offshore, by installing fire
fighting system near oil base mud champers for the eradication of fire and explosion hazards due to toxic
oil bas mud.
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7.3. Safety Hazards associated with Installation of Blowout Preventers (BOPs)
During installation of blowout preventers (BOPs) fall hazard is considered as one of the source for
injuries according to the mutual perspective of participants from Malaysia, Saudi Arabia and Pakistan.
Two participants MY1 and MY2 from Malaysian industry and PK1 from Pakistan have indicated the fall
hazard during installation of BOPs at onshore, although participant SA1 from Saudi Arabia notified fall
hazard during installation and working on upper and lower units of BOPs which cause skull injuries and
bone fractures.
Secondly, pinch point hazard which leads to hand and fingers when tighten the nuts of BOPs units during
installation at both domains of drilling operation is also indicated by most of interview respondents.
Participant MY3, SA1 and PK1 mentioned about injures during onshore operation during tightening nuts
of blowout preventers units as shown in table, but on other side participant PK1 specified about pinch
point hazard at offshore and it’s also happen during maintenance of BOPs.
Falling from
BOPs

Installation
of Blowout
Preventers

Pinch Point
Hazard

Fig 3.Block Diagram of Hazards Associated with Installation of BOPs

7.4. Hazard Controlling Factors and Measures for Installation of Blowout Preventers (BOPs)

7.4.1. Engineering, Administrative and PPE Hazard Control for Falling from BOPs
•

Use Lifters during Installation of BOPs and Wear Safety Harness: Malaysian Context

Interview participant MY1 from Malaysian oil and gas industry have nominated, by utilization of lifting
crane or any lifting equipment during installation of upper accessories of blowout prevent (BOP) at on
and offshore well control activity to avoid falling person and object hazards. Similarly, participant MY2
has advised to attire safety harness prior to performing onshore BOP installation activity.
•

Utilize Work Positioning System: Saudi Arabian Context

To overcome the falling hazards at on and offshore BOP installation activity, participant SA1 from Saudi
Arabia recommended by utilization the work positioning system which is designed to support and hold a
worker in the event of a fall and have potential to carry maximum weight of human body.
•

Conduct BOPs Fall Hazard Risk Assessment: Pakistani Context

As participant PK3 from Pakistani on and offshore oil and gas industry have advised and suggested to
always conduct fall person and object hazard risk assessment specifically for blowout preventers (BOPs)
installation task to identify the most potential hazards.
7.4.2. Administrative and PPE Hazard Control for Pinch Point
•

Ensure Workers use all necessary PPE: Malaysian Context

In the context of Malaysian on and offshore oil and gas industry, participant MY3 have considered that
workers should wear required protective equipment’s such as body harness, high performance gloves and
foot wear before starting designated task of nut tightening and heavy load lifting, to control risk and
hazards due to pinch point in BOP installation activity in well control operation.
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•

Tool Box Meeting for Lifting Accessories: Saudi Arabian Context

Administrative hazard control is the most suitable control for controlling pinch point hazards during on
and offshore sites as recommended by participant SA3 from Saudi Arabian oil and gas industry.
Interview participant SA3, have suggested to conduct tool box meetings for load lifting tasks in which all
the experts should discuss issues related to pinch point related hazards, which not only injured the figures
also effect on the spinal code during load lifting.
•

Use Appropriate Equipment and Tools: Pakistani Context

According to the drilling health and safety expert PK3 from Pakistan, have recognized that, through
utilizing of accurate and specified equipment tool which is design for connecting and tightening the parts
during blowout preventer accessories installation. This information can be accrued by referring to the
blowout manufacturer log book or technical and engineering personnel’s on drilling rig or platform.
7.5. Safety Hazards Associated with Testing BOPs
In this study, participants from targeted on and offshore oil and gas industries highlighted hose burst
hazards during testing blow out preventers and chock manifolds and have potential to critical injured or
even cause death. While attempting to clear the blockage the hose burst just near the cyclone inlet. The
force of the burst hose resulted in the cyclone moving very rapidly, breaking the retaining rope and
striking the driller with considerable force. According Participants PK1 from Pakistan reported theses
hazards during onshore sites and Participant SA2 experienced hose burst hazards during offshore well
control operation. Further, interview participants from onshore and offshore MY, SA and PK oil and gas
industries has revealed that the lack of competent person is one of the cause of accidents at on and
offshore drilling sites. Participant PK3 pointed out that many accidents due to loose of well controls are
due to lack for proper and incompetent supervision has been recorded and resulting everyone has to
suffer due to this issue. Similarly participant SA1 from Saudi Arabia and MY3 from Malaysia are also
agreed that, well control even all operations are highly successful when there is technically efficient and
knowledgeable management work together
with drilling workforce.

Hose Burst

Testing
of BOPs

Lack of
Competent
Supervision

Fig 3.Block Diagram of Hazards Associated with Testing Blowout Preventers

7.6. Hazard Controlling Factors and Measures for Testing Blowout Preventers (BOPs)
7.6.1. Administrative Control for Hose Burst
•

Well Control Exercise and Regular Maintenance: Malaysian Context

For controlling the hazards due to burst hose and damage or leak BOPs, participant MY1 have nominated
that, by providing well control training exercise through recognized trainer will be effective for
eliminating life threatening hazards at onshore and offshore site. Participant MY1 have also
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recommended and advised that, through proper and regular maintenance of blowout preventer
accessories will also reduce the chances of hose bursting.
•

Danger Zone Declaration: Saudi Arabian Context

As interview participant SA2 have reported that through indicating or highlighting an area within the 500
meters of the well on the down wind direction as danger zone several hazards can be controlled.
Participant further added that, through nominated red zone area workers will be cautioned to enter in that
premises which will reduce the unnecessary trafficking of workers at well control location.
•

Pressure Line Clearance: Pakistani Context

Participant PK2 from Pakistan have suggested to clean up the pressure line after monitoring on the
system, if the pressure of the line is exceeded to its normal range, then there should be some chocking or
blockage in that line. Drilling expert has recommended doing maintenance with all safety precautions
for that particular chock line before blowout happened at both shores.
7.6.2. Administrative Control for Lack of Competent Supervision
•

Qualified and Well Experienced Supervisor: Malaysian Context

According to the interview respondent MY2 have pointed out, onshore industry should appoint a wellqualified person which have obtained all relevant international certification for well control assessment
and management. While participant MY3 have suggested assigning well control task to those personnel
they have broad experience of handling and dealing with wild wells and have strong experience profile.
•

Technical and Functional BOPs Knowledge: Saudi Arabian Context

In the context of Saudi Arabian oil and gas industries, participant SA1 indicated for controlling safety
hazards due to lack of supervision or unskilled well controller can be eradicate by hiring those
professional they have mechanical and operational knowledge regarding blowout preventers. Otherwise
train the current employees for well control management for the elimination of potential risk during
testing blowout preventers.
•

Regular Maintenance and Inspection of BOPs: Pakistani Context

As per interview participant PK3 from Pakistani on and offshore industry recommended and highlighted
that, hazards due to human error or mistake can be controlled through management officials or well
control safety experts which have IADC/IWCF certification by inspecting the well control operation and
also follow-up the routine maintenance of BOPs and its accessories.
8.

Conclusion

According to the overall qualitative and quantitative results from targeted countries, it is highlighted that
all three well control activities are considered risky and hazardous particularly at on and offshore domain
according to the respondents. While, participants from Saudi Arabian on and offshore oil and gas
industries consider well control operation as more hazardous operation as compared to other targeted
industries, with a total mean range, 3.62 for onshore and 3.53 for offshore site both lying under upper
level of moderate mean range, and associated with potential safety and hazard during on and offshore
operation. As per the overall results of What-If analysis, respondents of the study have mutually
suggested engineering and administrative hazard controlling measures as most appropriate and effective
for the reduction of safety and chemical hazards during well control operation at o and offshore drilling
domains.
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Abstract
The future power grid is going to be smart. It will be incorporating many sources and power generation
including conventional, renewable and alternate. These resources will cause bidirectional power flow
though out the grid. Preposition of connected load and sources will become ever more complex and
difficult to understand and handle. Due to unknown connected loads and sources, load balancing on the
lower voltage side will be become a much complex problem. This paper deals with improved method of
balancing on low voltage side of three phase four wire power system. Power distribution companies
normally face problem of imbalance of currents and voltages as loads; especially in residential areas
loads vary continuously and unwarranted. Many a times, random fluctuation result in one phase being
overloaded, while others are relieved. Imbalance in power system causes problems of voltage drops,
excessive energy losses, risk of transformer overload and sometimes results in blackouts. In order to
achieve optimal performance of secondary distribution, imbalance problem need to be resolved. This can
be achieved by using phase swapping technique. An efficient algorithm is presented in this paper for
improved performance of power distribution system. Load balancing method has been proposed using
state of the art computation hardware. It will compare output currents on each phase and estimate loads
of all each phase with the help of current transformer. Phase swapping algorithm is executed using a
digital controller that will take the loads of all phases as input and it will present a scheme of phase
distribution to the single phase loads as an output. The phases are then swapped as per the output scheme
by using solid state relays and contactors. Equal distribution of load among phases in a three-phase
power system is the outcome which reduced current flowing through the neutral wire to minimum
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responsibility of Energy and Environmental Engineering Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and
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1.

Introduction

Electric Power is distributed to the commercial and residential areas mostly in 3 phase - 4 wire system.
Electric Power is generated in 3-phases at the generating plant with winding placed at 120 degree apart,
whereas most loads at the consumer end is single phase load. Resultantly, distribution network is
configured in a way that the houses are connected with different phases, with some house supplied with
phase A, and others with phase B or phase C.
The loads at the user end is very much unpredictable and of varying nature. Commercial users are using
more power during the working hours; the residential load is mostly high during the night hours.This
varying nature of loads is prone to causing unbalance and makes it difficult to balance the loads properly
when loads are distributed over different phases.[1]
The loads of all three phases should be balanced as precisely as possible for the efficient utilization of the
electric power. If one phase is overloaded, while the other two are relieved, this will create unbalance in
the power network. This results in the excessive flow of current through the neutral wire [2-3]. It also
adds to the problem of voltage overheating of the power equipment, and many other problems which
hinders the efficient transfer of the electric power.
It is a matter of great concern and challenge for the distribution engineer to balance the load on all the
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three phases at all time. Normally the load is manually shifted from one phase to another in an attempt to
create balance. This process mostly rely on personal experience and it also causes frequent service
interruptions. With the advent of smart technology and the methods of injection of power to the local grid
by the user, the power distribution network would become more complex and the manual balancing of
phases method would render impossible. There is the need to introduce method of automatic balancing of
loads among different phases for catering future needs.
There are many techniques proposed to improve the current and voltage unbalance problem in the
distribution network. The use of special transformers, like “Scott” transformer, improves the imbalance
problem, but such solutions are very expensive[1]. There are many papers which focuses on solving the
issue [4],[5],[6],[7], but the computational time of these methods was very high and it is sometimes
impossible to apply practically. No paper deals with the issue of inrush current during the ‘switching
phase’.
In this paper, we present a scheme which could easily handle the imbalance network issue at a very low
cost. The proposed algorithm has low computation time and the proposed hardware can cheaply be added
to the existing distribution system, enabling the automatic swapping of phases when necessary. Special
circuit is designed which uses switching mechanism, ensuring very less inrush current during the
switching period.
2.

Problem Description

The load unbalance in an electric grid system should be rectified as soon as possible, owing to the fact
that it causes great harm to the electric grid. Normally, these harmful effects are ignored which results in
poor utilization of electric power. Some of the problems are highlighted as follows:
2.1 Neutral Current
In three phase system, the current flowing through the neutral wire is the vector sum of the current in all
three phases
#$%&'()* + #) , #- , #.

(1)

It adds up to the magnitude of zero in a balanced system .But if any of the phase is overloaded , load
imbalance occurs due to which significant amount of current starts flowing through neutral wire .The
excessive neutral current leads to considerable amount of voltage drop across the wire which results in
overheating of the wire metal.
2.2 Voltage Imbalance
For balanced conditions, the three phase voltages are 120 degrees apart from each other and only positive
phase sequence exist. There is no negative and zero phase sequence in case of balanced load. Balanced
three phase voltage is
/) + |/) | ∠02 ,
/- + |/- | ∠1202 ,
/. + |/. | ∠2402
(2)
But unbalancing in load induces an opposing magnetic field which opposes the rotation of generator,
resulting in voltage imbalance [8-9].
In the figure below, see Fig.1 it is shown that in LV side due to unbalance of load, the voltages in three
phases shows deviation and phase vectors changes which results in negative and zero phase sequences.
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Fig1: Voltage imbalance due to unbalance loads

The adverse effects of voltage imbalance on our power system are:
2.2.1 Extra Power Loss
Voltage imbalance is responsible for higher power loss. The more the voltage unbalance ratio (VUR),the
more will be the power loss which should be catered.Voltage imbalance is given by
/) + |/) | ∠3,

/- + |/- | ∠4,

/. + |/. | ∠5

(3)

Where |Va|≠|Vb|≠|Vc| and ∠3 6 ∠4 , 120) 6 ∠(5 7 120)
2.2.2 Motor Failure
Normally motor operates on positive phase sequence and produces a positive torque.Due to high voltage,
unbalance ratio(VUR) phase sequence changes from positive to negative or zero depending upon the
amount of imbalance and leads to raise in the winding temperature of motor to a large extent.Moreover
due to negative phase sequence, motor encounters an opposite torque which leads to motor
noise,vibration and malfunction.
2.2.3 Transformer Efficiency:
Three phase voltage unbalance ratio(VUR) also effects the transformer health.It causes the flux inside the
transformer to be asymmetrical, leading to extra core losses,increase in winding temperature and may
leads to decrease in transformer efficiency to a large extent[10].
2.3 Copper loss
The copper loss is given as 8 + 9 : ; . Due to the unbalance, a large amount of power is lost in
transmission lines and in the loads [11, 12].
In balanced case, Power loss in three phase is given as
8 + 3 9 :;

(4)

In unbalance case, power loss is given as considering Ir,Iy,Ib to be flowing in three phases as:
8 + 9( : ; , 9= : ; , 9- : ;

(5)

Eq. (4) states the power loss under balanced condition and eq. (5) states the power loss under unbalance
condition.Now extra power loss due to unbalance can be compared by subtracting eq. (5) from eq. (4):
Power loss unbalanced load + eq. (5) 7 eq. (4)
So a large amount of power is loss in lines and phases due to load unbalancing.
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2.4 Neutral Phase Shift
The unbalance in current results in neutral phase shift because if the distribution lines are not balanced,
the line to neutral voltage at load end will have different phases and magnitudes. Due to this, current
flowing through the phases will have different values and cause different voltage drops resulting in
shifting of the neutral. This neutral shift causes the phase voltages to rise at a very high level resulting in
dielectric breakdown of insulation and arcing.
More over line impedances and reactive power also increase to a significant extent, and it affects the
distribution system badly and need to be catered.
3 Proposed Approach
In order to rectify the above mentioned power distribution issues and to ensure efficient deliverance of
electric power to the end users, a hardware technique is proposed which will cater the unbalancing issue
during the normal operation of the power system. Currents at different nodes are measured by the
measuring device and all nodal currents are transferred from the slave unit to the master unit placed
centrally. The master unit is designated to do all the major computations and to decide which phases are
to be swapped at different load points as to reduce the unbalance from the system. The resulting phases
shift scheme is then communicated from the master unit to respective slave units to do the phase
swapping.

Fig2: Triac Based Switching

The hardware configuration at the nodes end is as shown (See Fig2). The triac based switching circuit is
connected to each of the three phases. It is ensured that only one relay is turned on at one time, otherwise,
it will result in the shortening of the line-line voltage.
The master unit keeps check on the current flowing through the neutral wire. In case of current value
greater than the level set by the utility company, the system takes all load values at each node and an
efficient algorithm is executed which is explained below. The algorithm takes all node currents as an
input and as an output controls the opening and closure of solid state relays at each load end.
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3.1 Algorithm
The algorithm makes use of the difference in magnitudes of current in all three phases to solve the
problem of unbalance distribution of loads among phases. The steps are as follows:

Step1:
Measuring current flowing through neutral wire
by using current transformer.
Step2:
If current through the neutral wire is greater than
the value set by the utility company, the system
activates. If not, no further action takes place.
Step 3:
The slave controllers, placed at each of the
nodes, measures the current of each node and
communicate the value to the master unit to be
used as an input.
Step 4:
Average ideal current is calculated by taking
sum of all the node currents and dividing the
result by 3.
#) , #- , #E
#)CD +
3
This average current is the magnitude of current
which if flows through each phase would nearly
balance the system and results in the reduction of
current flowing through the neutral wire.
Step 5:
Mark the heavily and lightly loaded phases by
calculating the difference between the actual
phase current and the Iavg. Store this difference in
current values in an array. By this, it is known
how much magnitude of current is to be shifted
from the heavily loaded phase to the lightly
loaded phase.
Step 6:
Iterate over by comparing each node current with
the ‘difference current value’ calculated
previously and select the node having the nearest
possible current value to the ‘difference current
value’.
Step 7:
After marking the particular load which is to be
shifted, give control signal to the relay placed at
node end. It will shift that particular load from
heavily loaded phase to the lightly loaded phase.
Step 8:
Repeat the whole process until the neutral
current reached that which is under the
permissible range set by the utility company.
4 Switching mechanism:
It is very crucial to ensure that the three triacs of solid state relays should operate in a way that no two
triacs are in the ‘on state’ at the same time, otherwise, this will create short circuit among phases. There
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exists many ways by which solid state relays could be operated during switching [13].
• Zero Crossing Strategy
• Random Switching
• Pie Switching Strategy
Zero crossing strategy is switching on the triac at zero voltage and switching it off at zero current. This
is best method for resistive loads only since voltage and currents are in phase. But in case of inductive
loads, this switching mechanism is not preferable as it leads to high inrush current as evident from the
equation which is found by using Laplace transform and convolution integral.
9(F) +
R

WR

Here,+ ,M + tanTU V X
S

I;:

GH
,

J : K:

O
P

Lsin(JF , M2 7 M) 7 sin(M2 7 M). N Q
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S

Random Switching is switching on the triac instantly on receiving the control signal at any phase angle
of voltage without waiting for zero crossing and switching it off at zero crossing of current. This is far
better than zero crossing strategy as its leads to considerable amount of low inrush current compared to
zero crossing mechanism. Given below is the schematic of three phase switching successfully
implemented on the “proteussoftware”.(See Fig3)

Fig3: 3Phase switching mechanism using Triacs ,Optocupler and Opamps

An important thing to consider is that no two triacs are in an ‘on state’ at the same time as this leads to
line to line short circuit. To ensure this, a ‘break before make’ strategy is proposed as shown in the
figure ABOVE. Op-amp, used as a comparator, is connected across the triac and its reference voltage is
set as 3V. When triac is in ‘off state’,a significant amount of voltage is dropped across the triac. On
comparing this voltage drop with the reference voltage, op-amp outputs high signal which is detected by
the gate circuitry. This ensures that the load is cut off from the phase voltage and it is now safe turn it on
by supplying it through a different phase. This assures that only one triac is on at a time.
Pie Switching strategy is the best switching technique and this strategy determines the phase angle at a
time when one triac is off and switches the other triac on that particular phase. This the best approach as
from eq. (6), the DC part of the inrush current is avoided and it immediately leads to a stationary current.
So this strategy eliminates the problem of inrush current which is very useful for sensitive devices.
5 Conclusion:
In this paper, an efficient algorithm is developed which could be implemented to solve the load
unbalancing problem in the distribution network. The computation time of the algorithm is less and it
could work well in a dense electrical network. A hardware is presented which can solve the problem of
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high inrush flow of current during phase switching. The switching strategy is closely focused as it is the
main constraint while implementing such systems on a large scale.
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Abstract
Rapid increase in development of Renewable energy technologies is creating new ways and means for
utilization of natural resources. Global environmental concerns and increasing energy demand is coupled
with improvement in renewable technology. Of all the renewable energy sources sun is the most
inexcusable, clean and free energy source. The power which sun delivers to earth is far more sufficient to
fulfil the current energy requirements. Because of these collective properties photovoltaic industry is
growing at a very fast pace in market. Solar cells are currently in its third generation and many to follow
in the years to come with the aim to increase efficiency and reduce cost. With regard to solar energy
development and recent trends the paper reviews 3rd generation solar cells comprehensively.
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1.

Introduction

Energy thirst is increasing with tremendous rise in energy demand. Energy is quite essential for both
economic and social development. For standard life style, the main challenge for the researchers is to get
energy which is sustainable, clean and renewable. It is necessary to divert from the fossils fuels to other
sources of energies in order to reduce CO2 emission and to make environment clean.
Nature is enriched with clean and renewable energy resources like sunlight, geothermal, water, wind, and
biomass. All these renewable resources illustrated in fig 1 can provide massive amount of energy to meet
global requirements. Among them, solar energy is considered to be quite efficient, environmental
friendly and cost effective. Sun is the most incredible source of energy whose radiation falls on earth is
about 174,000 terawatts [1]. Energy from single day of sun can satisfy almost 20 years of world’s total
energy demand. A dramatic growth in utilization of solar energy has been observed in recent years from
portable devices to huge power plants.
Solar cells are usually made up of semiconductor material and can be characterized in first, second and
third generation. All these generations have their own pros and cons as illustrated in table 1. First
generation solar cells are termed as conventional solar cells and are wafer based. Wafer based technology
is the most dominant technology in today’s world. They have high conversion efficiency but their
production is costly as illustrated in table 2. Second generation solar cell is conventional thin film-based
that includes amorphous silicon, CdTe and CIGS etc. These solar cells have lower efficiency than silicon
based first generation solar cells, but have cheaper production cost. The cost for single watt in case of
second generation is much lower than the first generation solar cells. As far as third generation solar cells
are concerned they are efficient as well as cost effective in contrast to first and second generation and
they are based on emerging thin-films like dye sensitized, perovskite, quantum dot etc. Most of the third
generation technologies are not yet commercialized but progress in research will make this generation
solar cells commercially viable, stable and cheaper. [2]
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Fig. 1. Global energy potential

Table 1. Pros and cons of 1st, 2nd and 3rd generation solar cells
Solar cell types
1st generation

pros
High conversion efficiency.

cons
High cost.
Complex

fabrication proces
2nd generation
Contamination due

High value of absorption co-efficient.

Environment

Occupy both non-vacuum and

to fabrication

process.
vacuum process.

Materials are not

easily available.

3rd generation
electrolyte.

Low cost raw material.
Lower cost production.
Raw materials are easily

Leakage of Liquid

available.

Ru (dye) and Pt

Easy fabrication.
Minimum Cost.

High cost.

(electrode) have

2.
2.1.

Third Generation Solar Cells
Nano-crystalline Solar Cells

These kind of solar cells consist of a substrate with nano-crystals coating. The substrate is typically made
up of a semiconductor material such as silicon and nano-crystals are generally based on Si, CIGS or
CdTe. Thin film solar cells are in improving aura ever and henceforth extensive research is being carried
out on them since their birth. The p-i-n amorphous Si thin-film solar cell’s efficiency is dependent on
illumination of p-side rather than the n-side. So, a large amount of work has been done on the p-side
window layer. Advancement in this context was the p-type hydrogenated nano-crystalline Silicon, which
consisted of amorphous silicon matrix and nanocrystals of silicon. The results obtained were quite good
as they showed high electrical conductivity, doping efficiency, mobility and low absorption coefficient
[3]. Amorphous-Si nanocrystals have been prepared using different techniques such as Field induced
lateral crystallization (FILC), Metal Induced Crystallization (MIC), Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour
Deposition Processes (PECVD), etc. These processes have their own pros and cons. Low temperature
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crystalline growth processes such as Aluminium Induced Crystallization (AIC) [4] have also been
employed. Nano-crystalline thin film silicon solar cells are fabricated using different power pressure
combinations and different concentration in order to analyse the light induced degradation and efficiency.
They are fabricated using active layer of nano-sized crystallites implanted in amorphous silicon matrix
homogenously, which resulted in 5% degradation ratio and have great stability against light soaking.
Initially they went through degradation but subsequently they stabilize after 10 hours of light soaking and
their efficiency degraded only about 2.9 % [5]. The hydrogenated nano-crystalline silicon intrinsic layer
has a low bandgap and is not prone to light degradation under red light illumination, so it’s very useful in
the photovoltaics world. But, it has some setbacks, such as high rate deposition and large-area
uniformity. The critical one is its susceptibility for the impurities. It is more sensitive to oxygen and
nitrogen, for which they form weak donors in it. The loss in the quantum efficiency due to the presence
of Oxygen can be compensated by the addition of boron for large wavelengths. But, if its concentration is
increased above certain limit, it causes lower quantum efficiency for small wavelengths [6]. Boron is
used as a dopant in p-type amorphous nano-crystalline silicon cells, which has high conductivity and low
absorption of light in visible region. The thin films of such materials were deposited on a substrate at
1500C using PECVD [7]

Table 2. Solar cells efficiency, NREL (2016)

Solar cell type

Characteristics
Raw material cost
Finished material cost
Fabrication cost
Energy payback period
Efficiency

2.2.

Efficiency

1st generation
Mono Crystalline Si solar cell
Multi Crystalline Si solar cell

27.6
21.3

2nd generation
Amorphous Si
GaAs cell
CdTe
CiGS

23.3
29
22.1
22.3

3rd generation
DSSC
perovskite
Organic cell
Quantum dot solar cells
Multi junction solar cell

11.9
22.1
11.5
11.3
greater than 40

Table 3. Comparison of 1st, 2nd and 3rd generation solar cells
1st generation
2nd generation
Low
Medium
High
High
High
Medium
High
High
High
Medium

3rd generation
Low
Low
Low
Low
High

Dye Sensitized Solar cells:

Dye sensitized solar cells (DSSC) which is Inspired from natural photosynthesis process have been the
effective replacement for Solid state p-n junction devices. The conversion efficiency ranges from 11 to
15%. It is cheap because it can be easily extracted from natural resources. Introduction of nano-sized
structure and different particle size have been experimented to obtain high photo-current and photovoltage. Also experiments have been performed to replace expensive metals like copper with cheap
metals like platinum.
The reported power e fficiency of TiO2 film has over 10%. Its fabrication involves the pre-treatment of
photo electrode which is made up of TiCl4, an anti-reflecting layer and light scattering layer. Adhesion
and mechanical strength of the nano-structure are enhanced by TiCl4. Thickness of TiO2 layers is varied
in order to have transparent nano-crystalline structure and it plays crucial role in enhancing the efficiency
of the cell. Optimal thickness of TiO2 layer signifies photo current and photo voltage. The top coating and
covering increases the photocurrent and the anti-reflecting coating increases the Quantum efficiency up
to 94%. All these factors collectively contribute to the total efficiency of the dye sensitized solar cell.
Thickness of TiO2 nano-crystal contributes significantly in cell design [8].
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The TiO2 particles ranging from 10-30 nm are sintered together on photo anode of dye sensitized solar
cells. The Nano porous structure increases the effective surface of the electrode and the layer of dye
increases the absorption of light. The light is scattered by large size particles but it also decreases the
effective size of the electrode [9]. As a standard, Platinum based electrode is used as a counter electrode
in dye sensitized solar cell which provides maximum efficiency but it is quite expensive. However,
carbon electrode can be an alternate which are cheaper and have comparable conversion efficiency [10].

Fig. 3: DSSC (dye sensitized solar cell)

The DSSC using Ruthenium dye (N719) has reported an overall efficiency of 10 % claimed by Gratzel
Group. Six different morphologies were investigated by the group. It comprises of Nano particles layer,
mixture of nanoparticles with light scattering particles on conducting glass with different thicknesses and
sequences. The conversion efficiency of N719 improved from 7.6% to 9.8% by using multilayer
structure. This efficiency is further enhanced to 10.2% by using anti reflecting coating. Hence, overall
performance of the solar cells can be improved by balancing the surface area and light scattering particle
[11].
The DSSC can be manufactured from different naturally occurring dyes for instance using black Rice,
Rosa, Capsicum, Kelp and Xanthine. Upon performance investigation it is found that black rice has better
(OC) open circuit voltage, (SC) short circuit current and fill factor [12].
2.3.

Organic Solar Cell

Using organic materials in fabrication of solar cell is one of the best approaches as it offers the properties
like flexibility and low cost fabrication on a large scale. During the past 30 years’ research on the organic
solar cells has been developed by the introduction of sophisticated device structure and improved
materials [13]. The organic solar cell is a bulk-heterojunction device which composed of a glass substrate
which is coated by the blocking layer of electron (3,4-ethylene- dioxythiophene, styrene sulfonate),
photoactive layer, conductive oxide transparent layer (indium-tin-oxide layer) and some time there is a
hole blocking layer (TiOx, CsCO3 or LiF) and a metal electrode [14].
The organic solar cells consist of an active layer between transparent and metal electrode. There are four
layers of organic solar cell having glass as substrate, the transparent cathode of ITP placed on a glass
substrate, ITO is coated on the substrate which is basically a mixture of polymers like 3,4ethylenedioxythiophene and styrene sulfonate. An active layer made up of conjugated film that is used to
transmit or absorb the light. Banana flower extract is also an alternative for active layer which is rich in
anthocyanin, acting as donor of electrons [15].
Most of the organics have poor conductivity as they have strong covalent bond. But they have the
advantage of simple fabrication process, low cost material and abundance on the earth crust. The highest
efficiency that has been reported till date is11%. There are also some drawbacks like the life time and
technical limitation and low stability. [16] The encapsulation of the device requires packing material
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which is costly. [13]

Fig. 4: schematic layout of organic solar cell

2.4. Polymer Solar Cell
This type of solar cell is made up of polymers and repeating structural units of large molecules. As
compared to silicon based solar cells they are flexible, lightweight and inexpensive.
Deformable mechanisms including Cu films that are deposited over Kapton substrates and rupturing of
the substrate up to an elongation of 50-60% are now used in the polymer solar cells. When Cr adhesion
layer was used between Cu and Kapton, only few micron cracks were observed in their microstructure
after rupturing [17].
A new material, PbS is now used as a nano crystal due to its broad absorption range in the quantum
regime. Because of the high electron affinity, the probability of charge separation is also increased. The
intrinsic charge carrier mobility disturbs the performance of MEH-PPV((2-Methoxy-5-2-ethylhexyloxy)P-Phenylenevinylene) significantly. Hence the use of Plastic solar cell such as PbS: MEH-PV is highly
suitable to solve this problem. It also shows that Nano crystals having symmetric XYZ geometry can be
used to make effective PV solar cells [18].
Organic solar cells are used extensively nowadays due to its solution based manufacturing which allows
the possibility of quick orthogonal shaped multi layers formation. These materials have the capability to
overcome the problem of low power conversion efficiency (PCE). By using these materials along with
triple junction instead of single junction, the efficiency of the polymer solar cells can be enhanced to 11%
which is a great achievement [19].
The combination of conjugated polymer and fullerene bisadduct is a new candidate for polymer based
solar cells. Bulk heterojunction organic solar cells consist of conjugated polymers and fullerene, which
work as a donor and acceptor respectively. They are cheap, flexible and a very good alternative to Si
solar cells. Fullerene bisadduct can increase the (OC) open circuit voltage of organic SCs. The
combination of these two provides good alternative in terms of efficiency, cost and performance. [20]
β-diketonato ruthenium complexes are used as a photosensitizer for solar cells. These complexes have
ability of high absorption in a broad range of visible light and this property is strongly preferable for
efficient conversion of light energy. The energy conversion efficiency approached to 6% with
acetylacetonate complex, which is comparable with dithiocyanate complex having highest efficiency till
date [21].
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2.5. Multi-junction Solar Cells
The single junction solar cells absorb only certain portion of wavelength and hence unable to get
advantage of whole light spectrum. The infrared radiations could not be absorbed and ultraviolet could
cause thermalization due to the interaction of high energy photons with electrons. So, in order to take
more advantage of the coming photons the idea of multijuncition solar cells was introduced. The top
layer of such solar cell is used for the absorption of smaller wavelengths (those with high energy) and
subsequent layers are for the absorption of larger wavelengths (those with low energy) [22]. During the
course of development and improvement of the multi-junction solar cells, the most important step was
the introduction of these cells to the Concentrator Photovoltaic. It not only enabled multi-junction solar
cells to be cost effective but also to reach a record efficiency of about 41% [23]. The concentrator
photovoltaic cells were then tested and modified to have more and more sunlight on it. Experiments were
made to find precise optical design to eliminate the irregularities in the concentrator [24]. The
concentrator multijunction cells perform better than planar junction cells. Many experiments are being
carried out to compare the performance of these cells on the basis of the electrical and thermal properties
of the cells. Such experimentations showed that the vertical multijunction cells are better in many
respects than that of planar solar cells [25].
2.6. Perovskite Solar Cells
The perovskite material is attaining attention in photovoltaic industry because of its abundance in nature
and ease of fabrication. The main problem with this kind of solar cells is its stability and toxic nature of
the lead based perovskite materials. To overcome this problem some other contending metals like tin has
been introduced, which is nontoxic and abundant in nature.
The material stability and optical properties of 2D perovskite series MA2CuClxBr4−x were studied and
was found that the Br/Cl ratio have significant effect on it. By increasing the Br content the band gap can
be reduced. The copper also plays an important role in absorption of the wavelength between 700 nm to
900 nm. It can be deposited using spin coating technique. By increasing the Br/cl ratio, the intensity of
green photoluminescence is enhanced and hence can be used as light emitting device. The mesoporous
Titania contributes to the power conversion efficiency. The efficiency degrades by combination of low
absorption coefficients and heavy mass for the holes. The active cations set aside these issues and
promote 2D copper based perovskite hybrid materials. [26]
The lead based perovskite solar cells have high efficiencies but due to toxic nature of lead it cannot be
commercialized. For this purpose, Bismuth based perovskite material are introduced because of its nontoxic nature. It consists of double perovskite structure in which Bi3+ is incorporated into Cs2AgBiBr6. It
has indirect gap of 1.96 eV. It is best matched for tandem solar cells. The comparative study of single
crystal photoluminescence and powder photoluminescence showed that it has high defect tolerance. It is
more stable to moisture and heat than lead. It opens the way of exploration for inorganic and hybrid
halide double perovskite structure. [27]
Solid state hybrid organic-inorganic solar cells have been developed in the form of layer structure of
titania nano-particle, organometallic halide perovskite and spiroMeOTAD as hole transporter. The cell
efficiency was 7% under ambient conditions. The cell efficiency increased day by day by putting it in
incubation under ambient condition without being encapsulated [28].
Planer hetrojunction perovskite solar cells were manufactured using low temperature approach. It is
observed that its Power conversion efficiency is based on external bias. The power efficiency increased
from 1 to 8% when external voltage is adjusted before measurement and after scanning from 3 V to 6 V.
By using different material characterization techniques, it is evident that the increase in the power
conversion efficiency is encompassed by ion motion under the influence of external voltage. There are
some other contributions as well like that of Ferro-electricity or traps but ion motion under external bias
plays pivotal role. The reproducibility and stability of the devices improves with decrease in ionic
motion, [29]
The lead perovskite based solar cells are emerging because it is economically cheaper and having higher
power conversion efficiency upto 17% in most cases. But because of lead toxic nature, it needs to be
substituted by some other contending metals. In this case tin is the most suitable. Using Sn based
perovskite, CH3 NH3SnI3; high open circuit voltage can be achieved. It has power conversion efficiency
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of more than 6% but it has stability issues. The problem of stability rises because of the oxidation of tin.
It can be reduced by decreasing the doping concentration [30].
2.7. Quantum dot Solar Cells
A quantum dot solar cell uses quantum dots as the absorbing photovoltaic material. Quantum dots have
bandgaps that are capable of being tuned across a broad range of energy levels unlike bulk materials [31].
Third generation solar cells also use semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) as light absorber [32].

Fig. 5. Pervoskite solar cell

Semiconductor QDs have numerous advantages like multiple extinction generation, tuneable absorption
size, and high optical extinction coefficient. Perovskite QD-sensitized 3.6mm-thick TiO2 film showed
maximum external quantum efficiency (EQE) of 78.6% at 530 nm and solar-to-electrical conversion
efficiency of 6.54% [33] [34].

Fig. 6. Quantum dots solar cell

Doping also has impact on QDs. Two methods of selective doping namely modulation and direct doping
is used to gain a comprehensive device-level assessment of doping profile and density. It has been
clarified that the negative impact of p-type doping on the achievable Voc observed in high quality crystal
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samples is due to the asynchronous and faster dynamics of holes with respect to electrons. The impact of
n-type doping on the photovoltaic characteristics has been addressed under barrier material quality.
Improved power conversion efficiency with respect to undoped cells is predicted due to remarkable Voc
recovery [35].
Many categories of semiconductor quantum dots have been synthesized, containing groups II-VI, III-V,
IV-VI, IV. One approach to enhance efficiency in QD-based PV cells compared to conventional bulk
semiconductor-based PV is to create efficient multiple extinction generation (MEG) from a large fraction
of the photons in the solar spectrum. Three generic types of QD solar cells that could utilize MEG to
enhance conversion efficiency can be defined: (1) photo-electrodes composed of QD arrays that form
either Schottky junctions with a metal layer, a hetero p-n junction with a second NC semiconductor layer,
or the i-region of a p-i-n device, (2) QD-sensitized nano-crystalline TiO2films, and (3) QDs dispersed
into a multiphase mixture of electron- and hole-conducting matrices, such as C60 and hole conducting
polymers (like polythiophene or MEH-PPV), respectively. Additional research and understanding is
required to realize the potential of MEG to significantly enhance solar cell performance.
3. Conclusion
The importance of photovoltaic increased, with recognition of climatic changes and instability of fossil
fuels. A vast research is being carried out on solar photovoltaic technology and a remarkable
improvement in both performance and efficiency has achieved. First generation solar cells are most
mature solar technology, having long term stability and good performance with efficiency of about 15%
to 20%. Second generation solar cells are cost effective as compared to first generation with efficiency
ranges from 10% to 15 %. Third generation solar cells having efficiency from 15% to 30% are the
emerging technology and have enormous potential due to its high efficiency, low cost and easy
synthesizing process.
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Abstract
In today’s era, the water disputes worldwide have increased, simultaneously water contamination has
also increased. Industry, domestic and agricultural wastewater are being disposed off in water bodies
without any prior treatment, especially in less-developed or under-developed countries; as a result, there
has been a tedious increase in the water-borne diseases as well as degradation of aquatic life both
polluting our beloved environment. So why not filter the wastewater and use that effectively?
This research aims to address certain problems like improper wastewater management, aftermath of
wastewater mixing with the water bodies and effectiveness of Plastic media in treating the wastewater.
This would follow the path starting from selection of site, wastewater characterization, design and
construction of the system; filling up of tank with plastic bottles and recording results.
Plastic bottles have a serious waste impact on the environment. Plastic bottles being cheap, handy and
light-weight are emerging renewable technology to be used for filtering and treating the wastewater
which helps in the conservation of environment because the filtered water can be used for several useful
purposes thereby reducing load on fresh water keeping in view the principle of sustainable development.
Sufficient quantity of freshwater should be conserved for the forth coming generations. These types of
projects help to make cities smarter and sustainable thereby reducing environmental contamination.
© 2016 “Ahsan Morai, Faria Uqaili, Fida Siddiqui, Waheed Ali, Khan Muhammad Brohi” Selection and/or peer-review under
responsibility of Energy and Environmental Engineering Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and
Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.

Keywords: Filtration;Wastewater;Plastic bottle;Media
1. Introduction
At the global level, the treatment of wastewater is one of the key aspects of protecting water resources. It
presents a dual challenge; public health and environmental protection, for emerging and developed
countries both. In fact, the total amount of water on our planet and in its atmosphere is estimated to be
1,400 trillion cubic meters. However, freshwater only accounts for 3% of this huge quantity. This means
that water is a precious resource, especially if it is not evenly distributed. Over 1.8 billion people still
have no access to drinking water, while over 2.5 billion have no access to adequate sanitation services
[1].
So, for a sustainable access to water & sanitation service and protection/reservation of water resources,
the best possible solution is to treat the wastewater. Pakistan being a developing country accounts for the
same solution [2].
After evaluating the site, the analyzed root cause for the problem was improper management of
wastewater. Due to mismanagement of wastewater, overflowing occurred which had the tendency to
cause epidemic and water-borne diseases nearby the area. Overflowing not only brings diseases but it
also spoils the aesthetic value of the area as excess vegetation was occurring near the septic tank.
For making the process sustainable, efficient and renewable, it was proposed to use recycled plastic
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ottles as the filter media due to number of reasons, a lot of research work have been carried out in foreign
countries regarding usage of plastic media and the same has been implemented. Recycled plastic bottles
have lesser efficiency than traditionally used gravel, boulders or ceramics but it is economic, handy, light
weight and efficient to some extent. We had a motive of using the treated water for the plantation
purpose, so initially water quality parameters of wastewater were tested as it was grey water so treatment
technology was not required at any advanced level so it was planned to use plastic as the media.
Septic tanks are designed for managing the disposal of waste water. But in some cases where flow is
more than the designed septic tank, waste water overflows, destroying the aesthetic values of the area,
producing nuisance odor and causes epidemic diseases. Therefore, treating waste water is of great
importance.
On the basis of the waste water characteristics, this research project consists of a septic (collection) tank,
followed by the sedimentation tank (primary treatment), filtration unit (biological treatment unit) and a
storage reservoir, where treated water will be stored and used for plantation through drip irrigation
system. The entire waste water treatment unit is designed to work under green energy. As Jamshoro
being hilly and sunny area, solar energy is the best option available, opting this in our system, the pumps
would run by the energy driven through sun. This project focuses on the conservation of the most
important resource; water, proper disposal of wastewater as well as reducing carbon footprint through
plantation.
1.1. Filtration (Biological Treatment Unit)
Virtually all of the aqueous wastes produced by humans are returned to the environment with the result
that water supplies may be polluted, eutrophication may occur, and aquatic forms of life may suffer. In
primitive ages, the self-purification capacity of nature was much greater than threat of water pollution
caused by human activity. However, as time passed with the increasing density of population, the rate of
environmental pollution has exceeded the rate of natural purification [3]. It is a challenge to develop onsite systems for treating overflows from the existing septic tanks, grey water (i.e., from baths, showers or
washbasins) and rainwater harvesting at the source. The filtration is a biochemical wastewater treatment
process that relies on the microorganisms growing on a matrix to assimilate the biodegradable organic
substances in the wastewater as it goes down.
Following are the advantages and drawbacks of filtration.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Simple, reliable, biological process.
Suitable in areas where large tracts of land are not available for land intensive treatment systems.
May qualify for equivalent secondary discharge standards.
Additional treatment may be needed to meet more stringent discharge standards.
Requires regular operator attention.
Incidence of clogging is relatively high [4].

2. Literature Review
In the past, people lived in relatively small community such as village and small town, and the disposal
of wastes was not a major problem. However, with the increase in rural populations, disposal and
accumulation of human waste products rapidly became a serious hygiene problem [5].
Sewage generation is an unavoidable process as long as man lives. Sewage mostly contains hazardous
material like organic matter, pathogens microorganisms and toxics chemical which if not properly treated
and disposed, will create serious problems [5].
The composition of wastewater varies widely. This is a partial list of what it may contain:
1.
2.
3.

Water (more than 95 percent), which is often added during flushing to carry waste down a drain.
Pathogens such as bacteria, viruses, prions and parasitic worms.
Non-pathogenic bacteria [6].

It's important to take care of health of public. Following are some reasons making water important:
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Life which depends on shoreline, beaches and marshes is helped by rivers and ocean. Aquatic
life derives their food, shelter and habitat from water.
Water is a great playground for all of us. It increases the recreational activities making the
economy as well as aesthetics wealthier and also proves to be good for people.
Water carry diseases if it’s not cleaned. Harmful bacteria can reside in water spreading epidemic
diseases around. So bacteria have to be removed from water. [7]
The dissolved organic matter that may escape the treatment(primary), can be removed by the filtration
treatment system. Sometimes secondary and additional settling/sedimentation tanks are also installed for
further removal of suspended solids. In the filtration system, the microbes consume the organic food as
their food and converts them into the essentials such as water, carbon dioxide and energy for self-growth.
A plant possessing secondary treatment can be efficient upto 85% removal of BOD and suspended solids
[8].
The author designed a sand and plastic media bio reactor especially for perchlorate removal. He was
much concerned about the amount of nitrogen in influent and effluent. Nitrate concentration of
groundwater influent was found to be 470.4 mg-NO3/L. Perchlorate removal was affiliated with nitrate
component. Loading rates varying from 0.34 to 0.68 L/m2 s after day 100 resulted in complete nitrate
removal [9].
Another research depicted the design of two combined aerobic-anaerobic bio filters packed with clay and
plastic media for the treatment of highly concentrated effluent. He designed two systems namely system
1 packed with clay and system 2 with the plastic material. There were two phases, where phase I goes on
COD removal and was observed as 84% while in phase II removal varied from 90 to 93% [10].
The author performed the filtration of municipal sewage by using the ring shaped floating plastic net
media. The media used for filtration were ring-shaped polypropylene net (2.2 cm in diameter, 2.5 cm in
length and 6 mm in mesh size), it has a low specific gravity value of 0.93 and a high void ratio of 90%.
Experiments with bench scale and pilot scale filters showed that the removal rates of pollutants were 8090% for suspended solids and 14% for BOD5 under an operating condition of 1000 m/day of flow
velocity and 2-3 mg/l of cationic polyelectrolyte addition. High removal rate of suspended solids and low
head loss remained major advantages of the process [11].
In 2003, the floating plastic media filtration system for water treatment and wastewater reuse was
developed. Floating plastic media coupled with sand filtration system was applied for treating surface
water and secondary effluent from municipal sewage treatment plant. Experiments included removal of
suspended solids in surface water and phosphorus which resulted from secondary effluent of sewage
treatment plant. Further reduction in results were made by sand filtration. Turbidity and suspended solids
were observed as 0.71 NTU and 0.94 mg/L respectively. Average turbidity and suspended solids removal
efficiencies were 96.26% and 95.48% [12].
3. Design Methodology
3.1. Site
The site selected was near the septic tank of Main Administration Block, Mehran University of
Engineering & Technology. The site wasn’t relatively flat but was suitable for our project because it had
certain elevation on which we could install our treatment unit and at the downgrade area, we could have
plantation as a result plant could be watered by utilising gravitational factor. It results in cost reduction or
else this could be achieved by using a pump. But by working hands on to the site, gravity flow problems
were experienced as a result it was made mandatory to install the DC Motor and the pump to water the
plants. Most of the wastewater currently runs directly into underground tank via several existing drainage
lines. There was unneeded greenery around the septic tank which posed bad impact aesthetically so it
was obvious to manage this wastewater by couple of ways.
We needed a site that best meets our requirements. The site which should have access to electricity, water
(which will be required during the construction phase), adequate space, proper slope and certain other
parameters. This site was selected mainly because of reasons like wastewater was continuously being
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over flowed from the septic tank so it was resulting in Odour, excessive vegetation, spreading of
epidemics and other water-borne problems so it was our utmost target to eliminate these hazards from
site by designing a proper treatment system and using treated water for some particular purpose.
3.2. Treatment Media
Selecting a treatment technology was an important part because there are more than 30 treatment
technologies and it is really the time-taking process to select the treatment technology which suits our
requirements. Important parameters which are considered for selection are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Required wastewater quality.
Space available.
Economic considerations.
Climatic conditions.
Conventional treatment that was used.

In tropical and arid countries like Pakistan, Biological treatment is successful so far. Considering these
parameters and past data records in mind, we selected simple Filtration of Wastewater by having a
Sedimentation unit (as a primary treatment), a treatment Filtration Tank (as Secondary Biological Unit)
and a Storage Reservoir for collecting the treated wastewater which will be used for plantation.
It was proposed to use the media ‘Recycled Plastic Bottles’. Using the plastic Bottles as media is only to
see and experiment the results and to make the process green. Plastic Media is easily replaceable after
certain period and it does not have much weight. It is handy and can be replaced within a day, unlike
Rocks and gravels which are way too heavy and aren’t handy at all.
3.3. Quantifying Wastewater
Before starting the design and construction process of any treatment system, it is obligatory to determine
the total inflow of the wastewater into the septic tank (total generation of wastewater). We utilised two
methods to determine the daily generation of wastewater so that our treatment plant could be designed
according to the discharge of wastewater. We also included factor of safety while considering the design
discharge. Two methods were used for finding the daily generation of wastewater are described below:

By approximating the 70% of total water used per day:
There were total two overhead tanks at the right side of the Administration Block. We kept these tank
under our observation for a month to see the usage of the water. Adding losses and factor of safety, we
got total water usage of 4000 litres per day, whose 70% value was considered as the wastewater. We
considered 2500 litres as daily input of wastewater into septic and designed our system after considering
this design discharge.

By measuring the flow at inlet of Septic Tank:
This was another method for measuring the flow. A plastic tank was placed at the inlet of the septic tank
which received the wastewater instead of letting it flow to the septic tank. The barrier was placed which
was diverting the wastewater to the plastic tank and in this way number of tanks filled daily were
recorded and they were multiplied with the volumetric dimension of plastic tank. We did this practice for
a week to get justified results. The flow we got was around 2500 litres per day.
3.4. Design and Fabrication of System
3.4.1. Primary Sedimentation Tank
One tank of 1000 gallons is placed on underground (septic) tank for collecting the waste water and giving
the wastewater enough retention time so that the fine colloidal particles may settle down easily and
rapidly. The septic and sedimentation tanks are connected with the help of a pipe of 2’’ diameter.
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3.4.2. Inlet Pipe
A valve will be installed after few inches from primary sedimentation tank for controlling the flow rate.
The total length of inlet pipe from primary sedimentation tank to treatment unit is 15’.
3.4.3. Treatment Unit
The treatment unit is made of brick masonry having the wall thickness of 1’. Inside dimensions of the
treatment unit are:
Length: 9’4’’
Width:
8’6’’
Height: 3’6’’
Boulders having diameter 6”-12’’ are used at the bottom of the tank and serving as a supporting base.
After Boulders, Gravels of size 0.5”, 1” and 2” are placed over the boulders. Two pipes are provided for
inlet and outlet having the diameter 3” and 3”.
3.4.4.

Storage Reservoir

After construction of treatment unit and outflow pipe, a tank having the volume of 4000 litres is
constructed for collecting the treated water and with an overflow pipe to remove the water from the tank.
The internal dimensions of Storage Reservoir are:
Length: 6’3’’
Width: 4’4’’
Height: 4’

4. Results & Discussions
After completion of the design and construction phase, the main problems faced were regulation of the
system & formation of biofilm. According to the research already done on the plastic media, it takes
more time in formation of biofilm as compared to the other media like sand & gravels. Yet the biofilm
has not been formed completely but the results we got so far are listed below in the table:
Table 1. Observation
SAMPLE:

pH

SOURCE
TREATED
WATER

6.8
7.5

TDS
(g/l)
1.14
0.27

TSS
(mg/l)
220
94

TURBIDITY
(NTU)
308
19.2

EC
(ms)
2.31
2.45

NITRATE
(mg-N/ml)
32
27

SULPHATE

COLIFORMS

44
21

>500
>500

We are working on regulating the system so that proper layer of microbes could be formed throughout
the treatment unit so that it could make the process more efficient. We hope to get exceptional results in
near future.
5. Conclusion
In the present work, we have demonstrated a complete system for treatment of wastewater which
includes a septic tank, a primary sedimentation tank, a treatment unit containing recycled plastic bottle as
filter media and then a storage reservoir. We have analysed different parameters of wastewater and
sampled wastewater at different points. Sample from the source (Septic tank of main Admin block
MUET Jamshoro) is collected and it is analysed by doing different physical, chemical and biological
tests. After the wastewater is filtered in filtration unit by passing through the media, it removes the
impurities from wastewater. Finally, after filtration process, tests are conducted to understand the
impurity removing efficiency of the filter.
6. Recommendations
This project can be used in small as well as in medium sized communities.
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It can be operated on renewable as well as on non-renewable power.
It is also a solution for the reducing environmental load by reusing the waste material as a filter
media. Other type of filter media can be used for better performance.
Filter media can be changed to the conventional media for exceptional results
If additional treatment is given, this water can be used for other advanced purposes.
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Abstract
Energy is a key source for development of any country. It is known as the backbone of World’s Economy
but its crisis may result in doomed the economy of any country around the world. Almighty has blessed
with numerous naturally occurring sources like oil, coal, gas and other mineral resources from which the
energy is obtained and functionalized through different processes. One of the major source of energy is
the shale reservoirs that can be produced to overcome the energy crisis of a country or the world. Various
surveys has proved that Pakistan has enormous amount of Shale gas reserves holding second position
around the world; almost 586 TCF reserves of gas and 227 bbl tight oil reservoir. The shale reservoir can
be extracted through hydraulic fracturing due to his low permeability and inconvenient porosity. The
methodology is to pump high pressure water with the sand in perforated formation of shale in order to
create channels for increasing effective permeability for economical and maximum production. These
days united states of America is on the top of gas producing countries around the world by means of
fracking of tight gas reservoirs and Pakistan is facing big shortfall of almost 2 BCF gas per day with the
demand of six BCF Gas per day. By having the proper use of technology these energy crisis may be
overcome easily and will ultimately results in the reduction of short fall in energy sector.
Keywords: Shale reserves, Energy crisis, Oil & Gas Techniques, Hydraulic Fracking
1.

Overview to World Oil Reserves

World has huge amount of naturally occurring shale reserves that can be produced in order to reduce the
shortfall/Energy crisis; quantitatively thirty five thousand seven hundred and eighty two trillion cubic
feet (35782TCF) producible reserves. As per division of continent s Asia is on the 2nd position around the
world having maximum reserves of shale [1].
Table.1. Technically Recoverable Shale Gas in Place
Continents
Gas in Place (Tcf) Technically Recoverable
Africa
6,664
1,391
Asia
6,495
1403
South America 6,390
1431
Europe
4,895
883
1,118
North America 4,647
4,664
1,161
U.S
2,046
4,37
Austria
7,795
35,782
World

The Gas in place describes the gas volume accumulated in rock formation despite of the capability to
produce it. The technically recoverable resources describe the gas volume that is considered to be
recoverable by the use of current technology.
Asian countries are also enriched in shale reserves including Pakistan and China having enormous
reserves of shale as shown in tab-2[2]
Tab.2 Shale gas in Top-5 Asian Countries
Countries Gas In-Place(Tcf)Technically Recoverable(Tcf)

China
Pakistan
India
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Indonesia
Turkey

303
163

46
24

1.2 Types of Unconventional Reservoirs
The whole world is widely dependent of energy for communications, transportations, heating and electric
power generation. A large amount of Energy is obtained through burning of fossil fuel.
Following are the main types of unconventional reservoirs
1.2.1. Oil shale
Definition:
Oil shale is fined-grained sedimentary rocks which are rich in immature organic material called kerogen.
Properties:
Oil shale is found at not greater depth that requires a thermal maturity to convert kerogen into oil and gas.
Oil shale contains more inert mineral matters than coal like carbonates, silica or even sulphides. 500-400
Kcal/Kg is heating value of oil shale when crushed and burned directly [3].
Commercial Use and Economics:
Shale oil recovery has been improved a lot since current oil prices and depletion of the conventional
reserves. Average shale oil production cost is greater than 60 $ /bbl, which is comparatively high.

Fig. 1. Types of Unconventional Reservoir

1.2.2 Coal-Bed Methane
Definition:
Natural Gas that is stored in deeply buried coal seems is known as Coal Bed Methane.
Properties:
Coal originates from mines is environmental free. During transformation method biogenic methane is
produced. In transformation method coal shrinks results in increase of micro porosity and decrease of
coal strength ultimately cause fracture. Coal generally contains CH4 but CO2, N2, C2H5, H2S and H2
can also occurs in them [4]. The quantity of adsorbed gas at a shallow depth is usually higher than the
quantity of conventional gas located at the same depth: it depends on the burial, temperature, type of
coal, pressure and uplift history.
Extraction of Coal Bed Methane:
Coal is basically filled with water during the transformation process coal cleats is depressurized which
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consequently amount of gas exceeds critical gas saturation and gas flows to the well bore.

Fig. 2. Reservoir Structure of Coal Bed Methane

1.2.3 Tight Gas Sands
Those Reservoirs that have permeability less than 0.1 md is known as tight gas sands. The sands are
called tight because these are poor sorted and cemented. Buoyancy forces in tight gas sands do not
succeeds due to low permeability jail which cause poor sorting. The permeability jail results in a gas
slippage or turbulence flow.
It is estimated there is 7405 Tcf of tight gas is present in the world.
1.2.4 Shale Gas
Gas which is produced from shale rocks is known as shale gas. Shale permeability varies between the
ranges of micro and nano darcy. Where diffusion flow is dominant in nanodarcy ranges and viscous flow
is dominant in microdarcy range, long completion is required. These reservoirs are mostly produced
through stimulation job or horizontal drilling [5].
Following are the main properties of shale gas.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.3

Thick net pay. (Typically 50-600 ft.)
Porosity is >3 % (typically 2-8%)
High pressure (overpressure zone)
TOC is >2 wt. % (typically 1-14%)
Higher thermal maturity shrinks the in-place organics and creates more pore space for storing
gas.
Favorable in situ stress for fracturing.
Depth is 1,000-13,000 ft. typically.

Geological Location of Un-conventional Reservoirs in Pakistan

Pakistan's shale oil and gas resources are mostly located in the lower Indus basin region, predominantly
in Ranikot and Sembar, mainly in upper Sindh and lower Punjab while a sizeable reserve is also found in
KhyberPakhtunkhwa. Prospective basins are Southern Indus Basin and Central Indus Basin along with
the important Baluchistan basin and Northern Indus Basin. The following map illustrates the shale gas
basins and its potential in Pakistan [6].
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. Geological Illustration of Shale Reserves (a) Middle Indus Pakistan (b) Suleiman FB (Pakistan).

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4. Geological Illustration of Shale Reserves (a) Kirthar Area of Pakistan (b) Other regions (Pakistan)

2.

Strategies for Production of Shale Reserves.

The key technique is Hydraulic fracking to produce these naturally occurring resources, through applying
the same technology the porosity and permeability of the reservoir can be increased in order to extract it
out at the surface and utilize it as a energy source[7].
2.1 Hydraulic Fracking; A Key Technique
A process of stimulation by which the fractures are created in huge amount in the rock mechanically
results in the flow of natural gas from these trapped reservoirs to the surface. The production rate can be
increased also results in the production of total gas accumulated from the required shale [8].

•
•

The well is drilled vertically to the aquifer and the surface casing is installed in order to isolate
the ground water.
The well is continuously drilled up again to the kick of point, after that it is deviated for drilling
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horizontally in shale formation up to the targeted depth of trapped reservoir.

•
•
•
•

By reaching the targeted depth the drill sting may be removed and the cement and annulus is
cased.
After that lowered the perforation gun in order to create perforation channels at short distance.
High pressure fracturing fluid is pumped into the well results in creating the fractures.
The fracking plugs are installed to create fractures in the entire formation of shale reservoir.

Fig 5. Hydraulic Fracking

2.2 Fracking Fluid Composition
The fluid is significantly composed of chemicals along with water like propane, retarder,
accelator and fraction reducer etc.The typical composition is as under in figure

Fig 6. Composition of Fracking Fluid

2.3 Fracking Effect on Shale Reservoir & Recovery
The only method that enables the formation to produce is Hydraulic Fracking, whose main
effects are:
•
•
•

Fracking ultimately increases the shale permeability up to 1mili Darcy or greater.
The fractures that are created through propane allow the seal reservoir oil/gas volume to rush in
towards wellbore.
Un-procurable gas up to 40-60% can be produced through hydraulic fracking

3.1 Economical Effect of Shale Gas Production
Generally the development of natural gas is viewed as a preferred option for energy to oil, coal and a
key to employment and development of rural areas, economy and in interest of various investors.
The high production will ultimately affect the cost of gas supplied in fewer amounts. Large amount
of shale gas reservoirs leads to improvement in the economy of state and also the entire world as
well [9].
4.1 Operational Problems & Remedies.
Very Huge amount of water and chemicals are required to inject into the wellbore for creating fractures.
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When the formation is fractured the waste water is removed and store in open pits that is harmful to the
environment [10]. It is significantly treated either for reuse or dispose off. Only 0.17 % of fracking
liquid is comprised of chemicals and the rest is sand; pointed out by the companies associated with
energy.
The fracking procedure and the act of infusing wastewater into profound wells lead to earthquakes at
small intensity. The earthquake from fracking is too little to be a safety concern. More than one hundred
earthquakes of small intensity were recorded, a notable number for a town that has never been the
epicentre of seismic movement. The reason for the earthquake, which didn't impact critical.
5

Results & Conclusions

5.1 Results
•
•
•

•

•

USA is the stand out nation, who is creating the shale gas stores. We should perceive how shale
gas reservoir helps the USA.
Unusual shale gas reservoir, powers our economy, conveys heat and energy to more than 60
million U.S. homes and gives our country a perfect smouldering, household vitality source.
In the course of recent years, the mix of hydraulic fracking and horizontal drilling and have
opened the guarantee of characteristic gas in shale gas reservoir in the intermountain West and
shale all through the central and eastern U.S and have prompted a natural gas boom in a several
territories of the nation.
Among the principal targets was the Barnett shale store in northern Texas. As an after effect of
hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling the Barnett Shale now creates more than 7 percent
of America's natural gas, enough to energize 20 million homes for each year. Now operators are
capable of drilling underneath Fortress Worth from miles outside as far as possible with
directional drilling.
Changes in innovation and use of science have added to a 8 percent increase in U.S. natural gas
generation somewhere around 2007 and 2008, 30 percent increase in U.S. naturally occurring
gas creation somewhere around 2010 and 2013 through improvement of shale.

5.2 Conclusion
Creation of shale gas reservoir will add to increment production rate, it is utilized for producing the
power. World has and 7,795 TCF which are producible, 1 Tcf of naturally occurring gas is sufficient for
heating 15 million homes or provide fuel to 12 million natural gas-let go vehicles for the period of one
year [9]. Additionally Pakistan is likewise pregnant with the shale store of 105 Tcf, which will defeat the
gas deficit and illuminate the Pakistan. Generation of shale stores can surmount the vitality emergency
and additionally make the new openings for work and businesses to boosting the economy of world.
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Abstract
PV is one of the best ever emergent renewable energy technologies and it is predictable that it will play a
key role in the future worldwide electricity generation mix. This paper addresses the estimation of
expected electrical energy produced by Photo Voltaic (PV) panels resulting from solar irradiation as a
function of time. The Solar Insolation reaching the earth’s surface can be estimated using clear sky
models. In order to estimate the Electrical output of the Photovoltaic panels, the knowledge of Global
Horizontal Irradiance (GHI) incident upon the surface of earth is a necessity. The Global Horizontal
Irradiance is the sum of Beam and Diffuse radiation incident upon the PV panel. For this purpose, we
apply KASTEN, DISC, KLUCHER model and PEREZ algorithm. KASTEN model is used estimate GHI
on horizontal surface. Direct Isolation Simulation Code (DISC) model is used to break up the computed
GHI into Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) and Diffused Horizontal Irradiance (DHI) components which is
used to compute irradiation on tilted surface. The beam irradiance on tilted surface is estimated using
PEREZ algorithm. The diffuse irradiance on tilted surface is estimated using KLUCHER model. The
findings of this study may be used for development of a software tool that uses the above mentioned
models to estimate the Electrical power output of the PV panel at any fixed tilt and azimuth on a clear
day at given latitude and longitude.
© 2016 “Muhammad Aleem Zahid, Dr Farrukh Kamran, Dr Arbab Waleed” Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of
Energy and Environmental Engineering Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro,
Pakistan.
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1.

Introduction

The economic and social development of any country is generally assessed by the energy consumption
per capita. In developed countries the amount of energy required to maintain standard of living and
comfort is 10kW per person in USA, about 5kW per person in Europe and about 0.5kW per person in
developing countries. With the increase in population and rapid industrialization, the demand of
Electrical Energy is also increasing rapidly. The electrical energy generated through conventional sources
i.e. Hydro, Oil, Coal and Natural gas is therefore not sufficient to fulfill the energy demand. It is
pertinent to mention that more than half of the electrical energy generated throughout the world is
utilized by approximately one third of the world’s population living in developed countries. As such the
share left for the underdeveloped countries is much small. Keeping in view the energy needs of the
future, alternate resources of electrical energy need to be explored. Out of presently available alternate
energy resources, solar energy now emerges as a clean and safe source of energy. The direct method of
producing electrical power from solar energy is from solar irradiation. The solar irradiation available
above the earth’s atmosphere is much higher than that received at the earth’s surface. The loss being
inherent to the presence of different atmospheric gases, clouds, pollution (including aerosols) and other
environmental effects. The solar insolation incident upon the earth’s surface can produce 1kW/m2 if
converted efficiently [1]. In order to extract optimum electrical energy from the solar power through PV
panels, the amount of solar insolation incident upon a specific area and the duration of sunshine are
important. One way to get information about the solar irradiation is through sensors mounted on specific
location and get data about the required parameters but this is a costly method. Another way is to use
clear sky models to approximate the required parameters in order to estimate the expected electrical
energy produced by photovoltaic panel resulting from solar irradiation as a function of time. Ground
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irradiance measurement sites are not always available, requiring the use of models to estimate irradiance
in lieu of measurements [2]. There are three categories of clear sky models for determine the irradiance
on a clear day.
Very simple models use only geometric calculation to estimate GHI. Simple models include some
parameters in addition to geometric calculation such as air pressure, aerosol content, relative humidity,
Rayleigh scattering and temperature. Complex models consider various measurable atmospheric
parameters like ozone and perceptible water [3-4]. The focus of this paper is to develop a software by
implementing clear sky models for estimation of solar irradiance on a tilted PV panel and the amount of
electrical power produced by the panel as a function of time. The software uses a MATLAB tool GUI
that has been established for inputting the parameters which are essential for computing power for
specific day and corresponding results have been shown in the form of graphs. A 250 Watt PV panel is
used for getting information about the power as reference. By getting the information about the power for
a single day, we can estimate the amount of energy produced that day. Once energy for a single day is
known, the amount of energy will be estimated for the whole month and then for the whole year. We also
estimate the approximate tilt angle of the panel for getting maximum energy from the panel keeping the
surface Azimuth fix.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows Section 2 describes the basic parameters which have been
studied so far. Section 3 describes the models which are implemented for estimation of PV output power.
Section 4 describes the tools through which we are able to compute the output electrical energy of the
system. Section 5 shows the output result in the form of graphs and tables. Section VI gives the
conclusion and future work of the research
2.

Parameters in PV Output Estimation

The revolution of earth around the sun traverses an elliptical path with the sun at one of the foci. As we
know the main source of energy for PV power production is sun. These radiations travel through space
and strikes on the outer layer of the earth’s atmosphere. The energy received surface of atmosphere at
normal incidence per unit area at the sun –earth mean distance is termed as Solar Constant #$% whose
value is 1367wm'( [5].The declination of sun ) is basically the angle between the line drawn from the
center of the earth and equator to the center of the sun. The diurnal change in amount of radiation is due
to rotation of earth around its own axis.) = 0 for autumnal and vernal equinox. )=maximum( 23.45° ) in
summer solistics,) = minimum (-23.45° ) in winter solistics [6].
Simple representation of declination angle given in ASCE [7]:
δ = +,-'. (sin(23.45°)sin(360/365(d−81)))

(1)

Where d is day of year. d =1 for 1st January.
Solar zenith angle is the angle between line drawn from the sun to earth’s surface and the normal. It is the
angle between the normal and the sun. This angle gives a measure of the height of sun with respect to
horizon [8]. Calculation of zenith angle is given by (Duffie 2006) as:
/0+ (12 ) 3 /0+ (4). /0+()). /0+ (6) 7,- (4). 7,- ())

(2)

4= latitude of location , )= Declination angle ,6 = Hour angle.
Hour angle is the angular distance between the object and meridian, measured in hours. It is the angular
displacement between the position of sun caused by rotation of earth and local meridian. It is the angle
traced by sun in 1 hour with reference to 12 noon. One hour is represented by fifteen degrees [9].
689:;< 3 (70=>? @,A:8B< C 12) D 15

(3)

The azimuth is the angle along the horizon, with zero degrees corresponding to North and increases in
clockwise fashion. Thus 90 degrees is East, 180 degrees is South and 270 degrees is West [10].
Azimuth=F0+ '. (

GHI(J).KLG(M)'KLG(J).GHI(M).KLG(N)
KLG(OP'QR )

(4)

The angle which an incident sun rays makes with a perpendicular to the surface at the point of incidence
IS called angle of incidence The incident power on PV module also depends on the angle between the
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sun and PV module. The solar radiation intensity is a function of angle of incidence [11].
STUVWX 3 F0+ '. 8sin(1$YZ ) . cos([ C [$YZ ) . sin(\) ] cos(1$YZ ) . cos(\)<

(5)

where
1$YZ 3 Solar zenith angle
[$YZ 3 Solar azimuth
[ 3 Surface azimuth
\ 3 Surface tilt
Air mass represents the optical thickness of atmosphere through which the solar radiation must pass
before reaching the earth’s surface.
^_ 3

.

(6)

KLG(QR )

A value of 1 of air mass present when zenith angle is zero (sun is absolute overhead). Any variation of
zenith angle from zero value increases AM value [12]. Extra-terrestrial radiation incident on a surface
which is normal to incoming solar radiation, #WV`
bcP.Z

#WV` 3 #$% . (1 ] 0.033. cos(

bcd

))

(7)

#WV` = Extraterrestrial solar irradiance.
#$% = Solar constant (1367 eA'( )
n is nth Julian day of given year.
For utilizing solar irradiance models, the concept of extraterrestrial radiation on horizontal surface must
be understood. Consider there is flat plate surface adjustment outside the atmosphere of earth. When this
flat plate faces the sun, the solar irradiance #WV` will be maximum. If the plate surface is not normal to
sun, the solar irradiance reduces by cosine of the angle between central ray of the sun and normal to flat
plate surface [7]. The extraterrestrial solar irradiance on horizontal surfaces which is basically parallel to
ground is computed as:
#f_WV` 3 #WV` . cos(12 )
3.

(8)

Different Models for PV Output Estimation

There is variety of models which we can after deep study be selected for our simulation.
3.1 KASTEN Model
One of the simple models which we are used for calculating GHI is KASTEN model [13] that caters
different atmospheric parameters like elevation and atmospheric turbidity. The input parameters of this
model are Elevation (h), Air mass (AM) and Linke turbidity (TL).
GHI 3 0.84 D Eklm D cos(z) D exp(C0.027 D AM D (fs. ] fs( (TL C 1)))
where fs. 3 exp vC

(9)

h
h
w and fs( 3 exp vC
w
8000
1250

xf. and xf( are coefficients which are used in KASTEN model relating the altitude of station/location
with the altitude of atmospheric interactions (Aerosols and Rayleigh scattering).Now task is to separate
beam and diffuse radiation from GHI which have already get from KASTEN model
3.2 DISC model to determine DNI
Disc model is considered as Quasi physical model as developed by scientist of solar energy research
institute for transforming GHI values to DNI. In 1987 Maxwell concluded that DNI can be calculated
easily if we are giving GHI and zenith angle as input. DISC model is basically developed in sequential
way. Its level of simplicity changes in every stage. Maxwell observed some climatically and seasonal
variations in relationship between y` and yZ which is direct beam transmittance and given as:
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yZ =

z{

z|}~

(10)

yZ% and y`% represent maximum clear sky value. ∆y` and ∆yZ are basically the departure of
transmittance value from its respective maximum values yZ% and y`% . Deviation from maximum values is
due to arbitrary values of air mass, cloud cover and perceptible water vapor. Relationship of ∆y` and ∆yZ
is given as:

and

∆yZ =yZ% C yZ
∆y` =y`% C y`

(11)
(12)

For establishing maximum clear sky direct transmittance value, Bird clear sky model is used which is
derived in 1981 and given as:
yZ% = 0.866-0.122 AM +0.0121 AM2 +0.000653 AM3 + 0.000014 AM4

(13)

Next the exponential relationship between ∆yZ and AM is used to derive the ∆yZ which was derived from
least square regression analysis and given as:
∆yZ 3 > ] €. exp(F. ^_)
(14)
The clearness value y` strongly depends on CC effects. The dependence of this introduces the
coefficients > , € >-9 F as mentioned above. These values are computable from polynomial functions and
expressed in terms of y` and given as:
If y` • 0.60 (cloudy conditions)
> 3 0.512 C 1.56 . y` ] 2.286 y` ( C 2.222. y` b
€ 3 0.370 ] 0.962 . y`
F 3 C0.280 ] 0.932. y` C 2.048. y` (
If y` ƒ 0.60 (mostly clear conditions)
> 3 C5.743 ] 21.77. y` C 27.49. y` ( ] 11.56. y` b
€ 3 41.40 C 118.5. y` ] 66.05. y` ( ]
b
31.90. y`
F 3 C47.01 ] 184.2. y` C 222.0. y` ( ] 73.81. y` b
So direct beam transmittance value yZ can be computed easily if we compute maximum beam
transmittance value yZ% and departure ∆yZ from maximum value and given by simple relationship.
yZ 3 yZ% C ∆yZ

(15)

By knowing yZ , direct normal irradiance can be computed as:
#Z 3 #WV` . yZ

(16)

Once direct normal irradiance (#Z ) is known, the separation of global horizontal irradiance #„ in to
horizontal beam and horizontal diffuse can be computed as:
#„ 3 #…f ] #Xf

(17)

3.3 Beam Radiation Model
Beam radiation can be determined by the relation between direct normal irradiance #Z and angle of
incidence S . Beam radiation on a tilted surface is a simple function of angle of incidence between line
drawn normal to surface and incoming direct normal irradiance. It is expressed as:
†… 3 #Z . cos(S)
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where S is angle of incidence.
3.4 Diffuse Radiation Model
The technique used for determine the ratio of diffuse solar irradiance on tilted surface to that of flat
horizontal surface can be categorized in to anisotropic and isotropic models. The isotropic models
suppose that intensity of diffuse radiation in sky is steady or uniformly distributed over the sky dome, so
diffuse irradiance incident on panel which is at some tilt depends on part of sky dome seen by it. Whereas
in anisotropic models there are three diffuse subcomponents which are used to estimate the pattern of
anisotropic diffuse radiation. These are:
•
•
•

Circumsolar radiation
Horizon Brightening
Isotropic diffuse radiation

Hay and Davies [14] have calculated a model which accounts for both isotropic and circumsolar diffuse
irradiances. They introduce an anisotropy index ^‡ which is the ratio of hourly beam radiation on
horizontal surface and hourly extra-terrestrial radiation.
ˆ
^‡ 3 ‰
(19)
ˆŠ

This index defines a part which is considered as a circumsolar while remaining part is considered as
isotropic diffuse radiation. This circumsolar diffuse is reckoned on tilted surface in the same way as
beam radiation.
†‹,%UŒ 3 †X ^‡ •…

(20)

†X = Hourly diffuse horizontal radiation
•… = beam radiation geometric factor. It is the ratio of beam radiation on tilted surface to beam radiation
on horizontal surface.
The remaining diffuse radiation is considered as isotropic diffuse radiation.
†‹,U$Ž 3 †X (1 C ^‡ )(

.•%Ž$ •
(

)

(21)

The overall diffuse radiation on tilted surface is:
†X,‹ 3 †X ‘(1 C ^‡ ) ’

.•%Ž$ •
(

“ ] ^‡ •… ”

(22)

The Hay and Davies Model don’t consider horizon brightening. So Temps and Coulson [15]
approximated the effect of horizon brightening by adding a correlation factor 81 ] +,-b (\/2)< to
isotropic diffuse radiation. Further Klucher Model [16] added some correction factor F=–†… /† in Temps
and Coulson Model.so horizon brightening effects can be compensated by adding factor 81 ]
—+,-b (\/2)< in diffuse radiation. So the overall anisotropic model which cover isotropic diffuse,
circumsolar diffuse and horizon brightening diffuse radiation can be estimated as:
†X,‹ 3 †X ‘(1 C ^‡ ) ’

.•%Ž$ •
(

“ D 1 ] —+,-b (\/2) ] ^‡ •… ”

(23)

Where † is total horizontal radiation.
3.5 Ground Reflected Radiation or Albedo Model
Nkemdirim’s Model [17-18]. In this model, ground reflected radiation depends on height of sun h:
˜ 3 ˜Ž . exp(€. (90 C B))

(24)

Where “h” is in degrees, “b” is a positive coefficient. The coefficients € and ˜Ž are site dependent. ˜
applies to ™f as usual. If radiations after ground reflection are isotropic, then its part on inclined plane is:
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.

•U 3 ˜. ™f . ’ “ (1 C cos(+))
(

(25)

Where “s” is a tilt of panel from the horizontal plane.
3.6 Perez Algorithm
Plane of array beam, ground reflected and diffuse components are integrated using Perez algorithm 1990
[19]. The †… beam component is cosine of incidence angle multiplied with beam normal input #Z . The
†X,$š› is total sky diffuse component on horizontal surface. The ground reflected radiation is considered as
isotropic diffuse with a viewed factor determined from ground w.r.t tilted surface. The POA incident on
PV panel is a sum of three components.
†œŽ• 3 †… ] †X,$š› ] †X,„ŒŽYZX

(26)

The ground reflected component †X,„ŒŽYZX has a default value as 0.2.whereas ground reflectance by snow
is about 0.6.
As we know irradiance POA on module. The incident POA is reduced by giving incidence angle (S),
beam normal radiation #Z and five polynomials for PV module.
x 3 €Ž ] €. S ] €( S ( ] €b S b ] €ž S ž ] €d S d
†`Œ 3 †œŽ• C (1 C x). #Z . cos(S)

(27)
(28)

Where €U are module cover polynomial coefficients.
3.7 Model of PV Module for computing power
The PV Watts module has been used for computing power which is an adaptation of PVFORM version
3.3 models [20-21]. DC power from an array can be computed by giving rated panel powerŸX%P , cell
temperature @%W‡‡ and POA irradiance†`Œ . The efficiency of panel is decreased by increasing rate of
temperature rise.
ˆ
ŸX% 3 ~ . ŸX%P (1 ] [(@%W‡‡ C @ŒWT ))
(29)
.PPP
†`Œ ¡ 125 ¢A'(
Where
[ =temperature coefficient and fixed at -0.5% / °/ and considered for silicon crystalline PV module.
@ŒWT = 25 °/
and the effect of performance of PV module on low light conditions at fixed tilt cab ne modified as:
P.PP£.ˆ ¤

~
ŸX% 3
. ŸX%P (1 ] [(@%W‡‡ C @ŒWT ))
.PPP
†`Œ ¥ 125 ¢A'(

4.

(30)

Tools and Implementation

The software tool for implementation the whole process is MATLAB. A guide user interface (GUI) has
been established for inputting the parameters which are essential for computing power and corresponding
results have been shown in the form of graphs. A sample GUI is shown in the Fig 1:
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Fig. 1. Sample of GUI

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Any day of the month can be selected from popup menu of day.
Any month of the year can be selected from popup menu of month.
Latitude must be given in the textbox of LATITUDE.
Longitude must be given in the textbox of LONGITUDE.
Tilt of the panel from the ground can be selected from popup menu of tilt.
Panel Azimuth (From North) can be selected from popup menu of Azimuth
Calculate button estimate the resulting power output at a given day.

There are 3 different graphs shown in the figure.
•
•
•

5.

The first one estimates GHI on the surface of earth at given day.
The second one estimates the Beam and Diffuse irradiance on the surface of earth at given day.
The third one estimates the power output of 250Watt panel during the whole day when there is
a sun light.

Simulation Results

The estimating power for summer solstice and winter solstice has been shown with only variation in tilt
angle while surface azimuth is fixed at 180°.
PV output in Summer Solstice
Tilt angle is 5° , Surface Azimuth is 180°

Fig. 2 Power output at 21 June, Tilt angle 5°, Surface Azimuth 180°, Latitude 33.7° and Longitude 73.1°

Fig 2: shows that there is a graph of power output from 250w solar panel. X-axis shows time in hours
while Y-axis shows expected output power in watts on respective hour of the day. This graph
approximates the power using above mentioned clear sky models. Graph shows that there is 110w at
8AM, there is a peak power of almost 200 at 12PM and there is almost 40w at 6PM on 21 June which is
almost 20w. By giving inputs to GUI as shows above we can approximate power and then we can easily
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compute energy on a given day, on a given month and on a given year.
Tilt angle is 70° , Surface Azimuth is 180°

Fig. 3. Power output at 21 June, Tilt angle 70°, Surface Azimuth 180°°, Latitude 33.7° and Longitude 73.1°

Fig. 3: shows that there is a graph of power output from 250w solar panel. X-axis shows time in hours
while Y-axis shows expected output power in watts on respective hour of the day. This graph
approximates the power using above mentioned clear sky models. Graph shows that there is 20w at 8AM,
there is a peak power of almost 100w at 12PM and there is almost 30w at 6PM on 21 June which is
almost 20w. By giving inputs to GUI as shows above we can approximate power and then we can easily
compute energy on a given day, on a given month and on a given year.
5.2 PV output in Winter solstice
5.2.1. Tilt angle is 5° , Surface Azimuth is 180°

Fig. 4. Power output at 21 Dec, Tilt angle 5°, Surface Azimuth 180°°, Latitude 33.7° and Longitude 73.1°

Fig. 4: shows that there is a graph of power output from 250w solar panel. X-axis shows time in hours
while Y-axis shows expected output power in watts on respective hour of the day. This graph
approximates the power using above mentioned clear sky models. Graph shows that there is 25w at 8AM,
there is a peak power of almost 115w at 12PM and there is almost 35w at 4PM on 21 June which is
almost 20w. By giving inputs to GUI as shows above we can approximate power and then we can easily
compute energy on a given day, on a given month and on a given year.
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Abstract
The management process of environmental perspective and financial performance of the firm depends on
pollution factor of the firm. The environmental circumstances examine the allocated of that factor which
include the greenery for the sake of peaceful environment to be paid. The data is used to test the hypotheses
in an industry context management perspective and firm financial performance relationship which include the
10 traded manufacturing Pakistan companies. The level of the firm financial data collected from World Bank
and UN data source. The investigation of the level of the firm and industry influence variable which include
the dependent variable used are return on assets and independent variable are assets turnover, market share,
and sales growth. As the results there is a find that the trading and manufacturing company as a positive
marginal effect on the performance in context of financial perspective and firm management point of view as
an environmental practice.
Key Words: Financial Performance, environmental management, Sales Growth, Market Share.
1.

Introduction

In this study the financial performance and environmental management practice have a relationship over the
past 40 years. The research findings of these efforts should be mixed and financial performance are not clear
that how these practices should affect the competitive standing and financial performance of the firm.
This research defined the initially accepted by the firm to less adverse results of economic activity and it also
the effect on the natural environment (Chrismann 2000) The investment of environmental management
practice consists of that technology which is stopped to pollution factor. The rating of third party shows
mishaps of the environmental awards and the results shows of that study have not clear pitcher for the
perspective of yielded.
The circumstances of the firm are to ensure that the environmental practice pays for the greenery. The
investigation of the effect of environmental management practices on financial performance of the firm and
in an industry perspective for the benefit of environmental practices evaluates how they pay for the benefit of
environmental circumstances.
In industry context include the additional factor of environmental prospective can utilize the more possible
ways and suggestion for the future research. This research shows the relevant literature on the performance of
the firm and also the environmental management practices and the firm environmental context.
The data available for the purposes testing and the proposed hypotheses and limitation of the study shows
address and finding are also discuss and suggest for the benefit of future research. Superior performance of
the internal resources of the firm capability shows the resource based view of the firm. The development
process of the industry can be achieve with the help of unique bundle of effective resources have the industry
superior performance. The industry can be used the critical source for the benefit of competitive advantage in
sense of environmental management practice of the firm.
The industry environmental practice cannot reduce the firm future cost and to produce the superior problem
while shows how use the internal resources of the firm and its capability and resource based view does not
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specify to develop resources the industry circumstances. This lake of resource based view creates s the
serious problem in the industry internal context.
2.

Literature review

In this research the contribution of the resource based view for the benefit of firm financial performance can
utilize the environmental management practices and the firm competitive advantages. scotts (2004). For the
perspective of management and firm take advantages to another firm has been highly effect in sense of
resource based view and the relationship between the environmental management practices and the
performance of the firm (Sharma and vredenburg 1998).
To evaluate the internal factor of the firm are utilize the effective perform of the firm. The idea is generated
to effective resources of the firm and its performance. The effective program of the firm to developed the
differentiation of the resource of the firm is capable that are rare to the multiple resources (wernerfelt
1998:Barney 1991:peteraf 1993).
At an initial stage of the firm environments is to evaluate the different sources of advantages which take as an
competitors can be increase the profit and it’s overcome the cost of the firm for the perspective of form
environments. Environmental management cannot reduce the cost of firm (Hart and Milstein 2003:Ambac
and Lanoie 2008).
There is no specify what the best resource can utilize the firm performance and create the effective program.
In that situation the firm cannot utilize the best resources and it’s create the serious problem of the
performance of the firm. In other words, says that the internal factor of the firm can fail and affect the
performance of the firm.
The internal structure of industry and its environment can impact the performance of the firm. In an industry
context there the industry not only viewed the technical production system but also show the social system
for the perspective of the firm performance.
Technological environments can effect to improve the efficiency of the firm and also the impact of social and
culture system on the firm performance and also its environments aspect ( Meyer and rowan 1997;Dimaggio
and Powell1983). Because the profit of the firm is not only considered as the environmental management
practices and not only as internal source but also the external source as well to improve their profit
maximization of the firm.
Technological system for the production uses of the needed input to change the require output can waste the
harmful environments in the context of natural environments. Environmental pollution is the form of
economic waste can reduce the results as an available technology. In other words the implementation of
technical production process is inefficient (Porter and vender 1995).The comparison of both industry which is
clean and dirty industry create the pollution of the uses of technical environmental process and the industry
input and output process is inefficient and more productivity and competitive cost advantage uses the input
more productivity.
3.

Data

In this research data used to proposed hypotheses consists of 10 publicly traded manufacturing Pakistan firm
and the data was collected from the World Bank. The level of industry collects information from UN data
source.
The dependent variable in this research in the analyses of firm is return on assets which is calculated as net
income to total assets. Return on assets is commonly used to measure the financial performance of the firm,
reflection of the firm profitability related to the total investments instead of fund provided by creditor or
owner.
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Environmental management and financial performance of the firm indicate that to support the rating of
validity if the variable set equal to 1 then the firm engaged the significant environmental initiative otherwise
the variable set equal to zero.
The prior study included needing the number of firm and the variable of industry level to control the non
focal variable and there is no specification model perception ( capon at al 1990; Russo and Fouts 1997;
Margolis at al 2007).
As an independent variable include the assets turnover, sales growth, and market share to calculate the firm
total debt to total assets and Sales growth of 10 traded manufacturing companies. Finally assets turnover is
evaluated by sales ratio to total assets and market share is calculated by the firm sale to industry sale and 3
year sale growth evaluated the industry output as reported by Pakistan 10 traded manufacturing companies.
Theoretical framework
Dependent variable: Return on assets
Independent variable: Assets turnover, sales growth, market share
Analyses and results
Table 1. Descriptive statistics
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Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis

ROE
1.732715
1.673054
5.583684
-1.771957
1.444524
-0.109508
2.970737

AT
-0.327636
-0.174424
0.974560
-4.605170
0.965868
-1.862122
8.631420

MS
2.676640
2.249905
6.359923
0.183987
1.756306
0.602568
2.519953

SG
-0.168004
0.000000
8.018625
-2.244316
1.350085
3.707232
24.11339

Jarque-Bera
Probability

0.122061
0.940795

113.9572
0.000000

4.206995
0.122029

1251.873
0.000000

Sum
Sum Sq. Dev.

103.9629
123.1123

-19.65818
55.04119

160.5984
181.9921

-10.08025
107.5410

Observations

60

60

60

60
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This table shows the descriptive statistics for all observation that used in this study. It shows the mean,
median, maximum, minimum, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, kurtosis, jarque-bera, probability, sum,
sumsq. dev, observation. In this descriptive statistic interest rate of highest mean 2.67 percent. Lower
standard deviation value is 0.96 percent. And dependent variable mean value is 1.73 which is maximum
value is 5.5 and minimum value of dependent variable is -1.77 percent. Assets turnover mean value is -0.32
and market share is 2.67 percent. Sales growth is -0.16 percent. These results show the value that has a major
role to contribute on return on assets.

MARKET
SHARE
ASSET
TURNOVER

SALES
GROWTH

RETURN
ON
ASSETS
Table 2. Regression Analysis
Dependent Variable: ROE
Method: Least Squares
Date: 07/01/16 Time: 03:47
Sample: 1 60
Included observations: 60

Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

AT
MS
SG
C

0.758760
-0.185145
-0.017033
2.474017

0.164063
0.090263
0.115017
0.282090

4.624794
-2.051181
-0.148087
8.770313

0.0000
0.0449
0.8828
0.0000

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.354966
0.320411
1.190825
79.41162
-93.54532
10.27237
0.000017

Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

1.732715 in
1.444524
3.251511
3.391134
3.306125
1.204707
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In this model least square estimation model shows that dependent variable return on assets has an effective
relationship with R-square with the level of almost 0.35 or 35%that explain the about that 0.32 or 32%that
tell us the changing the dependent variable due to independent variable.

ROE
AT
MS
SG

Table 3. Correlation Coefficients
ROE
AT
MS
SG
1.000000
0.553603 -0.327650 -0.021738
0.553603
1.000000 -0.203417 -0.029802
-0.327650 -0.203417
1.000000 -0.041314
-0.021738 -0.029802 -0.041314
1.000000

In this correlation between dependent variable and independent variable have the positive relationship. The
dependent variable relates to the independent variable which is dependent variable is return ion asset and
independent variable is assets turnover, market share and sales growth have an direct relationship.
4.

Discussion and future results

In this research by observing the environmental management practices and financial performance of the firm
remain the poorly understanding as the results of the firm and sanding of competitive shows the nature of
management practices of industry environment and firm financial performance (Mantabon at al 2007)
The pollution factor of a firm can reduce cost and argued that can to implement to burden on firm in that
situation minimize the profit level of a firm and its competitiveness (Walley and whitehead 1994) but the
innovated tools can be used the firm performance increase and minimize the total cost and maximize the
profit of the firm (porter and ven der linde, 1995).
The question arise in this paper “does it pay to be green” under which circumstances as an firm management
and financial performance(Reinhardt, 1998). The investigation of its hypotheses in which use the multiple
model to determine the nature of the firm. The data of industry level the major finding of that study to which
an industry pollution factor and emerge the newly establish firm in an industry context.
The finding clearly shows the complexity the idea of management practices of a firm and financial
performance of the firm. This research include the two factor dimension which include the pollution factor of
industry and started point of an industry and what pay to be greenery in the context of industry pollution
factor and what to pay and how to pay to be green.
This study shows the initiate process and starting point method to be used of amylases of a firm. The
investigation data from secondary source from world bank and the other UN data source and also the sample
of the data focus on mostly large public traded manufacturing firm of Pakistan.
The finding of this research critically evaluates of the firm and also carefully adopts the environmental
context. Significantly this study is consistent with (capon at al 1990). Who evaluate the financial performance
of the firm. Finally performance of the firm provided the conceptual framework in the context of
management practices of firm financial p performance.
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